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PUBLISHERS' NOTE 

THE English translation of the Twelve Principal 
Upanif;!ads with notes from S'ankaracarya and the Gloss 
of Anandagiri are now issued with text in Devanagari 
in three separate volumes. The first contains ls'a, Kena, 
Katha, Pras'na, MuiJ.qaka, Mal}dfikya, Taittiriya, Aite
reya, and S'vetas'vatara-Upanif;!ads. The second volume 
with Brhadaral}yaka-Upani!;>ad and the third :with 
Candogya and Kaut!itaki-Upanil;!ads are in the Press. 

We are under obligations to Dr. C. Kunhan 
Raja, M.A., D. Phil. (Oxon.) Professor of Sarilskrt, Madras 
University, who carefully went over the proofs, suggest
ed many improvem~nts and finally saw the translite
ration brought up to date. 

T. P. H. 



PREFACE 

THE chronology of the Old Testament has influenc
ed almost all the speculations of Oriental scholars 
in regard to the possible date of the V alas and the 
Upani~s. It is very difficult to say anything with 
positive confidence on this subject, but this much is 
certain, that the Upani~ads, at least the ten principal 
ones, are not in any way posterior to the v edas. The 
argument that a philosophy like that embodied in the 
Upani~ads cannot exist side by side with the nature• 
worship of the Vedas, loses its force when the Bukta& 
of the Veda are regarded as symbolic only of those 
esoteric truths which were taught through the Upani~ad& 
to the select few. Symbology helps the solution of 
many a riddle over which philology has either 
sat in despair or which it has understood only to 
misunderstand. The history of all the great religions 
of the world shows, that there is nothing inconsistent 
in the possible existence of a sublime philosophy with 
the empty formalities of popular religion. And this 
circumstance in itself is an indirect argument against 
the later origin of the Vedas and the Upani$ads. 
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Veda means knowledge, and Upani~ad means both 
the exoteric philosophy of Brahman, the A.dvaita, and 
sittings for the discussion of that philosophy. The 
Upani~ads are aptly called the Vedanta, the end of 
the Veda, that which is reserved for those who have 
freed themselves from the useless bonds of formal 
religion. The Veda consists· of three parts : Mantra, 
Brahma1]0. and Upani~ad, including the .Ararwakas. 
The Mantra portion·contains hymns add:r:essed to various 
powers, all symbolic o{ important truths intended, on 
the one hand, to: teach. the ·r'eligion of faith and forms 
to· the :ignorant, .and the philo~opby of sublime unity 
to the initiated, o;n th:e other:. The one is the Karma
Tnilrga~ the religion of .forms~ and the other is the 
Jnana-milrga, the religion of phil~sophy or knowledge. 
There is a way between the two, leading from Karma 
to Jnana, called Upasana, or the invoking of any 
particular power of nature. This is different from the 
general Karma-matga, inasmuch as Karma does not 
mean anything· performed with a special aim and for 
a special purpose. Karma-marga is only the general 
religion of faith which leads to Upasana and Jnana. 
The :word Karma should in this place not be confounded 
with that philosophicaUaw of necessity which is called 
by~ that name.· 

T~e Upani~ads teach· the philosophy of absolute 
unity. ·By .unity is meant the oneness· of the subject, 
all experience of objective existence being regarded as 
in and. o( it. "Experience •· implies consciousn_ess, and 



consciousness, :appercepti6n or· " pure reason.~· is· the 
only reliable, self-illumined, absolute factor of our 
knowledge .. All else is but mere representation in and 
through the mode of this consciousness. The world of 
being is nothing, considered apart from consciousness 
which, in its turn, is entirely· independent of experience. 
It cannot in any matmer ·be negatived, for. the very 
negation ·implies its existence. This is the realm of 
the absolute, ever-existent. Brahman, an abstraction 
appropriately expressing this idea of unity in duality, 
being a term expressive of the whole of that which can 
be none other. than a compound of Thought and Being. 

· This Absolute is not the Unknowable of Agnosticism, 
nor the inexplicable atom of Materialism. Materialism is 
in fact out of question, inasmuch as the Absolute of the 
Upani~ad is not a result of organisation nor a property 
of · matter. It is something .always independent of 
everything, and self-illumined, self-subsistent. :It is 
everywhere; but for it the. world of experience is 
nowhere. But the Agnostic who · stands half-way 
between Materialism· and Transcendentalism identifies 
the Absolute with the Unknowable and makes it the 
source of all that translates itself into experience •. This 
doctrine is entirely ··untenable, for that which is 
Unknowable is not the Absolute, but that which produces 
the . various· modifications and representations of it 
through experience. . That something .which IS and is 
not known per. se by_ the. very law of consciousness not 
permitting such_ knowledge, .. is· the Unknowable par 
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excellence. But to describe the fountain of knowledge, 
absolute consciousness, which is seen in daily individual 
experience, as the Unknowable or even the unknown 
would, at least, be a strange perversion of metaphysical 
langilage. 

The effect of this philosophy on practical ethics is 
immense. Any system of ethics not based on some 
clearly demonstrated world-idea falls short of practical 
use, and is pro tanto a deviation from the path of 
adequately fulfilling the object of existence. The variety 
of experience is not real, nay even experience itself is 
nowhere from the point of the Absolute. To lead that 
life wherein the variety of experience does not affect 
either for weal or woe is the highest practical rule of 
conduct in accordance with the proper aim of existence. 
This does not imply entire inertia as some would 
understand it. The variety of experience creates 
distinction, and sets up false limits where there exist 
none. Pain and pleasure. good and evil, virtue and vice, 
merit and sin, are all conventions based on this variety 
of experience, and admitted for the sake of that 
experience. But in the Absolute no such distinctions 
are possible, and the highest bliss which cannot be 
described in words other than those implying negation 
of everything positive known to us, consists in forgetting 
the source of separateness and realising that unity 
which is the very being and nature of the cosmos. 
And more than this philosophy holds that the individual 
is a copy of the great cosmos and that through the unity 
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of the two iu the Absolute there is always possible an 
easy way from the one to the other. When the sense of 
separateness is killed out, the Absolute in the indivi
dual, and the microcosm is at once understood as 
the macrocosm. Pain and pleasure, evil and good, are 
all merged in the unity of the Absolute where all is 
that indescribable something which is neither pleasure 
nor pain, but something supremely sublime and happy, 
so to speak. This process of killing out this idea of 
separateness is no inertia, so far as ordinary language is 
understood ; and though it may not be that blind sub
mission to the will of an anthropomorphic deity, it is 
certainly the highest possible activity and energy on a 
superior plane. It is not neglect of duty nor renuncia
tion of the world either ; it is mere forgetting of self 
and its environments. This is mok!la. Mok!la in the 
popular sense is a something to be achieved, in the 
Upani!lad it is already achieved, every being is one 
with· the Absolute, is, in fact the Absolute; what is to 
be achieved is destruction of the sense of separateness, 
which being accomplished, mok!la is easily realised. The 
disregard of this vital difference between the two ideas 
has led many Orientalists to regard the mok!la of the 
Vedanta, and the nirVilTJ.O. of the Buddhists, as some
thing bordering on pure inertia or entire annihilation. 

The illusion-theory is another puzzle in the way of 
many. Some try to set it down to l[:a.ter interpolation. 
That this is. not so, will be evident from the text of the 
llpani.<·.ds; but a suggestion by the way may be 

II 
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usefully given. Experience is endless, and this endless 
variety creates distinctions which lead to the sense of 
separateness. All that is illusion in the phenomenal, is 
only these distinctions or limitations and the sense of 
separateness created by them. The basis or substratum 
of the illusion cannot be said to be nothing nor some
thing. It is as indescribable as the Absolute and is 
~mown to BE, though never apart from or outside of the 
Absolute. 

Many students of Indian philosophy enamoured of 
the idea of mok~a taught by it seek to achieve it by 
various processes, physical or mental, generally. known 
as Yoga. Those who do so without being fully saturated 
with the spirit and substance of the U pani~ads merely 
take a leap in the dark and court certain death, spiritual 
as well as physical. The first requisite is proper fami
liarity with the first principles of Advaita philosophy 
(S'raVaTJa) ; and entire love with them (Manana). Then 
follows that sublime state wherein the sense of separate
ness is being slowly forgotten. But even here nothing 
but strict practice of the noble virtues and perfect 
altruism will be necessarily required of the student. 

M. N. DVIVEDI 
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THE iS' A-UP ANISAD • 
OF THE 

V AJASANEY A-SAMHITA 



INTRODUCTION 

THIS short U panil;lad is composed for the, purp~se . of 
exalting the knowledge of the supreme spirit abov~ 
every other object of human aspiration. It appears t~ 
address the last advice of a teacher to h~s discip~es, 
after the course of their instruction is completed, or to 
embody the sum total of human wisdom in a few words 
for those who have attained it. 

There are, accord~ng to the Va.jasaney~-Samhita. 
Upanil;lad, two roads which may be followed by man, 
the one is knowledge of Brahman,1 the other, action in 
accordance with the precepts of Vedas. Those who are 
able to understand the nature of Brahman, should 
consider every thing, the greatest as well as the 
smallest, as god ; for them everything else should be 
annihilated by the idea of God, and they should 
renounce every desire of any worldly object. If he is 
known in his own nature as the one, infinite, unchange
able, incorporeal, all-wise, holy, aU-supporting and self· 
existent spirit, who is in every thing and yet not 
defined by it, who is above the apprehension of the 
senses and the mind, if he is beheld in all beings, and 

1 Para Vidya--the Supreme Wisdom. 
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au. beings are beheld in him,-then the highest aim of 
man is attained; there is no longer any grief or 
delusion. 

On the other hand, those who cannot elevate their 
thoughts to the perfection of his nature, should perform 
the works, enjoined by . the Vedas. This may be done 
in a threefold manner, either by the practice of works 
alone, or the attainment of knowledge alone, that is to 
say, of the lesser knowledge of Brahman1 when he is 
represented by worldly qualities or individual deities; 
or, lastly, by the practice of work together with 
knowledge of the latter kind. 

"By the practice of any of those duties man will 
a~quire after death a state of happiness; but as he 
accomplishes his whole duty only by practising both 
knowledge (the lesser knowledge) and works, so he . 
'obtains thereby after death higher and higher worlds 
and the' objects of his worldly desires, and at the same 
time becomes prepared for the reception of the supreme 
'kn?wledge. However, all that he may obtain, as com
'pared with the effect of the knowledge of Brahman, is . . 
ignorance, transient and unsatisfactory; for in Brahman 
alone are absolute knowledge and bliss. 

This Upani~ad also bears the title, Is·avasyam, 
·from the two words with which it begins. 

I Apara Vidya-the Lesser Knowledge. 
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I' ·~· • .. ::::.. ~ ~: ~·"~~ ~~~~u(~o I 
~ i,OT'lroq ~imCJ~a u 

~ ~fo:a: ~nf.:a: ~tf.:a: II 

Om I whole is that, whole (too) is this; from whole, 
whole cometh ; take whole from whole, . (yet). whole 
remains. 

Om I Peace, Peace, Peace, Hari];l, Om. 

1. ~ CIT~~~~ qRcfi 'o:r ~ ~11({ I 
~ tl1~if ~T~T ~n ~: en~~~ II 

(1) Whatever exists in this world, is to be envel~ped 
by (the thought of) God (the Ruler) (2).· By renoun• 
cing (3) it (the world), thou shalt save. (thy £>?Ul~ (4). 
Do not covet the riches of anyone. 

(1) The first Mantra, according to gailkara, is address
ed to those who strive for the knowledge of Brahman, or for 
their eternal emancipation, while the second gives advice. 
to those wh.> cannot yet liberate themselves from the bonds 
of the world ; or, as Anand& briefly expresses it, the first 
Mantra lays down the rule for knowledge, the second for 
works. · ., 

(2) " b," the supreme ruler, the supreme soul, inde
pendent of all relations to the world. The whole world is to 
be considered under the idea of the soul. under the idea, that 
I, who am the same with the supreme soul, am the world, 
which in itself is unreal and gets only reality, when con
sidered under the notion of the soul. 
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{3) S'ankara takes "tyaktena" not as a participle, but 
as a noun instead of" tyagena" (by .renunciation); the sense, 
however, seems preferable, if it is treated as participle. 

{4) If the wo;rld is abandoned, nothing is left but the 
soul, and as the world is transient and unreal, there exists 
then no desire of anything whatsoever. 
' 

2. ~~~ ~TfoT f'il~fcl'q'60C1~ 6~U: I 
~ ~ ~~sfffi ~ cnij ~!ffi ;it II 

Performing sacred works (1)~ let a man desire to 
live a hundred years. If thou thus (desirest), 0 man, 
there is no other manner, in which thou art not tainted 
by work. 

(1) The 'works, enjoined by the Vedas, as the Agni
hotra and other -rites. Here are meant works which are 
to be done at certain prescribed periods ; or, as it has been 
explained, works, the performance of which does not procure 
any special fruit, but the omission of which produces sin. 

~- ~ ~Tit ~ ~ ~\i~ amns~: 1 

a~~ ~~41'60Rt ~ ~ :qr~01 ~~= II 

. To the· godless (1) worlds covered with gloomy 
darkness (2), go all the people, when departing (from 
this world) who are slayers of their souls (3). 

(1) Godless are here the worlds of the gods, and they 
are called godless, because, in comparison with the state of 
the supreme soul, even the most exalted worlds of the gods 
are godless. 

(2) Darkness is ignorance . 

. _ (3) The slayers of their souls are such as are 
ignorant about the n'1.ture of them. They kill the same, 
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becauRe they do not obtain their immortal and unchangeable 
nature. On this account they assume one worldly form after 
another. ,, 

' ' 

4. <11~ ~ iifcftq't ~~<n <11~ ~~I · 
a:jATC£cUS?.1T<KltRf fag:a~~tft llTCiftllir ~lfcl II . 

He (the soul) (1) does not move, is swifter than 
the mind (2); not the gods (the senses) did obtain him, 
he was gone before, standing he outstrips all the other 
(gods, senses), bow fast they run. Within him the Ruler 
of the atmosphere (3) upholds the vital actions. 

(1) In this Mantra the soul is described under 
opposite qualities, which yet form no contradiction,· as the 
one set belongs to the soul, if considered in its own absolute 
nature, and the other is ascribed to it, if considered in its 
relation to the world. 

(2) "Swifter than the mind," swifter than what is the 
swiftest, the thoughts of the mind, because the soul is either 
not comprehended by the mind, and bas therefore escaped 
it, or where the mind arrh·es, there is already the soul, has 
arrived before, and the: mind can never be in advance 
of it. · 

(3) Ma.tarina. (the ruler of the atmosphere) is ex
plained by S'ankara " mll.tari, antarik!ie B'vasati, gacchatiti 
vayu\l " : he who moves in the mother, the atmosphere, that 
is to say, the wind, which in accordance to him is here the 
upholder of the whole ~orld (the Sntrll.tma), Hirat;tyagarbha, 
tl1e universal soul. Apas, literally waters, are here the 
action'i of the living creatures, or the burning, beating, 
shinillglfand raining of the fire and the sun. · 

5. a~fa a~~Rf ow a~?n 1 
a~~~ ~~ a~ ~~~ ~: ll ' 11 
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He moves, he does not move; he is far, and also 
near ; he is within this all, he is out of th.is all (1). 

(1) Vide Bhagavad-Glta, XIII, 15. 

6. liG ~fUr ~("'l .. 4CII1q~~fcf I 
~~ 'CJR~Uii tRU '1 f~~ II ~ II 

Whoever beholds all beings in the soul alone, and 
~he soul in all beings (1), does hence not look down 
(on any creature). 

(1) Vide a. similar passage in Bhagavad- GUa, VI, 30. 
Vide Manu Smrti, XII, 125. 

7. ~~ ~qffOT ~a~ro:ra: 1 
CPI CfiT ~: en: ~len ~~1~!fa: II \9 II 

When a man knows, that all beings are even the 
soul when he beholds the unity (of the soul), then there 
is no delusion, no grief. 

8. ~ qq4 I l~'fl'iCfiP~-

mf~T~~'I!+Iqlqfcrn:JI..I 
Cfi~l ~: ~~ep;qqT~.m_ 
~~'TP:J: ~: II ~ II 

He is all pervading, brilliant, without body, in
vulnerable, without muscles, pure, untainted by sin; 
he is all-wise, the Ruler of the mind, above all beings, and 
self-existent. He distributed according to their nature • the things for everlasting year (1). 

(1) The years, says S'ail.kara, mean here the Praj!
pa.tis (the crea.torsl.who are called years. 
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9. ~ tp1: r:~fcm~ q~{ll!filijd I 
am ~ ~ d 6lTt q :.! ~' un: II 

9 

Those who worship ignorance (1), enter into gloomy 
darkness; into still great~r darkness, those who are 
devoted to knowledge. 

(1) Ignorance, avidya, means here Vedic work, if it is 
done alone without the knowledge of the worship of the 
gods, or of Brahman, considered under worldly' attributes~ 
Vidya, knowledge, is here lesser knowledge, not the know
ledge of the absolute Brahman. but of Brahman thought 
under relative attributes; it is opposed to the highest know .. 
ledge, because it is also connected with works. The effect 
of either is that by works alone the world of the Pitrs, the 
forefathers, is obtained; by knowledge (the lesser know .. 
ledge) the world. of the gods. Both, however, the lesser 
knowledge and works, are to be practised by man i if both 
are performed, then by work, that is to say, natural work 
and knowledge, death, is abandoned, and by knowledge the 
state of a deity obtained. 

10. atrQ\Cili~{l'41 atr<q~Jid4t~'41 I 
~ ~~ ~ it ~({l~'i:l'i:IM II 

They say, different is the effect of knowledge, 
different the effect of ignorance ; thus we heard from 
the sages who explained (both) to us. (Vide Tal. U., I, 3.). 

11 ~~""~~~~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~S'lMGd II 

Whoever knows both, knowledge and ignorance 
together, overcomes death by ignorance, and enjop 
immortality by knowledge. 

I 
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12. or.=~ Cf;J: ~~ it~ I 

~ ~ ~ a crm q a ~~~: u 
Those who worship uncreated nature (1), enter into 

gloomy darkness; into still greater darkness those who 
are devoted to created nature. 

(1) Uncrea.ted nature, asambhnti, nature which has 
no cause, the same. with avyakta, unmanifested nature. 

. ' 

13. ~r<4~cti!: ~~ctiG:r<4<:J!Wi=~C('Rt I 

.~ ~~ murrrt it '1ffi@=q=q~ II 

They say, different is the effect from (worshipping) 
uncreated nature, different from (worshipping) created 
nature (1). This we heard from the sages, who ex· 
plained (both) to us (2). 

(1) Whoever worships Brahman in his effect, in any 
of the created substances, gets superhuman power (of eight 
kinds), whoever worship him as uncreated nature, becomes 
dissolved into the same.-8'. 

(2) This verse, although with some alterations, occurs 
in Tal. U., I, 3. 

14. ~ :q ~ :q lltct[i{t~~~ I 
~~~~S®B~II 

. Whoever knows both, created nature and destruc
tion (t) together, overcomes death by destruction, and 
enjoys immortality by created nature. 

(1) That is to say, uncreated nature into which 
every thing is dissolved. 
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15. ft;;:o¥tG'1 mot ~fqfta ~ I 
~ i~?Nl'l!!J ~mit II 

11 

To me whose duty is truth, open, 0 P~n, the 
entrance to the truth concealed by the brilliant disc (1), 
in order to behold (thee)~ 

(1) Brahman, here expressed as " the truth " is con~ 
aidered especially to abide in the disc of the sun· Pn~an. 
the nourisher, is another name for the deity of the sun. 

16. ~ ll1f ~ S:U>i1iq(.q 

~~~~:I 
~ ~ iifa@410JCI4 ffil q~ .· 

qy~~=€t~u 
0 PO!;lan, ~i thou alone, 0 dispenser of justice 

(Yama), 0 sun, offspring of Praja.pati, disperse thy rays 
(and) collect thy light ; let me see thy most auspicious 
form; (for) the same soul (which is in thee), am I. 

17. C4ig<Pi~¥iid¥i~ ~~~~I 
~ ~ ~ 'iiCI~~ ~ ~ 'iiCI~~ II 

Let my vital spark obtain the immortal air; then 
let this body be consumed to ashes. Om ! 0 my mind, 
remember, remember (thy) acts, remember, 0 mind, 
remember, remember thy acts. 

18 .. aiR ~ ~~ uq. 
~Ft~~~frm;tl 

~fli~(jOJ~oit 

~a~~ II 
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Guide us, 0 Agni, by the road of bliss to enjoy
ment, (guide us) 0 god, who ~nowest all acts. Destroy 
our crooked sin, that we may offer thee our best 
salutaUons (1). 

(1) The ten last Mantras (9 to·18) do not any longer 
describe the nature of the knowledge of Brahman and 
jts effects,, but the effect, resulting from the practice of 
Vedic-. woJ:"ks. ·and. the devotion .towards God, when he 
ts · i.nlperf~qtly -comprehended, . under attributes which 

· belong to him only in his relation . to the world. The 
concluding prayer {15 to 18) must therefore be considered 
to be spoken at the time of his death. by a.,person, who 
throughout his life has _diligently performed the sacred 
works, enjoined by the Vedas ; for he justly has to remember 
his works, by which alone he-can hope to obtain a com
parative state of bliss in"a next world, while the true knower 
pf Brahman has only attained his knowledge by recounting 
all works, together with their effects. 



ll~ll 

THE KENA 

OR TALA V AKARA -UP ANISAD . 
OF THE 

SAMA-VEDA 



INTRODUCTION 

THE object of the Talavaka.ra-Upani~ad is simply to 
define the idea of Brahman as the one absolute spirit, 
and to show its distinction from the world. It does 
not attempt to investigate its relation either to the 
individual soul or spirit, or to the material world, but is 
satisfied to indicate the existence of those relations. 
Like the Sveta.s·vatara-Upani:;;ad, it commences with 
the question, who it is by whose decrees mind, life and 
the senses are engaged in the performance of their 
functions. It supposes then, that the necessity of a 
c~tuse for the existence of finite beings has already been 
admitted, and moreover, that the cause must be absolute, 
that is to say, which does not require another cause 
for its own existence and action. This cause, replies 
the teacher, is the ear of the ear, the mind of the mind, 
the speech of speech, the life of life, the eye of the eye, 
or, as S'ankara e:Jpresses it in his commentary to the 
Brihada.ral)yaka-Upani:;;ad, it is the beholding of the 
beholding, the hearing of the hearing, that is to say, it 
is the absolute spirit by whom all those functions are 
perceived and ordained; at the same time he is the 
absolute end of all intellectual beings, by the knowledge 
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of whom a state of perfection and immortality is 
obtained. Hereby is the idea of Brahman fully defined, 
and it . is impossible to determine it in any other 
manner ; for neither the senses nor the mind can 
approach it. It is, according to the expression of former 
teachers, different from . what is known and beyond 
what is unknown; it is therefore also beyond teaching, 
as it could· be taught only by an idea of what is 
known, but the idea of Brahman is infinite. The terms 
"known" (Vijflata) and" unknown" (avijnata) denote 
here the same as those of" manifested" (vyakta) and 
"unmanifested" (avyakta), when applied to the world. 
The manifested is the visible world, which is an effect, 
and can be perceived by the senses and the mind; the 
unknown or unmanifested.is the invisible world, which 
js the cause of the former, and can only be apprehended 
by the mind. Brahman is therefore beyond both, and 
the absolute cause of both, or he is, in accordance with 
the firs( definition, that which cannot be perceived ... 
_by the senses and the mind, and. by which those organs 
themselves are determined and brought to existence. . . . 

Hence it cannot be said· of Brahman that he is well 
known in the same way as a substance which may be 
perceived by the senses and clearly defined. It is 
very little we know of him in his relation to the senses 
and. the deities which superintend them. · The idea of 
him must be again and again considered to separate 
it from other elements, and on reflection we can only 
maintain that we have an undefined knowledge of him, 
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or, to express it in the words of the Upani!?ad, we 
cannot say, that we know him, nor that we do not know 
him. Those who fancy that they know Brahman, viz., 
that they can describe him as any thing which they 
perceive in nature, or as the material cause of nature 
or as mind, do in reality not know him ; those, on the 
contrary, who know tliat they do not know him in this 
manner, have a knowledge of him. The sense of this 
part of the Upani!;lad is somewhat obscure, and admits 
of a double explanation. The one is: Brahman cannot 
be comprehended by common knowledge, as he is 
infinite, and whoever defines him accordingly, has only 
an inadequate knowledge of him ; for the knowledge 
of the senses or the mind is always finite; it is therefore 
by a knowledge which is not a knowledge in the 
common sense of the word, that he must be appre~ended, 
and on this account it may be said, that Brah.D:lan is 
comprehended by those who do not know him; (ixi the 
common ~:>ense of knowledge), and not comprehended by 
those who know him (in the same sense). The other 
explanation is: The instrument, by which Brahman is to 
be comprehended, is intellect ; but intellect in its highest 
ftights is yet something created and finite, and it remains 
therein constantly the difference between knowledge and. 
its object, which cannot be destroyed without destroying 
intellect itself. Therefore man, while united with his 
body. does not fully comprehend Brahman; he ap· 
proaches merely nearer and nearer to this aim, without 
wholly attaining it, and the sense of the passage 

a 
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"' those comprehend him, who do not know him," would 
l 

be, -that,, those who are aware, that they cannot 
comprehend Brahman by intellect, know him as 
well _as he may be comprehended by man. Either 
explanation accords with the spirit of the Upani~?ads; 
for they teach, that a knowledge of Brahman is possible, 
as well that Brahman cannot 'be fully comprehended 
by man ; and according to them there is not even a 
contradiction in the admission of both views ; for they 
maintain, that an adequate knowledge of Brahman is 
only gained at- the time when the intellect, which 
comprehends Brahman in a finite way, has ceased to 
exist. 

· In summing up, the Upani~?ad declares that 
Brahman is comprehended, when he is known as the 
nature. of every thought, as mere knowledge, whereby 
the -'idea of -individual existence disappears. By a 

/ ' 
knowledge of this kind the last aim of man is obtained, 
while every other idea of Brahman produces great 
calamity, that is to say, leads again and again from 
birth to birth, and to the unhappiness inseparable from 
worldly existence. Hereby the Upani~?ad, as setting 
forth the knowledge of Brahman is concluded; its 
remaining part illustrates by a narrative the infinite 
nature of Brahman, and the consequences resulting 
from a knowledge of him. 

The Talavakara-Upani~?ad is commonly called 
Kena, from the word Kena, with which it commences. It 
is one of the U pani~?ads in the Atbarva collection, 
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and belongs also to the Sa.ma-Veda where it forms, 
accordin~ to S'ankara, the 9th chapter of the Talavaka.ra 
school It is the text of this school, which f:)ankara 
has followed in his explanation. The Sa.ma tex:t 
contains four sections, while the Atharva does not 
appear to have any divisions. 

~ otlv•U'4"'tl 11&tifl~ Cllifi ~: ~.lt atafl1~'411Ur :q 

~I 
~ ~~ qy~ if~ r~o~.=qP( l 
JU qJ iiV Plow~~<l'fi'.OI&~@Pi<l<t.~ it~ 1 
6~~q~qf.Nfg ~~~~a~~ II 

~~=~:~:I 

Oli1l May Brahman of the sacred teachings, all in 
all, perfect my members. speech, [and) life, sight, hear· 
ing, strength as well, and all my powers I May I be not 
cut off from Brahman ; Brahman not cut off from me ; 
may there be no off-cutting ; for me no cutting-off I Let 
all the virtues in the sacred lore repose in me, who find 
my sole delight in that [one) Self; may they in me 
repose I 

Oli1 t Peace, Peace, Peace ! HariQ.. Om ! 
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FIRST SECTION 

L ~ ~ 1:ffifu ~ 31o:r: ~ trJUT: w~: Irfu ~: I 
~~~ "'~~= ~ cni3tciT ~II 

(The disciple asks): By whom decreed, (by whom) 
appointed, does· the mind speed (to its work)? By whom 
ordained does the first life (1) proceed ? By whom decreed, 
is the word pronounced? Which god assigns (their 
functions to) the eye and ear (2) ? 

. . (1) First life, because it was produced previous to 
the senses. 

(2) Vide. Katha-U., VI, 2 & 3. Taitt., II, 8. 

2. ~ ~ ~-~ ~ & CfR'l!..tr i3 !:1~ trJUT: I 

: · . , ;~~@'Rtfr""'4 eftu: ?r~>t·~ ~ II 
(The teacher answer~): He. who is the ear of the ear, 

the mind of the mind, the speech of speech, is verily the 
life of ·life, the eye of the eye (1.). The wise who have 
abandoned · (those individual existences) when depart.;. 
ing from this world, become immortal. 

(1) And it is he, upon whom all depends, who has 
called those substances into existence and appointed to 
them their actions. ·. 

3·. o:r CPf "Cf~41=c<Jfd o:f CIIH l=c<JRt clr 31o:r: I 
o:r fcMt c:r M'illrflllr ~d~ti~l .... •lkt II 
~ a@Ral~:41' ~fc1Ra1~fu 1 
~ ~~ 't:{!S!f it o:rta~ill"''"''~ II 
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Him (the supreme Brahman) does not approach the 
eye, or speech, or mind (1). We do not recognise (Brahman 
as any thing perceptible); therefore we do ·not know how 
to teach him (his nature to a disciple). It is even 
different from what is known (from the manifested 
universe; if you then say, it must be the unmanifested 
universe, no) it is also beyond what is not ~nown (to the 
senses, it is beyond the unmanifested universe). Thus 
we heard from the former (teachers) who explained 
it to us (t). . 

(1) A similar passage occurs in the Katha~U., VI, 
12: "He cannot be obtained by speech. not by the mind, 
not by the eye." Mut;14., III, (i), 8. "He is not perceived by 
the eye, not by speech, not by the other senses, not by 
austerity, nor by action" ; and Taitt. U., II, 4: ''A person 
who knows the bli<>s of Brahman-from which words to
gether with the mind return, without comprehending i~." 

(2) "Thus,·• etc., occurs in the Va.j. U., III, 10, where 
for " ptl.rve~am " (from the former) "dhirliQllm " (from the 
sages) is substituted. 

4. ~~ iFf CfTT!Pl111~ I 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~{ lfRa_ff"lRi~ II 

Think that which is not manifested by speech, and 
by which speech is manifested, even ·as Brahman and 
not what is worshipped as this (any individual being 
which is perceived). 
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Know that whlch does not think by the mind (1), 
and by which they say the mind is thought, even as 
Brahman, and not what is worshipped as this. 

_(1) "The mind," insists S'ailkara, is here not to be 
understood in the common sense of mind, as the internal 
organ in contra-distinction to the other organs. but as that 
internal faculty in which both mind and intellect are 
comprehended. 

6. ~~ rr ~ iA :qa:® ~RI 1 
~ il&l ~ ~ ~ ~~~41(1d II 

Know that which does not see by the eye, and by 
which they see the eyes, as Brahman, and not what is 
worshipped as this. 

. 

7. ~v-Jj~or rr ~- iA -~ ~I 
~ im ~ fcrf%: ~ ~qJ("Ia n . 

Know that which does not hear by the ear, and by 
which this ear is heard, even as Brahman, and not what 
is worshipped as this. 

8. ~~l'ilrt rr mfUTfu if.:r WOT: ~ I 
~ im ~ fcrf% ~ ~R~41(1d II 

Know that which does not breathe by breath. and 
by which breath is breathed, even as Brahman, and not 
what is worshipped as this. 
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SECOND SECTION 

1. GR~~~~fi'.i~fci~~~~ 
t!~~ fcf ~~ ~-l ~ ;:f\1:1T~itCT a ~ fc!ftcl;t II 

%3 

If thou thinkest (1), I know well (Brahman), (1 say), 
what thou knowest of the nature of that Brahman (with 
reference to the soul) is indeed little (it is indeed little), 
what thou (knowest) of his (nature) with reference to 
the deities ; therefore is (Brahman) even to be considered 
by thee (2). (The pupil says): I think he is known to 
me (3). 

U) I will give here in substance the remarks of 
S'aflkara on this passage: A pupil who has attentively 
followed the exposition which has been given on the nature 
of Brahman in the first section, is compelled to think, that 
he perfectly knows Brahman. It is the well-defined mean. 
ing of all the writings on the Vedanta, that the self or soul 
of every one who knows, is Brahman. Further, the idea. of 
Brahman is in this Upani~ad introduced by the passage: 
" He who is the ear of the ear" ;-and firmly established 
by the passage: " That which is not manifested by speech, 
etc." Lastly. the decision of the school of the Vedllnta. is 
given in the words: "He is even different from what is 
known, etc." Notwithstanding these apparent reasons, the 
pupil i;1 wrong in supposing that he has obtained a. perfect 
knowledge of Brahman. Of every thing which may become 
an object of knowledge, a perfect or definite knowledge is 
po~»i.bla; but not so of a. thing which cannot become such 
an object. This is Brahman, for he is the knower, and the 
knower may well know other things, but not make himself the 
object of his knowledge, (or if we should render this in 
modern phraseology: The subject of knowledge, •• I who 
know.'' can never become its object; for having become 
object, it ceases to have the nature of subject) in the same 
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way as fire can burn other things, but not itself. (What a 
contrast to the system of Fichte I) Nor can it be said, that 
Brahman may be made the object of the knowledge of 
another; for beside him. none that knows exists. 

_If here the pupil asks, is the nature of Brahman 
manifold, as it appears implied in the words of the text : 
" What thou knowest-is little," which conveys the idea of 
a more or less-the answer is : In reality there is but one 
notion of Brahman, as he is without form, colour, etc., but 
apparently his nature is manifold, which arises from the 
false notions under which his nature is represented. 

If it is further said, the nature of every thing is that 
by which it is defined ; Brahman is especially defined by 
consciousness, which does neither refer to the external 
senses, nor to the internal sense, but merely refers to 
Brahman; therefore Brahman is consciousness we admit; 
that this is true ; yet thereby no exact idea of Brahman is 
obtained; for what we understand by consciousness, know
ledge, etc., is only accessible to us by means of the senses 
or intellect, and expresses therefore not knowledge as it is 
itself, but as it is reflected by some medium. It is therefore 
true, what has been said before: He is -even different from 
what is known; he is also beyond what is not known. 

(2) As the nature of Brahman, with reference to the 
sou], is unknown to thee, so also his nature with regard to 
the deities. If this is the case, his infinite nature is much 
iess comprehensible and I therefore think that thou hast 
yet again to reflect about his being. I quote here Weber's 
remark on the term mima.msyam. (Vide W.'s Ind. S., vol. ii, 
p. 184.) The verb, '' mimams," and resp. the noun " mimam
sa '' is frequently used in the S'atapatha Bra.hmaJ).a and it 
appears to have been, besides the Upani~ad, the oldest among 
the names which at a later time denoted philosophical 
enquiry as none of the others. t·iz., Tarka, Yoga and Sllnkhya. 
occur in the S'atapatha BrlihmaJ).a. The latest among 
them seems to be Sankhya; (it is moreover formed by a 
Taddhita derivative), as it is first found in the $'vetaS'Vatara 
Upani~ad, and in the later Upani~ads of the AtharvaJ).a; 
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Tarka. on the other hand, occurs, although controverted, in 
the Katha.-Upani~ad, and the term there probably 
denotes the same as the later Sa.ilkhya ; for, from the later 
use of this name, we must not infer that this form of the 
speculation (the Sa.ttkhya) took its rise also at a later time. 
On the contrary, founded upon the principle of dualism 
(first matter and first spirit) it occurs (although generally 
combated) already in the Bra.hmaJJ.as, beside the unitarian 
principle, and it is even the same philosophy, which, in its 
exoteric manifestation, is known to us as Buddhism. The 
technical term of Yoga is first found in the second part of 
the Katha-U. (VIth Valli, 11) and denotes its own unitarian 
doctrine. The term nya.ya is met with in the MuJJ.4aka 
Upani~a.d, but probably in a spurious passage (Vide Ind. 
S., i, 281). The name of Vedanta is also found in the 
MuJJ.4aka Upani~ad in a passage, which occurs likewise in 
the Taitt. A., x, 12, 22 i and is therefore derived from that 
Upani~ad, or from a. common source. 

(3) The answer of the pupil when he has reflected 
on the words of the teacher is given under the formuloo: 
" I do not think, I know (him well), but I do not know, that 
I do not know (him)." Against this the teacher argues.; 
Then you do not know Brahman ; for there is a contradic
tion when you say, I do not know him well and I know 
him. If you do not think, you know him well, how can 
you think you know him f If you, on the other hand, think 
you know him, why do you not think you know him well! 
The pupil, however, sharply attacked by the teacher, 
remains unshaken in his faith. Certain of the declaration 
of the gruti, of the tradition of the schools, and of the assent 
of his own mind, he repeats the formuloo. 

2. ~ ~ ~"tffi -n if ~ ~ ~ , 
~~~ca;::~ii~RI~~~~ 

I do not think, I know (him well) i but I do not 
know that I do not know (him) (1). Whosoever 

' 
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amongst us knows that (tat, word): "I do not know, 
that I do not know him," knows him (tat, Brahman). 

(1) The Sanskrit text is : "no IJ.a vedeti veda ca.'' 
This passage is rendered in accordance with the explanation 
of S'ankara by the translator in the Tattvabodhini Patrik& 
(vot i, p. 349) "It is neither that I know him not, nor is it 
that I know him," an explanation which is also admissible. 

3. ~~;rci~_~CT~~: I 

~~ fcl>illc:tai ~II 

(1) By him (the knower of Brahman) who thinks 
that Brahman is not comprehended, Brahman is com• 
prehended; he, who (not knowing Brahman) thinks 
that Brahman is comprehended, does not know him. 
(13rahman) is unknown to those who (think to) know him, 
(and) known to those who do not (think to) know him.(2) 

(1) The S'ruti. expresses in this verse the same 
meaning in it!il own words.-S'. 

(2) This may also be translated : " To those who know 
Brahman, he is unknown; and known to those who do not 
know him." S'ail.kara reminds here that by those who do not 
know Brahman not such are meant as are entirely ignorant 
of him, as they would not have the idea: "we know 
Brahman," but those who behold him by a supersensual 
(5. v. v) attribute as by the mind, intellect, etc. The idea, 
which is produced, is no true knowledge, because it does 
not agree with the absolute nature of Brahman. 

4. ~ &!C11ii!C1ttt fu ~ I 
~~eM~~~~~ 

If he is known to be the nature of every thought, 
he ·is comprehended (1). (Hence, from this knowledge) 
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(a person) gains immortality. · (A person) gains power (2) 
by the soul (by one's own self), (and) by knowledge 
immortality. 

· (1) Or also:" If he, by whom every thought ls 
known, is comprehended, immortality is gained " i or, " If 
he is comprehended as the knower of ever$ thought". The 
meaning is, if he is known only as 11pirit, without any 
deter,minate object, whose nature is only to think, to know, 
if he is known as the beholder of the beholding.· · 

(2) Power, obtained by wealth, etc .• does not over
come death, because it is external and transient i the power 
gained by the knowledge of the soul, is able to overcome 
death, for it is internal and eternal in itself. 

5._ ~ ~~~~ ~Rt rr ~~~ ~: 1 
~ Wrt ~ ~: ~~~~~~l?fil~dl ~ II 

If in this world (a person) knows (the soul), then 
the true end (of all human aspiration) is (gained); if a 
person. in this world does ~ot.know (the soul), ·there win 
be great calamity.· The wise who discern in all beings 
(the one nature of Brahman) be~~e imm~rtal, after 
departing from this world. 

THIRD SECTION 

1. iim ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ii~lt ~ ~ a~Z1{1'4ra 1 
a ~~~l<t.~qpol ~~~~II 

Brahman was once victorious (1) for the sake of the 
gods. By the victory of Brahman the gods obtained 
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majesty. They reflected: To us belongs this victory, to 
us belongs this majesty. 

(1) "Victorious," he defeated the Asuras, when they 
were fighting for the supremacy with the gods. S'a:ilkara. 
observe~ that the following legend is either written for the 
purpose of illustrating the difficulty of knowing the nature 
of Brahman by the example of the gods, or for his praise, 
since by the knowledge of Brahman, Agni and the other 
"gods obtained their power. 

2. ~~~~~Q?I!X4'itl~ ~~' 

He knew even that (delusion) of them; he manifested 
himself to them. They did not know him (and asked 
each other) : Is this (being) worthy of adoration? 

They spoke to Agni: Jata vedas, do ascertain, whether 
this being is worthy of adoration. 

4. ~ ~ ~ cfitstftffi I 
aTIW.ri ~w.ftq ~ err ~~ II 

.(He replied :) Be it so. He (Agni) ran up to him 
(Brahman).-He (Brahman) said: Who art thou? He 
answered: I am verily Agni; I am verily Jatavedas. 

s. dffi:lftC!fli Fen wrn 1 
~~ ~ ~ ~~ 'lf~ffi II 

(Brahman asked him:) What power hast thou, who 
art of such a nature? (Agni replied :) I can even burn 
whatsoever there is on earth. 
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6. ~ (!crt ~~ma ~m ~~ tn~ mrrcn ~~ 
~qq~~~~~?dfllffill 

He placed a blade of grass before him (saying :) 
Burn this. Approaching it with all his might, he could 
not bum it. He thence returned (saying:) I could not 
ascertain, whether this being is worthy of adoration. 

Then they spoke to Vayu: Vayu, do ascertain, 
whether this being is worthy of adoration. 

8. ~ ~ct a~ critsmftf I 
~ ~~cflq:_ qpqr r:n ot@t'I=I~Rl II 

(He replied :) Be it so. He (Vayu) ran· up to him. 
He (Brahman) said : Who art thou? He answered : I 
am verily Vayu, I am verily Mataris'va (1). 

(1) " MatariS'vll., ma.tari, anta.rikse S'Vaya.ti iti 
MatariS'Va," he sieeJ:S in his mother the sky, and is 
therefore called Ma.taris'va.-S'. (Vide ls'a U., where the same 
term occurs.) 

9. atfl1RGtf4 fcn cMm I 

aTq~~ ~~""~t~{t4 ~ ~ II 

(Brahman asked him:) \Vhat power hast thou, who 
art of such a nature? (Vayu replied:) I can even sweep 
away whatsoever there is on earth. 
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10. ~ QJJi f;I~H'Ctd~ik!Sf'CtRt I 
.... .......::.._. 

d~4SOf"'11'4 tf.{~q ... 6?1 ~l~ll<tll{.ijl'(l . 

« Ocl ~ R<ffir ~ ~ ~ II 
He placed a blade of grass before him (saying) : 

Sweep away this. Approaching it with all his might, 
he co~ld not s~eep it away. He thence returned 
(saying) : I could not ascertain, whether this being is 
worthy of adoration. 

Then they spoke to Indra: Ma~havan, do ascertain, 
whether this . being· is ·worthy· of adoration. (He 
replied :) Be· it so. He (Indra) ran up to him. He 
(Bra)lman) disappeared before him (1). 

. . :_· 

_ . . (1) As . Indra is the most powerful· of the gods, 
Brahman disappeared to show of how little avail his power 
was to obtain·a. knowledge of Brahman. ' · 

J2 .. « d~?iCII<t.l~ ~'4iji\il4llij.~ ~ 
~ dT~~ MAd~~1!fu II 

There in the ether he met with a woman, highly 
adorned, with Uma, the daughter of Himavat (1). He 
asked her : Is this being worthy of adoration ? 

(1) Indra did not return, like Agni and. Va.yu, but 
remained. in contemplation of. that being. Knowledge, in 
the form of Uma, peJ:.Ceiving his faith in the adorable being, 
manifested· herself to him. "Haimavatim" means either 
"adorned with gold,"· ~r the daughter of Himavat; for as 
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she is constantly together with Iwvara (~iva), she of course 
is able to know. Thus far S'ankara in explanation of this 
passage. His last conjecture appears to be most plausible, 
if we could persuade ourselves that at the time of the 
composition of this Upani~ad the worship of ~iva had lieen 
already existing. 

I here quote Dr. Weber's remarks on this passage 
Und. S., vol. ii, pp. 186-90.) 

[The exposition in the 3rd and 4th sections points 
to a time, when instead of the three principal gods, Agni, 
Va.yu and Snrya, who had gradually been considered as the 
representatives of things divine on. the e~rth, in the 
atmosphere, and in the heavens, three others were 
assumed. t'iz., Agni, Vasu and Indra. The latter are 
in fact only two, as Indra is essentially the same 
with Vayu. Of the first triad I have found a great 
many examples in the two Yajur Vedas, of the latter, 
which is rather a dual, only one Hn the Puru~asnkta of 
the . ij,k text). Nor am I able to give a satisfactory 
explanation of it. On the other hand, the identity of all 
things divine was already comprehended in Brahman; and 
it is moreover the object of this legend to illustrate or 
inculcate the supremacy of this Brahman over all divine 
manifestations in time and even over the triad of them. 
But how to explain the relation of Uma Haimavati, who 
appears here as the mediato!' between Brahman and the 
deities! According to ~ankara she is .Vidya (knowledge) 
which Umllrllpini (in the form of Umi) manifests to Indra. 
The same view is taken by S'a.yal)a who (Taitt. A., x, 1, 150) 
quotes this passage as the explanation of the word Soma. 
He says there: Himavatputrya gaurya brahmavidya.. 
bhimanirllpatvad gaurivacak& umas'abdo brahmavidyam 
upalak~yati, ata eva talavakl.ropani~adi, brahmavidya
mllrtiprastl.ve brahmavidya.mnrti pathyate bahuS'obhama
n!Lm umam haimavatim ta.m hovaceti, tadvi~ayatay& 
Umaya saba vartamanatva.t soma; and in the same way 
ibidem, anuv. 38 (8 Drav.)-um& brabmavidya taya saba 
varta.ma.na soma parama.tman; farther, ibid. anuv. 18 DraY. 
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(22 Andhra)-ambika jaganmata. parvati tasya bhartre 
(Ambikapataye is the reading of the text) tasya eva 
brahmavidyatmaka deha uma.srabdenochyate, tasya. sva.mine 
(th~ text reads Umapataye, but only in the Dravida, n<lt in 
that of the Andhras). This latter is the only passage in 
Vedic- writings, besides the Kena Upani~'J.d, where I have 
met directly with the name of Uma.; for the" uma.saha.ya 
of the Kaivalya U. does not belong any more to Vedic 
writings, and although the commentaries also elsewhere, as 
Sa.ya:r;ta, in the passages referred to, explain the Soma by 
Umaya. sahita, (for instance, Mahidhara in explanation of 
Vaj., pp. 16, 39, and Bhatta Bh. M. commenting on the 
corresponding passage .of Taitt. S.) yet such a view is 
undoubtedly no more founded than in the passage, quoted 
from Sa.ya:r;ta, where the term means simply the juice of the 
Soma. If then, from what has been said, ·dz., partly from 
the agreement among the commentaries, partly from the 
position which. U ma holds here in the Kena U., the meaning 
of it as brahmavidya. seems to be pretty well certain, and 
directly to identify itself with the Sarasvati, the divine 
word, if we even might be tempted etymologically to connect 
her with the sacred word " Om," yet there are other points 
which seem to suggest quite a different view of the original 
meaning of Uma.. First, why is she called Haimavati? 
(S'ai:tkara gives two explanations: hemakritabhara:r;tavati 
athavll himavato duhita.J What connection had she with 
the Himavat? Is it, that the brahmavidya came first from 
the Himavat to the Aryans who inhabited MadhyadeS'a! 
That the north of India was distinguished by a greater 
purity of language, and that people went there to learn the 
languages (Va.cam S'ik~itum) and on their r'eturn enjoyed 
more respect and authority, we have seen before from the 
Kausitaki Brahmans. (1, 153); it would now be quite in 
orde;, if this had na"t been limited to language, but extended 
to philosophy, and if the knowledge of the one eternal 
Brahman had been sooner attained in the peaceful valleys 
of the Himavat ·than this was possible in MadhyadeS'a, 
where practical life had yet too much hold on the mind. 
However, such a view of the Uma. Haimavati seems to me 
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very hazardous ; for, independent, that in the explanation 
of the old Indian deities, it appears to be better to refer 
more closely to their relation to nature than to speculation, 
we do not know precisely, whether Uma really denotes the 
brahmavidya., and moreover, her later relation as the wife 
of Rudra (in the Taitt. A..) and resp. of S'iva would be 
entirely unintelligible. There is now among the names of 
this latter {the wife of Rudra) a similar one, viz., Pa.rvati, to 
judge from which we ought not to place the accent up.on 
Himavat, but upon mountain, and to this I would add the 
names of· Rudra which we learnt before from the S'ataru
driya, viz., giris'a, giris'anta, giriS'aya, giritra, in which we 
traced the origin of the belief, that S'iva was dwellipg on 
the Kailll.sa. It is the tempest which rages within the 
mountains, and his wife is therefore called properly 
"Parvati," "Haimavati". It is true, it is hence not evident, 
what is meant by his wife ; 1 originally she is perhaps not 
even his wife, but his sister; for Umll. and Ambika. are at a 
later time e\·idently the same, and Ambika is the sister of 
Rudra (cide I, 183). This identity with Ambika suggests 
to us a new etymology of Umll.; for as Ambikl1, "mother," 
seems merely an euphemous flattery to propitiate the cruel 
goddess (vide Mahidh. commenting on Vaj. S., p. 3, 57) (in 
the same manner Rudra received the name of S'iva)·so it 
appears also necessary to derive the name of Umll from the 
root "u" "av" to protect. No doubt, a final vowel before 
ma gets commonly gaJJ.a, or is prolonged, but sima and hima 
show that this is not necessary, and the name of Rama. 

1 Does she perhaps denote the torrents of rain which are sent forth by 
Rudra, the storm from the mountains and clouds? And does the name of 
"Ambika" bear a direct relation to this? In the same manner Sarasvatt, 
the goddess of rivers and of speech, is called Ambitama. is addressed by 
"AruM." and is named •· uttame s'ikhare jiita parvatamii.rdhani? 
According to this, Uma and Sarasvatt, Ambika and Ambitama, Parvatt 
and Parvatamurdhani would perhaps have the same origin. and their 
&l'paration had only gradually ensued, so that the destructive power of 
nature had bel.'n centred in the one, and in the other beneficent harmo
nious power of song of the flowing waters! We had therefore in the Uma 
of the Kl.'na U. and in the Varadi of the Taitt., A. to 11ee two examples of 
the or;ginal unity of both of them. 

li 
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(unless it is to be derived from Ram) is perhaps of a corres· 
ponding formation. It remains indeed involved in doubt, in 
what manner the cruel wife of Rudra appears here in the 
Kena U. as the mediator between the supreme Brahman and 
lndra, unless this Upani~ad belongs to a time in which 
S'iva, -her husband, was considered the supreme deity, 
!wvara, and resp. Brahman, that is, to the time of a sect 
of S'iva. If this remains questionable and improbable, yet 
for the first the view must be maintained, that the idea. of 
Uma. as brahmavidya. is founded on this sole passage of the 
Kena U., unless without any complication the original unity 
of Uma. with Sarasvati, which we pointed out in the preced
ing note, is here still transparent.] 

FOURTH SECTION 

1. m~~~Cfl~~~~ I 
am lcf ~<m: ~ II 

She said, it is Brahman; for verily in this victory of 
Brahman you obtained majesty. Hence (from the word 
<?f Uma) he (Indra} even knew Brahman. 

2. ~ ~ ~ a:WR=rof4crl~!ll"\. ~ ~mvngft:i\: 1 
ij' ~~ qfq~ ~ w--rm- P4~i=q<fi!~ ~~ II 

Therefore verily those gods, Agni, Vayu and Indra, 
became excellent before the other gods ; for they nearest 
touched that Brahman; they first knew that Brahman. 

3. ~ ~sfooafll~~ ~!"\. ~ ~01?1~ ~ ~ 
~ m f4G:i'i4Cf1R ~ n 
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Therefore verily Indra became excellent before the 
other gods; for he nearest touched that Brahman; he 
first knew that Brahman. 

4. ~ ~ tl~dfl!!dt ~ ~ (cfh•t~;flfiN~i \ ~ 
~I 

This is a declaration (in illustration} of him, he 
shone forth like (the splendour) of the lightning (1}; he 
disappeared like (the twinkling) of the eye. This (is 

the comparison of Brahman) with reference to the 
deities. 

(1) The meaning of this, according to ~ankara, may 
al!lo be that Brahman, showing for an instant to the gods 
his nature, disappeared. This verse i~ intended to compare 
the nature of Brahman with reference to the superinten
dence of deities (adhidaivatam), and the sense is, that the 
perception of Brahman through the sen~e takes place like 
lightning, that before it can be said, there is a perception, 
the perception has already disappeared. The comparison 
either refers to the instantaneoumess of the lightning or 
to its splendour. 

Then (follows a comparison of Brahman} with refer
ence to the soul. The mind approaches, as it were, to 
this (Brahman); by the mind one recollects him; (by 
the mind) he is again and again ascertained. 

6. m\ ~ o:rrq dd."'l~lffid~ ~ q ~ ~sfit't-f 
~ ~ ("i<4J~f.:a I 
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He is verily to be adored by that (individual soul). 
By the name . of the adorable he is to be worshipped. 
All beings pray to him who thus knows that Brahman (1). 

_(1) Vide. Brihad A. U .• J, ch. 4th, 'Br. 16, where it 
said: "As every one desires continuance ·of his place, so 
verily desire all beings welfare for one who thus knows 
(because he is the place for all beings). . . 

7.. ~q{ lit ~~fu 1 i3ttir a ;jqPJtt( ~ c:rTCJ a ;jq
; : · ._ ~~itfa I 

'l.; •'' ·. 

(The pupil speaks:) 0 venerable, tell the Upani
~;:~ad (1). (The teacher an~wers :) The Upani:;;ad is made 
known- to thee;· we have exphined to thee the Upa.ni:;;e~d. 
:lef~rring tci · Brah~an .. 

. . (1) This request of the disciple is evidently made for 
t_he. purpose, that no doubt should remain, whether the 
:doctrine. ,taught before contains the whole science of 
Brahman . or, not, and the sense is : The knowltldge of 

,Bra:\l,J;Ila:n ~s completed by what has.beensaid of him before, 
there is nothing else that belongs to it, as it is independent 
of every other knowledge. There are, however, some 
mean!'!, py which. the .mind gets prepared for the reception 
of the 'knowledge of Brahman, but, however necess'ary they
ar~ as I;IJ.eans, they are not incl.uded in that knowledge as a 
parf of it, nor do they give the foundation to it. 

(The nieans) for its obtainment (are): Restraint (of 
the senses), subduing (of them) and work; the Vedas 

·with ·all· their p1embers are its foundation, truth its 

abode (1). 
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(1) " Restraint," tapas, austerity; "work," all cere
monial ordinances, enjoined by the Vedas ; the members of 
the Vedas (veda.flga) are the six sciences by which the 
understanding and application of the Vedas are effected.-S'. 
Vide a similar passage Taitt. U., I. Valli, 9th Anuv. 

9. ~ en ~ffiitct ~?.:Jl:T~tl.J q]Uil~l1rtrd ~lf il?n ~ ~Rl
fu8fa mafu8fu I 

Whoever knows it (the Upani~ad) in such ~a 
manner, after having shaken off all sin, abides in the 
eternal, glorious place of heaven, abides in heaven. 



-II ~ilqf.tq<t ll 

THE KATHA-UPANISAD . . 



INTRODUCfiON 

THE Katha-Upani~ad, as commented on· by S'a:ilkara. 
A.ca.rya, consists of two parts (Adhya.ya), each of them 
containing three Vallis (creepers). Dr. Weber is o( 

opinion that the Katha originally closed ,.with the third 
Valli, and his reasons are, that the first part is complete, 
and has a formal conclusion, that the second part 
consists almost entirely of Vedic quotations, that there 
is a difference of language in the first and second parts, 
and that in the Atharva list they are enumerated as 
distinct Upani!;iads. These arguments appear con~ 
elusive, and we would especially urge the difference in 
the composition of them. The subject of the Upani!;iad 
is indeed fully treated at the COllclusion of the first 
part; in the. second there is no new thought; and 
although not a mere repetition of the first, there is no 
leading idea by which its parts are arranged, so that it 
.appears to have been composed at a later time, with a 
view to elucidating some of the topics of the first part 
more explicitly, and of proving its doctrines in a more 
convincing manner. 

The Katha has always been considered as one of 
the best Upani~ds, and it must be admitted that in 

e 
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elevation of thought, depth of expression, beauty of its 
imagery and an ingenuous fervour, few are equal to it. 
The . lofty conception, by which in its introductory 
legend 1 Death is made to give a reply to the highest 
questfons human mind C?an propose to itself, the enthu
siasm and intimate conviction which Naciketas shows 
.about the infinite superiority of what is good over the . . .. ' . . - . . 
pleasures. of the world, even if · their enjoyment be as 
j>erf~ct ' as _lJes ·in its nature, the firmness which he 
~~iptal~s . ~midst all the allurements that are placed 
bef~re·' him, and which· bears some resemblance to the 
bnergy of mind. with which Plato in the first and second 
bOoks· i>f his "Republ~c" shows that Justice has an 
incomparable worth, and ought to be preserved under 
any circumstances, the fine comparison of the_ body with 
a· car, the soul.with a rider, the senses with horses, the 
mind ·wi~h the rein, etc., and which again recalls Plato 
~Y the· similar comparison in his •• Phredrus "-place it 
m a. high ra~ as a poetical exposition of the doctrine 
th~t man is the same with the infinite soul. 
'· · : . In a philosoph~cal point of view we cannot give 
the same. praise, at least as to the form of the (Jpa
nh:;ad; there is little connection between the thoughts, 
:D.o progress ·from one to another, so that they rather 
it,ppear a. compilation than the production of an origip.al 

' ( 

1 The. legend· itself is borrowed from the Taitt. A. prop. xi, 8, where 
Naciketas's visit in the empi.J'e of Yama is described (vide Weber's In• 
-dische f-iteraturgeschichte, p. 90); but the mode in which it ia treated 
here ·is original. The part of the legend, which is borrowed, is dis
~nguished even. in language frOIJl the rest ; for while the lang11age of the 
Upani~ad is elevated and refined, it. is simple and even rude in the legend. 
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thinker. If we moreover attend to the distribution of 
the subject, at first no arrangement is found, the 
sentences do not shew a c9nnected sequence, as when 
treating on one subject, another starts up withon~ 

apparent necessity. On a closer examination a certaill 
order becomes manifest, and to render this more 
perceptible, I shall state here the chief questions to 
which an answer is sought in every Upani~ad, ques~ 
tions which are in fact, and must be~ the subject of 
investigation to every philosophy, although they may 
assume a form very different from the·.one in which 
they are found •in the Upani~ds. They are one 
practical and three theoretical questions. (1) What is 
the highest object of man? (2) What is the last cause of 
the world? (3) In what connection is this cause wi.th th~ 
world? and, (4) How do we know of it?. 

The first Valli endeavours to answer the first ques· 
tion. Its views are briefly as follows : It is generally 
thought that knowledge of the Vedas leads to suprem~t 
happiness ; but the happiness, which is derived frolll 
such a knowledge, and from the performance of the 
rites enjoined by the Vedas, viz., the enjoyment of 
heavenly bliss, is transient, and does ~ot satisfy the 
mind of man, who is desirous of a happiness wherein 
there is no change. 

This happiness is possible only under the condition, 
that the soul itself attains to an unchangeable state, and· 
hence the question arises, whether after death there 18 
an existence of the soul, separated from all the instrumentS 
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of transient enjoyment, as the senses, the mind, etc. The 
investigation is difficult; but there should be no hesita
tion of entering upon it ; {or the object is incomparably 
high, as it is a knowledge which leads to unalterable 
bliss.-

In the second V alii a general solution is given of the 
questions: What is the last cause of the world, and 
how do we bow of it 'l 

The good, in accordance to it,·is different from what 
is pleasant and on this account man has to choose 
between either; for from the diversity of their nature 
both cannot be obtained together. By discrimination it 
Will be fomid. that the good is the higher of the two. The 
knowledge of the things that are pleasant is in fact igno
rance, 1 because it leads to delusion about the true nature 
of things, viz., by producing the belief, that only this 
world with its enjoyments, exists. and not another. The 
result of this ignorance is, that the soul passes from life 
to death and vice versa. Knowledge, on the other hand, 
refers to what is good, and its object is the true nature 
of the soul of man. It is different, from virtue and vice, 
from cause an.d effect, different from past, present and 
future times. The soul then by which man knows, is 
not hom, nor does it die ; it is not cause or effect ; it is 
unchangeable, and the visible changes are only changes 

• The idea, here expressed that; knowledge which has no reference to 
lhe supreme soul, is ignorance, approaches closely the tenet o(. the Vedanta, 
lhat the world is produced by ignorance, delusion, and far out-strips the 
more cautious llill4iikya Upan~ad, (1, 4) according to which two sciences, 
fliz., the science of Brahman and the science. which refers to the Vedas, are 
admitted, although the latter is declared to be inferior. 
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of the body. It is the one, infinite Brahman, who is 
incorporeal, great and all-pervading and although 
infinite, placed in the cavity of the heart of the living 
creatures. 

The knowledge of Brahman, or of the soul as Brahman, 
is difficult to obtain, it requires both an able teacher and 
an able disciple. It is not acquired by mere arguing, 
not by knowledge and understanding of the Vedas, or 
by manifold scien~e, but by the union of intellect with 

. the soul (Adhya.tma Yoga). The most perfect means to 
acquire a knowledge of Brahman is the meditation on 
the word " Om," which is the substance of all the declara
tions of the Vedas, and which refers either to the inferior 
or supreme Brahman, or to Brahman considered either 
in his relations to the world, or in his own absolute 
nature. Or the knowledge of Brahman can only be 
gained by a person whose senses are subdued, whose 
intellect is concentrated, whose mind is at rest,·and 
who has the desire of knowing him. 

n1e third Valli treats on the relation between the 
finite Brahman and the world in general, and with 
special reference between Brahman and ·the 
individual soul. 

There are two souls in this world, the embodied. or 
finite soul and the unembodied or infinite soul.1 The 

' There may be here a doubt, what is mean' by the " two who drink 
&he due reward from their works in this world. .. whether the individual 
eoul, and universal aoul, which is the totality of the individual souls, or 
&he individual aoul and Brahmaa in his real namre aa aeparale from all 
1i'orldly relationa. The latter is evidently 'he aenae of the p&811818i for 
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embodied soul is endowed with senses, their objects, the 
mind and intellect, and is the ruler and enjoyer. Among 
them the objects are higher, that is to say, more compre-
hensive and subtle, than the senses; the mind higher 
than -the objects ; the intellect (buddhi) higher than 
the mind, the great soul (~ahatma); higher than the 
great (mahat} tJ:te .unm~nifested (avyakta); higher than 
the umnanifested the· soul, which is without limit, and 
which is the · last aim. This soul,_ concealed in a!l 
beings, ls not manifest, but it becomes so to concentrated, 
intellect; to know one's self as gradually depending 
upon intellect, the great soul, the placid soul, is to 
advance to the knowledge of Brahman, by the acquiring 
of which true immortality is gained. 

The .fourth Valli is, according to S'ailkara, to show 
that. the great obstacle to a knowledge of the. soul is 
ignorance. Ilowever . it appears rather to give an 
answer to" the qQ.estion : How ·can the soul be known, 
if it is concealed, .which was maintained at the end of 
the _third Valli? The answer is: When the senses are 
withdrawn from their objects and enjoyments, the soul 
is known by every one's own soul ; for by this all 
sensual and other qualities, in the state of awaking as 
well as in dream, are perceived, known ; nothing remains 
unknown to it; _it is knowledge_ itself, and thereby the 

with regard to the universal soul the same necessity would exist to 
know i-tself as the infinite soul, and iiherefore no contrast eould exist 
between the. individual and universal soul 1 and, secondly, this meaning is 
borne , out by the further exposition, where :first the nature of the 
individual soul ia described, and afterwards that of the infinite Brahman, 
while .no allusion is macle to the notion of an universal soul. 
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same with the supreme Brahman. Then follows a 
descripti··m of the different relations of the soul like 
that in the third Valli. The individual soul is the 
same as infinite soul ; it is also Hirai}yagarbha, the 
first emanation of· the universal soul, as alsa the soul 
in the creatures, where, together with all the sense8, 
it dwells in the cavity of the· heart. There is· no 
real difference between the supreme Brahman and the 
hidividual soul ;--both are the same, and this knowledge 
is itnmortali ty .' 

In the fifth Vallt an atte~pt is made to" prove 
tlie existence of the soul as a principle different from 
the body, and to show how the one soul can be also 
manifold. The soul is the ruler of the senses, and all 
the functions of life depend upon its existence. When 
the soul has left the body, these functions cease. Life 
does not proceed from any of the vital functions ; 
therefore it proceeds from something else, different 
from them, upon which it is founded. How the one 
soul can be manifold, is shown merely by comparisoiU. 
'As one and the same fire by its coming into contaCt 
with various things becomes various, or as water, 
though of one nature, appears of many forms, when 
irf connection with other and other things, so appears 
'the soul various by its various relations. In all these 
relations, however, the soul is not affected by the 
in1perfections of the various things, as the sun is not 
sullied by the defects of the eye, in which it is reflected ; 
for' it is not only within, but also without the creatures. 
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The question at the end of the fifth Valli: How 
can I know: Brahman, does he manifest or not? and 
which is answered there : Nothing can manifest the 
infinite Brahman, because all is manifested by. him,-is 
again taken up in the sixth V alii. First the answer 
is supplied. by a comparison. The world is like a 
fig-tree, whose root is upwards, and whose branches 
go downwards. Then a description is given, which 
we already know (from the third Valli), of the soul in 
its relations to worldly existence, ·viz., that the mind is 
above· th~ senses, inteHect above the mind, the great 
soul above intellect, the unmanifested above. the 
great soul, and the soul (Ptt~) above the unmani
fested, and which is apparently intended to show 
the . instruments by which the soul might be pos

sibly comprehended. The soul is not known by the 
senses, nor· by the mind; it becomes known through 
intelleet by thinking ; it is apprehended from the existence 
of its effect, the world, which like. a tree to its root, 
.points to its cause. The cause is afterwards to be con
sidered in its independent nature, by which the true 
,notion of Brahman is obtained. The chief means by 
;which this thinking is produced, is the Yoga, which 
denotes, a state, by which the senses and the mind are 
withdrawn from their objepts, and the intellect is direct
ed only to Brahman. 

The question : How do we know of the infinite 
:Brahman ?-is in the Katha-:Upanil;lSd more fully treated 
• than in most of the others, and as the standing point 
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of the Upani:;;ads depends entirely upon this answer, 
viz., whether they claim to be founded upon revelation 
or upon philosophical thinking, it is worth while to 
ascertain it in this case. From such passages as: "It 
(the soul) is difficult to be known, it is very subtle " 
(1-:H), " A wonderful teacher is required " (2·7), " The 
soul, more subtle than what is subtle, is not to be obtain• 
ed by arguing" (2-8-9) it may at first appear that 
revelation is the source of that knowledge; for if the 
soul cannot be known by arguing (nor by perception,) 
there remains no other means to know it but tradition, 
and it is expressly asserted that a teacher is necessary; 
His knowledge is derived from another teacher, and so 
on, until we come to a last teacher, who must ~now it 
by immediate revelation from Brahman. However; 
the whole Upani~ad is against this supposition. First, 
a knowledge of Brahman is impossible by the Veda, 
which is considered as the ordinary source of revelation~ 
"The soul cannot be gained by knowledge of the Veda; 
not by the understanding of its meaning, not by manifold 
science". (2, 23.) Secondly, the soul is immaterial, and 
cannot be apprehended by the senses, and therefore not 
by tradition. "The soul's nature is not placed in what 
is visible, none beholds it by the eye." (6, 9.) "It is 
not gained by word, not by the mind, not by the eye." 
(6, 13.) "With regard to him (Brahman) the sun does 
not manifest, not the moon, not the stars • . • When he 
is manifest, all after him becomes manifest; by his mani
festation this whole world becomes manifest." (6. 11.) 

7 
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These passages deny even the possibility of a revelation. 
Thirdly, the knowledge of the soul is independent of 
everything else ; it can be obtained merely by the soul 
itself. "By the soul which i~ chosen, it (the soul) can 
be gained. His (everybody's) soul reveals its own. 
truth." (2, 23.) "Who beheld this (soul) as dwelling in 
their own body." (&, 12.) }!'ourthly, it is clearly sta,t.e3, 
by what means a knowledge of the soul is gained, viz.,. 
by thinking. "The soul must be thought of in various 
ways." (2, 8.} · " The wise thinking him (Brahman) by 
p.nion of intellect with the Soul." (2, 12.) " He is 
b~held by the. attentive, subtle intellect of men of subtle 
sight."· (3,: 12.) "None beholds him by the eye; by the 
heart (intellect) through thinking (manasa) he becomes 
lJlanifest." (6, 2.) ~oreover, not only the instrument 
~f our knowledge of Brahman (the intellect) is pointed 
9ut, but also the peculiar process of thinking, by which. 
that knowledge is obtained, viz., in the passage: "He 
ts not to be gained by word~ not by the mind. not by· 
the·. eye •. how could he be perceived by any other than 
by him who declares that he exists? The soul is to be 
perceived by existence as well as by its true notion, that. 
is to say, by bath when it is perceived by e_xistence, its 
ttue notion becomes manifest •• (6, 12~13), that is to say, 
Brahman will be known as .the . cause of the world, as 
the . world is an effect and must have a cause; if this 
notion· has been produced,. the independent pature of 
Rrahman will be also comprehended. Here the notion 
Qf 1\rahm·an is clearly based upon argument. And, 
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lastly, it is as!-'erted of the soul, that it can arrive at the 
knowledge of Brahman by its own nature; for the soul 
is Brahman, is knowledge in the highest sense. ·"His 
soul reveals its own truth" (2, 23) what remains un .. 
known to the soul by which one knows of fonn, etc. 
(4, 4). Hence the world denoting the perception of 
Brahman is knowledge, while every other perception is 
ignorance. 

From this exposition it is evident that, according 
to the Katha-Upani~?ad, the knowledge of Brahman 
depends upon a process of thinking, that is to say, that 
it is derived from philosophy, not from revelation. By 
reflection upon the world and the soul, by discrimi
nation, the nature of Brahman becomes manifest, and 
it would have been rather surprising, if those bold and 
original thinkers, the results of whose enquiries are 
deposited in the Upanit:;ads, had not been aware of 
the manner in which they arrived at the notion of 
Brahman, which is so far removed from common think
ing and the conception of the Vedas. In later times, 
when the process of thinking by which that idea was 
formed had been forgotten, and original thought had 
been abandoned for the formulas of the schools, the 
attempt was made to assign the origin of their leading 
notion to another source, than from what it was actually 
derived; and ,,-e may find in the Katha already some 
traces of this in the value, which is attached to the 
Yoga, according to which not the perspicuity, order, 
and mutual determination of the ideas lead to truth, 
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but a state in which the senses and the mind by some 
artificial means are withdrawn from their objects, a 
state, therefore, in which, if it were possible, every 
thought would cease. 

'!'he standing point of the Katha is on the whole that 
of the Vedanta. It is the absolute spirit which is the 
foundation of the world, and it is the object of true 
science to know him as the same with all creatures, 
especially with one's own soul, which by this knowledge 
attains its final aim-absorption into Brahman. In the 
·order of manifestations or emanations from the absolute 
spirit it deviates, however, from that adopted by other 
Upan~ads and by the later Vedanta, and is evidently 
more closely allied to the Sankhya. The order is here : 
The unmanifested (avyakta), the great sou] (mahatma 
or mahat), intellect (buddhi), mind, the objects of the 
senses and the sense. The same order is followed by 
the Sankhya, with the exception, that they have not 
between the unmanifested and intellect the intervening 
"mahat," which with them is equivalent to intellect. 
The " manas " (mind) has here also the sa me function as 
in the Sal}khya the ahankara (self-consciousness). Hence 
it is probable, that this Upani~ad was written at a 
time when the Sankhya had already been founded, and 
with a view to conciliating part of the Sankhya, 
especially the f~llowers of th_e Yoga, by some conces
sions; for while it disputed against them _as to its 
assumption of many souls, and urges, that by mere 
.thinking (tarka) the absolute spirit cannot be 
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comprehended, it adopts, on the other hand, almost the 
whole order of their emanations as well as some of their 
technical names (mahat, avyakta, Pur~) and recognises 
the necessity of the Yoga. Besides the Sailkhya, the 
Katha seems also to refer to the doctrine of the 
Buddhists; for they, if not the Charvakas, are probably 
referred to, in the passage (1, 20)-" There is an enquiry: 
some say, the soul exists after the death of man, others 
say, it does not exist "-since the Sailkhya cannot be 
meant thereby which, as well as the Vedanta, maintains 
"the independent existence of the soul. 

gp ~ ~ I ~ oTI ~ l ~ ql4 ftttAI<.tl: I ~~ "lJCl

~~1111~{1 

~~~: ~:~:II 

May he- protect us both at the same time, at the 
same time support us both; may both of us at the same 
time apply (our) strength; may our reading be illus
trious, may there be no hatred (amongst us). 

Om! peace, peace, peace. 
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FIRST CHAPTER 

FIRST VALLI 

-1. ~~~~~:~~~ 
~ { iiAAttl -rn 3?1 au« II 

Once desirous (of heaven) the ·son of Vajas'ravas 
· (Gautama) gave away all his property (1). He had a 
son, Naciketas by name. 

{1) In the ViS'Vajit sacrifice; a sacrifice whieh was 
generally performed by kings, when they returned from their 

. expeditions to conquer the earth (digvijaya), but which, as 
appears, could be also performed by Bra.hmal}.as. 

2. -~~ ~~ wci ~zymg .fl•'¥11"'11~ ~ssfcH~ 1 
€1~11 

When the presents (1) were brought, filial anxiety 
(about the welfare of his father) penetrated the youth. 
He thought: 

(1) The cows, intended as presents for the priests 
officiating at the sacrifice. 

3. tftffict<fll ~ ~ PlRf.:s::'41: I 
~ ifllT a~~ tr ~ m ~ u 

(A sacri:ficer) who. bestows (cows) which have drunk 
their water, eaten their grass, given their -milk, and 
which are barren, goes verily to the worlds of 
unhappiness. 
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4. ~ ~r~ fi:Kit a<'l <fiij ~ ~lfl"ltll~ fuft4 ~I 
a'«-~ ~~ ~ ~+It~ II 
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(1) He said to his parent: 0 father, to whom wilt 
thou give me? (He said so) a second and a third time, 
(Enraged) he answered him : To Death I will give thee. 

(1) With the intention to prevent this calamity by 
offering himself-

5. dl("'ll~flf W-lm iif[-1~flf ~: I 
fcf.~ ffcl{llifl"l Cfi~&:i ~~ ~ II 

(N aciketas thought:) Among many (sons) I am 
the first, among many the middle, (but not among the 
bad, therefore) is there any work of Yama, which he 
will perform to-day through me? Naciketaa (1) said: 

(1) When the fat.her told him, that he had only 
spoken in anger, and that he did not require his self-sacri-' 
fice, after reflecting that the word of a father should on no 
account become broken-

6. ~~qm~~~trmtitl 

~~fif<f ~: ~ ~~r~a- ~: 11 

Remember, how former men (our forefathers) acted; 
consider, how the present (good men) act (1). Like com, 
the mortals get ripe, like corn they are born again (2}. 

(1) V&z., they never break their word. 

(2) Therefore one ought never to speak falsely on 
account of this transient world. 
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7. ~~: s:ii4~Jtqfctp~ ~I 
~~~ ~ ~~(Cidl':.t.S:(II 

(1) A Brahmal}a guest enters a house like V ai3'vanara 
(fire)._ For him (the good) make this peace-offering (2). 
Take the water, 0 son of Vivasvat (the sun). 

(1) To save his veracity, the father sent him to the 
abode of Y ama, where, in the absence of the latter, he 
:remained for three nights. Having returned, Yama was thus 
admonished by his counsellors or wives.-S'. 

(2) Viz., water for the feet, a seat, etc. 

8. ~~~~-~~3~,~~1 
~ 'l~ih 3<Nf'•Utrq?!<tffil ~~ <refcl ~ 1ft II 

Hope, expectation, meeting (with the good), friendly 
words, sacrifices, pious gifts, sons and cattle-all this 
loses the man of little sense in whose house a Brahmal}a 
dwellS without taking food . 

. 9 ~· "" "I{~ ,...~ ... 
• 1a~1 (l':;(ll!':."'lffil~ ... YI~ i!tg"llld~: I 
~~ ~~ qsm~m~~~ 11 

(Yama speaks:) 0 Brahmana, because thou, a 
venerable guest, hast tarried in my house fer three nights, 
without taking food, therefore be salutation to thee, and 
welfare to me; moreover choose three boons instead 
(the three nights thou wast here without hospitable 
reception). 

10. ~llikltHt~: wren ~-11 f!ITf( <fta~naifr m~ I 
t4et@ msr~~: "';df3tl!lori w~ crt~ II 
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(Naciketas speaks:) 0 Death, that Gautama be ap· 
peased in thought, and composed in mind, that his anger 
towards me may have gone, and that he may salute me, 
liberated by thee remembering (me as his son), this I 
choose as the first of the three boons. · 

11. tr'..U S'{fctl~~aT wfta ~fCF.o~fOI~<"tl~: l 
~"' mt: ~r.rcrr ~; cqj «~l<rr-i 'if'.E€1H. ~ ll 

(Yama speaks:) Through my favour, Audda.laki, 
the son of Arul)a (1), will remember (thee with love) as 
before; he will sleep happily at night i free from anger 
he will see thee, when released from the mouth of death .. 

(1) Weber, Ind. Literaturgesch,chte, p. 152, says about 
these names: Two other names (besides that of AruJ}.i) which 
are given to the father of Naciketas (a fourth name is 
Gautama,) viz., Audda.laki and Vaja!l'ravasa, are at variance 
with the other accounts. Vajuravasa is also found in the 
corresponding passages of the Taittiriya Bra.hmaJ}.a; whether 
also Auddalaki, I·do not know. Vide Ind. St., vol ii, pp. 201-3. 

12. ~if €1~ 0{ lW f<fi~rrTffif 0{ i:Pf ~ 0{ ~ ~I 
~~ ~s~H1'4111NI{t ~i'J<=r.lrct~n ~ t=<~•leWt u 

(Naciketas speaks:) In the place of heaven there 
is no fear of any kind; thou art not th~re, none fears 
decay. Without either hunger or thirst, beyond all grief 
(all) rejoice in the place of heaven. 

13. {{ c=cr~fir~: .. ~~~fil ~ !:f~~ o~~ ~~ 
w~IJ1t.J ~ ~ '«1~cft~<1 ~ crorr 11 

Thou hast, 0 Death, a recollection of the heavenly 
fire (1), make it known to me (also) who have faith. 

8 
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The dwellers in heaven (2) enjoy immortality; this I 
choose as the second boon. 

(1) Of the fire by which heaven is gained. 

_ (2) Those who by the fire-sacrifice have obtained 
heaven. 

14. 3:1 a ifcftfij ~ it ~cT fC14q+lfit ~lia: ~:~~ I 
~ai't<t~lfa;r--..it ~ AA ~qi\af?ll%:d ~Jt II 

(Yama speaks:) I will tell thee: do thou attend to 
this my word. I know the heavenly fire, 0 Naciketas. 
Kp.ow :that the fire, which ·is the cause of acquiring 
infinite worlds, which ·again is the foundation {of the 
universe),. is pla.ced in the cavity (of the heart). 

15. ~Cfll~rif ~ ~ ~ ~ ~cri lf'..TI qr I 

~~m~~~~=~U2= 11 

IW then explained to him that ·fire, which is the 
first {l) of the wprlds, th.e nature of the bricks, (2) and 
their nu;mber, and in· what way (the rite of that fire is to 
be performed). N aciketas also repeated it in the same 
manner as it was explained to him. Then thereby 
pleased, Death again said: 

(1) The fire is here equivalent to the Virat, the first 
production of Brahman-E". 

(%) Deposited every day after the fire-offering (to show 
the numbe:r pf ceremonies) performed during the year. 

l6. Qll~ ~llliiull ~100 ~ ~ ~ ~: I 
~ rrrm ~Sllllfir: ~ ~l'lili'i"ff(,i\tti ~ u 
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Satisfied, magnanimous Death spoke to him: I 
grant thee now another boon again. After thy name 
shall be named that fire. Take also many-coloured chain. 

17. ~~ ~ ~t.~'ffii(RJ >iiriizte<{ I 

iim~ {C14h:4 ~~ Pl'i11cG~I"-~4~~ilRI II 

Whoever performs three times the sacrifice of the 
Naciketa fire, when he has received adyice from 
the three, (viz., the mother, the father and the teacher,) 
who has done the three works (offering,. reading of 
the Vedas, and liberality)-overcomes birth and death. 
Whoever knows and judges well, (that fire) which sprung 
from Brahman, and is wise, which divine, and worthy 
of praise, obtains that everlasting peace. 

18. ~4td€Nila~P..~I q ~ fc.m~ ~ ;nf4w~ I 
~ ~~~ll::t,.3<Q: ~ ~"hiRl~n ~~ ~~ t1 -

Whoever offers three times by the Naciketa·fire~ 
when be knows its threefold nature, leaves before (the 
death of the body) the chains of death, and without 
grief rejoices in the place of heaven. 

19. ~ asfRffia: ~ ~ ~ cftur I 
~a~~~=~<R~m~u 

This is the heavenly fire, which, thou, 0 Naciketas, 
chooseth for thee by the second boon. Men will call 
this fire even after thee. O:loose the third boon, 0 
Naciketas. 
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20. ~ ~ ~MI"tictli ~ aifu"i~ii <ii1'4'itffifd ~ 1 

~ll~i~l2tN'41~ cro~~ <4fuidt'4: II 

(Naciketas speaks:) There is this enquiry: some 
say, tthe soul) exists after the death of man (1), others 
say, it does not exist. This I should like to know, 
instructed by thee ; such is the third of the boons. 

(1) n exists separate from body, senses, mind, and 
inteUect.-S'. 

21. ~4<7tlftl P-IMI?tiftttd 3U o:r (& gfct~'4'i~{~ Clii: I 

~ Cit <rff-qiicfl ~ m lilq(lctt"id'a m ~ 11 

(Yama speaks:) With reference to this (question) 
there was enquired of old even by the gods ; for it is not 
easy to understand it, subtle is its nature. Choose 
another boon. 0 Naciketas, do not compel me to this; 
(1} release me from this (boon). 

(1) To fulfil this, like a debtor is -compelled by his 
creditor to pay his debt.-S'. 

22. ~~('itlitl f<.lfqP-bftttd ~ (;:f 'if~ i{ "'I gf~-1 I 
CffiiT "'flf!i (':.!It• I~ o:r ~ M q(~ ~ ~ II 

(Naciketas speaks:) Even by the gods verily was 
enquired (into this question), and as to what thou sayest, 
0 Death. "that it is not easy to understand it," there is 
no other speaker to be found like thee, there is no other 
boon like this . 

. 2~. ~= 374ft7411_ ~ ~ ~ ~<TI1.1 
~4~1'4d4 CJ:ofi~L.J tcr-i 'if \i[lq ~ '41Clf~ II 
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(Yam a speaks :) Choose sons and grandsons who 
may live a h'mdred years, choose herds of cattle, choose 
elephants and gold and horses, choose the wide ex
panded earth, and live thyself as many years thou 
listeth; 

24. ~~ ~ ri cit ~ fcr~ ~<liflfolot.i :q I 
~ rtAAci~~ ~ ~ ~ o II 

Or if thou knowest a boon like this, choose it 
together with wealth, and far-extending life. Be (a 
king), 0 Naciketas, on the wide earth, I will make thee 
the enjoyer of all desires. 

25. it i:t cr.PTI ~ 'h:4eTh ~ ifiP1T ~~= ~m 1 
~um: ~= ~il'~~qr~: 1 
i1M~~: qfti:IR~tc~ ~R#iffi ~ ;n~~: II 

All those desires that are difficult to gain in the 
world of mortals, all those desires ask thou according to 
(thy) pleasure-these fair ones (of heaven) with their 
cars, with their musical instruments; for the like as they 
are not to be gained by men. Be attended by them, I 
will give them to thee; (but) do not ask (the question of _ 
the state of the soul after) death. 

CJ6 "' " "'- .._,.~ • ..._ :::,..... ,:. • ~ ~~ ~<.f.W! ~~ '4100 ~ O>ll: I 
a:nq ~ ~(lli~q~~ a~<~ 41t;J~~ ~m 11 

(Naciketas speaks:) (All those enjoyments) are of 
yesterday (1); they wear out, 0 thou end of man, the 
glory of all the senses. And more, the life of all is 
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short. With thee remain thy horses and the like, with 
thee dance and song. 

(1) Literally, of to-morrow. 

2J. o:r fcl~o:r ~ ~ ~mt f4:tllil::l!t1t fll 
~~Fcl*~rifr lll~~ fCi CRfg it CRO'fP-:r: ~ ~ 11 

Man res~ not sati~fied with wealth. If we should 
obtain wealth and behold thee, we would (only) live as 
long as thou shalt sway. The boon, which I have to 
choose, is what I said. 

28. al~liQICiltlqc.q ~~ ~: <Ffcl:~.;r: ~~I 
~~fer~ a:rfcr{t~ \if'\Pre ~ ~ita II 

Which man living in this lower world, who knows 
tha:t he decays and dies, while going to the undecaying 
immortals, (he shall obtain some exceeding bliss), who is 
aware of the nature of the Apsaras and the like (who) 
rejoice in beauty and love, can be pleased with a long 
life? 

29. ;qf~ fc!Mf<htt~Pd lf"~ ~qu~ ~~ iit& OffiR( I 
l{t~ cro ~fcrit .o:nr4 d~hrR4ilc11 ~a II 

Tell us, 0 Death, what it is which they inquire into, 
as to the great question, concerning the next world. 
Naciketas asks for no other boon, but that (concerning 
the soul) of which the knowledge is hidden. 
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SECOND VALLI 

Y ama speak.'f 
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1. a~;o:.<!v-~~I$;:.<1~B~ tr'.l: a ~ own~ ~~ fu;fio: I 

~: ~ OII~~J"R""'<i ~ ~ {l~~m ~ 'i:rn' ~ II 
Another thing is what is good, another what is 

pleasant. Both, having different objects, chain man. 
BlPssed is he who between them takes the good (alone), 
but he who chooses what is pleasant, loses the (last) 
object (of man). 

2. W:l~ W-i~ 'i~''4ija: m ('IJOq(l~ ~ftti ~: I 
w.n r&: rttusr~m ~ w.n ~ ~~&11\tofla 11 

'What is good, and what is pleasant, take hold of 
man ; the sage comprehending them, distinguishes (their 
nature); the sage chooses even the good, because it 
exceeds (in value) what is pleasant; but the dull man 
chooses what is pleasant for acquiring and preserving. 

3. ~ ~ fWrr-1 ~~~~~~:I 
~t"-W ~:e'i<ft'i<mTI ~i ~ ~ ~= 11 

But thuu, considering the objects of desire, whether 
they are pleasant (as a son, etc.,) or of pleasant shape, 
(as the heavenly nymphs,) hast abandoned them, 0 
Naciketas. Thou bast not chosen the road of wealth, 
on which so many men perish. 

4. ~ fiiwa Prrft ~ GT 'Tl ~Rt ~IQT I 
Fim4J~;i .-,Ma~ ~ 0{ fClT ~ ~siF~qra 11 
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Those two, ignorance (1) and knowledge (2), are 
known to be far asunder, and to lead to different goals (3). 
I think thee, 0 Naciketas, desirous of knowledge, because 

. (even) many objects of desire did not attract thee. 

- (1) Whose object is what is pleasant. 

(2) Whose object is what is good. 

(3) One being the cause of transmigration, tbe other 
of liberation. ·Vide S'vet. U., V, 1, and Vaj. S. U., 10. 

5. ~!4{11'41+1~ ~: ~ \cl'kr: ~~+lc:IOi+ll<il: I 

G:COi\RI+iluu: t@.~ ~: ~ ~ lf~TsrcrT: 11 

Those (1) who live in the midst of ignorance, but 
fancy themselves wise and learned (Pal}qita) go round 
and with erring step, deluded, as blind people led 
by a blind. 

(1) The same verse occurs in the Mul).q. U., II, 8, 
only that here, instead of "dandramya:tnal).al;l,'' ·is read 
"ja:ilghanyamana}.l ". 

6. rr ~qzy:r: ~ an~ ~~ fc!=ctm~ ~ 1 
~q ~ ~ ~ ~fa +IRT !ft: ~~ it II 

The . necessary causes for gaining the next world 
are not apparent to the careless youth, who is foolish by 
the delusion of wealth. Believing, this world exists 
and not the other, he is again and again subject to 
my sway. 

7. ~9011'41ftr ~n:m rr ~= 'l'J'cr;:ffisftr ~eft ~r rr ~: 1 
:a:n~qr qUiT ~s~ ~ss~~ war ::t·~l01~~r~: 11 
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Of the soul-which is not gainedby many. because 
they do not bear of it, and which many do not know, 
although they hear of it--Qf the soul is wonderful the 
speaker, ingenious the receiver, wonderful the knower, 
instructed by an ingenious (teacher) (1). 

(1) Vide Bhag.-Glta. II, 29. 

8. if ~):ou~(oi ~ ~: ~ ~ ~~¥i~~~ ·I· 
~~ fJftro1 ~lw:tOft'41"( GRI<Fi+i'!J~¥il011({ II 

That soul, declared by an inferior man (1), is not 
easily to be known, as it is to be thought of in various 
ways, (but) when it is declared by a teacher, who be· 
holds no difference (2), there is no doubt concerning it, 
(otherwise) the soul being more (subtle than what is 
subtle), is not to be obtained by arguing (3). · 

(1) Vide Muv.4-U •• III. Cii), (. 

. (2) .. Ananyena.•• or whose soul is not di1f'erent from 
tile !iUpretne soul. 

(3) Viz., not by arguing, founded upon our own under-
standing.-g. 

9 .. - rct ~ .... ~""' ... • ~ ij<f.UJ' 11 '-N '41 tllihl ~<t ~ sm 1 

~ ~: ~-~ ~~: tr2l II 
That knowledge, 0 dearest, (for which thou hast 

asked.) is not to be gained by argumen~ ; (but) it is easy 
to understand it. when declared by. a teacher. who 
beholds no difference (1). Thou art persevering as to the 
truth. May there be for us an· (other) enquirer like 
thee, 0 N aciketas. 

G 
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{1) Or: The knowledge, which it is easy to under
stand, when declared by a teacher .•. , cannot be destroy
ed by argument. (Napanetavya, na hantavya.J-S'. But 
then, saye Weber, the long a in" apaneya" is not explained. 

1_0. \iii~IP4i$0~-:~0if'qf@:lf~ ~ ~i: ~ fu ~ ffil.l 
aclt W-11 ~IM'ihetfucfr~: tli8C41~~ ~II 

I knQw, worldly happiness is transient (1) ; for that 
firm one is not ~btained by what is not firm. Hence 
the Naciketa fire (2) (is established) by me· through 
transient things; (thereby) I obtained the permanent 
(place of Yam a). 

(1) Because it is the effect of works which are tran
sient.-g. 

(2) Which is the cause of obtaining the tra11sient 
happiness of ·hea ven--g· · · · 

11. ~fu \iflRl: ~ :if,cflzyJ~'lJJJ~f!lllWI..I 
~ 'i~~IP"i ~i ~'FiT~~~~: II· 
. . 

Thou, 0 Naciketas, although thou ~ast beheld the 
fruit of sacrifice, the eternal place (of Prajapati), where 
all desires are fulfilled, the . world is . founded, where 
eveey fear ceases, which is praiseworthy and great, 
of wide-extended sphere, and the abode (of the soul)
yet, wise by firmness, thou hast abandoned it, 0 

Naciketas. 

12, ~ ~~~ ~~~f<ci ~~~I 
~94ksWl•IIN~ ~ IKtiT \:flU~ \if~ II 
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The wise by means of the union (1) (of the intellect) 
with the soul thinking him, whom it is difficult to 
behold, who is unfathomable and concealed, who is 
placed in the cavity (2), whose abode is· impervious, 
who exists from times of old-leaves both grief and 
joy. 

(1) Adhya.tmayoga., by withdrawing the mind from 
external things, and fixing the intellect on the soul above. 

(2) In the cavity. the ether of the heart, in intellect.·-

13. '\d-v<.t'41 wqf~ ~: ~ ~~~d4114 I 
"' 

\l ~ iil<:_rP-li'l:_~ ~OCIT ~"!..mf ;IT~ ~ II 

Having heard this (nature of Brahman), compre
hended it, having distinguished the (8oul, as) endowed 
with qualities, (Dharmya) (from the body,) obtained 
it in its subtle nature, the mortal rejo"ices; for he has 
obtained what is a cause for rejoicing .. (Thee), 0 • N aciketas, I believe a house, whose door iH open (for 
Brahman). 

14. ~ \:14h"'4~ttt4~~~ ?@ltdkt I 

ar~ 'i<:tl'iil ~ Gmi ~ ~ ll 

(Naciketas speaks:) (Then) make known to 
me the (being) which thou beholdest different from 
virtue, different from vice, different from this whole 
of effects and causes, different from past, from future 
(and present time). 
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15. ~f4 ~ q('( q~~tw1Pa ffil~ rn ~ :q ~ , 
liR-v¥dr il~ "Rf-:a G~ t?.:"'-. ~ ~ II 

an~ckt II 

CY am a speaks :) The word of which all the Vedas 
(1) speak, which all the works of penance proclaim. of 
which desirous they live' as Brahmacarins, this word I 
will briefly tell thee ; it is " Om ". 

{1) Namely. a part of the Vedas, the Upani~a.ds.
Anandagiri. 

16. ~~if&:~~~ qw_ I 
'{d\'b~cU~ ~J(q( ~ ~~ ~ aq II 

This sound means Brahman (1), this sound means 
the supreme {2). Whoever knows this sound, ·obtains 
whatever (3) he wishes. 

(1) The inferior Brahman:-·S'. 

. . (2) The supreme Brahman, Brahman in his own 
absolute nature. . • 

(3) Whether it be the supreme or the inferior 
Brahman. -S'. 

17. '{d<!:lclRIO'f~ ~~cl'RI;i lW£.1' 

CJ>d~JeRt;i ~ ~ ~ II 

This means is best, this means is supreme (1); 
whoever knows this mP.ans, is adored in the place of 
heaven (2). 

(1) Or not supreme, as its object is either the supreme 
or the inferior Brahman. 
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(2) Viz., being Brahman, either the eupreme or the 
inferior, he is adored according:y.-g. 

18. o:r ~ f;r.fc\' qy f<r:W~"';;Jl~ ¢-3?1 ~ Cfif~il I· 
atit ~: ~t~s<i 3\luTt o:r ~ ~ ~ II 

The knowing (1) (soul) is not born, nor does it die ; it 
was not produced from anyone, nor was any produced 
from it; unborn, eternal, without decay, anci~nt as it 
is. it is not slain, although the body is slain. 

(1) Ver~es 18 and 19 occur in Bllag.-G., II, 19, 20. 
Verse 20 is also found in the gvet. U ., III, 20. 

19.~~~~~~~~1 
~ ij) "' ~~m -m~ ~r.=a "' ~ 11 

If the slayer thinks "I elay," if the slain thinks 
" I am slain," then both of them do not know well. 
It (the soul) does not slay, nor is it slain. 

20. ~Ufl(Ufitlirii"!tn ~tllootie"il(4 ~~ ~I 
~= ~ftf ;fla~nc6T ~= SRn~~~= 11 

The soul, which is subtler than what is subtle: 
greater than what is great (1), is seated in the cavity 
of the living being (2). He, who is free from desire 
and without grief, beholds by the tranquillity of his 
senses that majesty of the soul. 

(1) Because the whole world is placed upon it._g. 

(2) From Brahman down to inanimate matter.-g. 

21. amrr.n ~ ~ ~ G1Rt m: • 
cr.Ri ~ ~ ~ $1tlii&Rt II 
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Sitting it (the soul) . goes afar, sleeping it goes 
everywhere (1). Who else (therefore), save myself, 
is able to comprehend the God (2) who rejoices and 
not rejoices. 

-(1) Vide a similar passage, Vs.j. S. U., 5. 

(2) The soul, which is represented here under con
tradictory attributes to show the difficulty of comprehending 
it. 

22. ~>:~, ~;;r~~rqW(, t 
~ ~ ~ cr1u ~ m'Cffu II 

Thinking the soul as unbodily among the bodies, 
as firm _ among the fleeting things, as great and 
all-pervading, the· wise casts off all grief. 

23. "11'4f.'ll,f.'ll ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ 1 
~~ ~ a., ~«~~~ amm ~ e~~.:~-~ II 

The soul (1). cannot be gained. by knowledge (2), 
not by standing (3), not by manifold science. It can be 
~btained by the soul by which it is desired. His soul (4) 
reveals its own truth. · ' . 

(1) The same idea. as in verses. 7-9. It occurs also 
in Mur,uj.-U., III, (ii), 3. 

. (2) And performance of the rites of the Veda..-S'· 
Vide S'vet. U., IV, 8. 

(3) The meaning of the Veda..-S'. 

(4) The soul of him who is desirous of knowing his 
own soul. 
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24. iflfmiT ~ftahll~lio:dl ~: I 
i{l~li~'il'16t cmq 14~1=i~'1'ilc:!'41q 11 

'1.1 

Whoever hatS not ceased from wicked ways, is 
not subdued (in his· senses,) not concentrated· (in his 
intellect), and not subdued in mind, does not obtain it, 
(the true soul), not even by knowledge (1). 

(1) By knowledge of Brahman.-g. 

25. lR?!t iim "1 ~ :q ~ l1CICI ~: I 
~~~;{ en ~ ~ ~ ~= II 

. . 

Who is able to know in this manner, where that 
soul is whose food is both the Br~mai)a and Keatra, an4 
whose condiment is death? 

THIRD VALLI 

I. ~~t!'tiQ~~~~~~l 
~W"ild~ ~~ ~ ~n:M tt :q ~OIIM\di: II 

(The supreme and inferior souls,) drinking (1) the 
due reward from their words (2) in this world (3}. 
entered both th~ cave, the highest place of the supreme 
(soul). The knowers of Brahman call them shadow and 
sunlight i thus also the performers of the five-fold fire (4:), 

and the sacrificers of the three Naciketa fires. 

(1) " Pibantau."' although only the worldly soul 
obtains the reward from its work, and therefore the singular 
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number should have been employed, the dual number is here 
used on account of the connection of the worldly with the 
supremq soul.-8'. 

(2) "Sukrta.u," literally " good work," here generally 
for their wotks. 

· - (3) " Loka," .means here, according to S'afl.kara, 
.. b. d " 0 y • . 

(4) The householders.-8'. 

2. ll: ijg{)\iii"'!Hil=fa.i{ iim ~I 

~~11Tt"'ll~"~ II 

We ·are able (to understand both), the Naciketa 
'fire, which is the bridge of all sacrificers (to cross un
happiness), and the undestructible Brahman, the place, 
where all fear disappears, the refuge of those who are 
desirous of crossing, (the ocean of the world). 

s. amm"'l"~~ m ~~ ~ u 1 
~ g ~~ fcifu l=f"'l: ~ :q II . -

Know the soul (the embodied soul) as the rider, the 
body as the car, know intellect as the charioteer and 
mind again as the reins (1). 

(1) Vide S'vet. U., II, 9, where a. similar comparison 
is u~;Jed. 

4. ~~'41f0t ~'41'11~M!¥rr~ ~ ~ r 
a! kil ~l=lofl;a:ffi m#i~~: n 

They. say, the senses are the horses, _and their 
objects are the roads. The enjoyer is (the soul) endowed 
.with body, sense and mind ; thus say the wise. 
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5. Gtt4P-i~l41<'.11i_ ~~ ~ ~ I 
ttf<lfrw~lu·•1"4f.1IPI ~.11.n f-1 tm:it: II 

'13 

Whoever is unwise with reina never applied, has 
the senses unsubduro, like wicked horses of the 
charioteer. 

6. ~ fi~I"F-IIot:_ ~ ~ ~ ~ I 
ttt<lk~lf'Jr ~f.t ~~ ~ ~: II 

But whosoever is wise with the mind always 
applied, has the senses subdued ~ike good horses of the 
charioteer. 

7. q~f4~1•NI"'i ~01~&141f"fi: ('l~.lgf-q: I 
~ 6 tt~;'4~ii1Hl~ 6'i',mt ~ II 

Whoever is unwise, unmindful, always impure, does 
not gain that goal (1), (but) descends to the world (again). 

(1) Mentioned in the second verse. 

8. ~ ~~141'411_ ~ ~: ~ ~: I 
6 g ac""W'II~I~ G{"4'11fq'J ~ ~ II 

But whosoever is wise, mindful. always pure, gains 
the goal from whence he is not born again. 

9. l?i~IC1('1RP~ ~:~~~<'.11?1<: I 
"' 'f~ ~ . WS'XR: GIUil~l ~ Qld..._,,,: ~~II 

But the man, whose charioteer is wise, (and) the 
reins of whose mind are well applied, obtains the goal 
of the road, the•highest place of Vi:;;I)u (1). 

. 10 
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(1) "Tad Vi~tto~ ~·is explained by S'ankara "vya.pana
.8'Ilasya brahmal).al;l: paramatmano va.sudevakhyasya," 
where Vi~J).u is identified with the son of Vasudeva. 
We would rather take it in the Vedic meaning, or literally 
:8.s the pervader, tbe ·penetrator, as there is no other trace 
in:· this Upani~acl >Of the opinioDs of the Vii!}J).Uit.es. 
·weber's Ind. Stud, pp. 200-1, says about this passage: 
:'o. • • and it appears, we have by the theos (god) of the 
:author, according tQ III, 9, p.erhaps to understand a form of 
Vi~J).U, although, 6n the other hand, it is possible·, that the 
term. referred to ali a TecQill,ectielil of the Veda {l;,tk. V., I, 
221 Hymn 20, & 21) should perhaps not be understood in its 
8-trict · .seri.se, because ~e V ecl.ic Vii!}QU is .quite differ.ent from 
the b.ter Vi~J).U; but :even if it wer.e direct reference to 
Vi~J).U, we should thereby not be authorized to ascrib& 
the Upani~ad to a Vi~J).U sect, as it has nothing in -com• 
mon with a sectarian spirit, and, on the contrar.v, bears an 
unmixed Vedli.ntio character." 

Higher indeed than the senses· are their objects, 
higher than their objects is the mind, intel1ect higher 
than the mind, h:igher tha:a ·intellect the great sout 

11. ~: ~6ll'ffil4"4'ffikt ~: -qt: I 
·~lilif q-{ tlfqffif ·iilm ·W ·rro ol'ffw. u 

Higher than the great one the unmanifested, higher 
than the unmauifested !the saull (P.ur:u~?a), higher than 
the soul is nought.; lthis is the bst rlimit and the highest 

goal. 

12 .. ~ ~· ~ ~"Km ~ ~ 1 

~~·~·~~·II 
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Being the hidden nature of all beings, it is not 
manifested ; but it is beheld by the attentive subtle 
intellect of men of subtle sight. 

13. ~~~~q;m1 tn~fd¢l_.y_.$1"'1 ~I 

~Hiil<:iifrr ~fct fri':i~¢l~'it&IRJ ~ II . 

Let the wise subdue his speech by mind, subdue his 
mind by that nature · which is knowledge (intellect), 
subdue his knowledge in the great soul. subdue this also 
in the placid soul. 

14. ~~ ~ tri17.J cmrr ~fqd t 
~~ \:ITU f.:lfuar ~~~ s;fi ~ffil. ~ ~ II 

Arise, awake, get the great (teachers) and attend. 
The wise say, that the road to him is (as) difficult to go, 

as the sharp edge of a razor. 
• 

15. ~CJ~ii@Oiw44 ~·~ qq_ 1 

al"ll¢l"lt=<i ~= tit ij" ~ (\ 'iS'!lli@1 ~ li 
Whoever has understood (the nature of Brahman) 

which is without t>Ound, · without ·touch, without form, 
which does not waste, which i~ without tast~ which is 
eternal, without smell, without beginning and without. 
end, higher than the great one (1) (intellect), which is 
finnly based,--escapes from the mouth of death. 

(1) Vide MuQ4-U. II, (i) 2. 

16. ~dtft1Zr.414 ~U\~ (t"'lld"ll(. I 
~~~~~~u 
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The wise who says and hears the eternal tale, 
which Naciketas received and Death related, is adored 
in the world of Brahman .. 

lJ. q ~ tf\;f ~ ~~q~~&J("it!~ I 
w::rcr: ~ 9T d({I"'I~F=r ~ I 
a<::t"'l~l'4 ~ ~ H 

Whoever pure (in mind~ explains this (work) of 
deep import, which (otherwise) should be concealed, in·· 
the assembly of the BrahmaQas or at the time of the 
S'raddha, obtains thereby (1) infinite fruit, obtains th~reby 
infinite fruit •. 

(1) S'ailkara explains . "tad" (thPreby) with 
"S'ra.ddham," his· S'rli.ddba. bears infinite fruit; while in the 
above translation it refers . to both, the assembly and the 
S'rll.ddha. · 

SECOND CHAPTER 

~OURTH VALLI . '• ' 

~· quf~ ~ ~:~~ qu~ ~~ "'flt={RI(+lr(l 

· ~~: ~m~~~qM'i'i§<i_ll· 
. . . I 

The self-existent (1) fiUbdued (2) the senses which 
turn to external objed,ts; therefore (man) sees the 
external objects, not the internal soul; (but} the wise, 
with eye averted (from: sensual objects) and desirous of 

I 

immortal nature, beholds the absolute soul. 
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(1) The Supreme Ruler.-S'. 

(2) "VyatrYJ.at" hitpsitav-an, hananam krtavlLn, as 
S'aflkara explains it, because he is self-d~pendent. 

2. ~= Cf.Jill'i!f-'IRl ~ ~ii'Q ~ ~~ 
ap~ ~u ~~ fcrf~ ~~"' w~ 11 

Idle youths follow desires turning to external 
objects; they fall into Death's wide-extended net; 
therefora the wise who know what is truly of an 
immortal nature do not ask (for anything) here among 
the fleeting things. 

s. it.l ~ m ~ ~~"~. ~~~ ~·i 
~ fGI~l<ilRl ~ qft~a II Q;al G<t. II 

To the (soul) by which (every one) knows of form, 
of . smell, of ·sounds, of touch, of love, nothing remains 
(unknown). This is that (Brahman for which thou hast 
asked). 

4. ~~ GtJ4Jftcuo:d ~ 4~Jd'i:j'4fdl 

~~~~"'~'' 
Thinking (the soul) by which he recognises both, 

what there is in dream, and what there is in awaking, 
thinking this as the great pervading soul, the wise does 

. . 
not grieve. 

5. q ~ ~ ~ ~r-1 -iJ<illRlt.IC( I 
t~r-l ~~ "' OOt f<t~a II Q;a1: WI II 
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Who.soever knows this soul as the consumer of the 
fruit (1), as the bearer of life, as what is always near, as 
the ruler of the p~st, the future (and the present times) 
-does thence (2) not try to conceal (the soul) (3). This 
is that: 

(1) As the embodied soul, which is subject to the 
necessary effects of its works. 

(2) From the time of his knowledge.-S'. 

(3} For he has no fear, that the soul can be 
de~troyed. 

6. lf: ~ m \ifl~: 'J\~4l\il1'4d , 

·~~~~~~~~Will 
Whosoever beholds the first born (1) from the 

penance (2), (of Brahman), who was created before the 
waters (3). when he has entered the cave (4), and 
dwells (there) with (all) the beings (5), beholds that 
(Brahman fo:r which thou hast asked). 

(1) Hirar.tyagarbha.-S'. 

(2) Penance, as characterised by knowledr;e.. etc.-S. 

(3) And the other elements.-S'. 

(4) The ether of the heart, after he bas produced 
the bodies of tha gods. ete.-S'. ·· 

(5) The products of causes and effects. 

7. lU ~ WlT<'!~RRi~~dl4l'411 

~~~qJ~n~l:acrJI 
Whosoevet" (beholds) Aditi (1), the nature of all 

gods, who through life (Hiral}yagarbha) sprang forth 
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{from the supreme Brahman), who was born together 
with (all) the beings, when she has entered the cave 
and dwells there, (beholds) that Brahman (for which 
\hou hast asked) . . 

(1) Aditi, the whole of the senses (gabdadtnlLm 
adana.d Aditi},l.-g). 

8. ~~)~~~~IT~: I 
~~~~~~:~~~~11. 

As the fire is concealed within the two pieces of 
. wood (1), as the embryo is hidden in the mother, so the 
fire-which is to be praised day after day by men, who 
are awake (careful to do their duties) and offer with 
clarified butter-is that (Brahman for which thou hast 
asked). 

(1) The t1V'O pieces of wood, from which fire is pro
~uced by rubbing. 

9. GG!lil~ ~~ ~ "' ~ I 
~ ~: ~~sNdlfd~ ~ ~ II ~rut II 

From whom ·the sun rises. and in whom it sets 
again, him all the gods entered i from him none is 
separated. This is that. 

10.~~~~1 
~qr: « ll~mm q ~ ~ ~ n 

What (l) is even here, the same is (2) there, and 
what is there, the same is even here. He proceeds 
from death to death, who beholds here (3) difference. 
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(1) The individual soul, which is considered as cause 
and effect, and endowed with worldly attributes by those 
who do not comprehend it in its essential heing.-g. 

(2) The same, as it is in its own nature, which 
is eternal knowledge and separate from all worldly .attri
butes.=-g. 

(3) In Brahman. 

11. ~ti"{fllaai ~ ~ ~ 1 
~: ~"F1~li~oWt'f~ I! 

By the mind is this (Brahman), to be obtained, 
(then there is no difference whatsoever). He proceeds 
from death to death, who beholds here difference. 

12 •. '*(.~ill=;(: ~~ ~ aTI(i{T~ fuBfcl I 
~ ~ o:r om W'£!til3d II ~ O<I.. II 

The soul (Puru~) which in the measure of a 
thumb (1) dwells in the middle of the body (in the ether 
of the heart) is the ruler of the past, the future (and the 
present times).-· Hence from having this knowledge. 
the wise (does not desire to conceal) the soul (vide latter 
part of Vth Valli, 5). This is that. 

(1) Vide S'vet., III, 13. 

13. at~j2ill=;f: ~ ~lfaRAI"{~''h: I 

~r.fr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .Pel: II ~ O<I.. II 

The soul, which is like light without smoke, the 
ruler of the past, future (and the present times), is even 
to-day, (and) will be verily to-morrow. 
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14.~~!i~~l 
~~~~II 

81 

AB water, when rained down on elevated ground, 
runs scattered off in the valleys, so even runs after 
difference a person who beholds attributes different 
(from the soul) (1). 

(1) That is tl) uy, whoever sees the things as 
different from the soul, is, in accordance with his know
ledge, born again in another body.-S'. . . 

15.~~~~~~~1 
'\Ci ~~ amm ~-~ II 

As pure water, which is thrown down on pure 
ground, remains alike, so also, 0 Gautama, is the soul 
of the thinker (Muni) who knows (1). 

(1) That his soul is the same with the supreme 
Bra.hman. 

\ 

FIFTH VALLI 

L ~t.li!Al6J<'I:iit41<4'tNcta: I 
~ WI ~ ~ 14ti:oqij II ~ tf<l.lf 

(The body is like) a to"'ll with eleven (1) gates (of 
the soul) which has no birth and is of upright intellect. 
Adoring it (the supreme ruler), (the wise) does not 
grieve, and liberated (from ignorance, etc.), he becomes 
liberated (2). This is that. 

11 
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(1) Viz., the seven opening in the face, the navel, 
'With two openings below and the opening on the middle of 
the head. See a similar comparison in S'vtit. U .. III, 18; and 
Dhag.-G .• V, 13. · 

· 1 ! ·• 1_ (2) The so~ Paramen-ara, the supreme ruler, is here 
.:represented as a king.-S'. 

2. ~'llt{=[: ?Jftt"WJ<-=tiR~~ 4R"f!.RlP-"l{(ioiB~ 1 

'i'U<Btooa.il+iti~~l ~ ~ ~ SKCi ~ II 

As Haxpsa (1) (Aditya, sun) it dwells in the heavens, 
a.s Yasu (wind) it dwells in the atmosphere, as the 
invoker (2) (of the gods) it dwells within the earth, as 
soma (3) in the water jar; it dwells in man, it dwells 
in truth, it dwells in the ether, it is born in the waters 
(as aquatic animals), it is born in the earth (as rice, 
etc.), it is born in the sacrifice, it is born on the moun
tains (as the rivers), it is truth, it is the great one 
(infinite). 

(1) Haqu;a is derived, according to S'ailkara. from 
Hatpsati (he proceeds). 'l'his verse is taken from ij.k. 
YaJJ.<}a., IV, 4:0, Hymn 5. Vide Weber's Ind. St •• voL ii, 
p. !05. 

(2) Hotar, a name of Agni as the invoker o:r sac:rificer 
of the gods. 

(3) Atithi, according to S'., either the god Soma, or 
in its literal meaning •• gues1," and the sense would then be, 
" it dwells as guest in the house". 

3. ~ SIIOI!i'ij'-4~NM SIW lf'"'li'd I 
~ cti4MIW~ W.1 ~ ~ II 
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Him, the dwarf (1), sitting in the middle (of the 
ether of the heart) who raises upwards (from the heart) 
the vital air that goes forwards, who dejects the vital 
air that goes downwards, him all gods (all the 8enses) 
adore (2). 

(1) Vide IVth Valli 12, where it iB said •• the soul, 
which is of the measure of a thumb." 

(2) By bringing him offerings, viz., the different 
sensations of colour, etc., as the subjects serve a king._g . 

.{.~~~~~:1 
~~~~ ~ qftf?tl'"4d II ~1 mt II 

When the soul, which dwells in the body, departs 
and becomes separated from it, what e~e is left there (1)? 

This is that. 

(1) In all the vital airs. etc. 

5.~~~~~~1 

~ ~ ~ ~R:;i~elf"il~ II 

No mortal whatsoever lives by the vital air that 
goes forwards, by the vital air that goes downwards 
(or by any sense); they live by another (1) on which 
both (the two vital airs together with the senses) are 
founded (2). 

(1) Different from the compound of ~enses, etc. 

(2) For says S., the cause of life does not depend 
upon them. as they refer t'l other and other things on 
account of their composition; without something else 
which arranges them, it is impossible that things of 
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themselves should form a compound, as the materials of a 
house do not form a house without somebody who brings 
them together. 
i ., 

6. ~ o ~ ~ ~ ir!H tl'1R1'1Sl_l 

~-iT :q ~ mot <~II<m w.:rffi iiRfq II 

Now again I will declare to thee that eternal 
Brahman, who is to be concealed, and 0 Gautama, 
(how by •the knowledge of him all concern for the 
world ceases), and also, how (by not knowing him, the 
ignorant) obtaining death assumes a body (again). 

7. ~Pili..-il ~ ~~ ~: I 

. ~~(i~R1-~~ ~~II 
Some -enter the womb (again after death) for 

assuming a body ; others go inside a trunk, according 
to their works, according to their knowledge (1}. 

(1) Br. A., % Adh .• 2. 13. 

s. q ~ ~ ~ cnm'iilli ~- Pl~,ur: 1 
. ~ ~ ~ d4;~1'ldtl=&~d I 

. dMMJ'fll: ~: t=fcT ~ ~ 'fl~ II ~ mt II 
The perfect one (Pu~a) who, building desire 

after desire, is awake in those that are asleep, is called 
even pure. is called Brahman, is called even immortal. 
.Upon him all the worlds are founded; none becomes 
different from him. This is that. 

9. 01rR-~%\~a~~~~ ,
'<*qJ ~~~~Elf~ II 
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As the one fire, when entering the world, becomes 
to every nature of every nature (1), so the one soul 
being of every nature to every nature, is the internal 
eoul of all beings, and is also without them (iii its own 
nature) (2). 

(1) Becomes manifold from the manifold fuel 

(2) Br. A., 2 Adh., 5, 19. 

lll. ~~ ~ ~f4it ~ ~ ~Rl(i\tfl ~ I 
~~~~~~~~-.lll 

As the one air, when entering the world, becomes 
of every nature of every nature, so the one soul, being 
of every nature to every nature, is the internal soul 
of all beings, and is also without (them). 

11. ~ qm ijqJlt.~ ~ ~ ~ft: I 
~~ ~i,<ii~(r~ ~ ~ ~=~ amr: 11. 

As the one sun (1), the eye of the whole world, 
is not sullied by the defects of the eye or of external 
things, so the soul, as the inner soul of all beings, is 
not sullied by the unhappiness of the world, because 
it is (also) without it. 

(1) Bhag.-G., XIII, 52. 

12. ~ tffit ~ ~ ~ ~ q: <r.itfu ' 
~ qs!Jq~q~ ~ot(Ni ~~~II 

He is one (1), the ruler, the inner soul of all beings, 
who renders (his) one nature manifold. The wise who 
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behold him as dwelling in the\.r own selves, obtain 
eternal bliss, not others. 

(1) Verses 12, 13, 15 occur, with a few variations, in 
the S'vet. U., VI, 12-15; Verse 15 in the Mu'Q.<J. U., II. (ii), 
10, and-Bhag.-G., XV, 6. 

13. ~ f.:ml~ ~~ac:ti••uit<tJ ~ ~ ~1fu CfiPWI.I 
~ it~J.:Jf.=tf ~ffqi ~lfr:d: ~w«ft ~"WL II 

The wise who behold (the soul) as the eternal 
among what is transient, as the intelligent among those 
that are intelligent, which, though one, grants the desires 
of many (who behold it) as dwelling in their own &"lves, 
obtain eternal bliss, no others. 

14. ~Rfu ~sFI~ lWi ~I 
C~?.t ~ af[:ill~')l"!:li ~ mfcr ~~fu err 11 

(Wise) think that supreme bliss, which cannot be 
described, to be this (individual soul). How then shall I 
know it? Does it manifest or does it not manifest ? 

15. WT WI ~:IT mfu WT ::q~a1«ii ~m ~ mfra ~~: 11 
~ ~ ~ dP-1 ~ trcir'G~ fcJmfd II 

There (with regard to Brahman) the sun does n,ot 
manifest nor the moon and stars, there do not manifest 
those lightnings ; how then should manifest this fire? 
When he is manifest, all is manifested after him ; by 
his manifestation this whole (world) becomes manifest. 
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SIXTH VALLI 

1. ~~i{ils<:!~~ ~S".W~: ~cr-:r:· I 
~~ ~;Ji a~ a~ql®£!~ 1 
af~'fil: fl!>lQr: ~1f fJ1 ;n~ Cfiq.:J II '\61 mt II 

87 

It (the world} (1} is like an eternal holy fig-tree, 
whose root i~:~ upwards, and whose branches go down
wards. This (2} is called even pure, this is called 
Brahman (all-comprehensive}; this is called. even 
immortal ; upon this all the worlds are founded ; none 
becomes different from it. This is that. 

(1) V'ide Bhag.-G., XV, 1-3. 

(2) " Tad," according to S'ailkara, refers to "mulam," 
this root. The latter part of this verse is the same with 
part of Vth Vali.I. 8. 

2. ~~~~~~:~· 
~ ~ q C!;a~'idltd ~ 11 

This whole universe trembles within the life (the 
supreme Brahman) ; emanating (from it} it (the universe) 
moves on. It (Brahman} is a great fear, like an uplifted 
thunderbolt. Those who know it, become immortal. 

3. ~'-~l~f4rm~R1 ~-~r=eqfa ~: 1 
~~~~~=ll 

Through fear of him burns t.he fire, through fear of 
him burns the sun, through fear of him runs Indra, the 
wind, and Death as the fifth (1}. 

(1) Also in Taitt. U., II, 8. 
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4. ~ ~~~en~~ ~ ~ fcl~: 1 
mr: @1~ ~ ~oocw-r ~ 11 

If here (in this life) one is able to comprehend him 
(Brah~an) before the death of the body, (he will be 
liberated from the bondage of the world; if one ~s not 
able .to comprehend him,) he is destined for the assump
tion of a body. 

5? ~i:P~~~~-CNT~ I 
~.neg t£tlcr ~ cNT ~~ 01'41dqq)[{CI ~ ll 

As one is reflected in a looking-glass, so (the soul 
is)· in the body; as in a dream, so in the world of the 
forefathers; as in water, so in the world of the Gan
dharvas ; as in a picture and in the sunshine, so in the 
world of Brahman. 

6. ~~1u1i 'T~IC!ti<!:'41ffiii~ :q- l:R(I 

l['-"l!!("q¢0liii'11'1T ~ eftU c:r ~ II . 

Considering the different state of the senses which 
.are produced one after another (from the mind) and their 
rise and setting (1), the wise do not grieve. 

(1) Which is not the case with the soul. 

7. ~: tR +r.iT iFR{: ;atcltl'a~ I 

~~Cf +ltil'i'Tffll ~SOll'd'ltl'aii&( II 

Higher than the senses (and their objects) is the 
mind, more excellent than the mind the _intellect 
(Sattvam); above. the intellect soars the great soul, more 
excellent than the great one is the un-manifested. 
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8. ~~~=~~~~'ill 
q J"~ifq I ~ 'irrtl('ldeci 'if JTVJfd II 

But higher than the unmanifested is the soul 
(Puru~;~a) which is all-pervading and without cause. 
Knowing this, one gets liberated and gains immortality. 

9. ;:r~~~'I~Wifcl~l 
~T ~ 11-relfll~m q Q\d~'ldlffi ~ II 

Its {the soul's) being (nature) is not placed in what 
is the ruler .visible ; none beholds it by the eye, by the 
heart (the intellect) of the mind, through thinking it 
&ets manifest (l). Immortal become those who know it. 

{1) VIde S'vet. U., IV, 20. 

10. ~ ~lctRfdrd ~ 1tereJ ~I 

~~ ;:r ~ ~: ~ llfcp{ II 

The state which ensues, when the five organs of 
knowledge remain (alone) with the mind, and the 
intellect does not strive, is called the highest aim. 

11. oi~~lr~~mfit~l 
a:r~•htfQ'!J ~ ~ ~ ~ II 

This they can concentration (Yoga) which is the 
firm keeping down of the senses. At that time (man) 
gets careful (1); for concentration has as well its further
ance as its hindrance. 

(1) When he places his mind entirely upon the con-
templation of the souL · 

1% 
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12. ~ qy:qJ if ~ ~ ~ if ~~ I 
~ ijCidt~ em~ II 

It (the soul) is not to be gained by word, not by the 
mind, _not by the eye, how could it be per~eived by any 
other than him who declares that it exists? 

13. <Affi)(:qc(iq("'.-s\:1~ ~: I 

Oltdl~cflqa.,.~~ ~: ~ II 

(The soul) is to be perceived by (the notion of) 
existence (1); it is to be perceived by its tr!le notion (2) ; 
(that is to say) by both of them; the true nature of the 
soul becomes manifest, when (first) it has been perceived 
by (the notion of) existence. 

(1) Viz., as an existing cause from its existing effect, 
the world. 

(2) Without any relation to something else. 

14. ~ ~ t15v~ ... (\ cr.Im m ~ ~: I 
~-T ~~ ~ iffll-~ II 

When all the desires cease which were cherished in 
his heart (intellect), then the mortal becomes immortal, 
then he obtains here Brahman. 

15. ~r ~ ~ G~!lf4~ ~: I 
C!P-T ~~ ~CI~diCI~~!R1"'1S{_ II 

When all the bonds of the heart are broken in this 
life, then the mortal becomes immortal ; this alone is tho 
instruction (of all the Vedas). 
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16. ~ ~Cfil :q ~~ ~lfi~~R1i ~:~ I 
cr.W:::~¥il'<i?i'l<1tc~~fu P-!~r<rr ~ lfcf~ II 
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There are hundred and one arteries of the heart (1) ; 
the one of them (Sut?urilni:i.) proceeds to the head. By 
this (at the time of dellth) rising upwards (by the door 
of Aditya) a person gains immortality; or the other 
(arteries) are of various course. 

{1) Vide Pra.9'. U., III, 6. 

11. a1~~a~tBr: 3Qqrs-~\Km ~ey \ifrrrrrr ~q ~: 1 
~ ~1-vJU\1(( ~~rofG:'i:l~<fii ~11ut I 
6 fcr:qr;:;~;r.~ci ij fdl~l-o~il~f?l II 

The spirit, the inner soul, which is of the size of a 
thumb, is always residing in the heart of men; let a 
man with firmness separate it from his own body, as 
from a painter's brush a fibre. 

Let a man know it, which is pure, which is immo.rtal ; 
let a man know it, which is pure, which is immortal. 

18. ~~mCJit ~~limsq ~~:rr fcr:q~ar GTr!rcrr~ "'~'ll 
if~ ~mn fcr~Sfl.fac=g~scq4 lit ~<r 11 

Naciketa, having gained that science declared by· 
Death, and also the whole rule of concentration, obtained 
Brahman, and hence was without passion and immortal ; 
thus also any other (will obtain Brahman) who knows 
in the same manner~tbe unchangeable soul. 



THE PRAS'NA-UPANISAD . 
OF THE 

ATHARVA-VEDA 



INTRODUCTION 

THE Pras·na, one of the Upanifi!ads in the Atharva 
collection, is divided, according to S'a:ilkara's text, into 
Rix parts (Prama, questions). 

The first question shows the relation between 
Praja.pati (the Creator) and the creatures, the period of 
creation aud the manner in which Praja.pati is to be 
worshipped. The whole description is mythological and 
symbolical, and does not contain any defined thought. 
The creation proceeded from Praja.pati, who was desirous 
of offspring. From his desire and the reflection on the 
creation a pair sprung forth, viz., that which is without 
form, matter/ the universal food, and that which.has 
form, life, the consumer. As life and matter Praja.pati 
is gradually the sun and the moon, the year in its two 
halves, t·iz., when the sun moves to the north and again 
turns to the south, the lunar month in its dark and light 
halves, day and night, etc., so that each first member of 
this series corresponds to life and each second to matter. 
In fact, Praja.pati, though divided, is one and the same, 
is creator and creature. 

1 I use here, as well aa in the fim Pras'n.a. ihe ~rm "matter" DOl ia 
the sense of the •~bstance which is extenaed, bJi in ihe sense of mawial 
from which 1mything may be formed. 
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While the first question exhibits Prajapati in his 
general relation to the world, the second shows his 
relation to the individual bodies. 

The body, according to it, is composed of the five 
gross -elements, of the organs of action, the organs of 
intellect and the vital airs. By which of them is the 
body upheld ? The answer is, by the life princiA!'-1~ 

because, when life ceases, all the other organs cease to 
act. Which then is the life princip,:l~ The answer, 
stnpped of its symbolical disguise, is, it is the soul, it is 
all in all, the gods, the elements, the creatures, the 
Vedas, Prajapati, that is to say, it is the Creator. But, 
then, this assertion is at variance with what has been 
said before about the_ life princip#l.;...viz., that it is one of 
the organs ; it is at variance with the third question, 
where (at its commencement) life, when produced from 
the soul, is said to have divided itself ~_to the five vital 
airs, by . whose action the functions ·of the body are 
upheld. Here life evidently means the general func
tion or power with regard to the vital airs, and is 
therefore not the soul or Prajapati; for this life is not 
higher than any of the . other .function or organs. In 
which meaning then is the term life adopted here ? Not 
in : the meaning of a general function of the vi tal airs ; 
for this would be in contradiction to the doctrine of all 
other Upan~ads and of the Pras'na itself, since life is a 
function together with the other functions, !lDd is not 
produced before the elements, the senses, etc. ; we must 
therefore maintain, that life means here Prajapati, or 



In page 96, lines 7, 9 and U , 

For " Life Principal" read "Life-Principle (Prlir;ta)" 
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Hiral)yagarbha, the first production of Brahman. Yet 
after this decision, which is inevitable, there remains a 
surprise, why the creator obtained the name of life, and 
why be is described also as the life, from which those 
vital functions proceed, in evident contradiction to the 
other tenets, which -could hardly escape the sagacity 
of the author of this Upani~ad. 

For the solution of this difficulty the idea suggests 
itself, that, antecedent to the time of the Upani~adsy 
a doct~ine was held, according to which life (as the 
general power of the vital functions) was considered 
as the principle, from which the creation sprung forth,. 
and that, when it gave place to the doctrine, that all is 
founded on the 8oul, the name of life was retained as 
an equivalent of the creating power.' It may then be 
considered as life, which divided itself into those 
functions, although not only as life, but also, for in• 
stance, as the element which divided itself into. five 
elements, or as organ of intellect which divided itself in 
a similar manner. 

Life again, or Prajapati, according to th~ third 
question, is founded on the supreme soul, and enters 
through ·the mind into the body. The remaining part 
of this. question gives a specimen of the anatomical and 
physiological knowledge of the author, and makes an 

'This view i8 confirmed by the fact, that in other Upaui~ada life, is 
a name of Hira~yagarbha, the Creator; for instance. Ka~a-U .• IV. 7, (vida 
also I Mu~4. 1, 3, and 3 M. 1, 4) and 6, I, in which latter place, accord
•nc to S'ailkara, it denoiee even the IIUpreme Brahman; further, that iD 
the frt'<tueut description of the dispute among the organs (Brh. A., 5, 3. K. 
6; 1. L CbinL 7, 1,) lile is iavariably deseribed ae vieiorioua. 

13 
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attempt to trace the functions observed in the macrocosm 
of the human body to the macrocosm of the world. 

The fourth question, which is free from mythological 
embellishments, and contains the substance of the 
doctrines of this Upani~d, describes, first, the three 
states of the soul, viz., the state'of awaking in which 
all the organs perform their functions; the state of dream, 
in which only the mind, the highest among the senses, is 
awake, while the others have entered it, and app\-ehends 
the impressions which remain from the actual perception 
cf objects in the awaking state; and the state of deep 
sleep, when all the impressions have disappeared and 
the mind is mere thought, that is to say, when the mind 
has entered the soul, so that the soul is the foundation 
of all. Then follows a statement of the different creations 
or principles· of creation, viz .• of the five subtle and gross 
elements, (earth, water, light, air and _ether,) the five 
organs of intellect, the five organs of action with their 

· respective objects, the mind, intellect, self-consciousness, 
thinking, right and life, and the objects of mind, intellect, 
etc. At its commencement, it will be observed, this series 
is made in the inverse order of the creation of the 
elements ; but there appears no order of dependence, 
according t.o which the other parts from the eye to the 
mind are arranged; afterwards (viz., from mind to life) 
the succession appears again regulated by some specific 
view, but whether so, that the parts are arranged ac
cording to their dependence upon each other, or according 
to their r~spective excellence, is doubtful. It evidently 
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differs from the order in the Katha-Upan~, in which 
there was a relation of dependence. 

Brahman is then to be conceived in his relation to 
the world where he is the creator in the way described 
before, and he is also to be considered independently of 
the world in his own nature, which is his true conception, 
and according to which he is without attributes, 
mere spirit. 

Herewith the doctripal part of the Upani~d is 
concluded, and the two last questions do not open any 
new view. The fifth explains the" Om,~ or the verbal 
symbol of the knowledge of Brahman in its reference 

' 
either to the inferior or to the supreme Brahman. If 
the "Om" is meditated upon in its parts, the knowledge 
of Brahman is incomplete, and its ultimate result is 
that man is born again i if it is meditated ·upon as a 
whole, Brahman will be known in his absolute nature, and 
the effect is liberation from the world and absorption in 
Brahman. · · 

~~cnUfPt:~m~~=' 
~{ffl'~·'t,.~ ~ ~ ~ ll 
~if~w..m:~if:~~=· 
~ ~ a{ftbt~: ~ -it REA'if«~~g II 

~mRr.~:~ II 

Om ! With our ears what is a~picious. may we 
hear, 0 ye powers! With our eyes what is auspicious, 
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may we see, 0 ya who are worthy of worship I May 
we enjoy the length of days the powers allow with 
[these our] bodies, chanting [our] praise with steady 
limbs t Welfare to us may far-famed lndra grant; 
may lre the nourisher who knoweth all, grant welfare 
unto us 1 To us may he whose wheel is never stayed, 
grant welfare; may he who ruleth speech grant 
welfare unto us ! 

Oni ! Peace, Peace, Peace ! HariQ. 01i1 ! 

---
FIRST .PRASNA 

1. ~ =or +m:afil': ~~ ~: ~'4Mutf :;;r ~: 
chl~ii?!!~~ miicO' ~: ~1 Cfll@'4'1td ~ 
iJ&Itltr iiRT: trt iltHf ... ~EIJifurr ~ ~ ~ Cl'ttfcf ~ 
~ ~ ~f;{("qrurlf WfcRi (qcq<?IG:tiqij?tf: II 

Sukesan, the son of Bharadvaja, Satyakama, the 
son of Siva, Gargya (a descendant from the Garga 
family), the: grandson. of Surya, Kaus'alya, the son of 
As'vala, Bharga.va (a descendant of the Bhrgu family), 
the son of Vidarbhi, and K3!vandhin, the so~ of Katya, 
all these, devoted to Brahman (1) and firm in his worship, 
being searching for the supreme Brahman, approached, 
sacred wood in their hands, the adorable Pippalacia, 
(thinking:) he will verily explain all this. 
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(1) The inferior Brahman' Brahman. not considered 
in his absolute nature but in relation to the world.-g. 

2. ~ ~ WCfT"i ~ ~ a'W1 if~ ~ ~ffit 
~~~ ~tfiP:i ~~IC'Jt'OOO ~ F.~~= ~ { en 
q~~' 

The ~i spoke to them : Pass another year with 
austerity (1), the duties of a Brahmaca.rin (and), faith 
(and then) ask any questions which you like. If we 
know, we will explain all to you. 

(1) Subjugation of tbe qeuses. 

3. ~~iii~~~ ~~{l{l~: 
~~:~~~ 

Then (after the expiration of a year) Kavai}dhin, 
the son of Katya, approached (him) asking, whence 
are these creatures produced (1)? 

(1) The drift of the question is, according to gan.k:ara, 
what is the fruit of inferior knowledge and ·of works, 
either in their conjunction, or separation. 

4. ~ ~ itcn:q ~'ill<fil~ ~ ~: ~ ~SCPRI ~ttq@C{ql 
~ ~~<"ql({'4'd I ~ :q muf ~ it ~ ~: 
~~Rtl 

He said to him : Praja.pati (1) was desirous of 
offspring (Praja.ka.ma). He performed a·usterity (2). 
Having performed austerity, he produced a couple, 
matter (3) and life (4) (with the intention): They shall 
in manifold ways produce offspring for me. 
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(1) Prajitp!ti (the lord of creatures)-Hirar;tyagarbha, 
the soul of all, or the universal soul, distinct from the 
supreme so11l. · 

(2) Performed austerity means, according to S'ailkara, 
reflected at the commencement of this Kalpa on the 
knowleage remaining from his former birth, he reflected 
on the creation of the universe. 

(3) Matter; for which the equivalent terms in this 
Upani~ad are the moon-food.- Vide Intro., second note. 

(4) Life identified with fire, the consumer. 

5. ~ ~ ~ muTT U'~ ~= ~ ~em_~~ 
=qp@ =q dBil~"tr ~: I 

Aditya (the sun) is verily life, matter even the 
moon ; matter is this all, viz., what has form (1), and 
w~at is without form (2) .. Hence (from this division) (3) 
what Is po~sessed of form is even matter. 

(1) What has form, the gross bodies.--:-8'. 

(2) What is without form, the subtle bodies.-S'. 

(3) Before the division it was without form ; it was 
thim the same with the consumer. 

6. ~ \3G:'4?01d~i=cff ~ ~fu ~ ~ murr.:t 

~ ~~I ~~ '4dRfi=cff ~1 ~ ~ 
:qzyau ~ qcifci ~~ ~ t~CIMUOIICO{~Jil 

~~II 

Then Aditya rising penetrates the eastern quarter; 
therefore he takes up (1) into his rays the creatures in 
the east. Because he penetrates the southern, the western 
and the northern quarters, because (he penetrates) 
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below, above, because (be penetrates) the intennediate 
quarters, because he manifests all, therefore he takes 
up into his rays aU creatures. 

(1) He makes them like himself. 

7. ~ ~ 1t~ ~: suoiisfA«qa 1 
a{at:ql~ II 

This life, the soul of all creatures (V ais'vAnara), 
the nature of all (1), the life, rises as fire (every day 
making the quarters like himself). This is recorded in 
the following M~.ntra of the ltg-Veda: 

(1) Of all the spheres of the universe.-.!. G. 

s. ~ ~ \illa4<6 ~ ~m ~ 1 .. ~ .. e&:(l4d~ii: ~ t.RP1r.r. ~: !Ofill .. i~q q ~: II 

•• He (whom the wise know) as the nature of all, 
as the taker (of all), as omniscient (jatavedas), a8 the 
supreme support, as the one light (1), as the performer 
of austerity, he who sheds· a thousand rays. the life, 
dwelling a hundrM-fold (in the creatures), the sun 
riseos." • 

(1) The e;ye of aU creatures. 

9. ~ ~ SPtNfCRk1{4t~ ~ ~ :q I ~ ~ \ ~ 
'i1 'tiif4($nea I a 'qt~¥i(1~'4 ~ I a ~ 
3 .. <1Cictra I ~ ~ tPUt.t;n ~~ SiRN~ra I 
~ ~ ~ ~: f'41:qiOI: II 
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The year (time) is verily Prajapati (1). It (the 
year) has two paths, the one to the south, the other to 
the north (2). Therefore those who worship it under 
the idea of work (that is to say as finite) as oblations (3), 
' and pious gifts (4), obtain even the sphere of the moon; 
they return again •. Therefore those who are desirous of 
heaven (5), and those who are desirous of offspring (6), 
obtain the southern path (the moon). This food is verily 
the path of the forefathers. 

(1) Prajapati, considered as the union of the sun and 
the moon, of the consumer and the food.--L-8". 

(2) The ·annual revolution of the sun six months to 
the south, and si.x: months to the north. 

(3) Oblations (i~ta), according to Ananda, fire-offer
ings, austerity, speaking of truth, understanding_ of the 
Vedas, hospitality, oblation to the ViS've-devas. 

(4) Pious gifts (purta), digging tanks or wells, build
ing of temples, giving of food, etc.-A· G. 

tion. 
(5) Thus I rendered E,~i after S"ankara's explana-

(£) The house-holders .. 

10. ~.mRur oqm iiil&l';:f'-fol ~ ~ss,;ji"14R.,..~IR~4il:r

~ I ~ SOIIOIIC'fl41'4d~ I q(l'401~
~ !fi<lctar(l ~ ~ -iter.: II 

Again, those who, through austerity (1), by the 
performance of the duties of a Brahmacharin. by faith, 
(and) knowledge (2), comprehend themselves (3), obtain 
the sphere of Aditya (4), by the northern path. This is 
verily the support of the creatures, this is immortal, this 
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is without fear (5), this is the supreme path. From 
thence none ever returns, for there. is this exclusion. 
Here the following s loka is recorded: 

(1) The overcoming of the senses. 

(2) Whose objeet is Prajllpati. 

(3) I am the life, the sun. the foundation of the world. 

(4) They obtain the state of Prajil.pati. the life, the 
consumer. Aditya. 

(5) It make~ immortal and without le&t. 

11. q~~ fi:ret ~~ f.tct ~: Gt aicf!J{)fqup{ I 

~ ar;:q a .:it fiR~ ~ ~ ~flmt II 
·• Some call him (1) the father (2), moving with five 

feet (3), possessed of twelve-fold form (4) who has 
abundance of rain, in the place highet than hea'ten (5). 
Others call him allwise, upon whom, Ilke a chariot, 
drawn by seven horses, whose wheels have ei:x: spokes (6), 
(the whole world) is founded." 

(1) Aditya (the sun) in the form of 'he year. 

(2) As the Creator of all. 

(3) The five feet are the five sea~ons instead of the 
common number of eix i winter (htlmanta) and the cold 
tleasons (s'iS'ira) being here considered one.-S'· 

(') The twelve months. 

(5) Heaven means here the atmosphere, and it is 
therefore the place higher than the atmosphere, or the third · 
heaven. The ~>un has abundance of rain, as producing it 
from water.-S'. 

(6) Seasons . .. 
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12. mm ~. !1\iiNrnfdfq ~~ ~ till: ~: S110Jfdf'tl~a 
~: ~ ~ ::!'qrdkl( ~~II 

The month is Prajapati (1), its dark half is even 
matter- (2), its light half, life (A.ditya, the consumer 
fire). Therefore (3) these ~~is offer oblations in the 
light half (4), others in the other (5). 

. (1) That is to say, Prajapati in the form of the year 
gets his completion by his part, the month. He is the 
month, considered as before, as a. couple. 

(2) Food, the moon· 

(3) Because they behold in life the nature of all, and 
without life nothing is seen in the dark half. 

(4) Although they do it also in the other.-8'. 

(5) In the dark half, although they may actually do 
it in the other; for they do not see life, and behold only 
nature in its darkness.-8'. 

13. ~ ~ ~qfufd(<!'ltQ.(ct molt uMcr U4: ~ err ~ 
S1fCfl~~ I . if fu:qr ~ (i'!f?"lrd ~:q~ifcJ ~ 
~ ~::J\i40lrd II 

Day and night are Prajapati; his day is even life, 
his night even food. Those verily dry up life who by 
day enjoy love ; those who enjoy love by night are 
considered as fulfilling the duties of a Brahrnacarin. 

Food is verily Prajapati ; hence the seed ; hence 
are created the creature. 
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15. ~ ~ ~e:puqfuaa "RRf a fW;fia;NI~~ .. a I 
~q iii~<i.T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~fuma:t:. 11 
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Therefore all (the house-holders) who follow that 
vow of Praj~pati (vide v. 13) produce a pair (son and 
daughter) (1). This world of Brahman (2) will be obtain
ed by those who practise austerity, the duties of a 
Brahmac~rin (and) in whom truth dwells. 

(1) As the visible effect of fulfilling that law.-8'. 

(2) Of the moon, it is called the world of Brahman, 
because it is a part of Prajllpati, Brahman.-8'. 

16. ~ mit iii~ ~ it1 ~twlid ;:r ll'Pi1 ~ 11 

That world of Brahman (1), wh1ch is free from dust 
(decay), will be the share of them in whom there is no 
crookedness, no lie, no delusion. 

(1) The world of Aditya. 

SECOND PRAS'NA 

I. 3N ~ ~iMt ~: ~ I ~llCR ~ ~: ~i 
~~ <f.m: ~ W-r.T~~ ot: ~ ~ ~ II 

Then Bh~rgava, the son of Vidarbbi. asked him: 
0 venerable, bow many deities (organs) uphold the crea
ture (the body)? How many (of them) manifest that 
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(greatness of their own)? Who again is among them 
the greatest (1)? 

(1) In the first question life has been set forth as the 
consumer, as Prajapati. To answer how his nature as 
Prajapati (as the universal life) or as the consumer is 
to be comprehended in this body, the second q~:estion is 
commenced.-S'. 

2. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ err ~""~en~: 'lP.:f.i't 
Cll~41~~= w~ :q , a Wfil~ "'!!ila~_~o,w.j2+7.f 
~:II 

He answered him: Those deities verily are the 
ether, the> wind, the fire, the water, the earth (1), speech, 
mind, eye, and ear (2) (upholding the body). They 
ma,nifesting (their power), disputed among each other, 
(saying-) I, even I, uphold this body by my support. 

(1) The" five gross element!!, being the fo~ndation of 
the body. 

(2) That is to say, the five senses of intellect and the 
five organs of action. 

- To them spoke the principal life : Be not lost in 
delqsion. I even, five-fold (1) dividing myself, uphold 
this body by my support. 

(1) Div~ding itself into the five airs of respiration, of 
the ascending and descending airs, and of the airs of 
circulation and assimilation. 
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4. m~o4a(jfiJ1a ~, (Jffq~~~ij<:q~ ~ ~~
~ ~"(.f,i m-~ ~ QJ-1 ~ 1 ~.n lif~ 
~<h((j:ijJ'13!3f.Jijrd \1c1l ~lffliJijr'(\ aftl:t'\?d ~kl84T~ 
~ Q{f ~1R1a~ 1 ~ ~~=~ :;:r a mar:~ 
~~II 

They did not believe. It (the principal life) through 
pride went out (of the body,) as it were, from above. 
When it went out, all the others (the senses) went out, 
and when it remained, all the others remained. As all 
the bees go out, when their king goes out, and as all 
remain, when he remains, so also speech, mind, eye, and 
ear. Satisfied (thereby) they praise life: 

5. ~smRN~t:1~~~¥~~6f,~q~{1:{~~= 
«~«-o~l® :;:r Gel II 

" This (life) as fire burns. as the sun it (shines), as 
Parjanya (it rains), as M:agha.vAn (lndra. it reigns); it is the 
wind, it is the earth, the food, the god (of all the world), 
all that is and is not (1), and immortal'' (2). 

(1) That has form and that is without form. 

(2) The cause of the continuation of the gods.-S'. 

6. am ~ ~ mut ~ ~Rlfaa¥{.1 
~~"-fif~~ ~~~II 

As the spokes on the nave, SQ all (the whole body) 
is founded on life ; (it is) the Mantras of the ~k, of the 
Yajus, and of the Sa.ma-Vedas, the oblations (1), the 
K~ttra and the Brahman (2). 
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(1) Which are to be accomplished by the Mantras. 

(2) The pre~erver of all, as it is the K~attra among 
men. The Brahman who has to superintend the sacrifices 
and other ceremonies.-S'. Vide Ka~ha-U., II, 25. 

7. ~~oM~ SOlfa-illtfij I 

n+4 SOllOT: S01-ii1Rfq4, ~ ~ ~: mcrr: ~ftl u 

Although Prajapati (1), thou movest in the womb, 
thou art born. For the sake of thee, 0 life, who dwelleth 
together with the senses, those creatures offer oblations 
(food). 

egg. 
(1) The Vira~, the first production of the mundane 

~- ~~ ~: ~ W-1111 fCfcTI I 
~:;;flti~ll 

Thou art the principal dispenser (of the offerings) 
among the gods. Thou art the first food of fore
fathers (1) ; Thou art also the real object of the ~is 
(2), (and) of 'the vital functions (3) which are the essence 
of the members. 

(1) At the celebration of the S'raddha. 

(2) Of the senses, E!?i from the root E,~a. going, 
obt.aining, because the senses are the producers of know
ledge-A. G. 

(3) Angirasa, ride B.-A., 1st Adh., 3, 4. 

9. ~cj mUJ ~m ~sf6 trfttf~T I 
fCFtraft~ ~ ~ ~ trfa: 11 
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Thou, 0 life, art Indra (the supreme god) by (thy) 
, power, thou art Rudra (1), (thou art) the Preserver. 
Thou movest in the atmosphere, as sun, thou (art) the 
lord of splendours. 

(1) By the destruction of the world. 

10. ~ ~fQ$n: muta ~: I 
'iSll"fr?._(i\qlfW2~ Cfil'lJQT?i ~(ftfa II 

When thou (as Parjanya) sbowerest rain, these 
creatures inhale life (1), (then) they rejoice, expecting, 
there will be food according to (our) wish. 

(1) According to the readi~ •• prllJJ.&te ". If this is 
divided into prllJJ.a, te, the rendering would be: Then these 
thy creatures, 0 life, rejoice, etc. 

11. sr~ UIOlCfl'SI\fq«tl ~~:I 
~~ zym: ftret ~ ~ ot: II 

Thou art a Vratya (1), 0 life, the only ~i, the 
consumer (2), the good lord of the world (3) We are the . 
givers of food; thou, 0 Ma.tariS'va, art our father (4). 

(1) A Vra.tya is a Brahman, in whose youth the 
customary observance have been omitted, and who has not 
been initiated with the holy thread. The sense is : Thou 
art not initiated, because there was none to perform those 
rites ; thou art ho~y by thy own nature. 

(2) As fire, which among the AtharvaJJ.as is known 
as the Eka~i. the one E,~i, the consumer of all sacrifices. 

(3) Or the lord of all that exists; or, if" Vilrvasya •• 
is connecte~ with •• atta.'' the consumer of all, the lord of 
what exi9ts. 
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{4) Ma.tariS'Va, the wind. This passage may also be 
rendered : Thou art the father of Ma.taris-va (of the wind). 

12. qr a a"'(61iRt ~ qr m~ qr :q :q~ I 

qr :q m wacn fucrt ai ~ ~: II 

Make propitious thy body, which abides in speech, 
which abides in the ear, which abides in the eye, and 
which pervades the mind (1). Do not g9 out. 

(1) The body which abides in speech, is the descend
ing air Apana, by which speech is produced ; that which 
abides in the ear, is the eirculating air (Vyana.), which 
abides in the eye, the a.ir that goes forward (Pral}.a), which 
abides in the mind, the equalizing a.ir (Samana), by which 
determination, etc •• is regula.ted.~.A.. G. 

13: !:lluJtil~ ~ ~ ~AA qdifctfuctl( I 
~ ~ ~~ w~ !&IT :q ~ o:r: ~ u 

All that (is here on earth) and all that is in the 
third heaven, is placed under the sway of life (1). Like 
a mother her children, protect us, grant us prosperity 
and wisdom.'" 

(1) Life as the Ruler of all, Prajapati. 

THIRD P~ASNA 

1. ~ l:c:i ~m~: ~ r ~·~~"1·d ~ -mon ~ 
~JiJqJt:qft+i5"3U( I 
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~ ~ ~ <f?~ ~ tf.;fr~ <&~ cnwrr.m 
<f?~(li~ II 

Then Kausalya, the son of As·vala, asked him (1) : 
0 venerable, whence is born this life, (when born) how 
does it enter this body (2), (when it has entered) how, 
dividing itself, does it abide, how does it go out (of the 
body), how does it maintain (its) external (3) relation, 
and how its relation to itself (to the soul)? 

(1) After it has been determined, that the nature of 
Prajapati, of the consumer, etc., belongs to life, another 
question is asked, in order to ascertain the manner in which 
it should be worshipped.-A. G. 

(2) This means, What for does it assume a bodyt-S'. 

(3) The relation to the elements and deities. 

2. ~ \t iJC(J=qJ~~~~VJf« ilmtJ1s«<R1 ~~ ifcftf4 II 

He answered him: Thou askest difficult questionS; 
thou art a great enquirer after Brahman (1) therefore I 
will explain to thee (for what thou hast asked). 

(1) Brahmani~\ha is explained by S'ankara with 
Brahmavid (a knower of Brahma). 

3. ~ ~ muTt ~ I ~ ~ ~~ctf'fij?ict~lctd ~
Cfid"'II'41~1Bi4R II 

From the soul is born this life. As a shadow (is 

cast) by man, so this Oife) is expanded upon that 
(Brahman, the cause). By the action of the mind (1) it 
€nters into this body. 

lS 
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(1) By work which is accomplished through the 
action of the mind, that is to say, by virtue or vice.-S'. 
Weber translates" by the will"; but S'aftkara's explanation 
appears to be right, because it isafterwarda expressly said 

-by their actions people obtain different bodies . 

. 4. tMT ~~~cHrfCIPI;a:s~ ~~~ctl0111¥il"'lfuffi~
~~~~~q mur ~ct~~~ 'r-lltcT ~cRI II 

As a king commands his officers : govern these or 
those villages ; so ordains life the other vital airs (1) to 
separate and separate work-

. ·.(1) S'aftkara explains. "_prar;tltn" more generally 
" organs " but in the following verses, work is assigned only 
to the vital airs. · · 

5. ~~Stfl~ "'i~:w3J fj<§l"'IIRFFill-<:it ~lUI: ~~ !:11~ 
¥ib~ g WTR: I ~ ~~ct¥i?i tr4 ~ ctt+ll~ctl: mn~r 
~.-Q II 

The descending (1) air to the organs of excretion 
and generation. Life itself (2) abides in the eye and 
ear, in the mouth and nose, but in the midst (3) the 
equalising' air; for it 'carries (everywhere) equally what 
has been offered (4) ; from this (air) proceed these seven 
flames (5). 

(1) The air which takes away urine, etc. 

(2) Prllr;ta, life, the air that goes forward, which is 
inhaled and exhaled, which regulates the functions of respir
ation, the closing of the eye., etc. 

(3) In the midst of the descending air and the air of 
respiration, in the navel; it is the air, by which food and 
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drink is digested, and carried equally to all parts of the 
body for assimilation. " 

(4) " What has been offered,"' what has been eaten 
and drunlt. This air is here compared with the fire, which 
consumes the sacrificial food, and equa~ly distributes it 
among the gods.-8'. 

(5) Continuing in this comparison. seven flames are 
ascribed to the equa~ising air as to the fire. Commencing 
from the heart, this fire of dige~tion arises in seven flame~. 
the openings or entrances in the head. dz., the eyes, ears. • 
and-8'. The seven flames of the fire ·are mentioned in 
M uo4.-Up., I, ii, (. 

6. ~ ~ ~ I a;~~"liml errir.rt ami mi ~~ ~
<at~reP..'Eit~re: t~R1~u@'1J·s"l'EI&.t'flf01 ~<t~~~ ~~mr 1 

For the (ether of the) heart is verily ·that soul. 
There (arise) the hundred and one (principal) arteries i 
each of them is a hundred times divided (1) i '12,000 are 
the branches of every branch artery (2) ; within them 
moves the circulating air. 

(1) 10,100. 

(2) 727,200,000. The whole number of arteries would 
therefore be 727.210,201. Ananda, who gives the total~ 
has in the fifth place inste&d of a 6, evidently by the mistake 
of a copyist. · · 

7. ~~~~iFii~tWr-1~ 
llW-iil'f,ll_ I 

Again, the ascending air (udAna) (1) rising, leads 
through one of them (2) to the holy place by holy work, 
by sin to the place of sin, by both to the world of man. 
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(1) The ascending air rises from the sole of the foot 
to tlie crown of the head. 

(2) The Su~umna, the coronal artery. 

8. ~ ~ ~ ~= s:!lUT \3<!;'4cilet ~ 'q[~ s;j(Oiti~~l~: I 
- ~-r.:::rri :nT +=n ~ 

c.•"1""'11 '11 ~9QI .._.'11 ~'f4Iql""l+~i:!~Pilrcro ~= t~ 

~..U ct 1~64f.:r: II 

Aditya (1) is the external air of respiration; for he 
:dses for the benefit of the air of respiration (2) which is 
in the eye (3). The (presiding) deity of the earth (4) 
arrests (5) the descending air of man. The ether (air) 
which is between (6) (heaven and earth) is the equali
sing air. The wind (the common, external air) is the 
circulating air. 

(1) A!:! the presiding deity. 

(2) In its relation to the soul.-S'. 

(3) He benefits the eye by giving it light to perceive 
colours.-S'. 

(4) Fire. 

(5) It arrests or attracts it, and according to S'ailkara, 
it is.· owing to this attraction, that the body is prevented 
from falling down, in consequence of heaviness, or from going 
upwards by the opposite power. 

(6) Akas'a, according to S'., is the air which is 
between heaven and earth, and distinct from the ether 
which pervades all the spheres of creation. Thereby it 
corresponds to the equalising air, which is also in the midst 
of the air which descends and the air which goes forward. 

9. ~ ~ err a<!;I~tdftii51J~iicta'i!I: 
.. fll~~.. ffi ~ !fMq '4*1 ~o:J: I 
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The ascending air is splendour (1) ; therefore, when 
his splendour (2) is subdued, (man obtains) another body 
together with his senses, which have entered the mind. 

(1) Splendour is here the extemal splendour in 
general and therefore distinct from the splendour of the 
sun, which js special._g. 

(2) His vigor at the time of his death. 

10. l.I~titd~'l ~IOI'lJI.IIRI moT~ ~: I 
~&:1<'4"'11 ~..n ~t~qd itct ~ II 

With the understanding (1) (the individual soul) 
enters life (Pra.I}a) (2). Life, united with splendour (3), 
together with the soul, leads it (the soul) to its appointed 
world (4). 

(1) With the particular disposition of the understand
ing, or mind, the result of his life which a man has at the 
time of his l\eath.-8'. 

(2) The__principal life, that is to. say, the principal 
life continues at the time of death. when all the other organs 
have ceased to perform their functions i for people say. he 
breathes, he lives.-8'. 

(3) With the ascending air. 

U) In consequence of its good or bad acts. 

11. q ~ ~;.1~1oi ~ 1 ~ ~~ ~ (lq'dsqffi ~ l ~ 
~:II 

The offering of him who, thus knowing, kno'ws life, 
does not perish, (and after death) he becomes immortal; 
h('re the following memorial verse (is recorded) : 
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12. aeqRvu~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 
~ ~ ~ fct~l'4lqtl¥i~~ I 

fct~r--'lrqtili~d ~ ·u 
" Whoever knows the origin, (1), the entrance (2), 

the locality (3), and the five-fold power of life (4), 
enjoys immortality : whoever knows this, enjoys 
immortality." 

(1) Of life from the supreme soul. 

(2) Of life into the body, by the effect of virtue or 
viee in a former life. -

(3) In the different parts of the body. 

(4) Namely, its descending p·ower in the organs of 
excretion and generation, the power of respiration in the 
eye and ear, the equalising power, the power of digesting and 
assimilating in the navel, the circulating power in the heart 
and blood-vessel!', and. the ascending power in the Su~um
na, or coronal artery, together with the presiding deities of 
those powers, viz .. the sun, the fire, the ether (in the sense 
above determined); the wind and splendour.-A. G. 

FOURTH PRAS'NA 

1. ar---1 ~ ~:qWft ~: ~ I +Irrct?ia!flir~ m 
~ ~~ \iiD1fu I en&-~ ~: ~irr.I wfu 
~ ~ ll<lfu ~ ~ ij~fumar ~ 11 
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Then Giirgya, the grandson of Surya, asked (1) 

him: 0 venerable, which (organs) sleep (2) in the body? 
Which are awake therein (3)? Which among them is 
the god (the organ) who sees the dreams (4)? \Vho is 
that happiness (5)? Upon whom are all (those organs) 
founded? 

(1) In the first three questions the object of the 
inferior knowledge, the world, as manifested, as being in the 
connection of cause ~nd effect, as transient, etc., has been 
treated. In the following questions the nature of the soul 
is to be explained as being independent of cause, proof. 
incapable of becoming an object of the mind or th~ senses, 
as bli~sful, unchangeable, indestructible, true, and to be 
comprehended by the highest knowledge.-S'. 

(2) Rest from their functions. 

(3) Perform, when awake, their functions. 

(4) The subtle objects, which the soul perceives, 
when the sen<>es ara at rest. · 

(5) The happiness of profound sleep. 
. . 

2 ~'"' "{]"'". --t • t~~ "! zyrFf I ~~ ~ &i l'q'41$Ef,f'•IIP~ ~: 't1'11 

~fBolta:il~ ~ I OT: !:fi: 3~~'!.'4d: 
~'q(~~ ~~~if qt~~l a-t~ 
~ rr ~ ;y~ rrmrnrr~;y~l 
o:nf~ ~ ~~~ ... ~qa rr ~ ~ ?-tNdl:>"lN~ II 

He answered him: As all the rays of the 'sun, 
when setting, become one in that dL<:e of light, and as 
they are dispersed when he again and again rises, so 
this all (produced by the organs and their objects) 
becomes one in the highe~t god (sense), _in the mind 
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(at the time of sleep) (1). Therefore (2), at that time the 
soul (Pu~a) does not hear, nor see, nor smell, nor taste, 
nor touch; it does not speak, nor take, nor enjoy itself, 
nor evacuate. nor move; it even sleeps, it is said. 

(1) While they are sent forth from the mind to per
form their functions in the time of awaking. 

(2) Because they have become one, and cease from 
their work. 

. 3. muTIWI tJ;~dltsi'i st ~ I 411&q&1 ~ err ~sqFft I 
ezn;frSC"C{(~(qq=q.:fi ;q~(~qtlile:lofl<fcl' ~O(;q•"fi~WI<i1;q: s:nuT: II 

(While the organs are at rest), the fires of the vital 
airs (1) are awake in this town (2). The ascending air 
is the household fire, because the air of respiration 
(Pral}a), which is (like the fire by which is) offered, is 
taken (pral}iyate) from the (ascending air, as the 
sacrificial fire is taken from) the household fire, which is 
therefore called Pral}ayana (from which is taken) ; the 
circulating air is the (southern) fire, by which the 
sacrificial food is prepared (3). 

(1) In this and the next verse the vital airs are 
compared with the five fires of the householder. They are 
-1. The garhapatya (the household) fire. This is to be 
kept burniug for the whole life of the householder, and the 
oth&r fires are to .be lighted by it. It is placed to the south
west; 2. Dak~inagni, the southern fire, by which the 
offerings to the gods of the fore-fathers are performed ; 3. 
The 1i.havaniya fire, by which (sacrifice?) is offered to all 
the -deities. Its place is to the east; 4. Sabhyagni by 
which secondary offerings, connected with the former, are 
performed. ~t is placed to the north-east ; and 5. The 
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avasatyagni, by which offerings are made to the Visvede
va~, and the daily meals prepared. It is placed to the 
north-west. 

(2) The body, compared to a town of eleven (or nine) 
gates, on account of its eleven openings. Vide Katha
U., V,l. 

(3) Because it issues from the heart through the gate 
of tbe artery to the right (dak~iQa). • 

4. li~...,~~~Pi~~cut:41id't ~~a~= 1 ~~ crrct 
~... . .. ~ 

ll~"f ~2't.e C41<:H: ~ ~ ~l<i;J~(~iilt;~ ·a~·-ta~ II 

Inspiration and expiration are the two oblations, 
the air, which distributes them equally, is the equalising 
air (1). The mind is the sacrificer; the fruit of the 
sacrifice is even the ascending air ; it leads the sacrificer 
day by day to Brahman (2). 

(1) Like the Hotar, who takes the two oblations to 
the sacrificial fire. Therefore, says gankara, the wise is even 
in sleep performing the fire-offerings, that is to say, he is 
never without work, which, however, he adds, is onl,Y' said 
in his praise; for in reality there is no distinction in this 
re~pect, between him and any other man, as in every one 
the same functions take place. 

(2) To heaven.-S. 

5. ai~ ~: ~1t ~ l ~ ;:J!;J1<{ftqRf ~ 
~~~ 4~1R•1rat~ ~~ 3"1:3"1: 
~ti~:q~~~~~ 
:q ~~~~~~~ ~ ~: ~ II 

Then (1) that god (the (2) mind) enjoys in dream 
power. Whatever is seen, he sees again (3), he hears 

16 
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again all the objects that have been heard, he enjoys, 
again and again, what has been enjoyed (by him) in 

.other countries and places. What is visible (in the 
present birth) and invisible (in another birth), what is 
heard and not heard, what is enjoyed and not enjoyed, (4) 
all is beheld, all is beheld by the one who is all. 

(1) When all the senses are asleep, and the vital airs 
awake for the preservation of the body. 

(2) The mind, having collected all the senses into its 
own self, like the sun the rays. 

(3) It sees in dream again what has been seen in the 
time of awaking by impressions that remain. 

(4) S'ailkara has here as a part of the text "sa.c ca 
a.sac ca.," which he explains, what is true and what is 
an illusion. 

6. ~~~~~~OJ~~=~ 
~ d~ct~ffi: ~~II 

When he becomes overwhelmed with light (1), then 
that -god (the mind) does not see the dreams (2); at that 
time rises that happiness (of deep sleep) in the body. 

(1) With thought, when all impressions have dis
appeared. 

. . (2) Because the gate of seeing is closed by splendour, 
there is no especial thought ; or because all has become one 
and -the ·same thinking, no especial thought is perceived; 
this answers the state which is ca.Ued profound sleep.-S'· 

-7. ~ li?.TI ~ crlliftf ~ (1501Rl3rd 1 

~ ~ ~ mtfcf 1R ~ 6501RIB'd II 
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As the birds, 0 beloved one, repair to a tree to 
dwell there, so indeed this all repairs to the supreme 
soul-

8. ~ :q 'lf~citmm "qlq~ltfl'ilstl :q ~~ a~fti:;(J :q ~ 
~m =cn<iiro~ICfll~l'ilstl :q "tf~P.i ~ :q msi :q 

~ :q mui :q ma;q :q ~~ ~~do4 :q ~ 

m~ :q Cf1Cf"tf ~ =q' ~ "CCI~Id<4 ~
~~l"'l~fttd<4 :q ~~ PlH1ifila<4 :q m =q-~ 
:q f{r(~ f{rdOij :q ~~ ~q ~CflR~~Cfl~~ ~ 
f~~ :q ~dfttd<4 :q ~~ ~ =q- moJ?;{ 

~;q :q II 

(Viz.) The earth a.nd the subtle elements (ma.tra.) of 
earth, water and the subtle elements of water, the light 
and the subtle elements of light, the air and the subtle 
elements of air, the ether and the subtle elements of 
ether (1), the eye and what is visible, the ear and :what 
is audible, the smell and the objects of smell, the taste 
and what is tastable, the skin and what is. touchable, 
speech and what is speakable, the hands and what is 
seizable, the organs of generation and what is enjoyable. 
organs of excretion and what may be evacuated, the 
feet and what is moveable (2), the mind and what is an 
object of the mind, intellect and what is an object of 
intellect (3), self-consciousness and what is an object of 
self-consciousness (4), thinking (citta) and what is an 
object of thinking (5), light and all that may Le illumi
nated, life and all that is to be supported (6). 
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(1) ·That is to say, the gross and the subtle elements. 

(2) The organs of intellect and action and their 
objects. 

(3) Intellect, whose nature is to determine, to 
ascertain.-S'. 

(4) The internal organ, considered as self-con
sciousness. -S'. 

(5) The internal organ considered as thinking.·-S' . . 
· (6) Light (tejas), the. same word, as used above for 

the element of light, is explained by S'ailkara to mean the 
subtle cuticle, which, besides the special organ, is the cause 
of perception. But why should this be mentioned here ? It 
rather refers to the internal organ, of which mind, intellect, 
self-consciousness and thinking are parts. 

9. ~ ~ S\m ~ ~Rrr ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fc:l~i"'IT~T 
sqer: 1 ~ tits~ ~ (1H!Rtaa 11 

For he is the beholder, the toucher, the hearer, 
the smeller, the taster, the thinker, the intelligent, the 
agent, the being whose nature is knowledge, the spirit 
(Puru!]a) (1). He is founded on the supreme, indestruc
tible soul. 

(1) He is Pnru~a, says S'.,_ because he fills out all 
the said sphere, which are combina.tions of cause and effect. 

10. ~crT~ ~Rfq~(l ~ ~ ~ ~ dG:'o~.W'i+i~I()VIJlf~ ~~ 

~ ~ ~ I ~ ~~: ffil +rcrfu I ~ ·=· II 
The supreme, indestructible (being) is _obtained. 

'Whoever, 0 beloved one, knows this (being) which is 
without shadow, without body, without colour, which is 
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shining (1), indestructible-becomes omniscient, all. 
Here applies this Sloka: 

(1) Without any differences. 

11. r4$t"'lt~¥it ~ ~P.J ~: mull ~ ~l:i~ ~ I 
~ ~ ~ ~ \t ~~: ~~~~~~f1~?tid II 

"Whoever, 0 beloved one, knows the indestructible 
(soul), on which (the being) whose nature is knowledge. 
and together with all the god! (1) the vital airs and the 
elements are founded, gets omniscient, penetrates all." 

(1) Agni. etc .. according to S'ail.kara, but more prob
ably the senses, as no mention has been made before of 
the gods. 

FIFTH PRASNA 

1. aw "tl ~: ~= WVJ 1 a ~ ~ '% ~~· F4riid',ql 
~~~~CIF{\t~it<6~1 

Then asked him (1) Satyakama, the son of ffiva: 
Which of the world gains he who among men has 
unct-asingly (tad) (2) meditated on the word "Om" 
until his departure from life! 

(1) This question is intended to determine the rule 
for the meditation on the word "om.•• by which the in
ferior and supreme Brahman are obtained.-g. 
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The fourth question having set forth, how the compe
tent enquirer obtains the unchangeable Brahman, by the 
knowledge of the meaning of the great sentence <tat-tvam, 
Brahman-individual soul) after the determination of the 
terms, the fifth question is designed to explain the medita
tion on.. the word ··• Om " for the obtainment of Brahman by 
an enquirer, who is not yet perfect, and has not yet 
thoroughly subdued his senses.-A.. G. 

(2) " Tad " is here to be taken as an adverb, and 
means "in such a wonderful manner."-A. G. 

2. ~~~~~~qt~~ 
~ ~: d("41m_[l~d~cUT.fd~~Wvi4R111 

He said to him : 0 Satyakama, the supreme and 
the inferior Brahman are both the word " Om" (1). 
Hence the wise follows by this support one of the two. 

(1) Vide Katha.-U., II. 16. 

3. ~ ~ ~ ~ ('f~Rat'(fl~<4 \il41~14if~
~ I ~ 4iW-"!Ji<b!f!i!4rd ~ wr aqm i1~~"4ol 

~~~II 

If he meditates upon one letter (1), being enlight
ened thereby, he is quickly born on the earth. Him 
carry the Mantras of the :{tk (2) to the world of man. 
There, devoted tO austerity, the duties of a Brahma
carin (and) faith, he enjoys greatness. 

(1) According to S'ailkara, if he meditates on the 
first (A} of the three letters (A.U.M.) of which the word 
Om {=A U M) is composed, but it appears to be more 
reasonable to explain it by any of the letters (either, A, U, 
or M), as one letter has no preference to the other; for if 
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one knows, for instance U, without knowing the A. his 
knowledge is not advanced. and if it is necessary to know 
A before the knowledge of U, the knowledge of U is a result 
from the knowledge of A.-We learn from Anand& Giri that 
different interpretations were made already at his time. 

(2) The A, the fir~t letter;of Om, is like the :ij.g
Veda.-S'. 

4. ap~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~s~rt?d ~-
~a ~'iil<f.¥{ , ij' el'iilii ~~ a•Rictaa n 

Again, if he meditates in his mind on two letters 
(A, U,) (1) he is elevated by the Mantras ~f the Yajur 
to the atmosphere ; he (obtains) (2) the world of the 
moon. Having enjoyed power in the world of the 
moon, he returns again (to the world of man). 

(1) Or, according to S'ailkara, on the second letter (U). 

(2) After his death. 

Who again meditates by three letters, by the word 
6

' Om," on the supreme soul, is produced in light, in the 
sun (1). As the snake is liberated from the skin, so 
gets he liberated from sin. He is elevated by the 
Mantras of the Sa.ma to the world of Brahman (Hiral)ya
garbha). (There) beholds the soul, which is greater 
than the great totality of the individual souls, and 
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which is pervading (all) bodies. Here the following 
two memorial verses are recorded: 

(1) After these words, Weber in his translation adds, 
" and having ·enjoyed there power, he returns again. Who 
again meditates on the supreme spirit by the whole word of 
Om, (that is to say) by its three parts and a half, he is by 
the Atharvan produced in the highest splendour." . . . 
And in a foot-note he says: "Thus runs the text in I with 
Anquetil,. and in A (of the first handwriting) . It is 
-.iery difficult to decide the question, whether these words 
were original~y part of the text, or have been added after
wards. At .any rat~ in an Upani.~ad of the Atharva, when 
the Vedas are ment10ned, we naturally look out for the 
Atharvan itself. Moreover,· the sound 'Om ' is commonly 
represented in the Upani~ads three and a half Matras 
(beside a+ u + m the vindu). Lastly, the two verses, quoted 
at the conclusion, in which the three Matras, as the three 
Vedas, are mentioned, might be assigned as the reason that 
the preceding sentence was dropped at a later time. On 
the other hand, from the very same reason it might be 
argued that this sentence did not precede; and, further, 
against its genuineness it may be alleged that (1 7 10.) 
Pippalada expressly mentions the Siiryaloka as the place 
from which no return takes place, ap.d that, in the same 
work, no direct contradiction in doctrine must be presumed. 
I am therefore inclined to consider this passage as a later 
addition of those who were reluctant to miss the mention
ing of the half matra and of the Atharvan." I also consider 
the addition spurious on the grounds adduced by Dr. Webel", 
and moreover, because I do not find any sufficient reason, 
why S'alikara should have omitted it. 

6. f~ +rT?IT ~: ~ a~r~r!ittml a~~fet~$hl: 1 
f~ ~ *~"'-'~<Bl!!mltl o:r ~ ~: II 

"There are three letters, (A, U, M), subject to 
death, designed (for the meditation of the soul), they 
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are designed (either) connected among themselves~ (or 
each) designed for (meditation on) a special object. 
\Vhen the external, internal, and intermediate actions (1), 

are fully directed (to their objects), then the wise do 
not tremble. 

(1) The three action~ of the Yoga meditation on tb.e 
soul in the state of awaking, dreaming, and profound sleep, 
corre'lponding to the Viwva and Vaina.nara, the Hiral).ya. 
garbha and Taijasa, and to the Pr!Ljna. and ls'var!Ltma-g. 
Anquetil refer3 it to three kinds of pronunciations, viz., the 
loud pronunciation, the pronunciation which is made 
mentally, and that which is muttered. 

1. ~~ ~ft~. ~ ~wa 1 
~crr<tl~rw~ ~~(r<q'QVJtra'i~~ '1{ ~ u 

The wise obtains by the Mantras of the :{tk tbi~ 
(world . of man), by the Mantras of the Yajus the atmo
sphere (the moon), by the Mantras of the Sarna that 
which the sages know (as the world of'Brahman), (he 
obtains) this (threefold world) by the word " Om" as 
means (and) even the highest (Brahman) wbo i!J w.ith.;. 
out strife, without decay, without death and without 
fear. 

SIXTH PRASNA 

1. ~N ~ ~{i\~11 ~~:~I WJqJrt(0'4"11~: ~ 

~~~ ~~~ ~}o-•M{6'Jkl l ~~~tt;i ~ ~ 
17 
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~~ 1 ~ ytrot~ct ~ ~~ :q~~lli+t+l'C\Rf.{ en~~ 
~~~ 1 .w@t err ~ ~rer ~~ 
CR+II?Il~'id crwr..1 ~ ~ ~~ ~ I d 
~ ~ ffilBT ~ ~fu II 

Then asked him Sukes·a, the son of Bharadvaja: 0 
Venerable, Hiral}yagarbha, a prince of Kosala, came 
(once) to me and asked this question: Knowest thou, 0 
Bharadvaja, the spirit of sixteen parts? I said to the 
youth:· I do not know him. If I knew him, why should 
I riot tell thee? Whoever tells what is not true, dries 
verily up together with his root ; therefore I cannot tell 
what is not true. Having in silence ascended his car, 
he· went away. I ask thee about him where does abid& 
that spirit? 

2. ~ ~ ~ 1 ~Rt:~tit ~ ~ ~ ;qR+J?JaJ: 
·- qr:s~J<t.~J: ~ II 

He said to him: 0 gentle (youth) in this internal 
body (1) abides the spirit, in whom these sixteen parts • 
are. produced. 

(1) In the ether of the heart. 

s. ~ ~~:qifi 1 ~~!f(jfilrq i3'~ ~rerzn~ ~ii c:n 
~ ~fcrB'f'q'~~wa 11 

He (1) reflected: Who is it, by whose departure 
(from the body) I shall depart, and by whose_ staying, I 
shall stay? 

-(1) The supreme soul. 
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4. ~ mol~ moT~ ~ ~1rciuq: ~~ 11-1: I 
~Wi?flittf ~ ~: ern il<fiT ~ :q ;wt :q II 

He created life (1), from life faith (2), the ether, the 
air, the light, the waters, the earth (3), organ (4), mind, 
food (5), vigour (6) austerity, Mantras, works, the worlds 
(the effect of works), and upon the world's name. 

(1) Life, Hira'Q.yagarbha, the foundation of the organs 
of all the living creatures.-S'. 

(2) Faith the cause, that all living beings enter upon 
works for their welfare. Thus explains S'. •• faith" i in 
this sense it would be hardly a principle of production, and 
more probably corresponds to •• intellect ••• 

(3) That is to say, the five gross elements. 

<•> The five organs of intellect and the five organs of 
action. 

(5) For the preservation of the ereatures.-8'. 

(6) To undertake worb.-S'. 

5. ~ • ~: f4~1"'11: ~@.IQUII: ~ ~IC41ffl ill~~ 

~ ami ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 '{C4ilcll~ 
~ttm: ~ ~: a<~q,;qou: ~~a,,~~ 1 

~~ 00 ~ ~ ~ ~ « ~s<W~Slliit 
~ I ~ ~"l<ii: II 

As the flowing, sea-going rivers (1), when they have 
reached the sea, are annihilated, as their names and 
forms perish and only the name of sea remains. so the 
sixteen parts of the witness (soul) which are going to 
the soul (as· the rivers to the sea). when they have 
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reached th~ soul. are annihilated, their names and 
forms perish and only the name of soul·remains; it is 
(then) without parts, it is immortal. Here follows this . . 

memorial verse : 

. (1) The same comparison occurs in Mui).d., III, (ii), 8. 

6. ~ ~-~~ ~ qf~~: I 

a ~ ~ ~ ~-ll ijJ ciT ~: ~..q~: I ~ II 

" Let man know the spirit, who ought to be known, 
5n -whom the (sixteen) parts abide, as the spokes in the 
nave (of the wheel)~ in order that death may not pain 
you." 

7. C11rJ: ~"4i~aicr~:cn~~ _i!&J ~ 1 o:rra: qD1tffiR1 II 

He (Pippalada) said to "them (to his disciples): 
Thus f~r I know the .suprema Brahman~ there is nothing 
higher than him. 

o::,. .. "& ~'"' ~ •• 
.o. {'I a~:q;qc:attct ·~ c:t: ,._."' '41st+ii"Ft~~~'41: 'q\ GR 

dR'4(j1fd l ~: q'{ij;;nfq~ ~: q(li%M~: II 

Th~y honout"ed him and spoke:· Thou art our father 
who carries us ov:er the infinite ocean of our ignorance. 
-salutation to the supreme ~is, Salutation to the 
supreme ~is. 
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'fHE liUNDAI{A-UP ANISAD . . . 
OF THE 

ATHARVA-VEDA 



INTRODUariON 

THE MuQ<faka-Upani~;~ad 1 contains three parts (Mu:Q<fa
kas), each of which is subdivided into two sections 
(KhaQdas). The fin>t defines the science of Brahman 
and that of the Vedas; the second gives a sketch 
of the science· of Brahman, i.e., it describes Brahman 
in his own nature and in his relation to the world, 
and explains the means by which a knowledge of him 
is obtained ; the third describes these means more 
fully, and shows tha results of this knowledge, which, 
however, are also adverted to in the former part.<J. 

There are two sciences, according to thtt first 
MuQ<faka, the lesser and the higher. The former is 
founded on the four Vedas and the six V eda.ilgas (accent, 
ritual, grammar, glossary, prosody and astronomy); 
the latter refers to Brahman, that being who is 
incomprehensible to the organs of action and intellect, 
without qualities, all-pervading, and likewise the author 

' The name of Mu~4aka is eviden~y to be explained by &he roo& m • 
• to •ha•e,' .,. •.• he that oomprebends &he doctrine of ilia u~. 
ill aha.-ed, that ia to say, liberated, from all error and ignorance. Ita 
oontenta are : • Two acienoes, the hi&her and \h@ 1-er--the illuminating 
and clorifying noritioial tin--the obser..anoe of rihl and tnowledg-*he 
creatn- of &he uni ... raal soul--the crief a& &he ohai1111 of lll&ll and the 
ioJ •' hia liberatioD-ihe perfection in Brahmall. • 
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of the elements. The creation, proceeding from him 
is subject to him, part of him. and as much a necessary 
effect arising from him as the web which the spider 
casts out and draws in-the plants on the earth, or 
hairs on the body. Then follows the order of creation. 
From Brahman is pr~duced food, (which, according 
to S'a:ilkara, is the unmanifested state of the individual 
souls, but may as well mean the same as the 
"unmanifested one" in the Katha), and from food, 
life (Hira~yagarbha), mind, existence (the five elements), 
the worlds. works and immortality. 

1. The inferior science refers to works, enjoined 
~y the Mantras.· Those works are offerings to the 
gods, which must be performed with faith, and 
according to the appointed time and manner. If man 
performs them, he obtains the Brahma-world or heavenly 
bliss; if he does not perform them, be is deprived of 
the worlds of happiness. The Upa,ni!?ad evinces here 
a hig!J. opinion of ceremonies, and even a superstitious 
zeal in the description of the sacrificial fires, the 
pouring out of the melted butter, and the seven tongues 
or flames of the fire. However, this is merely affectation ; 
for it is subsequently acknowledged, that these rites, 
their performers, and the worlds, which are the results 
of these rites and other human actions, are transient, 
and that those ·who think that the performance of 
rites is the last aim of man, are greatly deceived; they 
are called fools, ignorant and blind, and the c.onseq~en~e 
of their belief is, that they are miserable, unhappy, 
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subject to decay and death, and lose heaven again; 
being born either on the earth, or in worlds yet lower • 
after the effects of the works by which they gained 
heaven have ceased. If one has subdued his senses, if 
he has comprehended that all the worlds are created 
and finite, and if through this knowledge he renounces 
the world, he is a competent student of the science of 
Brahman. 

2. It is considered that the object of the highest 
science is Brahman. The exposition which follows 
differs little from that at the commencement, of the
first Mul)qaka (i, 6). 'Brahman, from whom the 
individual souls issue like sparks from fire, is spirit, 
all-pervading. without cause, unchangeable, not to be 
comprehended in any finite forms, and without attributes. 
From him are produced life, mind, all the organs, ethar, 
air, light, water and earth. He is the inner· soul of all 
beings (the Virlit). The desoription of that which aril•es 
out of Brahman, is then given without apparent order, 
and in conclusion it is enjoined that all is spirit and 
that by knowing Brahman man becomes liberated. 

3. How becomes Brahman manifest, he not being . 
manifest, by any thing else-for all things are manifest· 
ed by him? The answer is : Brahman is manifes~ ; for 
he is within ourselves and in fact within all that exists. 
The principal means of obtaining a knowledge of him 
is to mt'ditate by the word "Om" on the soul which 
is to be identified with Brahman. Here it is again '"re
peated (II, ii, 5), that he is the foundation of the heavens, 

lli 
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the earth, the atmosphere, the mind and the organs tha.t 
he is soul alone, and his existence in the body only a 
form of manifestation of him. The soul is all-wise, 
omnis~ient; it is within the heart where it manifests 
itself as mind and as the ruler of the senses; it manifests 
all and is all. If a man has a knowledge of the soul, 
for him work ceases and all doubts disappear. Knowing 
the infinite Brahman, he becomes identical with him, 
and his whole existence and mind is devoted to him. 
Brahman is not comprehended by the senses, nor by 
devotion or rites and on account of his subtle, and at 
the same· time infinite nature he passes the under
standing of ordinary minds which are always affected 
by the senses ; but . he is comprehended by intellect 
purified through knowledge and meditation. This 
knowledge is not the effect of reading or understanding 
the Vedas, but is gained when the meaning of the 
Vedanta is understood and when, tog~ther with the 
renunciation of the world, there is concentration (Yoga) 

of the intellect. 
4. The effect of such a knowledge is complete 

liberation. Then the soul retires from the world; it 
concentrates all its parts within its~lf and becomes 
identical with Brahman; like rivers, when flowing into 
the sea, become one and the same with it. He who 
knows Brahman, becomes Brahman. 

.. The similarity between the Katha, Pras·na and 
Mul}qaka, not only in mode of exposition but also in 
the images and in whole passages is very striking ; 
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more especially is this the case between the MuQ<}aka 
and Katha and betwE"en the MuQ<}aka and Prasna
U pani~;~ads. Which of them was the original or what 
relation they bear to any other sources, it is impossible 
to decide. This much, however, may be sliid that the 
Pras·na bears evident marks of compilation; the passages 
which it has in common with the MuQ<}aka, are in the 
Pras·na not in their proper connection, and there can be 
hardly a doubt, that its composition is of a later date 
than that of the MuQ<}aka, and this is confirmed by the 
fact, that the doctrine of the Prasna is already in a 
more advanced state, as it makes mention not only of 
the elements, but also of their rudiments (Ma.tra). 
The second Katha, as has been shown in its introduc
tion, is also rather a compilation than an original work. 
Such is not the case with the first Katha where ideas 
and expressions are in perfect harmony and appear to 

be determined by one and the same leading idea, yet 
even here the legend, which introduces the philosophical 
contents, is borrowed from another source, so that of 
the three I am inclined to assign priority in time to 
the MuQc).aka. 

The doctrine of the absolute Brahman, of his 
relation to the world and the individual soul, and of 
the last aim of man, has nearly reached its consumma
tion in those three Upani:;;ads, at least as regards its 
extent, not its form. The form, on the contrary, in 
which it is given, appears generally arbitrary. The 
doctrine is represented without doubt, and by simple. 
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assertion. How we come to this or the other idea, or 
how any particular idea is the inevitable result of reflec
lion, is seldom explained, so that the links between our 
comm~m knowledge and the knowledge of Brahman 
seem wanting. However, there are such links, a~d 
they give us glimpses into the origin and development 
of th~ system. To ·the authors of the Upani:;>ads them
selves it must have appeared unnecessary to describe 
the . process which led them to the notion of Brahman, 
either because they were only the late e~positors of a 
system which originated long before them, or becau~e 
in the dawn of philosophical thought it is found more 
easy to give the result of researches than the re
searches themselves . 
. - . The principal link which connects our common 
knowledge with the notion of. Brahman, and which is 
found in those three Upanit;~ads, and, indeed, more or less 
clearly exhibited, in all the Upani!]ads, is the reflection 
that the world is transient, that it is an effect and must 
have a cause whioh is of a heterogeneous nature. If, 
under the guidance of this thought, we survey our ideas 
of external things and of ourselves, as they are con
ceived previous to philosophical reflection, and if at the 
same time we bear in mind the views of the Upani~ads, 
we may without difficulty reconstruct the chain of 
thought leading to the notion of Brahman, who is 
absolute existence, knowledge and bliss. 



THE :r.m~p_~ KA•UPANI~A.D 

FIRST MUlft;)AKA 

FIRST SECTION 

~ ~ <fiUlf-.:{: jl~ ~r: I ~ ~~f~~~~: I 
~:aWtf?J~ctl-t.. ~f<'~<i_~: I ~q~q ~C!fuci ~: II 
~[fer i1 ~ WctT: I ~ffer rt: ~T fci~: I 
~ftC'! rrfffi~ Ol~~ftl: I ~~C'I ill ~~~tr'IU ll 

:;:p ~nfrer: ~rfi:er: ?tllfrer: 1 

141 

Om I with our ears what is auspicious, may we hear, 
0 ye powers I with our eyes what is auspicious, may we 
see, 0 ye who are worthy of worship I May we enjoy 
the length of days the powers allow with (these our) 
bodies, chanting (our) praise with steady limbs! welfare 
to us may far-famed Indra grant; may he the nourisher 
who knoweth all, grant welfare unto us ! To us may 
he whose wheel is never stayed, grant welfare i. may 
be who ruleth speech grant welfare unto us. 

Om I Peace, Peace, Peace, Harib. Om ! 

1. il&l'T ~<n~i ~·-11t: ~ ~~fq CfiCll ~ lTlm I 
~ ~ ~~er21~ ~~q ~~II 

Brahma., the creator of the universe, the preserver 
of the world, wa.s first (1) produced (2) among the gods .. 
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He taught the science of Brahman (3), the foundation 
(4) of all sciences, to Atharva, his eldest son. 

(l) First-may also refer to excellence: in this case 
the ve~sion would be "the principal of the gods". 

(2) He was produced, that is to say, manifested, by 
his own act, not as the other creatures in consequence of 
their virtue or vice.--S'. 

(3) S'. remarks that "Brahmavidya admits of a. 
double explanation; it either denotes the science of 
Brahman, the science of the absolute spirit, or the science
which ha~ been revealed by Brahmlt, the first-born, and this 

· science is of course the science of Brahman". The latter 
interpretation, though etymologically unobjectionable, is 
hardly admissible, and would owe its origin rather to a 
mythologist than to a philosopher. 

(4) For it is the cause, that all other sciences are 
manifested.-8'. 

2. ar:q~ ~t ~$ ii"~T~ at 3Uctl'ill~:t il"~<m I 
~ ~r~P:r ~~<n&~ ~r& ~r~s~ 11DCIW£..11 

. Atharvan revealed of old the science of Brahman. 
which Brahma had explained to him, to Ailgir; he 
explained it to Satyavaha of the family of Bharadvaja, 
who revealed the science, traditionally obtained by the 
succession of teachers (1), to Ailgiras (2). 

(1) " Paravara" means either the science obtained 
successively, or the supreme and the lesser science.-S'. 

(2) Other lists of teachers are given in other 
Upani~ads. 

tt .m~ ~ ~ ~=~~~1~~ rcr~qt£?1: q~ 1 

co~~ wrcn ~ ~f~ fc&mi +rcrcfl~ II 
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The sonofS'unaka, the greathouse-holder,approach~ 
-ed according to the rite, Angiras, asking him : Who 
is it, 0 venerable, by the knowledge of whom this all 
becomes known (1) ? 

(1) Who is the cause of the world, by the knowledge 
.of whom his effect the world, is comprehended.-S'. 

4. ~il ~ iter:~ 1 [ ~ ~J~(l~ ~RI ~ ~q ~~ ~ 
tr:T ~Gfl'lU ~ II 

He said to him: Two sciences must be known. 
thus tell U:'5 the knowers of Brahman, the highest and 
the lesser (1). 

(1) The highest is the science of the supreme spirit, 
the lesser the Rcience whose object is to show the cau"e of 
virtue and vice and their consequences.-S'. 

S'ailkara guards here again<>t a misconception of the 
.answer. At first view it appears that the answer does not 
agree with the question i for it was asked, who is it, by the 
knowi.edge of whom this all becomes known? And the 
ano;;wer is: Two sciences must be known, etc. This, says 
S'ailkara, is a necessary fault, because the full answer can 
only be given after the exposition i<> completed i for it will 
be shown, that the lesser science is in truth ignorance, it 
teaches nothing real, and must therefore be rejected. 

5. a;rr:ro ~ ~~: ~~~: fu~ ~ ~oj 
~ ~~ ~lfuq~fu I a:r-t qu ~ ~nlf~ II 

The lesser comprehends the J;tk, the Y ajus. the 
Sarna and the Atharva Vedas, accentuation, ritual, 
grammar, glossary, prosody and astronomy. Again the 
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highest is the science, by which that indestructible 
(Brahman) is comprehended. 

6. ~"d'!.~~ijj;{l~qifl':il'l"tojq:q~:ir-i e~ 1 
m ~ t~<1nci ~li ~ ll~ qRq~£tfi:e ~: II 

He is the invisible (1), unseizable (2) being, without 
origin, without distinction (3), without eye or ear, 
without liand or foot (4), the eternal, pervading (5), 
omnipresent (6), subtle, inexhaustible being, whom the 
sages behold as the source of the elements. 

(1) Invisible-incomprehensible to the senses of 
intellect. 

{2) Unseizable-unapproachable to the organs of 
action.· 

(3) Without qu&lities-by which things are dis
tinguished. 

(4:) Without the organs of intellect and of action. 

(5) In all beings-from Brahma to immoveable 
matter.-S'. 

(6) Omnipresent-like the ether. 

7. ~~: ~ ~ 'i:f ~.n ~~:~I 
~.n mr: ~ ifl~rJrqrFI cr.n~ ~ ~<llr_ 11 

As the spider casts out and draws in (its web), 
as on the earth the annual herbs are produced, as from 
living man the hairs of the head and body spring forth, 
so is produced the universe from the indestructible 
(Brahman). 
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s. mm 'if!T.Ia sm mns?l&if~Pic\' 1 

01~ l,llall &i'l: m4 il~: ~ ~ II 

By devotion (1) is Brahman concentrated, hence 
food (2) is produced, from food life· (3), mind (4), 
existence (5), the worlds (6), works (7) and from 
works immortality (8). 

(1} Tapas (devotion) means here knowledge, (reflection), 
the knowledge of the power of creation, preservation, 
and destruction.-S'. 

(2) Food, anna, the general unmanifested state of the 
individual souls in their state of a desire to act.-S'. 

(3) Life-HiraQyagarba, the soul of the world.-S'. 

(4) Mind-manas, which determines, mistakes, doubts 
and defines.-S'. 

(5) Existence-satya, the five elements.-S'. 

(6) The seven worlds. 

(7) Performed by man, etc. 

(8) Immortality, the effect of works, viz., immortality 
only comparatively speaking, which continues as long as 
the effects of the works continue. 

9. q: ~~: ffi~ ~ Q1:J: I 

a~ ilt;r OWl~ =<i ~ II 

From him who is all-wise (1), omniscient, whose 
devotion (tapas) has the nature of ~nowledge (2), are 
produced this Brahma (3), name, forms and food. 

(1) Sarvajiia (all-wise) means, according to S'ankara. 
who knows all generally i and Sarvavit, (omniscient) who 
knows all specially. 

~~ 
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(2) That is to say, which is without any effort.-8'. 

(3) Hira:Q.yagarbha. 

SECOND SECTION 

1. ~~FW{. q~~ cnmfUT cncrn l!T?.lq=:t4fetlf.:r ~ ~ 
~RI 

CII""'"'"I"Cf(l'.T ~ ~~ ~q Cf: t:f?.:rT: ~ m II 
'This is the truth : ·(1) The works {2) which the 

wise beheld (revealed) in the Mantras were in the 
Treta Yuga (3) performed in manifold ways. (Therefore) 
you that desire the proper fruit (of your works) practise 
them (now) always. This is your road for (obtaining) 
the world of your actions. 

(1) In the first section the inferior and higher 
-sciences have been defined; the second is intended to 
-show their objects, which are the world and the supreme 
Brahman; at first the inferior science is described, because, 
without "knowing it, there cannot be a desire to 
abandon it.-S'. 

(2) Fire-offerings, etc.-S'. 

(3) Besides this explanation of'' Tretayam" S'anka.ra 
gives another, viz., that it means also the triad of agents 
employed at sacrifices, the Hotar, Adhvaryu, and Udgatar. 
Dr. Weber mentions a third interpretation, given by 
Anquetil (Ind. St., Vol. I, p. 282)-~~Anquetil explains it by: 
et in quibusque tribus Beid (Vedis) ilia opera ex tens a 
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explicata sunt i accordingly the Atharva would, with 
regard to observances, refer to the three more ancient 
Vedas, while it claimed for itself the Brahma-vidyll. i but at 
the commencement the Atharva-Veda is expressly counted 
as one of the lesser Vidyas."-

2. ~ ~ ~: ~~ ~!X44J&::t I 
a~J~JlTJC(O=<itur~1: ~fdqJ~C( 11 

When the bearer of the sacrifice {the fire) is kindled, 
when the flame flickers, then let {the sacrificer) throw 
the offerings between the two portions of melted butter. 
With faith must be offered (1). 

Cl) The words "lt'I'addhayll. hutam" are not in the 
text published in the Tattvabodhint Pattrikll.. 

3. q~~54¥i~~lli4'oiJil~ll'T!41$1lf4¥i~Iqq~{\ :q: l 
~~ ~alii~f4 ~~~ n 

By a sacrifice-which is not accompanied with 
the rites on the day of the new-moon, or on the 
day of the full-moon, or every four months, or in the 
autumnal season, or where no guests are invited, or 
which is not done in proper time, or which is performed 
without the rite to the Visvedevas, or against the 
regulations-a person is robbed of the seven worlds. 

4. ~ ~ ~ ~ -:q ijJJF~i QT ~ !fiii44Uii I 
~;~~~~~liFn~~~: II 

The seven flickering tongues of the fire (1) are: Kall 
(the black one), Karall (the terrific one), Manojava 
(swift as the mind), Sulohita (the very red one), 
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Sudho.mravarQa (of purple colour), Sphuli:bgini (emitting 
sparks), and the Vis'varupa [a~l-shaped) goddess. 

(1) Vide PraS'na-U., III, 5. 

-5. ~ q~ ~~;rA~ ~ ~ &Oii~C!J£t"i I 
. ~ C'f£t~dl: ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~)sfqcmr: II 

Whoever . performs works, when those (tongues) · 
'are shining, and (performs them) in due time, is taken 
by the offerings in the form of the rays of the sun, and 
carried to that (world), where the one lord of the gods (1) 
abides (2). 

(1) Indra, according to S'ankara. 

(2) Compare this with PraS'na-U., · V, 2-5, where 
man is carried to different worlds by the Mantras of the 
Vedas. 

6.~~aq:~:~\~~~ 
&qi crr:qil~~~ ~ cr: ~= ~ ~: 11 

"Come, come," thus saying, the resplendent offerings 
carry the sacrificer by the rays of the sun, honouring 
him and saluting him with the welcome word : "This is 
your holy Brahma-world, obtained by your desert." 

1. wrr ~a am1 l&f~tfl ~1mflcrt ~ <rn 1 
~a~ ~sfl:l;:rr:Gft:G ~ 'iKfll~ a Si1"tcr!Pl qRI II 

Perishable (and) transient are verily the·eighteen 
supporters (1) of the sacrifice, on whom, it is said, the 
interior work depends. The fools who consider this 
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(work) as the highest (objects of man), undergo again 
even decay and death. 

(1) Namely, sixteen priests, the Racrificer and his 
wife.-S'. 

8. ~~ ~rn: m lifu:r: qfO~dAi;:q"'l"il: I 
\ii·~"it: ~ ~ ~'l ~ ~:rr.=-qr: II 

In the midst of ignorance, fools, fancying them
selves wise and learned, go round and round, oppressed 
by misery, as blind people led by a blind (1). 

(1) The same with Katha-U., II, 5, except that the 
Katha has "dandramyamztnzt};J" for'' Jafl.ghanyam'!l.nll.};l ". 

9. a1~qj ~ cr€P:rrrrr cp:i f!iCfP.rt ~~:I 
q~aft ~ ~~ Urmt ~: ~1~~~~ II 

Living in various ways in ignorance, youths 
imagine, we have obtained our end. Because· the 
performers of work from attachment (to the world) are 
not wise, therefore, suffering unhappiness, they lose 
heaven, when the fruit of their works has become 
nought. 

10. ~ "1~&11"11 cUt8 ;r1;:q...,..}-U ~~ ~: I 
~ 'lS a ~~ it<t ~{ 'lT rroRI II 

Fancying oblations and pious gifts (1) (to lead 
to) the highest (object of man) fools do not know any • 
thing (as the cause of the) good. Having enjoyed 
(the fruit) of their works, on the high place of heaven, 
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which (high place) they gained by their actions, they 
enter (again) this world or one that is lower (2). 

(1) I~ta, pilrta, " oblations, pious gifts," vide 
PraS'n_!lo-U., I, 9. 

(2) Vide Katha-U., V, 7. 

· u. crtr=~ it ~tfclti~(U~ ~ fcrn:fm ~m ~~= 1 
"' 

~~:i~crr a ~: tJqrf.:ij ~: *~" ~til ~~ II 

Thos~ again who, with subdued senses, with know
ledge and the practice of the duties of a mendicant, 
in the forest follow austerity and faith (1), go, freed from 
.sin, through (the grace of) the sun (2) (to the place), 
where abides that immortal spirit (3) of inexhaustible 
nature. 

(1) Faith in Hira:Q.yagarbha, the creator.-,-S'. 

(2) By the sun, that is to say, by the northern path. 
Vide PraS'na.-U., I, 9, 

(3) Hira:Q.yagarbha. The 11th Mantra does not refer 
to the supreme, but to the inferior Brahman. 

12. W~ ~ CflliR!cll~ ~ f.:jc{(!!li•"'II?IT~~: ~ I 
affi.~HI~ *~" ~ ~filrq1f01: l!>llf3F:i ii~Pia+t II 

Let the Brahmal}a, after he has examined the 
worlds, gained by works, renounce the world, (by the 
reflection that) there is nothing that is not created, 
because it is the effect of work. For the purpose of 
knowing ·that (which is not created), he approaches, 
sacred wood in his hand, a teacher, who knows the Vedas 
and who is soiely devoted to Brahman. 
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13. eBt ~ f.ro~'1(1?11'"'1 ~~ !:1'~~ ~cw.T I 
• q.,ya.i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ at ~ if~~ II 
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Let then the wise (teacher) explain to that (pupil) 
who approached him according to the rite, whose 
mind is at rest and whose senses are subdued, according 
to the truth the science of Brahman, by which he knows 
the indestructible true spirit. 

SECOND MU~T)AKA 

FIRST SECTION 

1. d~dffi~:P:l ~T ~ q(Ciffil~~'ji·l: ~: ~ 
~:I 

~muft.fcr.:n: ~ l11<;ff: ~'il(qr:c\ Q?f ~~II 

This is the truth: (1) As from a blazing fire (2) 
in thousand ways similar sparks proceed, so, 0 beloved, 
are produced living souls of various kinds from the 
indestructible (Brahman), and they also return to him. 

{1) The first MuJJ.4aka. gives an exposition of the 
inferior science, the second is intended to describe the 
science of Brahman-Anandagiri. Both commence with 
the declaration, that it is truth which they teach i but 
enjoins S'ankara, the truth of the highest science is very 
different from the truth of the lesser; the latter is in fa.ct 
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no truth, but rather ignorance, while the former i<J truth 
in the full sense of the word. 

(2) Vide Br. A., II, 1, 20. 

?-~~:~:~~~~:I 
~~=~~~:tR: II 

He is verily luminous (1) without form, a spirit, 
he is without; and within, without origin (2), without 
life, without mind, he is pure (3) and greater than the 
great indestructible one (4). 

(1) Divya means, according to fr., either "luminous," 
because he is himself light (or knowledge), or" divi sv11.tmani 
bhaval;l,'' produced, existing in heaven that is in his own 
self, or " heavenly". 

(2) IIi this is implied, that he is not produced, that 
he does not exist in time, that he does not change, not 
increase or decrease, and is not liable to destruction.-fr. 

(3) Without attributes, identical throughout, mere 
knowledge. 

(4) This is Brahman in his unmanifested state.-fr. 

3. ~dB"lliilf!ld muTt 'F{: tiCf~~UfUI :q I 

~ "'~~fduq: ~.ro ~ mft:uft II 

From this (Brahman) are produced life (1), mind, 
and all the organs, ether, air, light, the water (and) 
the earth, the support of all. 

(1) HiraJJ.yagarbha.-S. 
-

4. ~ :q~') :q~~ ~: ~ ctlficl'!dl~ ifu: I 

COX. qpi(r ~ ~ ~ ~.icft ~ ~ II 
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He, whose head is the fire (1), whose eyes are 
the moon and the sun, whose ears the quarters, whose 
revealed word the Vedas, whose vital air the mind~ 
whose heart the universe, from whose feet the earth 
(sprang forth), is the inner t::oul of all beings (2). 

(1) The heavens.-S'. 

(2) The Virat. 

5. dtsila.fu: ~ ~ q:J: ~Kt m ~= ~ , 
~ ~: fuiiJRI ~~ ~: ~: ~~('(. ~: II 

From him (1) is produced the fire whose fuel is 
the sun ; from the moon (2) Parjanya, (from him) the 
annual herbs on the earth ; (nourished by them) man 
emits seed upon the wife; (thus) many creatures are 
produced from the spirit. 

(1) Heaven, Parjanya, the earth, man and woman, 
are here represented as five fires.-A.. 

(2) The moon, as produced from the fire of heaven. 

6. afq~: ~ ~ <:J~ ~r~ ~ · 'fid;ir <if'~ 1 

~~ ~~ ~: ~ tr.t qcffi tr.t ~: II 

From him (emanated) the. Mantras of the ~k. the 
Sa.ma and the Yajur-Vedas, the initiatory rites (1), 
the burnt offerings (2), all the sacrifices (3), the donations 
(!), the year (5) and also the sacrificer, (and) the worlds 
in which the sun and moon purify (6). 

(1) Dlk~ii. according to S'., certain rites, preliminary 
to the sacrifices themselves, as the taking of kull'a-gra.ss, etc. 

liO 
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(2) In which melted butter is offered. 

(3) Sacrifices, where animals are fastened to posts, 
as fr. expresses it, because animals were not always offered 
at those sacrifices. 

-(4) Donations of one cow up to the bestowing of the 
whole property after the sacrifice to the attending 
priests.-fr. 

(5) As part of the time and the rites.-fr. 

(6) The rewards of the ignorant and knowing per
formers, the one to be obtained by the Southern, the other 
by the Northern path.- Vide PraS'na-U., I, 9. 

7. ~ ~ ~ ~'""S:Iq:_dl: ~ ~: trOO ~ I 
tfiOII4i.:rl ~ qq~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ II 

From him also were produced in many ways 
the gods, the Sadhyas (1), men, quadrupeds, birds, the 
vital airs that go forward and descend, rice and barley, 
devotion, faith, truth, the duties of a Brahmacarin and 
observance. 

(1) A kind of gods. 

8. ~ murr: ~f.:G ~ ~~: ~~ll: ~ ~r: 1 
~~~~~s:rTUTT~~~: ~~II 

From him proceed the seven senses (1), the seven 
flames (2), the seven kinds of fuel (3), the seven 
sacrifices (4), these seven places (5) in which the vital 
airs move that sleep in the cavity (of the heart) and 
that, always seven, are ordained (for every living 
being). 
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(1) Prl!.:Q.a is here the term for "senses". That it 
means here "sense" and not ''vital air," is evident from 
its attribute "seven," which would not agree with vital 
air. The senses are called seven, because there are seven 
orifice~ in the head which lead to them.-S'. 

(2) The seven flames, the power of the sense to 
manifest their respective objects.-S'. 

(3) The objects of the senses. 

(4) The knowledge of those objects. 

(5) The places of the senses. 

9. am: ~ m~ ~s~ ~r'd ft:rrcrcr: ~: I 
a1a~ ~ a1~r ~~ ~ ~~ ~ra(tffll II 

Thence (proceed) all the seas and mountains ; from 
him proceed the rivers of every kind, thence all the 
annual herbs, the juice (1) by which, together with the 
elements, the inner body (2) is upheld. 

(1) The juice of five kinds, sweet, bitter, etc. 

(2) The subtle body, according to the Vedanta, 
consisting of the three sheaths of intellect, of the mind 
and of life.-Vide Ait.-U., I, (i), 2. 

10. ~ ~ fci~~ ~ClefT~ ~I 
~ ~ ~ ~~ ffisfcl~ltif?.J fclf<iAa'l~ €1~ 11 

Spirit alone is this all, the works, austerity. 
'Vhoever knows this supreme, immortal Brahman as 
dwelling in the cavity (of the heart), breaks, 0 gentle 
youth, the bonds of ignorance. 
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SECOND SECTION 

1. anfcf: @!~ ~~ ~~~~ 1 
~~~~:;:r lf~ct'iiii"'I"-T ~!_={~ trt P&rr~a 
~II 

(This Brahman (1) is) manifest, near, dwelling 
verily in. the cave (2), (is) the great goal ; on him is 
founded all that moves, breathes and closes the eyes. 
This you know as what exists and not exists (3), as 
what is to be adored· (4); as what is beyond the 
knowledge of the creatures (5), as the greatest. 

{1) .How becomes Brahman who is without form, 
an object of knowledge, and ·which are the means of 
producing it ?-S'. 

(2) ·rn the heart of all living creatures. 

(3) According to S'ankara's explanation, the gross 
and subtle bo~ies . 

. (4) Or desire. 

(5) Of common people~ 

2. ~~s~ ~ ~~ ~ itfcwr~ 1 
~~ il~ ~ ~IOiffi[i; ~:I 

$~f4 ~ ~~ €tP1 fc!fu II 

As luminous, as more subtle than what is subtle. 
on which the worlds are founded and their inhabitants. 
This (is) the indestructible Brahman, this ·life, this 
speech and mind. This is true, this is immortal, this, 
0 gentle one, know as (the aim) to be pierced (by thee). 
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3. ~~~~1qf.:lq{ ~ ~ (~q1<t11PI~Ri ~ I 
Oflqp:J e0ilt~4Jt\~ ~ ~ ~~t ~ AA II 
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Seizing as his bow the great weapon of the_ Upan~d. 
(let man) put (on it) the arrow, sharpened by devotion, 
attracting with the mind whose thought is fixed upon 
that (Brahman). Know, 0 beloved, that indestructible 
(Brahman) as the aim .. 

4. ~~: ~~ir&J~I 
au:~~ ~ ~t(C('dril~ ~~ II 

(1) The sacred word ("Om") is called the bow, the 
arrow the soul, and Brahman its aim; he shall be 
pierced by him whose attention does not swerve. Then 
he will be of the same nature with him (Brahman), as 
the arrow (becomes one with the aim when it bas pierced 
it). 

(1) This verse explains what is meant by the .bow, 
etc.--8' .. 

s. ~m=~oft~~=~~~=. 
~ ~ auc+tJrtiir<qt ~ ~ ~: II 

On him are based the heavens, the earth, the atmo· 
sphere, the mind with all the organs. Him ye know as 
the one soul alone. Dismiss (all) other words ; he is the 
bridge to immortality. 

6. am ~ ~; OOir ~ ~= u ~~~ ~ 

~=· ~~~am;n4~ff:~~=~ll 
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Within (the heart), which the arteries enter 
as the spokes the nave of the wheel, he moves-becoming 
manifold (1). You meditate on him by the word "Om". 
Be welfare to you that you may cross over the sea 
of darkness. 

(1) By the manifold modifications of seeing, hearing, 
wishing, etc. 

7. ~:~: ~~~~~~ 
~ ~ ~ ;4J1::;<n~+il ~: II 
~: s:nor~~ maf'Effi~ ~ ~P-J I 
Cl~l~<=t qf(q~Ri \:lro Oll<=t~~q~ ~ffi II 

The soul which is all-wise, omniscient, whose 
glory (is manifested) -in the world, is placed in the divine 
town (1) of Brahman in the ether (of the heart) ; it is of 
the nature of the mind, the ruler of life and of the body, 
placed in food (2). The wise, concentrating the heart, 

. behold by the knowledge of him (B:ahman) that whose 
nature appears as bliss, is immortal. 

(1) The mind, according to S'a:i:tkara.. 

(2) In the nutrimentitious sheath.-S'. 

8. ~ ~~~ra trcffi~T: I 

~ ~ eo+ilfOT e~~ti2 troc:R: II 

The bond of the heart is broken (1); all doubts 
disappear, and his works cease (to bear fruit),_when (the 
being) who is supreme and not supreme {2), is seen. 

(1) Vide Katha., VI, 15. 
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(2) Supreme and not supreme, considered as cause or 
effect, according to ~ankara's explanation. 

9. f~~qt~~~~f~l 
~~ ~ ~fata{l~l'+i~ ~: II 

In the golden (luminous) highest sheath (1) the 
knower!'! of the soul know the Brahman who is without 
spot, without part, who is pure, who is the light of 
lights. 

(1) In the sheath of intellect. 

10. if ~~ ~ mfu if ~P:ift ~m ~$.dl mR=i ~stt+ifil: I 
aitcr ~m ~ ~~ mm ~~ ~Tfu 11 

There (1) (as to Brahman) the sun does not manifest, 
nor thA moon and stars, there do not manifest those 
lightning8, how then should manifest, this fire? When 
he is manifest, all is manifested after him ; by his 
manifestation this ,.,.hole (world) becomes manifest .. 

(1) The same as in Katha., V, 15 ; and in S'vet. U., . 
VI. 12. 

11. il~~ ~~ ~ q-~~ ~~T€tat I 
<srcl~~ "'l ~ ~ fc:r~ ~II 

This immortal Brahman is before, Brahman behind, 
Brahman to the right and to the left, below and above (1). 
all pervading, Brahman is this all, is this infinite 
(world). 

(1) Vide Pras-na-U., I, 6. 
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THIRD M~l;>AI\A 

FIRST SECTION (1) 

_ 1. [( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4R4tct>l11d 1 

·- ~: ~ ~ '*I~~fcf II 

Two birds (~), always united, of equal name, 
<l.well upon one and the same tree. The one of them 
-enjoys the sweet fruit of the fig-tree, the other looks 
-round as a witness. 

(1) gankara describes the contents of this section, 
•as follows: The knowledge, by which the supreme 
Brahman is obtained, has been explained, and also the 
.conc~ntration, by which: is comprehended. In the section 
the means which accompany concentration, are described. 
According to my opinion, rather aU the means by which a 
knowledge of Brahman is obtained are here set forth. 

(2) · The two first verses occur also in the gvet.
U., IV, 6-7. 

2. ~ 'l~ ~ Fi+IW~ mfa ~: I 
~ ~ q~;qtll;:;q41~1~ ~~ ~: II 

Dwelling on the ·same ~ree (with the supreme 
soul) the deluded soul (the individual soul) immersed 
{~n the relations of the world), is grieved by the want of 
power; but when it sees the other, the (long) worshipped 
ruler as different. (from all worldly relations) and his 
_glory, then its grief ceases. 

3. ~ ~= ~ ~ <t.al<41~i ~ ~Cfll. 1 
00 ~~ ~ ~: ~~ ~fu II 
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When the beholder beholds the golden-coloured 
author (of the world), the lord, the spirit, the source of 
Brahma. (1) then, shaking off virtue and vice, without 
spot, he obtains the highest identity (2). 

(1) Or: Brahman, who is also source (of the world). 

(2) An identity with Brahman, where no distinction 
remains. 

4. tlluTr ~ 1.01: ~Mffi ~ ~ ~ "''lf<:~ctl~ l 
~~~~stll~ ~fa: f~,I.OIIctl:ttt ~fc¢ c:rft3: ll 

"This life (1) shines forth as all the beings •• (2) ; 
the wise who thus knows, does not speak of anything 
else ; his sport is in the soul, his love (3) and action are 
in the soul i he is the greatest among the knowers of 
Brahman. 

(1) The supreme Ruler. 

(2) From Brahma. down to inanimate matter.-S'. 

(3) Sport, according to S'., refers to external, love to 
internal, actions. 

5. ~ ~ ~ amlll ("{POiJ~I:t"'' ~~~I 
~:mit~~~~ q ~ ~: ~~: II 

The soul must verily be obtained by the constant 
(practice) of truth, of devotion, of perfect knowledge, 
(and) of the duty of a Brahmaca.rin. He whom the 
sinless devotees behold, is verily in the midst of the 
body, of the nature of light, is pure.' 

21 
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6. ~~~o:rmi~~~~: I 
~i!liji+iR'2t\~ @ttcfimt qsr ~~ troi ~II 

Truth alone conquers, not falsehood. By truth 
is opened the road of the gods, by which the ~is whose 
desires -are satisfied, proceed, (and) where the supreme 
abode of real truth (is found). 

7. ~'ij a~:q~ ~em:~~ 1 
~<lffi<(t ~~~ :q ~~Cf ~ ~ II 

This '(being of Brahman) is great, divine, of a 
nature not to be conceived by thinking, more subtle 
than what is ·subtle (1), it shines in various ways, it is 
more distant than what is distant, and also near in this 
body; for the beholders it dwells even here in the cave. 

(1) Katha-U., II, 20. 

8. o:r :q~ ~ il1fq C,fT:qT o:rPi~~· err 1 
!ltM~ttl{o:r fci~O$W-cGtffiCJftl ij ~ ~ ~r:pnrr: 11 

It is not apprehended by the eye, not by speech, 
not by. the other senses (1), not by devotion or rites ; 
but he, whose intellect is purified by the light of 
knowledge, beholds him who is without parts, through 

meditation . 

. (1) Katha-U., VI, 12. 

,9. ~~('m ~ ~Ra&:fl ~ trJUT: q~err ~ 1 

mUrf~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ atR+IT .II 
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This subtle soul is to be known by thinking, into 
which life, five-fold (1) divided, entered. The organ 
of thinking (2), of every creature is pervaded by 
the senses; that (organ) purified, the soul manifests 
itself. 

(1) Vide Pra8'-U .• II, 3. 

(2) " Cittam," here, according to gailkara, for 
" antal;l karar;tam," the internal organ of the .Vedltnta.. 

10. q q tffli ~~rtf~ ~~"('it"Ci: ~a ~t~ ~· 
ij ij ~ ~ crt~ tWiifa~r~J~~ m~4~Rl<t.J¥t: 11 

0.. 

Purified in intellect, (man) gains that world and 
those desires which be imagines in his mind (1). 
Therefore let a man who is desirous of prosperity 
worship him who knows the soul. 

(1) Brh.-A., I, 4, 15. 

SECOND SECTION 

1. ~ ~tl,qvi ~ ~ G?J ~~ ~ ~ ~r 
~ ~ 4" ~<t.l'iifa ~~MRwi~ ~: II 

He (1) knows this supreme Brahman, the place, 
founded on which the whole world shines in glory. 
The wise who, free from desires, adore the man (who 

11 us knows the soul) will not be born again. 
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(1) He who is purified in intellect. Vide Mu:o.4a-U., 
III. (ii}, 10. 

2. ~ tr: Cfillrrtra ~= ~ ~ a:;{ Cl:;{ 1 

_ 4'4lEI<fiiSW-"I tidk·Jii!fU ~ ~ ~'4~ corm: II 

Whoever fancying forms desires, is by his desires 
born here and there ; (but) for him whose desires are 
satisfied, and who has recognised the soul, vanish even 
here all desires. 

3. ili'4Jil~l ~ ~ o:r m o:r ~ ~ , 

~ ~ ffi ~ta~t:t ~~~~II 
The soul cannot be gained by knowledge (of the 

Veda), not by understanding it, not by manifold science. 
It can be obtained by the soul by which it is desired. 
His soul reveals its own truth (1). 

(1) Thus I translated in accordance with gailkara's 
explanation of this passage; but it appears to me at 
variance with the strict sense of the words, as he refers the 
relative "yam" to another subject than its antecedent 
" tena " ; I would therefore prefer the following rendering. 
It (the supreme soul) can be obtained by him (the individual 
soul) whom it chooses ; it (the supreme soul} chooses as its 
own the body of him (of the individual soul}. The whole 
verse occurs also in the Katha-U., II, 23. 

4. "l1'4Jii~I ac0t)Oi"'1 ~ o:r :q SOIJili\I~N«J C[JC'4~·k( I 
· ~maa lR11 r<m.ita~~ amm mffi ~em:r 11 

The soul cannot be obtained by a man with
out strength, nor by carelessness, nor by devotion, nor 
by knowledge which is unattended by devotion; but if 
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the wise strives with those supports. then enters the 
soul the abode of Brahman. 

5. 4tttc401~t'¥-lt ~= flldkJttofl cfurorrr: s:r~: 1 
a~ m: mvql:fro gttiTtt~t"i: ~ 11 

(1) When the ~5is who are satisfied with know
ledge, who have acquired (the knowledge of) the soul, 
who are without passion and placid in mind, have 
obtained him, then wise and with concentrated mind, 
everywhere comprehending the all-pervading (soul), 
they enter it wholly. 

(1) How is Brahman entered t The answer is.-S'. 

6, ~~~~~~t"itif.iNcw.U: 4;:qte?{t~u~a~: gJ'«i-cqt: 1 
a jf~ q((~'tira ~= qfG=wP<t ~ 11 

Those (1) who have ascertained the meaning of 
the knowledge derived from the Vedanta, who by the 
Yoga which renounces all worldly concerns, are striving 
(for emancipation) and whose intellects are purified, all 
those at the time of their final death enjoying the 
highest immortality in the worlds of Brahman (2) 
become fully liberated. 

(1) This Mantra is taken from the Taitt. A., X. 12. 3 
-Vide Weber's Ind. Stud., Vol. I, p. 288. 

(2) Means the one Brahman, the plural is here used, 
according to ~.. because Brahman, although one, is 
perceived as manifold. 

7. rrcn: ~= q~~ s:rfCtm ~~ {fcf s:J~qdtti 1 
crnTfOT f4~101'i<i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ II 
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(Then) the fifteen parts (1) (of the body) enter 
into their elements, and all the organs into their presid
ing deities; (then) the actions and the soul, which 

' resembles knowledge (2), become one in the (being which 
is) great, inexhaustible (and) all. 

(1) The fifteen parts, nientiond in the Pra.S'-U ., VI, 
4.-s' .. 

(2) The soul under the attribute of intellect, which 
is produced by ignorance.-S'. 

8. ~ ~: ~;rr: ~tihffi •I"'iJPd ~ ~ I 
tr-ll fcmri ~~q1~: qm:qt 3~EltlqRI ~ II 

- ' 

As the flowing rivers come to their end in the 
sea, losing name and form (1), so, liberated from name 
and form, proceeds the wise to the divine soul, which is 
greater than the great. 

(1) With slight variations in the Pra.s'na-U., VI, 5. 

9. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ il~ ~ 1 o:n~iQfck~.e wm.1 
&Fcr m ooa~ ~ ~~ ~ 11 

Whoever knows this supreme Brahman, becomes 
even Brahman. In his family there will be none 
ignorant of Brahman ; he overcomes grief, he overcomes 
siri, he becomes immortal, liberated from the bonds of 
the cave (heart). 

10. ~-~ICR'I: ~qJ il&lfiral: m ~ ~ 
~:I 

(NI~~di ;rmm cR"d ~ f<U'~ ~II 
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This is recorded in the following ~~k: Let (the 
teacher) communicate this science of Brahman to 
those who are performers of ceremonies, versed in the 
Vedas and devoted to Brahman, who themselves offer 
with faith oblations to the one ~i (the fire), and by 
whom the observance to bear fire on their beads has 
been performed according to prescribed rite. 

11. ~(~~fiD: 3\~ I ij~olsrn)~ I 
~: ~ ~: q(;jSfifq+<i: II 

The :l;tt;>i Ailgiras communicated this truth before 
(to the son of S'unaka). Let none read this who has 
not performed the (fire) rite. Salutation to the great 
~is, salutation to the great ~is. 



'rHE ~IANDUICYA-UPANISAD . . . 
OF THE 

ATHARVA-VEDA 

23 



INTRODUCTION 

THE contents of the Ma.Q<Jllkya-Upanil;lad, divested 
of their abstruse phraseology, are as follows. 
Brahman, the soul or spirit, comprehe{lds all things, 
both objects of' perception and those which perception 
cannot reach. Brahman, or the soul, has four modes 
of existence, the waking state, the state of dreaming, 
the state of profound sleep, and a fourth state different 
from any of the former. In the waking state the 
soul through the senses is in actual contact with the 
material world of sense i in the state of dreams, it is 
conscious through the mind of the impressions which 
remain of the former state i in profound sleep no desire, 
no thought, is left, all impressions have become one, 
and only knowledge and bliss remain. · It is in this 
state, that Brahman becomes creator, that all things 
proceed from him, and are again absorbed in him. 
In the fourth state Brahman returns to his absolute 
and infinite nature, having no relation to aught else. 

The word "Om •• is the verbal representative of 
Brahman, and the means by which the idea. of Brahman 
is conceived. The parts of which it consists, viz., the 
letters A. U and M, correspond with the different modes 
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of existence of Brahman : thus A with his complete 
manifestation (the waking state), U with his internal 
manifestation (the state of dreams), and M with his 
exist~nce when not manifested (profound sleep), or 
when all effects, the whole universe, have not proceeded 
beyond their final cause. The word " Om," its separate 
parts having disappeared, as soon as pronounced, 
corresponds to Brahman in his absolute and infinite 
nature. 

By . meditation on "Om" in its last form man 
becomes identical with Brahman. 

From the form in which it is represented, it would 
appear, that the Mal}qiikya is one of the latest among 
those Upani!;lads which exhibit the infinite spirit in its 
primitive notion, unmixed with sectarian views. There 
is. here no enquiry of any kind ; the system is complete, 
and . described in terms which indicate the absence 
of all doubt or uncertainty as to its truth. The intro
duction of many of the technical terms of the Vedanta, 
with no other object than that of making as complete 
an enumeration of the names as possible, indicates 
that this Upani!;lad is taken from various sources, and 
that it addresses itself more to a blind disciple than 
to an intelligent enquirer. How far it. is wanting in 
the spirit of research, is shown by the high veneration 
in which the word "Om" is held. It is represented 
not as -a means, or as th~ best means of comprehending 
Brahman, but as identical with him, proving thereby, 
that truth was sought rather by meditation on symbols 
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than on the ideas to which they referred. The only 
trace of a more profound mode of thought is found in 
the order in which the modes of Brahman's existence 
are described ; for the commencement is made with 
t~e mode or state, in which reflection first rises, and 
it is concluded with the last result to which that 
reflection has attained. 

~~~~:~~:lmt~:l 
ff~1~~cn~~: I ~ ~ ~: II 
{qfffi rr ~ ~;;n: 1 {<1~ rr: ~ Pi~: I 
{<IR=G ~ ~: I (CIR=G oU ~ftJ~ 11 

~~:~~:~: 

Om ! with our ears what is auspicious, may we 
hear, 0 ye powers ! with our eyes what is auspicious, 
may we see, 0 ye who are worthy of worship ! May we 
enjoy the length of days the powers allow with (these 
our) bodies, chanting (our) praise with steady limbs! 
Welfare to us may far-famed Indra grant; may he the 
nourisher who knoweth all, grant welfare unto us ! To 
us may he whose wheel is never stayed, grant welfare; 
may he whose wheel is never stayed, grant welfare ; 
may he who ruleth speech grant welfare unto us. 

Om I Peace, Peace, Peace I HarilJ. OIP ! 
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t all~""' ffi a~I'4""'•Wi'"'ll4 ~ ~fol9"'1i{Rf 
ti~~<flR ~ I ~:ijlrt~~<til~ldld a~~<flR ~ II 

"Om" this is immortal. Its explanation is this 
all; what was, what is, and what will be, all is 
verily the word " Om " (1) ; and everything else which 
is beyond the threefold time (2) is also verily the word 
"Om". 

. (1) According to S'ailkara's explanation the rendering 
would be as follows: •• Om " this sound (or immortal) is 
this all. Its explanation (should be known). What was, 
what is, and will be, all is verily word" Om". 

(2) The avyakta (unmanifested), etc.-S'. 

2. ~ ~ i4@'4¥ik¥tl ~ w~ "Cltf>'11?t u 
For this all (represented by " Om ") is Brahman ; 

this soul is Brahman. This soul has four conditions (1). 

(1) Literally is four-footed. 

3. ~ ~:~: ~ l{chl'1Fci~IR@g: ~: 
W..Fl: ~: II 

The first condition is Vais'vanara (1), whose 
place is in the waking state, whose knowledge are 
external (:l) objects, who has seven members (3), who 
has nineteen mouths (4), (and) who enjoys the gross 
(objects). 

(1) V ais'Vlinara, Vi.s've~am naraJ,.lllm anekadha naya nat 
(from his ruling in manifold ways all men) yad va 
vis'VaS' casau naraS' ca (or from his being all and men).-S'. 
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(2) A knowledge different from his self. 

(3) The seven members are : His head heavens, his 
eye the sun, his breathing the wind, his centre the ether, 
his place for urine the water, his feet the earth, and his 
mouth fire.-g. Anquetil gives the fi\'"e senses, mind, and 
intellect as his seven members. Weber's Ind. Stud., Vol. II, 
07 

(4) According tog, tho nineteen doors of perception, 
viz., the five organs of intellect, the five organs of action, 
the five vital airs, mind, intellect self-consciousness and 
Cittam. According to Anquetil the sixteen kala and the 
three gUJ;l&, and by the sixteen kal& be means the five 
elements, the five senses, the five organs of action and the 
mind. 

4. (Ci~~:s:&l: mlfW ~~~= ~ ~ 
~:~:II 

His second condition is Taijasa (1), whose place 
is in dream, whose knowledge are the internal objec~ (2), 
who has seven members, nineteen mouths (and) enjoys 
the subtle (objects) (3). 

(1) He is called Taijasa, because his object is 
knowledge w1thout obJects, whose nature is mere manifesta
tion.-S'. 

(2) The impre"sions remaining in the mind which, 
independent of the senses, are perceived in dream.-!:t. 

(3) The above impressions. 
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When the sleeper desires no desires, sees no 
dream, this is sound sleep. His third condition is 
Prajiia (1) (who completely knows) who has become 
one, whose knowledge is uniform alone (2), whose 
nature is like bliss (3), who enjoys bliss, and whose 
mouth is knowledge (4). 

(1) Prajii.a (sarvavi~ayajii.atrtvam asya eva iti 
Prajii.al;l): who has a knowledge of every object according 
to S'.; the derivation of the commentator of the Vedanta 
Sara (Ramakf!i:r;ta Tirtha}, on the other hand, is prayeJ,.lajnal;l : 
prajna];l, prajna is a person who is nearly ignorant. 
(V. 8., p. 58). In the present Upani~ad, however, Prajna has 
the sense which S. ascribes to it. 

(2) Tbrou2:h want of discernment, says S., b~cause a 
true uniformity cannot exist in that state. Prajii.aghana 
is in the Vedanta Sara (p. 98) explained by Prajii.anaikarasa, 
the one nature of knowledge. 

(3) Not blisl', but like bliss, because it is not eternal. 

(4) Cetomukha it is caUed, because conscience 
(cetas) is the door (mukha) to un<Jerstand the dream, etc., 
or conscience, characterised by intellect, is his door to 
enter ~he state of dream, etc.-S'. And Ananda G. adds, 
.. There would be no su~b, things as dream and the waking 
st~te independent of the state of profound sleep, because 
they are the effects of the latter." 

. Neither of these explanations appears to me here 
called for, but cetomukha to be taken rather in its 
literal sense "whose mouth is knowledge," in accordance 
with the expression in· the third and fourth Mantras 
•• unavirp.8'atimukha" (who has nineteen mouths). 

6. ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~sr:aql.-~"1 ~: ~ ~ ~ 
~II 
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He (The Pra.jna) is the lord · of all ; be is 
omniscient, he is the internal ruler ; he is source of all ; 
for he is the origin and destruction or (all) beings. 

7. rrrra:~~ rr ~=~ ~=~ rr ~:~11"'1€14 rr ~ rrTtl~ a 

~tz:i?;Cjt4&:1~ 
~qli'N~i4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ atmn 6 

~: ll 

They think the fourth him, whose knowledge are 
not internal objects, nor external, nor both (1), who 
has not uniform knowledge (2), who is not intelligent 
and not unintelligent (3), who is invisible, imperceptible, 
unseizable (4), incapable of proof, beyond thought, 
not to be de~ned, whose only proof is the belief ip 
the soul (5), in whom all the.spheres (6) have eeased, 
who is tranquil (7), blissful, and without duality (8). 

(1) Whose knowledge are not internal objects, nor 
externa.l. nor both suocessinly, prohibits to think Brahman 
as Taijasa., as ViS'va, and as being in the state between 
waking and dream.-S'. 

(2) Prohibitory of profound sleep.-S'. 
(3) The first denies that Brahman knows . at one a 

all objects, the second, tha.t he is without conseiousness.-8'. 
(') Be;yond the reach of the external organs.-S'. 
(5) Or, who is to be obtained by the belief, that in 

the three dates the same soul exists.--S'. 
(6) Denies the absence in Brahmau. of any of the 

attributes belonging to the waking state, to dream. and 
sound sleep.-S'. 

(1) Free from ehange.-S'. 
(8) Without distinetion.-S'. 
2.1 
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8. :ffiY"IffltJII~~~sf~ Gl7.J ;n:;n ffi?IT~ qro m 
~~~II 

This soul depends upon the word "Om," which 
depenas upon its parts (1). 'Fhe conditions (of the soul} 
are parts (of the" Om"), these parts conditions. (Those 
parts are) the letters A, U and M. · 

(1) Parts, (matra) a matra is a short vowel or syllabic. 
instant. · 

9. \iii41Rdt"..nctl il~sm: !:t~ ffi?ITBuRpi-c"'l~l anmfcr 
& ~ ~ ctiliil'11fu:~ w.rfCt ll' ~ ~ II 

. Vais'vanara, who abides in ·the waking state, is the· 
l~tter A, the first part, (either) from perva~ing (1) (apte), 
or from its being the first (letter) (2).· He verily obtains .. 
all desires and is the first who thus knows. 

. (1) Apte: for vyapte: pervading; for ail the words are· 
pervaded by the letter A as the world by V ai.s'vanara.-S'. 

<2> As the A is the fi.r;;t of. letters, so VaiS'vanara the· 
first of creatures.-g. 

10. ~~1'1ffi\il« \NiiU f[$rr ~ ~Rl ~ ~ 
· ~r'i«~rn «ffT'i~ ~fu ~~~ ~fu l( ~ ~ 11 

Taijasa who abides in dream, is the letter U, the· 
second part, from its being more elevated (1) or from 
its being in the midst (2). He verily elevates the
oontm~ance' of knowledge, and becomes the like (to 
friend and foe) and has no descendant ignorant of 

Brahman who thus knows. 
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(1) Ut-kars!t, wore elevated than the letter A, as 
Taijasa is more elevated than VaiS'Va.nar:\.-8'. 

(2) Of the letters A and M, as Taijasa is between 
Viwva and Vais'vllnara. 

11. ~~= ~ ~~w m?£1 flla~rfla~i mffi ~ ql 

~~ ~tfu~ w:!ffi tt ~ ~~ II 

Priljfla (the perfect wise) who abides in deep sleep, 
is the letter M, the third part, from its being a measure 
(miteh) (1), or from its being of one and 'the same 
nature (2) He verily measures this all and becomes 
of the same nature (3) who thus knows. 

(l) Because Taijasa and Vi~va are measured by 
the Priljfia, by their entering and leaving the state of 
destruction and birth, as barley is measured by a Pra.stha 
(a. small kind of measure) ---S'. 

(2) As at the end of pronouncing " Om" the A and 
U become one with the M, so Vis'va and Taijasa with 
prlljna.-S'. 

(3) With the author of the world.-S'. 

1~. ~~.ns~~: ~it~: fucll~a: q;::r1lrcr.n: ~ 
fifcl~~Rll~ tt Q[-i ~ q t;ci ~ II 

(The "Om") which is without part is the fourth 
(condition of Brahman) which is imperceptible in which 
all the 8pheres have ceased, which is bli8sful (and) 
without duality. The "Om," thus (meditated upon) is 
soul alone. He enters with his soul the soul, who 
thus knows, who thus knows. 



a-reutr'tQl~Q({ 

'rill~ 'rAIT'l'ITIIYA-UPANISAD 



INTRODUCTION 

THE Taittirlya-Upani~ad forms a part of Taittiriya 
A.ral)yaka, that is, of the Aral)yaka of the black Ya.jur
Veda, chapters 7 to 9, and is also found in the collection 
of the Atharva. Upanit?ads. In the former it bears no 
separate title; in the latter it is enumerated. as two 
distinct t; pani:;;ads, the " A.nanda Valli" (the lotus of 
bliss), containing the first two chapters, and the "Bhrgu 
Valli" (the lotus of Bhrgu), containing the third chapter. 
S'ankara names the first chapter S'ik~?a Valli and the 
second chapter Brahmananda Valli (the lotus of the 
joy in Brahman),. but has no title for the last. 

The Taittirtya-Upani~?ad consists of two parts, viz., 
of what is properly called an Upani~ad, the doctrine of 
Brahman, or of the absolutely infinite Spirit, and of an 
introduction to it. This is formed by the first chapter 
or S'ik~a, Valli, which, in accordance with the system
atical exposition of the Vedanta, describes the course of 
instruction, and of the moral and mental training, 
preparatory to the initiating of the student in the science 
of Brahman. These previous conditions are the study 
of the S'ik~a properly so called, that is, of the doctrine 
of the pronunciation, quantity, etc., of Vedic words-the 
meditation on certain words which symbolically express 
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the truths of the doctrine and prepare the mind for its 
comprehension-the meditation on the term "Om," 
the most sacred of all symbols, embracing as it does the 
real sense of all the Vedas-tha meditation on Brahman 
in his relation to the individual soul, to the material 
creation, and to the different deities-and the necessity 
of ceremonial work, of the daily reading of the Vedas 
and of a virtuous life in accordance with the precepts 
?f the S'astras. In short, it is the study of the Vedas, 
the practice . of sacred rit~s, and the leading of a holy 
life, which prepare for the reception of the highest 
knowledge. 

The second chapter, or the Brahmananda Valli, 
\ 

contains the doctrine of the Taittiriya-Upani~ad itself. 
To understand, however, fully, what is the view of it, 
in what points it resembles the Vedanta as a system, 
and in what points it differs from it, it is necessary to 

know the doctrine of the Vedanta with reference to the 
order· of creation. Of this we shall, therefore, now 
give a cpmpendious sketch, which we .take from the 
Vedanta Sara. 

The cause of the world, according to the Vedanta, 
the source of all reality, and strictly speaking, all 
reality . itself,. is Brahman, the supreme soul or spirit. 
He is to be thought without any qualities taken from 
our conception of· the world; he is merely spirit, or as 
it is expressed by the Vedanta, he is mere- existence, 
knowledge (without difference of subject, object and 
their mutual relation) and bliss. Every thing else is 
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non-existence and non-knowledge. The world in its 
most abstract notion is therefore to be conceived as 
ignorance, which does not exist absolute, but must be 
comprehended by the cause, on which it depends-God. 
It consists of the three qualities of goodness {Sattva), 
passion or foulness or activity (Rajas), and darkness 
(Tamas), which denote the three degrees of its existence, 
or of its power of manifestation. Ignorance is two-fold, 
viz., as totality, when all ignorance is one, and as 
speciality, or ignorance in individual beings. God in 
his relation to the totality of ignorance is omniscient, 
omnipotent, etc., that is, he has all the attributes of the 
creator and ruler of the world, and is called in this 
respect l3·vara (the ruler). God in his relation to 
special ignorance is the individual soul, the defective 
intelligence, Praj:Oa.. The ignorance in its totality is 
the causal body of God, that is to say, the cause of all 
created beings, ignorance in its speciality is. the 
individual bodit-s. The causal body is also called the 
sheath of happines~, as it contains all happiness, and as 
it envelops alL From this ignorance are first created 
five elementary bodies, viz., ether, air, fire, water and 
earth, each of which is composed of the three qualities, 
(of which ignorance itself consists) and respectively 
endowed with the special qualities of sound, touch, 
colour, savour and smell. These elements are called 
TanmAtras, or subtle elements, in contradistinction to 
the gross elements, of which tha visible bodies are 
composed. From the combined particles of goodness 

26 
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in the five subtle elements, are produced intellect 
(buddhi, the faculty of ascertainment), and mind (manas, 
the faculty of judging and doubting)-from the 
separated particles of the same, the five intellectual 
organs. the ear, the eye, the touch, the nose and the 
tongue, viz., the ear from the separate particles of good
ness in ether, the eye from the separate particles of 
goodness in fire, etc.-further the five organs of action, 
the voice, the hands, the organ of excretion and the 
orga~ of generation from the separate particles of 
passion-and lastly, the five vital airs, respiration, 
flatulence; circulation, pulsation and assimilation, from 
the combined particles of passion. Intellect together 
with ·the intellectual organs, forms the intellectual 
sheath or case of the soul; mind, with the organs of 
action, the mental sheath; and the vital airs, together 
with the organs of action, form the vital sheath. The 
three sheaths, when united, are the subtle body of the 
soul, or the body which remains at the transmigration. 
Here again the subtle body is either a totality, or individ
uality. The soul, or God, as pervading the totality, 
is called the Sutratman (the soul which pervades all 
a~ the same string passes through all the pearls of a 
wreath), or Hiral}yagarbha, as pervading an individual
ity, Taijasa (the ResplEindent). Both, however, are in 
reality one. These three sheaths consist of the 
continuance of waking thoughts in dream, arid in dream 
the Sutratman as well as Taijasa perceive the subtle 

objects. 
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From the subtle elements further proceed the gross 
elements of ether, air, fire, water and earth, by a 
peculiar combination of them,l and from the gross 
elements the different worlds, as the heaven, the earth~ 
etc., and the different bodies. as men, animals, etc. 

The soul, as abiding in the totality of the gross 
bodies, is called Vai:;'vli.nara, Vira.t, etc., as abiding 
in any individual body, Vis'va (the pervader). The 
gross body is called the nutrimentitious sheath 
(Annamaya Kos·a), and as it is the place where the gross 
objects are enjoyed, it is called awake. In the waking 
state Vais'vli.nara and Visva enjoy the material sounds. 
colours, etc., through the five organs of intellect. 

The totality of these worlds, viz., of the gross, 
the subtle and the causal bodies. forms one great world, 
and the soul, from the pervader to the ruler, is also only 
one soul. 

How. far the account of the Taittiriya-Upani1;13.d 
corresponds to the above view, we shall see presently, 
aft~r having given a survey of its contents. The second 
Vall I commences with the following memorial verse 
of the ~g-Veda which, according to S'a:ilka.ra, contains 
the sum total of the whole U pani~d: " Whoever 
knows Brahman who is existenct',knowledge and infinity, 
as dweUing within the cavity (of the heart) in the 
infinite ether, enjoys all desires at once. together with 
the omniscient Brahman." 

' Via., in t.he proportion of four-eighihs of t.ha element, after which it. 
eara t.he name wit.h an eight.h of each of t.he ot.har four. · 
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From this infinite soul sprang forth the ether, from 
the ether the air, from the air the fire, from the fire 
the water, from the water the earth, from the earth 
the ~nnual herbs, from herbs food, from food seed, 
and from seed man. All creatures are produced from 
food and pass again into food. To recognise this 
universal food as Brahman, is the first step of know ledge ; 
the second is, to recognise him as vital air, the inner 
soul (atma) pf the former, which pervades and supports 
it, the third to think Brahman as mind, which is a 
soul more internal than the former, the fourth to think 
him as knowledge, and the fifth as bliss, when all 
difference of the individual from the universal soul 
ceases. 

Here arise the following questions : Does an 
ignorant person after his death obtain the supreme 
Brahman ? and if not, does a person who knows god, 
obtain him also ? 

When Brahman had created all~ he entered it. 
He is to be considered as the creation and the creator; 
the varieties of all that is perceived, did before the 
creation not exist (explicitly),- they were one and the 
same (implicitly), and the·· creation must, therefore be 
considered as a creation of Brahman himself. Brahman, 
the unchangeable, eternal being, is in fact constantly 
the foundation of the world; without him there would 
be no existence, no continuance, and all living creatures 
would be annihilated at once. The knowledge of him 
as identical with the soul makes therefore free from 
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fear, because thereby the notion of ever:i difference of 
the soul from other beings is removed, and f~ar arises 
only from such a difference. A person, on the contra.ry, 
who does not know him, is subject to fear, because for 
him always difference exists. 

The happiness then which ensues from various 
degrees of knowledge and existence, is various. Propor
tionate to their knowledge is the happiness of men, of 
man-Gandharvas, of divine Gandharvas, of the fore
fathers, of men born in the heaven of the gods, of gods 
by their nature, of lndra, of Brhaspati, of Praja.pati, 
and of the one supreme Brahman. A person who has a 
knowledge of him, obtains him. Then all fear dis
appears for him, as well from external things as from his 
own conscience. 

The third Valli gives a narrative in confirmation 
of the doctrine, taught in the preceding chapter, from 
which it is evident that the science of Brahman is not 
acquired at once, but that there are different t>tage;, by 
which a person approaches to a clearer and clearer idea 
of God, and that the means of arriving at them is the 
practice of tapas, which denotes either austerity or an 
elevation of knowledge. The third does not teach 
anything new, but is only a repetition of what was 
known before in another form. 

We find in the Taittiriya-Upanil?Sd the tenets, 
peculiar to the V eda.nta, already in a far advanced 
state of development ; it contains as in a germ the 
principal elements of this system. The notion of 
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Brahman~ as· the supreme spirit and as wholly distinct 
from the material world, is Clearly defined. He is 
sh<?wn as the source of all reality, and in his relation to 
the '!orld as its creator and preserver. We find here 
the do"ctrine of the five elements as the first creation of 
God, from which gradually all perceptible things are 
produced, and also the doctrine of the five sheaths, one 
the foundation of the other, by whiCh the. soul is 
enveloped. There are, however, differences. No dis
tinction is made between subtle and gross elements, nor 
is it clear, how intellect, mind, th~ organs of intellect 
and of action, and the vital airs have been produced 
from them. We likewise do not understand what 
relation the five sheaths bear to the five elements and 
to the soul ; for if we consider the succession of the 
productions, given by the Taittiriya-Upani~ad, it appears 
that they are not modifications of some of the elements 
or of all of them, but only of the earth; again it is 
nowhere stated, that the sheaths have been created 
independently of the other productions, and it appears, 
therefore, to be a legitimate conclusion that they are in 
some way a modification of the elements. 

Dr. Weber, in bur opinion. goes too far in asserting 
(Ind. Studien, Vol. II, p. 210) that the first part of the 
Taittiriya-Upani~ad is in no connection with the other 
parts, that the composition of the whole Upanif?ad is 
merely formal, that many of its notions are fanciful, 
and that it exhibits little of the true spirit of 
speculation. 
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It is true, that the first part is not necessary for 
the comprehension of the doctrine, yet, according to the 
view of all the Upani~;!ads and of the Veda.nta, a 
preparatory course of study is required, and this it is 
which is inculcated in the first part, and more systemati
cally than in other U pani~ds ; for instance, the 
Brhada.rat}yaka, where the exposition of the science of 
Brahman is frequently interrupted by enquiries belong
ing to a previous investigation. It is true, also, that 
the exposition is formal; as the sentences are composed 
after a fanciful form; but their regularity is not greater 
than of some of the finest Upani!;lads which are written 
in metre. 

There are indeed a number of fanciful notions, 
especially with regard to the different gods, of whom a 
formidable 1-1ystem has been given. Still, all the gods 
introduced (with perhaps the exception of Praj~pati who 
is a production of speculation), are the popular gods of the 
Vedas, and that they are brought in to a system, is the 
natural consequence of speculation. All philosophy 
commences from ideas which existed previous to it, may 
they be religious ideasr or ideas referring to the mind, · 
or t1 external nature. Philosophy consists in~nothing 
else but in thinking of them, and it arises from the sole 
reason, that those ideas are found inconsistent, that they 
are contradictory in themselves. External things, for 
instance, as they appear, are considered as existent, and 
in thinking them we find that they consist of quali
Lies which are only relations to other things and to 
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ourselves, and can therefore not express what really 
exists; or· something i~ represented as God, that is, as 
omniscient, almighty, and so on, and we afterwards 
find _t.hat the same has been endowed with material, 
or finite ·attributes which do not agree w'ith the other 
part of the notion. It is therefore on account of their 
own hollowness that we are compelled to abandon those 
notions and search for such as are perfectly consistent 
with themselves and with those to which they bear a 
necessary relation. 

With reference to religious ideas, two alternatives 
are possible for philosophy, either to repudiate them 
alt.ogether as false or inadequate, or to adopt them as 
a basis for its speculation. The latter is the way of 
accommodation, but even if this is followed, it must be 
remembered, that the results of its enquiry will be 
widely different from the basis from which it com
menced. Thus it is with the Upani!?ads; they indeed 
acknowledge the gods of the Vedas in name, but not 
in reality; for their whole nature is altered, since from 
the state of divinity they are degraded to beings of an 
inferior order, having lost the -attributet~ of infinity and 
absoluteness. 

In this respect the notions of the Taittiriya
Upanif?ad are not more fanciful than those of the 
other Upani~ads. They arise from the system of 
accommodation, which pervades the Upani!?ads and in 
fact the whole philosophy of the Hindus. To it the 
greatest number of its defects must be ascribed. To 
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mark the two principal ones, resulting from it, it 
deceives the common people by the appearance of an 
union of opinion with the highest flight of human 
intellect which does not really exist, and puts, on the 
other hand, a limit to speculation, and therefore to 
progrP-ss, by giving it an aim which is not its own, 
and which at the same time it is not to pass. 

The Taittiriya-Upanif?ad, however, does not add 
to the received system; its ideas are those of the other 
Upanif;'ads, only more systematically arranged than it 
is the case with the majority of them, and although 
it does not display the same vigour of thought as some 
other Upani~;~ads do, yet, in our opinion, it belongs to 
the first series, preceding the Vedanta philosophy, 
which appears to be confirmed by the high opinion 
in which this Upani~?ad is held by Hindu philosophers. 

S'IK~A. VALLI 

FIRST ANUVAKA 

~ ~ on ~: ~ ~: I ~ tft lictf<.t~&tl I ~ rr ~ 
~f1:1fu: I ~ ;{I M'~<!(!;r.q: I rtm ~ I rp:Jffl en~ I 
~ ~ ~Itt I ~ct ~ ;m a~1fi't I sm1 
~ I ~~ ctR'41fit I ar&tl&tctij I d[ihR&tctij 1 ~ 
~~~~~~ 

~ ~lf.:d: ~: ~: 
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May Mittra grant us welfare-Vai111}a grant us 
welfare-Aryaman · grant us welfare-lndra (and) 
Brhaspati grant us welfare--the far-stepping Vi:;;"QU 
grant us welfare. Salutation to Brahman-Salutation 
to thee, 0 Vayu (1). Thou art even visibly Brahman (2). 
I will call thee even the visible Brahman-I will call 
(thee) just-1 will call (thee) true. May he (Brahman) 
preserve me-preserve the speaker-preserve me
preserve the speaker. 

Peace, peace, peace ! (3) 

. (1) According to S'anka:ra, Mittra is the deity, presid-
ing over the. function of respiration (Pra:t;ta) and over the 
day, Val'lll).a over the function of flatulence (Apana) and 
over the night, Aryaman over the eye and the sun, Indra 
over strength, B:rhaspati over speech and intellect, Vi.!!J}.u 
over the feet. 

(2) This is said merely for the sake of praise. 

(3) Peace is said three times to remove the obstacles 
to knowledge, which may arise with reference to the soul, 
to the material sphere, and. to the superintendence 
of deities. 

SECOND ANUVA.KA. 

1. nr~ "'4R.<41f!'IM: I CfilT: ~: I ltBrT ~I m ~: I 
~:~:II 

We will explain the S'ikl;;a. The letter-the accent 
-the quantity-the effort-the middle pronunciation 
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and the continuation, are declared as the contents of 
the chapter of the S'ik~~. 

THIRD ANUVAKA 

1. ~~ -TI ?:I~: 1 ~ ;fl ~@I.. I ~~m: ~'t_ fuaFn ;aqPltt~ 
~~~:I ll~~~l ~~
~7.11~ I ffi ~~ ftcn ~~ II 

May we both (the teacher and disciple) be glorious 
-may we both have the light of the Veda. Next, then, 
we will explain the Upani~ad (the meditation on) of 
the Sali1hitn. (1)-in five topics-viz., as referring to 
the worlds, to splendours, to knowledge, to offspring, 
and to the soul. They are called great SamhiUs. 

(1) Sathhit4. means a union either of letters· to a 
word, or of words to a sentence, or of sentences td a more 
comprehensive composition, as expressive of the mutual 
connection of any ideas, to which such a Sathhitll. may be 
referred. Jt means therefore also a collection of hymns, 
as the l;tg-Veda, etc., and is here especially meant as a 
collection of hymns according to each separate schooL 
Such a Sathhitll. is, for in~tance, the sentence: i~e-tvll. (I 
divide theel, where the syllable 'I' may represent the earth, 
'tva.' the heaven,' ~e' the connection of both, and the union 
of all these elements to one word the air. Maha.sarhhitll. 
is, where there is a Saihbita., and where the things in 
unity are of such comprehensiveness as the earth. etc. 

2. ~~ ~ ~~I ~<l'd<~il.l ~: 
~:I CiTS: W~l ~II ~I 
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~: ~I ~ 'd'dOOZ£ I aw:r: ~: I 4~ar 
~1~11 

Next. the topic referring to the worlds. The earth 
is the first syll~ble (viz., Sam, of the word Sarn-hi-ta), 
the heavens the last syllable (ta), the ether the union 
(hi), the wind (Vayu) the instrument of union-this 
is the topic referring to the worlds. Next. the topic 
referring to splendours. Agni (fire) is the first syllable
Aditya (the sun) the last syllable-the waters are the 
union--:-the lightning is the instrument of union-this is 
the topic referring to splendours. 

3. ~I ~: ~ I a!rdcllf-J'd<4AAZ£ I f-r.n: 
~:1 ~~~~I~IIOJ!'~I 
iTRIT ~ j fCldl'd~41( I ~ ~: I ~~ 
~1~11 

~ext, the topic referring to knowledge-the teacher 
is the ·first syllabie. The disciple the last syllable
knowledge the union-the Veda the instrument of 
union-this is the topic referring to knowledge. Next, 
the topic referring to offspring; the mother is the first 
syllable:-the father the last syllable-the offspring 
the union-the organ of generation the instrument of 
union-this is the topic referring to offspring. 

4. ar--~rMzt I aT1ro G: ~I \3"00 G~'d~ql( I 
~ trf.:'.:r: I Nt@J ~I -~~~!..11 ~ 
~~~:I ~ ~ _'lOO~~ oql(.c:>qJdl ~I 
........... ~ .. ij "' ..... ~~ 
'tlrtti"''G ~ ~: I .lil&IOI~ "11?11~"'1 ~ m'll~ II 
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Next, the topic referring to the soul-the lower 
jaw is the first syllable-the upper jaw is the last 
syllable--speech is the union-the tongue the instrument 
of union-this is the topic referrin_g to ~he soul. These 
are the great Sarhhitas. Whosoever knows the 
explanation of . these great Samhitas, is united with 
offspring, cattle, the light of the Veda, eatable food, 
and with heaven. 

FOURTH ANUVaKA (1) 

1. ~~~ f?(~~: I ~S&I''ldlffikil~ f ~ 
if-it iNqy ~~~~~~~~ 
q fcl~~~ ~rq~qrl~i~~~ 
if!ROJ: q:J~)sfu q~qr ~d: I ~ q ifr:rrq I ~ 
~d~l"'ll I ~IJTTS'i:t~: I c.nm~~ ~ JW.N I 
31~'q~l 

May that Indra (here the supreme god in the form 
of Om, the holiest word of the Vedas), who has been 
manifested as the first of the Vedas, comprising the 
nature of all-being more immortal than the immortal 
Vedas -strengthen me wi~h understanding. 0 God, 
may I be the vessel of immortality (of the knowledge 
of Brahman, the cause of immortality). May my body 
be able-my tongue exceedingly sweet. May I hear 
much with my e-ars. Thou (viz., Om) an Brahman's 
sheath enveloped by (common) understanding. Preserve 
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what (of the knowledge) of Brahman I have heard. 
The prosperity (Sri) which swiftly brings me clothes. 
increases my cows and prepares for me always food 
and drink. 

(1) This .Anuvaka contains the muttering of the 
Mantras and the oblations necessary for a person who 
wishes to acquire understanding and prosperity. 

2. Mit ~I~~= ~~la:rTitT~ 
ii&"'41Roi: ~ I [fcl itT ~ iliQ"<URol: ~ I ~ itT 

q;:g iliQ'i'41Rui: ~ I ~ iliQ'i'41Rui: ~ I 

~l'lfllwt) iliQ"41Rul: ~ 1] 

This prosperity-rich in wool-clad flocks and other 
cattle, bring to m~ Sva.ha ! (1)-May the Brabma
ca.rins come to me, Svaha I 

(1) Sva.h11. is the explanation, made before the offering. 

3. ~ ~stuPI ~ I ~ <tf'-"4BIStiiPI ~ I a 00 lPT 

Slfct~:JIPI ~ I tr m llll ~ ~ I ~ 
e~€'1~11@ I R ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~.m: WRU 
~ I ~ ~ ~I ~ qj ilil'i'41rtui: I ~ICRI"-"4-t) 

.-. ,...,.. :EI: '"" ,... ,....... I eqa: ~ 1 Slid ~IISI'tl !I m ~ ~ m ~ 1 

Let me be glorious among inen, Svaha ! Let me 
be better than the wealthy, Svaha! 0 venerable, let 
me enter thee (viz., the word Om, the sheath of Brahman), 
Sva.ha. 0 venerable, do thou enter me, Svaha. In 
thee, spreading in thousand branches-0 venerable, I 
shall ·be purified, Svaha! As the waters go downwards 
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-as the months go to the consumer of days (the year) 
-so let the BrahmacA.rins, 0 Creator, approach me 
from everywhere, SvA.ha ! (Thus) art. thou a refuge-do 
thou illuminate me. do thou make me like thy own 

nature. 

FIFTH ANUV.AKA (1) 

• 1. ~~: ~Cfftf~ en Q\ol~W &flm: 1 ffitmJ tr ~ 
~.ff'll m~J'i'fl1~: ~~ I ~ ~ I a~ I il 
am=m I ~~ ~: I WRt en ~ itcn: I ~ 
~~I f,!'t~{"ll il<ti: ·1 ~ ~~: I am~ 
c.nct ~~ il<fil ~~ II 

Bhllr, Bhuvar and Suvar, these verily are the 
three mystical names-The son of MahA.camasa~ 
revealed as the fourth among them-Maha. (the great 
one)-this is Brahman-it is the soul-the other deities 
are its members. "Bhur," verily, is this world, 
.. Bhuvar,'' the atmosphere-" Suvar," that world. Maha. 
Aditya (the sun)-for by Aditya increase all worlds. 

(1) The meditation with regard to the Sarhhita has 
been exp:ained ; the Mantras also, required to obtain 
understanding and prosperity, have been mentioned; now 
the intermediate meditation on Brahman, represented by 
the three mystical names, will be set forth.-S'. 

2. ~fu C1l anA: I ~ ~ em: I f,!i~IR~: I ~ ~ 
~~: I ~~ <iF-f ooar ~·-J"-1 ~ II 
ll._Rfd <il ~: I ~ ~ mmt"l I gqftfu ~ ~fq I 
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l3ho.r. is verily Agni (the fire)-Bhuvar the 
wind...-Suvar Aditya-Maha the moon; for by the 
moon increase all splendours. Bho.r is the Mantras of 
the :{tk-Bhuvar the Mantras of the Sama-Suvar the 
Mantras of the Y ajur-

3. ~ ~fu ~ 1 if&1011 cncr t~~ ~~ fl~c:.a 11 ~ ~ 
~101: I ~ ~: I ~crftfu &JF£: l ~~I ~ 
crref @f ~ ~ 11 err err ~~ti~ 1 
~~ ~: t err~~ I tl.~ il~ I~~ 
· ~ ~R?+iiCI~f.-d II 

MahU. l3rahma~ ; for by Brahman all the Vedas 
increase. . Bhur verily is the life, by which breath is 
taken-Bhuvar the life whi~h descends-Suvar the life 
which equalises-Maha food ; for by food all functions of 
life are increased. These four are verily fourfold ; 
there are four times four mystical names. Whosoever 
knows them, knows Brahman ; all the gods (as his 
parts) convey power to him. · 

SIXTH ANUV AKA (1) 

L tt q ~~~ awo~: J ~ 3~~ ~: t ~ 
~=~~~,q~~~~l 
~~~PI: I ~ ~ fcfcrlfct I ~ ~~ I 
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~ft~m mafama I ~ ~ qWr I t;!C!R~Tf~ I ~ 
~~OTI 

In the ether, abiding within the heart-is placed the 
Puru~;~a (soul) whose nature is knowledge-who is 
immortal, radiant like gold. [The artery, Su~;>umnA by 
name (the coronal artery) which springs forth from the 
upper part of the heart, and proceeds] between the two 
arteries of the palate-and (within the piece of flesh), 
which like a breast is hanging down,-then, after 
having made its way through the head and skull
(terminates) where the root of the hair is distributed
this (artery) is the birth-place (the road) of Indra (of 
Brahman). By (the mystical name of) Bho.r (the sage) 
gets the same with fire (with the superintending deity 
of fire)-

(1) In the preceding Anuvaka the deities have been 
specified as the parts of Brahman, represented by the 
mystical names ; the present describes the ether of the 
heart, etc., as the place of the perception and meditation of 
Brahman, and the manner in which the state of the 
universal soul may be obtained.-S'. 

2. ~rfa t4l<l:T'4~ I arrmfa ii""l~fqfu~ I ~qfu~~fu: I 
Wsr:Wiffi~Hqfu: I~ ~I OTI<r.T~~Dt ~ J 
~ ~rij ~~ I ~lf..d~il~®zt I ~ 
~r~f~qym II 

By (the mystical name of) Bhuvar with the wind
by (the mystical name of) Suvar with Aditya (sun) 
-by (the mystical name of) Mah~ with Brahman ;-be 
obtains his kingdom--be obtains the ruler of the mind (1} 

26 
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-he becomes the ruler of speech, the ruler of the eye 
-the ruler of the ear-the ruler of knowledge ;-He 
then becomes this, viz., Brahman, whose body is the 
ether-::-who is the real soul, who sports in life, whose 
mind is joy-whose peace is abundant, who is immortal. 
In this manner, 0 Pracinayogya, (the name of a disciple), 
worship (the Brahman as mentioned). 

(1) Brahman, who is the ruler of all the senses, 
since be is .the nature of all. 

SEVENTH ANUV.AKA (1) 

~ <5\f.h'ns~&~~= 1 atijr:.tl$'1Rf!i~ 
~I a:rrq ~ cF1fqa:q anctm a:rw:rr I 

~~I ~~ l mort ;;qr.:fisqR ~: tflWf: I 

:q~: ~ ~-~ ~ I :qii +rr~~~~~ 1tim I 
~~ ~ell • .. "" "\''"-''-i''1'11, % ~I"CCC(I ~ en ~~ ~ 1~-
~cr~~~Rt 11 

·The earth, the atmosphere, the heaven, the quarters, 
the intermediate quarters-=(the five-fold) world-fire, 
wind,' the sun, the moon, the stars (the five-fold presid
ing deities) -the waters, the annual herbs, the regents 
of the forest (the tree), the ether, the soul-all this is 
the material sphere. Next the sphere referring to the 
soul. The vital air which goes forwards, the vital air 
which goes downwards, the vital air which goes 
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from the centre, the vital air which goes upwards, 
the vital air which goes everywhere-the eye, 
the ear, the mind, speech, touch-the skin, the flesh, 
the musclet5, the bones, the marrow-having thus 
ascertained, the '{t';li (2) said-five-fold indeed is this 
all (3)-by the five-fold (sphere referring to the soul) a 
person makes, complete the five-fold (external world). 

(1) This Anuvilka describes the meditation on 
Brahman, represented by the five-fold world, the five presid
ing deities, and the five-fold sphere, referring to the soul.-g. 

(2) Either the Veda, or a :{t~i, who knew it perfectly. 

(3) Vide Brhad. A. 3rd Brilhma 17th, B. I., Vol. II, 
Part iii, p. 134, from which it is evident, that the Taittirlya-
Upani~ad belongs to a later time than the Brhad . .A.-U. : 

EIGHTH ANUV .AKA 

~ im 1 anfil~~~~ anfil~fti ~ cu 
~~I ~ ~ l'!FiRJI an~ 
~ ~~ ~~~ I alt~ect1: ~fullt ~fc:.~onffi I 
~ta ~ wnffi , a1'1mi.llm~~;j~'i!,.,,ta 1 anfilffi 
ill{;lO'J: ~ ii~N1~<4141fd I ilmlqls4'1fd II 

Om is Brahman, Om this all-Gm is verily 
assent-(having been addressed by the other priests by) 
Om, do C'.ornmand, they command. 

Om, the hymns of the Sarna sing-()m, S'om, the 
hymns of praise proclaim. By Om, the Adhvaryu 
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gives his reply. By Om, the Brahma commands. By 
Om, he gives his orders for the burnt offering. Om, says 
the Brahma:Qa, when he commences to read (the Veda) : 
May_ I obtain Brahman (the Veda or the supreme 
soul)-and he obtains Brahman. 

NINTH ANUV.A.KA 

~ 'if ~w.r;;A :q I m'4 'if ~ 'if I 01N 

~ "q'l ~~ ~ 'ifl ;wl~ 
~ :q1 omq~~:q~~~ 

:q ~~:q~ 'if I O!fcr~ fC!lf/"IJ<:I~ _'if I ~ 
:;:r· ~'if I~ 'if~ 'if I~ 
~'t{~~~~:ql~ 
~ ~.ful{: I 011 ~ ~: q1~f~: I~
~ ~fcf ~ ~: I ffi%; ~ Gtr: II 

.Justice, the reading and teaching are to be 
practised. Truth, the reading and the teaching are to be 
practised. Penance,· the reading and the teaching are 
to be practised. Subduing (Dama, the subduing of the 
external senses), the reading and the teaching are to 
be practised. The (sacred) fires, the reading and the 
teaching are to be attended to. The burnt offering, the 
reading and the teaching are to be attended to. The 
guests, the reading and the teaching are to be attended 
to. The ·duties of man, the reading and the teaching 
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are to be attended to. Sons, the reading and the 
teaching are to be attende~to. Begetting the reading 
and the teaching are to be attended to. The offspring, 
the reading and the teaching are to be attended to. 
The word as to " justice," etc., has declared Sa.tya
vachas, (or the truthful) from the family of Rathltara. 
The word as to "penance" has declared Taponitya (or 
the ever-penitent) from the famiJy of Purus·i~ti. The 
word as to the reading and teaching has declared Na.ka 
from the family of Mudgalya ;-for they (reading and 
teaching) are austerity, for they are austerity. 

TENTH ANUVAKA (1) 

~ t~~ 'ijtqy I ~: ~ ~ I ~ c:u~-t'1'l 
f61¥J;Q~ffi:ll ~ ij<:fqijlf..l ~ ~: I ~ 
~6i~~~~"qC'Jif..ll 

I am the spirit (mover) of the tree (viz., of the tree 
of the world which is to be cut down). (My) fame 
(rises) like the top of the mountain. I am purified in 
my root, as immortality is glorious in the nourishEir 
(viz., the sun). I am brilliant wealth. I am intelligent. 
-I am immortal and without decay (or I am sprinkled 
with immortality). This is the word of knowledge of 
Tris'anku. 
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(1) Contains the Mantra to be recited before the 
daily reading of the Vedt;. for the object of obtaining 
knowledge.-S'. 

ELEVENTH ANUV AKA (1) 

1. ~+11_-Dlll'i:ll~s.-a<:ufu"'ti~ll~ I m4 ~ I l:fil :q{ I 
· ~F+il ~= 1 au:q~ m I:T"'~ ~ m 

o-~ct:ijcti1: I ~ wiRaooqq 1 m ~tiRaOO!:I~ I 

. ~WI~ I~ ;:r ~tiRaOO!:I~i ~ 
o:r ~+Jfa:aooq~ 1 ~~ o:r w1Rao;q~ 1 

Having taught the Veda the teacher (thus) instructs 
the disciple : Speak the truth. Walk according to thy 
duties. Let there be no neglect of the (daily) reading 
(according to the school). Having brought the welcome 
wealth for the tea'cher, do not cut off the thread of the 
offspring. Let there ·be no neglect of truth. Let there 
be no neglect of duty. Let there be no neglect of pro
tection (prudence). Let there be no neglect of prosperity 
(of such actions as increase thy wealth). Let there be 
no neglect of the reading and of the teaching. 

(1) Shows the duties which, in accordance with the 
injunction of the Veda and the smrti, must be performed, 
before the knowledge of Brahman can be imparted.-S'. 

2. ~ ~ I ~ ~ I atl""!14{ifll1cl I ~ l1cl' I 
~~ crn1fUt I ~ ~fctdOO!:IIf.l I ~ ~ I 
ql;.qf+il<fl~ tl""'RcuPl I ffiFr ~ct~qlt41~ I o:IT ~ l 
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Let there be no neglect of the duties towards the 
gods and the forefathers. Let the mother be a god (to 

thee). Let the father be a god (to thee). Let the teacher 
be a god (to thee). Let the guest be a god (to thee).-· 
All the works which are unblameable, ought to be 
performed-not any other. All the praiseworthy doings 
of us (the teachers) ought to be worshipped (followed) by 
thee-not any other. . 

3. q~~l(41..,.-~J"!..ffiiif~:l.~~~~~l 

~~I~~~ fW-n~l~~l 
P=f.rr ~;r I @ro ~ I :W-I ~ a mfT.lfot.cttl en 

~f~crT~R(l 

Bra.hmaiJas who are better than we, it ought to be 
thy effort to provide with a seat. (What is to be given) 
is to be given with faith-is not to be given with want 
of faith-is to be given with prudence-is to be given 
with ~hame--is to be given with fear-is to be given with 
affection. If thou hast any doubt with regard to work, 
or with regard to conduct-

4.q (f.l ~r: ~~=~~~=~~~= 
~: I tfl'-lT a ffit cRiq I ~.n (p{ cRl"-lT: I :W-TTP•m .. "41ti11 
q ffit ~on:~: I~~: I~~: 
~: I ~.n a ~ ~ I ~.n ~ qW-1J: I ~ am:~: I 
~ ~~: I ~ 4~1qf.:lq<t I QOa'!~~lRt<iZ( I ~
~w-<iSl.l Q06l~d~'41f4~ II 

Then, as there (in thy neighbourhood) all the 
Br~hmaiJas who are of sober judgment-who are meek 
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and desirous of performing their duties, may they act 
by themselves or be appointed (by another)-as such 
Brahma!}as act therein-so also act thou therein. Then 
amop.g those who are blamed-as there an· the 
Brahma!}as, who are of sober judgment, who are meek 
and desirous of performing their duties-may they 
act by themselves, or be appointed by another-as such 
Brahma!}as act among them-so also act thou among 
them. This is the rule-this is the advice-this is the 
meaning (U pani~?ad) of the V edas-this is the instruc
tion. This should be followed out in such a manner
this verily should be followed out in such a manner. 

TWELFTH ANUVA.KA 

~ olt ~:~~:I~ en +rcr~l ~'1'~~: I 
~ olt ~~:1 ~~I <1~~~~ 
~ ~ I ~1~ Iffl~ iil&n~~ I ~~~~ 
<ei.ll+iC!IRIS!l{_ I driil+llctRI_ I d['ffil(+itcft({ I ancft~ I 
~ro{.ll 

gp ~lRr: ~rRI: ~: I 

May Mittra grant us welfare-Va.ruQa grant us 
welfare-Aryaman grant us welfare-Indra {and) Brhas
pat.i grant us welfare-the far-stepping Vi~I}U grant us 
welfare. Salutation to Brahman-Salutation to thee, 
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0 Va.yu. Thou art even visibly Brahman-! will call 
(thee) just·-1 will call (thee) true. May he (Brahmanj 
preserve me--preserve the speaker--preserve me-
preserve the speaker. Om! peace, peace, peace I 

BRAHMANANDA VALLI (1) 

$:P ~ ;:nqq~ I ~ .U 5"1~ I ~ cflq Cfi<4tCI{ I 
~~~m~~ql:n 

$:P~:~:~Tf.::a: 

Do protect us Loth (the teacher and the disciple) 
at the same time--at the same time support (give food) 
us both ;-may beth of us at the same time apply (our) 
strength (for the acquirement of knctwledge) ;-may 
our reading be illustrious ;-may there be no hatred 
(amongst us). Peace, peace, peace. 

(1) The contents and arrangement of the second 
Valli are briefly and· precisely stated by Weber, as 
follows: The eighth chapter is to be divided into four 
sections, of which the first (anuv. 1-5) treats the degrees 
of succession in the development of nature, the second 
(anuv. 6 and '1) the origin of the creation generally, and 
tho third (anuv. 8), especially the a.nanda, that is to say, 
the happiness of him who knows the identity of the 
individual with the universal soul, which has given the 
whole book the title of l.nanda VallL The fourth, lastly 

n 
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(anuv. 8 and 9) specifi.oM the reward of him who knows 
aU the preceding truths. 

FIRST ANUVA.KA 

il~fcl~lcoilfcl ~I ~I ·mlf :g1<1~<1rd ii~ I 
~ ~ fiff@ ~zy.rt ~ ~I €J~ ~crB_ 
~ ~ ~ fcr:rf~ II ~ '«tt+ll~k~cot 
~:~=~~~:1~:1~11:1~: 

· ~ I .g.q;qr ~~: I alt~SWI I ~ 
~q: II ~ C.O ~ ~S?f~: I a~i!ACI fm:: I oW 

. cU'?JUT: I:RJ~ t ~: tr~: I ~ I ~ ~ 
un 
~mwtffi-

The knower of Brahman obtains the supreme (1) 
(Brahman). With reference to this (knowledge of 
Brahman) the following (~k) is remembered: " Whoever 
knows Brahman, who is existence, knowledge, (and) 
infinity-as dwelling within the cavity (of the heart, 
which is intellect) in the infinite ether-enjoys all 
desires at one and the same time togP-ther with the 
omniscient 13rahman." Here follows this memorial 
verse: From that soul (Brahman) verily sprang forth 

, the ether-· from the ethet the air-from the air fire
from fire the waters-from the waters the earth
from the earth the annual herbs-from the annual 
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herbs food-from food seed-from seed man ;-for 
man is verily the essence of food. Here (with reference 
to the meaning, viz., that man is the e~sence of food) 
follows this memorial verse : "This (head here which 
I point out) even is his (2) head-this is the right arm
this the left arm--this hi1 body--this his tail (the part of 
tht- body stretching from the navel downwards), his 
foundation." 

(1) Param, S'abka.ra explains nirati~ayam, beyond 
which there is no more, which is abs<>lute i and this is 
Brahman, which is abo clear by a passage of the Ka.thak&, 
where it is said, '' Whoever knows Brahman, becomes even 
Brahman." 

(2) " His," the head of the soul, which is the 
essenoe of food. 

SECOND ANUVAKA 

~ ~: Sfi!Jl:l.-d I Gl: CfiTP;i W.fcfi"' ... f&Q!: I aWl ~ 
\iftcrfro I aN<i~Nl:irtl:lrtld: I ~~fu ~ ~I 
d~lrtt~~ I ~ ~ ~ts?l'illd~f.:il I tmi 
illW4"R=ta I ~>t..~ ~ ~I d{"iilrtl~ I 
~d'Tf.f ~ I \ifldlr:qii!"l CfJra I ~~~ !if 

~~~~~~~~~~
~~ ~~ ~ ~:' a~q ~=• 6 

'"~~~i~~~~~
flill: I ~ mot ~ fu{: I ~ ~~: q~: i ~ 
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\3m:: G"a:T: I ancom OiRIU I ~-tcft ~ m'm3T II 
~q~w.rfu-

Here follows this memorial verse : 
All the creatures which dwell on earth-spring 

verily forth from food. Again they live even by food
again, at last (at the time of death) they return to the 
same--for food is the oldest of all beings ;-hence it is 
called the healing herb (Alll?a-dha, because it subdues 
the heatf Au!?a of the body) of all(creatures). 

All those who worship food as Brahman-obtain all 
food whatever; for food is the oldest of all creatures: 
therefore it is called the healing herb of all. From 
food spring . forth all beings ;--when born they grow by 
food. It is eaten (adyate) by all creatures and it eats 
(atti) the creatures ;-therefore it is called food (annam). · 
Different from that (soul) which is like the essence of 
food-is an (other) inner soul, which consists of vital air 
(Pra:QaJ. The :former (the soul consisting of the essence 
of .food) is filled by ~his. This (Pral}a) even resembles ... 
the !'hape ofman-according to t~e shape of man borne 
by the former (the individual, consisting of the essence 
'of food)-(is made also) this shape of man. His head is 
e~en the. vital air which goes forwards (respiration)-
his right arm the vital air which- equalises-his left arm 
.the vital air which goes downwards; the ether (1) the 
~od~:-the earth (2) the tail, the foundation._ 

_ (1) The ether, means the equalising air (Sama.na)• 
and· it is called the soul because it has a greater part of the 
·vital function and -because it is in the midst of the body. 
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(2) The earth, here the vital air which goes upwards 
and it is called earth because it is the support of the 
vital airs. 

THIRD ANUV.l.KA 

!:!toT~~ ~I~:~~ it1 molt~ 
~~~: I ~(i34~f:4?j"''<!tl I ~~CJ ~ ~f;:a I 
it !:flOi ;:r~ I muTT ~ liC11"1llil3: I ~t41ffi4lgq?j"C4~ 
~II~~~ mfu: amm1 q: ~II~ 
~ct s:tiO(Ii'41C{ I ~sr& am'liT ~: I ~ 
~:I \:rcrt~~qf~~l ~~~~ 
~"i: I ~ ~ fu\: I '5f\ll. ~~: ~: I 
~: ~: I ~ ~ I Ol~4t~<i3: ~ mam II 
~~ ~T<f.r ~CJRI-

After breath breathe the gods,-men and animals; 
-for breath is the life of all the creatures. Therefore it 
is called the life of all. All those who worship 
breath as Brahman-attain the last limit of life (viz •• 
100 years)-for breath is the life of creatures; therefore 
it is called the life of all. This (life) even is the 
embodied soul--of the former (nutritious eheath). 
Different from that (soul) which consists of vital air-is 
an (other) inner soul, which consists of mind. By this 
the former is filled. It resembles the shape of man
according to the ehape of man, borne by the former. 
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His ~ead is even the Y ajus-the J;tk his right arm
the Sarna his left arm-the instruction (viz., the 
Brahmal)~, in which instruction is given) is the body
and the Atharvans and Ailgiras (1) his tail, his 
foundation. 

(1) This is, aceo:rding to Dr. Webe:r, the oldest name 
for the Atharva-Veda. I, S, Vol. I, p. 291. 

FOURTli ANUV.AKA 

~ en~ ~o:a- I a:J!:f'(V!f ~ ~ I ~ iT&lolt 

fctm: I if ~~fcr Cfii!.l'ii~Rl II CJ~ ~ ~ntt~ a:JKm I 

~: ~ II ~ ~lriicfl4'4k( I a:J~Srffi: aw+rr 
~: I ~ 'J.Ol: I ~ en ~ ~fcref ~ I cwq 

~f~ I ~ ~fcrq: I cwq ~ct ~t:: I Sffc1 
ey'~: q~: I ~~: qey: I ~ a:JR11f I ~: ~ 
~ram n 

~~lcf.t~-

Here follows this memorial verse : 
. A person who knows the bliss of Brahman-from 

which words together with the mind return-without 
comprehending it, is never afraid. This mind even is 
the embodied soul of the former. Different from that 
(soul) which consists of mind-is an (other) inner soul 
which consists of knowledge. By this the former is 
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filled. It resembles the shape of man-according to 
the shape of man, borne by the former. His head is 
even faith--justice his right sid&-truth his len side
concentration (Yoga) his body--the great one (intellect) 
his tail, hie foundation. 

FIFTH ANUV AKA 

fcwrof l&i ~ 1 crnTfOT a~sfq "' l ~ ~qy: ~ 1 
im .... ~2!iql(ia I f~r.i im ~~I~~ ~ffi I 

Wit~ ft:qrt~~~~~~~ 
~ ~~ atlflll I q: ~~ II ~ Q;Q~!Un~ I 
~TSrcR ~~: I a~ ~: I ~ CIT ~ 
~~~I ~~cwt.l arrqq~: I~ 
~ ~: I ~ ~~: tr~: I ~ ~: ~: I 
~amm1;m~~~Tll 

~etr~mrfu-

Here follows this memorial verse : 
Knowledge arranges sacrifice-and it arranges also 

works. All the gods worship as the eldest the Brahman, 
which is knowledge. A person who knows knowledge 
as Brahman-and does not swerve from it-enjoys all 
desires--after he has abandoned all the sins innate to the 
body (or, after he has abandoned all sins in his body, 
that is to say, during his life). This even is (soul) which 
is the embodied soul of the former (mind). Differen* 
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from that knowledge--is an (other) inner soul which 
· eonsists of bliss. By this the former is filled. It resem-

. bles the shape of man--according to the shape of man, 
borne by the former. His head is what is pleasant--joy 
his right arm--rejoicing his left arm--bliss his body
Brahman his tail, his foundation. 

SIXTH ANUV A.KA 

~~~I~~~~ I a:rft:Qi!~~l 
~~ e~at fc!~fcl II Cl~ ~ ~RF: a:rR+IT 1· 
~: ~ II ~..mil~"olf: I «n~ ~ ~ I ~ 
~ \ I ~ fc!rn!J ~ ~ I Cfif~ffili~ \ ~ II 
m~1 ~ ~ ~fcl1 ~ CJtilSCPml ~· 
e~qW'"k~ r I ~" ~4+tJtifd I ~~ Fcfi:q I Clffi~T I 
~~lfcl~l~ I CIG~fcl~q I ;e:ijC'4'EJI+ICf<t.l ~ 

:q~ "' I ~ =qJfit~q<i "' I ~~ "''li'Cl~r.:i "' I 
t~c:lf ~"'~~I ~ fco :ql ~~~II 

~~cfil~-. 

·Here follows this memorial verse : 
If a person. knows Brahman as not existing-he 

becomes, as ·it were, himself non-existing ;-if a person 
kriows Brahman as existing-then (the knowers of 
Brahman) know, that he (himself) exists. T~is (infinite 
Brahman) is the embodied soul of the former. (Because 
this is· so) therefore there are here the following 
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ques~ions (1) (of the disciple with reference to what has 
been said by the teacher): Does the ignorant, when 
departing from this life--go to that world (of the 
supreme Brahman) (or does he not go there)? Does the 
wise (knower of Brahman), when departing from this 
life, obtain that world, (or does he not obtain it)? 

He (the supreme soul), desired:-Let me become 
many, let me be born. He performed austerity-(Tapas 
means here, according to S'ailkara, knowledge, and the 
sense would be : he reflected on the form of the world 
to be created). Having performed austerity-. he created 
-all this whatsoever (2). Having created it-he even 
entered it. When he had entered it-he was endowed 
with form and void of form--defined and not defined-a 
foundation, and without foundation-endowed with 
knowledge and void of knowledge-true and not true 
(viz., only comparatively not true)-all this whatsoever 
was true (absolutely}. (Because all this was in. this 
manner true, Brahman) therefore it is called true. 

(1) In the text the plural is used, by which more than 
two questions are implied i yet only two questions are 
actually given. Weber, therefore, thinks that part of the 
text has been lost. S'ailkara asserts that there are in form 
on:y two questions, but in reality four (as marked in the 
text,) such of the two questions containing an alternative, 
and tries thereby to vindicate the use of the p:ural. 

(2) V&d_, B. A. B. I, Vol. II, p. 52, where the fo:Iow• 
ing passage ilJ precisely the same: idam sarvam asrjata 
yad idam kinca. · 

28 
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SEVENTH ANUVA.KA 

am[T ~ amful.l Clffi ~ {i~ltla 1 GmA"~ 
~ I CR:+!IWI t!tldtf"'"ld sfif II til CRI: t!~ I 
u:fr ~ ~: I ~'1( ~CI"Fi ~~ss;r-:.{1 ~ I <fit 
~<41""'41({_ en: s:!Tl1l!Tit I $ ~ ~ o:r ~I 
~ ~CIIrt~lfd I ~ ~ ~~Srt'T~S
~SRt.?'40'\~ ~m fti;::fct 1 ar--t ffisw.i lKfr ~Fcl I 

.......... ~ . ~ . ~ 
i!RJ ~ V:cht111J~lflo:ct( ~·~~· I 01~ af!i ~ l1citC1 I 
~<I ~ fc!~str~ II 

~~WiT~-

Here follows this memorial verse : 
This was before (the creation of the world) not 

existing ·(the contrary of all the 'manifested differences 
of name ·and form, which are thought to be the 
unchangeable Brahman). Hence verily was produced 
that which exists (what is thought to exist, all the 
differences of name and form). This (unchangeable 
Brahman) created himself; therefore, it is called self
~reated (1) (or holy). Because it is holy (Sukrta)
(therefore) it is verily (like) taste ;-for any one obtaining 
ta.Ste, becomes delighted. If that bliss (like Brahman) 
were not present in the ether (of the beart)-who then 
could live, who could breathe ?-for it is he (the supreme 
spirit) that fills with bliss. When he (the sage) gains 
his- fearless stand in him, who is invisible (t,mchange
able) incorporal (ana.t'mya), undefinable and unsupport
able-then indeed does he obtain liberty from all fear. 
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When the other (the ignorant) makes eno a small hole 
in him (considers him by any kind of difference)-then 
fear is produced for him. The (Brahman) is ever a fear 
for him who (thus) knows, and who does not believe (in 
the true nature of Brahman). 

(1) Vide Aiter-U., 1st Adh., 2nd Kh. 3, B. I., Vol. VII, 
p. 886, where another derivation of Sukrta. is iiven. 

EIGHTH ANUVAKA 

~~rrn: m I ~1~ ~: I ~"tqlt'tl({m~. 
~em. q~'~ ~ u ~t~t"'IC'{t"' lftm>t..m mrfu t 
~~ f<11({ ~CfTS'";qp:fcfi: I anf$l ~~ ~ I 
~ 'l~m oo ~ ~ f?.TI<t , ij' %r ~ 
~~ 11 a ~ ~~ ~~ ~: 1 ij' '\'f} 
~rrrt4Gllu1Fii"'IC'{: I ~~ "':WWi&:Q€'4 II a it 
~~ ~rr~criurrllRC'{T: 1 ij' ~ ~: t 
~~ "''l'fit'i~ct€'-"1 II a it ~~ ~: I 
ij' ~= ~ ~4le~<:t.lrrllll"'IC'{: l w~ ~
afl4 II a ~ ~d ~ ~i'l'fl<:.F.'t•:t.~rtllli"'IA:J: I ij' ~ 
011\i'll"'l:i!t"'lt ~Cil"'lllll"'lf'O({: I it~ :qJ<t.lll@fQ II a q 
~ct~r~ ~Cil"'ll'ii"'IC'{I: I ij' ~: if.~Gllrti ~
mrtC'{: I it ~ ~Cil<i~'41~ I m~~ "''lif.l'l~C1f!4 R 
a it ~d if.~ctl<ii ~G!lrtl'll"i..-!J: l ij' ~ ~G!I"'II'II"'If'O({: I 
&"'tfti~ :qN,t~ II a it ~d ~"41"'1141<t..-~l: J ~ 
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~ ~~~: 1 m8t4e:t "''l<t.lst~ae:~ II a it ~
~e:tl~~l: I 6 ~ i~tq'd<J~r<::: I ~ "''"JCtl

~ II a it~ cro-q'd<l'ir<::l: 16 ~: ~'"1Nfl<l"'r<::: I 
ilf-14t"-l "''l<tl'i~Cit"-l II a it ~ci Q:I~Jqfl(J"'CO?.,I: I 6 ~ 
il~ ~: I ~ "''l<tlst~at4 II t1 ~~ ~ I 
6 ~: I ~~~~IC!IRt~ I 6 ~ ~ I attstl~<tkt ~ I 
~'i'ij+t4'il<:'ii~tlq4=t.l'iRt I q;ci QIOI+t4&ilt'il'itlqti;nlstRf I 
q;ci stiftst4+tl<:sti"'IWtiifllstRI 1 q;ci f4~l~+t4sti~;sti"'l~
~ I '(MI~~+t4&il<:'il'1~4=t.i&iRt II 

~~~-

Here follows this memorial veTSe : 
Through fear of him blows the wind-through fear 

rises the sun-through fear of him speed Agni and 
Indra--and death as the fifth (1) : Here follows this 
consideration of bliss (which is Brahman). Let there be 
a youth of gentle mind, who has read the Vedas-who is 
well disciplined, is very firm and very strong-:-let for him 
the whole world be full of wealth-this (bliss which 
he. enjoys) is one joy of man. This joy of man, taken a 
hundredfold-is .one joy of men who have obtained the 
state of Gandharvas, and also of the Veda-student (a 
pe~son versed in the Vedas) who is free from desires. 
This joy of men, who have obtained the state of 
Gandharvas, taken a hundredfold-is one joy of divine 
Ga.ndharvas-and of the Veda-student who is_ free from 
desires. This joy of divine Gandharvas, taken a 
hundredfold-is one joy of the forefathers whose world 
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continues long-and of the Veda-student who is free 
from desires. This joy of the forefathers whose world 
continues long, taken-a hundredfold, is one joy of the 
gods, who are born in the heavens of gods (by the power 
of their works in accordance with the Vedas) and of the 
Veda-student who is free from desires. This joy of the 
gods, who are born in the heaven of the gods, taken a 
hundredfold, is one joy of the gods of work-who by 
(Vedic) work obtain divinity-and of the Veda-student 
~ho is free from desires. This joy of the gods of work, 
taken a hundredfold-is one bliss of the gods-and of the 
Veda-student who is free from desires.-This bliss of the 
gods, taken a hundredfold-is one bliss of Indra-and of 
the Veda-student who is free from desires. This bliss of 
Indra taken a hundredfold-is one bliss of Brhaspati
and of the Veda-student who is free from desires. This 
bliss of Brhaspati, taken a hundred-fold-is one bliss of 
Prajapati-and of tho V eda-stuaent who is free fr;om 
desires. This bliss of Prajapati, taken a hundred-fold
is one bliss of Brahman-and of the Brahmacarin who is 
free from desires. He (the supreme Brahman) who is in 
the Puruli)a (the image in the eye)-and who is in the sun, 
(Aditya)-is one and the same. Whosoever thus knows 
-after having abandoned (the desires of) this world, 
approaches (fully understands) that soul, which consists 
of food-approaches that soul, which consists of life
approaches that soul, which consists of mind-approaches 
that soul, which consists of knowledge-approaches that 
soul, which consists of bliss. 
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(1) Y"ade KA\h-, II, (Yi) 3, B. I •• Vol. VII. p. UG. where 
lhe same- passage OCCW'S, an alteration being made in only 
a few words. 

NINTH .ANUVAKA 

lRR ~ f.l~(k\ I ~ ~ ~ I aucR ~ 
~I ._ ~ ~fu I~~ qp.r WI oqfu t 
~ U1!J .. f.fi{Cllf..l ~ q NififMfiiid I t1 q ~ 

~ dll€'11-.~~ I ~ m"1 ~ dll('lM~ ~I 
~ ~ ~ l (~J"'Pr:kt II 

KnoWing the bliss of Brahman-from which all 
words return-together with the mind without having 
comprehended it-a person is not afraid of any thing 
whatever. Him verily does not affiict (the thought) : · 
Why have I omitted what is good ;--why have I com
mitted sin. A person who thus knows. considers them 
both as the soul ; for he who thus knows, considers 
them both as the soul. This is the U~d (science 
of Brahman). 

BH:{«}U VALLI 

~ ~ ~ I ~ -fi ~ I ~ ~ <fi<4Wl I ~ 
;n;r~ I Ill i4il.Etl::.t{ II 

gp~:~:~:U 
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Hari, Om I Do protect us both at the same time
at the same time support us both-may both of us at the 
same time apply (our) strength-may our reading be 
illustrious -may there be no hatred (amongst us).
Om t peace, peace, peace I 

FIRST ANUV .AKA 

'l!li ~fOT: I Gf~oT ~Gmll\ I ~1~ ri A~l'a ' 
a~ ~err~ I ~ liruT ~: m ~~I 
Cl'~l Gat en~~ ~~I~~ 
~'t~ I ~~fi:m~~fra I ~~{<1 I ~Rt I 
~ cr:frSQC<R~ I ~ Qli~ I 

Bhrgu, the son of Varui)a, approached his father 
VaruQa-" Teach me, 0 venerable, what is Brahman." 
To him he declared these : Food, life, eye, ear, mind 
(and) speech. (Again) he said to him : From whom 
(all) these beings are born-by whom when born, they 
live-whom they approach, (whom) they enter-him do 
thou desire to know ;-he is Brahman. He performed 
austerity. Having performed austerity-

SECO~D ANUV .AKA 

~ ~fu ~rem'( I ~ {3~~ ~f;t ~ I 
~ ~ ~~~~ ~ ~mt~l 
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~ I ~ m fC!ct(tl'"l*i*ll( I arcfif& ~ 
il~fu I d\~ I tr:~m il~ fc!Pl~1Bt4 I ctqr iiim I 
\=r Ci1llSC117.1d I \=r ctqtcttk41 I 

lie knew: food is Brahman ; for, from food even 
verily are born these beings--by food, when born, they 
live ;-food they approach, (food) they enter. Having· 
known this, he again approached his father Varu:Qa
saying: "Teach me, 0 venerable, what is Brahman." 
He said to him : By austerity do desire to know 
Brahman ;-aU8terity is Brahman. He performed auster
ity. Having performed austerity-

THIRD ANUV.A.KA 

s:nolt ~ 64\ill'iiQ: I ~"ilq ~m~ ~~ ~ I 
~ ~til ~ I ~ ~~;8fct~lrdtfu I 
ct~ I ~ ~ ~qm:m: I ~ ~rrc{r ilm I 
d~ ~ I cttreT il~ fcrf'ii~IBt<'-1 I ~ ~fcll \=r 

trlrsctOm I \=r ctqtcttk41 II 

He knew: Brahman is life: for, from life even are 
verily born these beings-by life, when born, they live ;
life they approach, (life) they enter.-Having known 
this, he again approached his father Varu:Qa "Te&.ch 
me, 0 venerable, what is Brahman." He said to him: 
By austerity do desire to know Brahman ; austerity is 
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Brahman. He performed austerity .. ·.Having performed 
austerity-

FOURTH ANUVA.KA 

~ ir~ra ~ 1 m m {@!~~~~ ~~ ~o:a 1 
~~~~I~: ~~tal 
~ I ~ <fflJi fqq~("R"II{ I aNt~ -~ 
irilfa l 6'1:. iJCJR I.~-~ f<.t~~R1H I ~ ~ I 
ij' eM~ I ij' ~en I 

He knew: Mind is Brahman; for, from mind eveB 
are verily born these beings-. by mind, when born, they 
live ;-mind they approach, (mind) they enter. Having 
known this, he again approached his father Varul)a
''Teacb me, 0 venerable, what is Brahman." He said 
to him : By austerity do desire to know_ Brahman ;
austerity is Brahman. He performed austerity. Hav~ 

ing performed austerity-

FIFTH ANUV .l.KA 
.. 

f<&rr-i ~ <:Q'ill"'l(( I f4~l"'l'ii.q<t {§lf¥.1~:~ ~~I 
~~ ~ ~~ ,. mrr-i ~~fa I 
~q I 3-itt ~ fqcR~("R"IR I ~f1ft: ~~I 
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a-~t~ I aw il&l fct~ltit:ct I ~ iii~ I « 
tritsaUia 1 t~ aq~ II 

He knew : knowledge is Brahman ; for, from 
know}edge even are verily born these beings: by 
knowledge, when born, they live; knowledge they 
approach, (they) enter. Having known this, h:e again 
approached his father Varul}a. " Teach me, 0 venerable, 
what is Brahman." He said to him: By austerity 
do ~esire to know Brahman-austerity is Brahman. 
He performed austerity. Having performed austerity.-
, . . 

SIXTH ANUVAKA 

~ il~ Oll'ill~kl 1 otl~~~'li.~ct ~f~<.p:uPf ~ 

-~ 1 au~..-t-1 \ifialf.:r ~ I ~ ~~
~14:tic:d'IRt I 6m miF:fi cmofi fclm I ~ ~ 
~RtfOOI I 1:1 '\Ci ~ ~fdfdefd I ot"lictWlli~ W-IRt I 
~~Rt~~~~~~tl 

. 

He knew: bliss is Brahman; for, from bliss even 
are verily born these beings ;-by bliss, when born, 
they live; bliss they approach, (bliss) they enter. 
This is the science of Bb.tgu and V arul}a, founded on 
the highest ether (the ether of the heart). He who 
loJ.ows this, is founded (on the supreme Brahman) ;-he 
becomes rich in· food, and a consumer· of food, he 
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becomes great-by offspring, cattle, and the sp}f:mdour 
of (his knowledge of>' Brahman ;-he becomes great, in 
renown. 

SEVENTH ANUV A.KA 

01'ii ~ f;r~ I ~I molt err ~I ~(l(tl?tl~ 1 
mot m\~ ~ci 1 Wit mot: ~: 1 e{:e~?t~ 
trfCWi 1 ~ q ~~ ~ ~ mafuaftt ' 01?1-
qJ'1?fr~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~~tw.t..;~~ ·1 

~~' 
Let (the knower of Brahman) not revile food; 

(for) it is his observance (as the cause of his obtaining 
Brahman). Life verily is food. The body is the 
consumer of food ;-the body is founded upon life ;-life 
is . founded upon the body. Food is founded ·upon 
food. Whoever knows this food, as founded upon food, 
gets founded ;--he becomes rich in food, and a consumer 
of food ;-he becomes great by offspring, cattle, and 
the splendour of (his knowledge of Brahman) ;-he 
becomes great in renown. 

EIGHTH ANUV A.KA 

~ 91 q-~<1 I ~I~ err~ I ~&?!~I 
~ ~: ~2ij'{ I ~Rt.-4r:t: ~: I ~~ 
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.. 

~I . ~ q ~+t~ · tlfmoo ~ s:tRlRmfd I 
aT?ICfR~ ~ctfu -I ~ ~ ~ ~~ l 
~~I 

Do not abandon food ~-{for) it is his observance. 
The waters verily are food. Light is the consumer 
of food ;-light is f?unded upon the waters-the waters 
are founded upon light. Whoever knows this food, as .. 
founded . upon food, gets foun~ed-he becomes rich in 
food, and a consumer of food ;-he becomes great-by 
9ffspring, cattle, and the splendour of (the knowledge of) 
Brahman ;-he becomes great in renown. 

NINTH ANUV.A.KA 

~ ~ wffcJ I ~ I llf~ err ~ I ancnrms;:;rre:: I 
'l~60!41+t1Cfll~: s:tfcfftre: I :aml~ ~ s:tfufuar I ~
~ ti~ I ~ q ~+t~ ~a~ s:tfufemfu I 
at?ICfR?IT~ ~ I ~ mrfu ~qr ~ I 
+lffl. Cfl~ I 

Do multiply food-. this is (his) observance. The 
e~rth verily is food ;-the ether. is the consumer of food ; 
-the ether is founded on the earth ;-the earth is founded 
on the ether ;-this food is founded on food. He, who 
knows, that this food is founded on food, is _founded;
he becomes · rich in food and. a consumer of food ; he 
becomes great-by offspring, cattle and the splendour 
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of (the knowledge of} Brahman ;-he becomes great in 
renown. 

TENTH ANUV AKA 

1. rr rn crecn ~~~cr I ~I a~ tmr :ot 
~ ~rff tlt"'tl'41\'ll ~ ~71~ I ~ 
~~~I ~~ ~71'~ I ~ 
~S?I'~ I ~~ ~'~ I ~ 
~S71'4C..~I ~~~'~I 

Do not deny to any to abide. This is (his} 
observance. Therefore let a person acquire by any 
means abundance of food. They (the householders) 
address him (the stranger who comes to their house) 
with the words: "The food is ready." If this food is 
given with much honour (or from the first age),-food is 
given to him (the giver) with much honour (or from the 
first age of his next birth). If this food is given with 
common honour (or from his middle age)--food is given 
to him with common honour (or from the middle age). 
If this food is given with want of honour (or from the 
last age),-food is given to him with want of honour. 

2. q ~~ ~ I ~ ~ cnf~ I ~i,~ ~Rt tiiOJNI"'I~: I W 
~: l llfuftftt qJ~: I f<Gfn;ftfu tiM l ~ 
~: ~: , ~ ~: , (!faftfcl .m , ~ 
~I 
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. He who thus knows (will obtain the reward which 
is mentioned.) As preserver (of what is acquired) abides 

I 

(Brahman) in speech: as acquirer and preserver in the 
vital air that goes forwards and in the vital air that 
goes downwards-as action in the hands-as going in the 
feet-as liberation in the anus. These are the meditations 
(devotional thoughts) among men. Again the medita
tions with ·regard to the gods. As satisfaction is 
(Brahman) in rain, as power in lightning. 

3. ~ ~ ~ I ~FCJftfu <re~'ll ~RR~CI;jl~t=<;: ~ l 
ijij~ICfll~ I ~fcis~C! i !O!Rt31CII~ wmt I~ 
~qlffict t ~~I ~ ~qlffictl mc:rcn<~ ~I 

. As renown in cattle-as ligh"t in the stars-as 
offspring as cause of immortality and joy in the organs 
of generation-as all in the ether. A person who 
worships him under the thought: He is the foundation
becomes founded. A person who worships him under 
the thought: He is great--becomes great. A person 
who worships him under the thought: He is mind
becomes mindful. 

4 •. CI?Pt ~q1~1"1C! I ~~ eomT: I ct~~c:gq1~'RII il~cn;t 
+rcrfu I C!~~: trftm: ~c:gqR:fiC! I qiM ftr-icoa f[qrij: 

ij'tOO: I qft ~sfWir ~: I t1 ll'P<i~ · ~I 
llmm~ I ~ ~: I 

-
A person who ·worships him under the thought: He 

is subduing-gets subdued his desires. A person who 
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worships him under tho thought : H' is Bra~ man- be· 
ootnes possessed of Brahman. To a. person who worships 
him under the thought : He is Brahman's place of 
destruction (1), perish the enemies who rival with him, 
perish also the unfriendly sons of his brother. He (the 
tsupreme Brahman) who is in the Puru~ (the image in 
the eye)-and who is in the sun-is one and the same. 

. (1) This is, according to S'a.ilkara, V&yu, the air, or 
the ether, in which the five deities, viz., lightning, rain, the 
moon, the sun and fire perish. 

5 ~ ,.;:. .... . 
. \l q '\'11'1'' I ~t+il§li'.filif.. s:m I tJ;ctfiPllfl'4fllt:fllrt!Jq~~ 1 

~ trtcrtfl'4fllt:fll=1tiq~:v:;q 1 tJ;d ¥4oflfl'4fll¢+i1=1!jq~~ 1 
'\d ~~'='~fl'4fil¢+il11aqti::t,l41 '<ctfllrt"'{fi'4flltiil"'ltl'i~~ 1 
(11r@i'.fil'\ ~1 i'.filfl~'4d~"CC<'\ I ~ mq • lli4Pllltd I 
~\~~\~&1\~1 

Whosoever thus knows--after having abandoned 
(the desires of) this world--approaches (fully understands) 
that soul which consists of food-approaches that soul 
which consists of life--approaches that soul which con· 
sists of mind--approaches that soul which consists of 
knowledge-approaches that soul which consists of bliss 
-(and) as an enjoyer of food and assurner of shapes 
after his will-considering these worlds (by the idea of 
the soul), sings this song of universal unity (Sarna) : 
0 wonder, 0 wonder, 0 wonder-

6. al&f!Pllfl~f!Pll~~ I al~Plll~ \ ~f!Plll~ \ ~: 1· 
~'«-WCfai{i'!.&O.._,~~~~ I OIQ:fl~ ~ 
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. '51\ffl~~ 1 ~ -~~~ ;.n~~P:II Qt m ~ 
\=1. ~ m~ err: 1 al~~~am~RI 1 ~ fci~ 
--~~ll.t ~ ~ijl: ,· q ~~ ~ 1 wfil~ 1 

I. ·all? food, I· am food, I am foo~ ;-I am the 
consumer of food, I am the consumer of food, I am the 
co1_1sumer of food ;-I am the maker of (their) unity, I 
am the maker of (their) unity-! am the maker of their 
unity. I am the first born of the true (world). Before 

·the gods (I was) the. midst of immortality. Whoever 
gives me, preserves me even·thus. (If again another does 
not give me) I, food, consume him, the ~onsumer of 
food. I am brilliant ·like the sun. Whoever thus 
k:Il.-ows · (obtains ·the supreme Brahman). This is the 
Upani~d. · · 
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INTRODUCTION 

THE Aitareya-Upanifi!ad is taken from the second Aral}
yaka of the Aitareya Brahmal}a of the :J;tg. Veda, where 
it constitutes the 4th to 6th chapters. As an UpaniJ?ad, 
it is divided into -three chapters, the first containing 
three sections, the second and the last one section each. 

The first chapter describes the creation of the 
universe by God, or the Almighty, Omniscient, etc., 
supermundane being, viz., the creation of the worlds, 
of the soul of the mundane egg (Vira,t, Prajapati), of 
the gods as his parts, of man as the microcosm of the 
universe, and of food for the preservation of the world. 
The i~dividual soul penetrates man, where it abides 
in three places or states, viz., the states of awaking, 
dream and sound sleep. Reflecting, however, on the 
universe and its relation to it, the individual soul finds 
no other reality but the supreme spirit, who is the 
same with itself (the individual soul). 

The second chapter gives a description of the three 
births of man, and enjoins thereby the necessity of 
liberating one's self from all desires for the obtainment 
of true knowledge. The first birth is the condition of 
man in the shape of a seed, of a fretus i the second 
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birth his condition when he is born ;. and the third 
his state, when departing from this world to be born 
again in a new body. The consequence of ignorance 
about the worldly state of the soul is, that it is 
proceeding from one birth to another, while a knowledge 
of the same liberates from transmigration, as is 
illustrated by the example of Vamadeva. 

Th& third and last chapter explains the nature of 
true· knowledge and of the soul. The soul is not the 
instruments of perception (as the eye, ear, etc.), it is 
not the mind ; it is merely knowledge, and the several 
ads of knowledge are modifications, to be comprehended 
by knowledge alone. The soul, as knowledge, is the 
foundation of the whole world ; it is Brabma the 
creator, it is the creation, the gods, the elements and 
all the beings that are produced from them. 

This alone is true knowledge, that the individual 
and. universal soul are the same, and thereby the 
liberation from the world and immortality in Brahman 
are· obtained. 

· The .Aitareya-Upanil;)ad shows about the same 
degree of development in philosophical thinking as the 
Taittiriya-Upani§ad, which it greatly resembles in the 
number and nature of its ideas, and in the exposition 
of them. Both start equally from the notion of the 
supreme being, beside whom there is nothing else; 
both describe the creation of the material world, from 
its commencement to the entrance of the soul, in very 
similar language; and both teach that liberation 
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proceeds from the knowledge of the supreme soul as 
distinct from the world. The Aitareya-Upani~d. 

however, is more compendious and more distinct in 
its notions. The sketch of the material creation in 
the third chapter, S. 3, is almost the same as that 
given in the system of the Veda.nta, from its 
commencement down to its division of the fourfold 
bodies, and in its enumeration of the modifications of 
knowledge it gives evidence of a close observation 
of the mind and of a not inconsiderable progress in 
abstract thinking. 

en~ if ~ ~afum ;r.U if cn~ ~R1f8d'llf4~Jci1il ~ I 
m ~ :anufTBi: ~ if ~ ~r: I ~

~~I~ cd'~l ~ Ci~l 
drilm'iij I e;.~.l~c:ttll ~ ~ Cfflil~ ~II 

Om I My speech accordeth with my mind ; with 
speech my mind accords. 0 thou self-shining one, shine 
forth for me I May ye, (0 speech and mind) bring of the 
lore to me I What I (shall) learn, (0) do not thou, (self
shining one) forsake I (My) days and nights do I 
together join with study of these truths. (Thee) 
righteousness 111 call ; 111 call (thee) truth. May That 
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protect me ; That · protect, protect the teacher ; me 
protect, teacher protect, the teacher ! 

Om ! Peace. Peace, Peace ! HariQ Om I 

FIRST CHAPTER 

FIRST SECTION 

I.~ err~~ aoo~~;r ~~a~ 

~~~II 
SALUTATION to the Supreme Soul ! Haril;t, Om ! 

This (world) verily was before (the creation of the 
world) soul alone, and nothing else (1) whatsoever 
active (or non-active). He reflected: "Let me create 
the worlds." 

(1) Vide. B. A., B. I., Vol. I, p. 26-na iveha kin
canagra asit, I. c. p. 168, atma va idam eka evagra asit. 

2. « ~+~i~'fllrr<f'ildliOm ij'{)~1iivuq: 1 ~s~~= WI Rei ;:1r: 
~I~~~: I~~: I llla:NtaRIT 

aw:r: II 

He created these worlds, viz., the sphere of water, 
the sphere of the sunbeams, the sphere of death, (1) and 
the sphere of the waters. The sphere of_ water lies 
above the heavens ; the heavene are its resting place (2) ; 
the sphere of· the sunbeams the atmosphere ; the earth 
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the world of death ; the worlds which are beneath it 
are the sphere of the waters. 

(1) Ambh!!, according to Anailda., Mah~ and. th~ 
other worlds above the heavens, where at the commenc~ 
ment of the creation the waters were placed. 

(2) The sphere of death, the place where the inhabi
tants die. 

:t ~ ~:;fait ~ ~ ~Cfiqk~J~ ~ ~ij , mSlil ~ ~ 
r 

~~~<\II 

He reflected : These worlds indeed (are created). 
Let me create the protectors of worlds. Taking out 
from the waters a being of human shape, he formed him. 
He heated him (by the heat of his meditation). 

4. ~~a~ ~ ~~ ll~JlJi wal:.l4qt~sm:, 
o:nf6~ frR~~ai .rnfwfi~ mur: s:nou:.1g: 1 alf~oft 
~~~ :q~~~ ~: l CfiUTI ~ 
~i ~1~ ~~: I ~ M'~ ~ ~ 
~~ amr~tt~tq~: 1 ~· ~~ ~~~rit.:n 
q;re~~: I itlf11~~~CI ~ aw~iflS~Wt~: I 
f~~ ~~ fu~~~ ~tt awr: II 

\Vhen he was thus heated the mouth burst out, as 
the egg (of a bird)--from the mouth speech-from speech 
fire (Agni, the presiding deity of speech). The nostrils 
burst out--from the nostrils breath-from breath the 
wind (VAyu, the presiding deity of breath). The eyes 
burst out--from the eyes sight--from the sight the sun 
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(Aditya, the presiding deity of the eye). The ears 
burst out-from the ears hearing-from hearing the 
quarters (the presiding deities of the ear). The skin 
burst out-from the skin the hairs-from the hairs the 
annual herbs and the· regents of the forest the trees 
~1he presiding deities of the hairs of the body). The 
heart burst out-from the heart the mind-from the mind 
the- moon (the presiding deity of the mind). The navel 
burst out-from the navel the vital air which goes down· 
wards-from this death (the presiding deity of the 
descending vital air). The organ of generation burst 
<mt-from the organ of generation seed, from. seed the 
waters (the presiding deities of the seed). 

SECOND SECTION 

1. m ~ ~ar: ~ ~ ii&tlloi~ ~ait~;w;nfq
qJ~~t..-C(ctiJi({ I m ~lieJ.ct411'4a4 ;r: ~Rt~ ~ 
~8CIT~~ II 

When created, those gods fell into this great 
.ocean (1). Him (the first male, the cause of the different 
places, organs and presiding deities) be (the supreme 
:Soul) had attacked by hunger and thirst. They (as his 
parts, assailed by hunger and thirst), spoke ~o him (the 
fi.rs.t male, the creator): "Do prepare for us a sphere of 
rest, wherein abiding we may eat food." 
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(1) Of the world, the last cause of which is ignorance; 
on this account, the world of the gods does not give absolute 
libera tion-g, 

2. M •ll&ti•'I'"'I'Cii 3iiifq?f 1t olt$'4&t~fllfct I MS~41~'4'CII .... 
3i~Cf71 ~ olrS'4~f4ffi II . .... 

He brought the cow to them (after having taken 
it out of the waters and formed it, as before). They 
said: "This is verily not sufficient for us." He brought 
the horse to them. They said : "This is verily not 
sufficient for us." 

3. an~: 3~tt41~ti'CIT a:r~<FI. ~ ~ I ~ Cil'Cf ijiia;r 1 
CIT Olir~acf ~r.r~afu II 

He brought to them man. They said: ''Well done 
in truth"; therefore man alone is well formed. He said 
to them : " Enter him each according to his sphere." 

4. ~ ~ ~(1_ I ~: ~) ~~ rnfuli ~I 
~~~~ ~<\. l ~: I}TT~ ~ cou1f 
~I ~CI~fqe~Ql ~~ ~~~<I I 
~ &tift ~ ~ l:iifcmc( I ~olr WfJ o:nf4 
~IW~(1_ I atr:ft mt ~ fu~ mfcmolll 

Fire, becoming speech, entered the mouth; wind, 
becoming breath, entered the nostrils ; the sun, becom· 
ing sight, entered the eyes; the quarters, becoming 
hearing, entered the ears ; the annual herbs and regents 
of the forest, becoming hairs, entered the skin ; the 
moon, becoming mind, entered the heart ; death, 

Sl 
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becoming the vital air, which goes downwards, entered 
the navel; the water becoming seed, entered the organ 
of generation . 

. _5. d+i:tl"'II'LIIf<!qiQ at~dT+ifcfl~ I d a!i~CIIe.alm 
qj e.ctdlfCII~>ill~dlt£ ~T ~ I df&ll~~ ~ 
:q ~ ~Fci<~Jtud ~lllii'!!l~ctlflll+i:tl"'ll'41f<!qJij lT<ffi: II 

Hunger and thirst spoke to him: "Do thou prepare 
· fm: us (plac_es)." He said to them:. " I will give you a 
share in those deities, I will make you partakers with 
them." Therefore, to whatever deity clarified butter is 
offered, hunger and thirst are partakers with him. 

THIRD SECTION 

He reflected: "Those worlds and protectors of the 
~rlds (have been created). Let me (now) create food 

for them.• 
. . . 

2.\ll'~~ dT~~ ~~I 'LIT~~ 
~Rt(>iii'Lidi;J !r ffil II 

He heated the waters (with the heat of his reflec
tion)_ From them, when heated, a being of organised 
form sprung forth. The form which sprung forth, is 

verily food. 
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3. ~ qm:~~ arnr~~ ~-
Tt-l ~ <.f~Hi:IB'I~~ {C41?14'31~Q II 

When created, it cried (by fear) and tried to flee. 
He (the first born male) desired to seize it by speech, 
bad he seized it by speech (all) would be satisfied by 
pronouncing food. 

4. ~"R'tliUl'ii~Cl_ ~l~lif'ftfti'IUtif ~ I ~ ~rU\'
'ilt:l~>""'l~f~ {C41?14'31Cftl<t II 

He desired to seize it by breath; he could not seize 
it by breathing. Had he taken it by breathing, all 
would be satisfied by smelling food. 

5. ~ ~T~;fi~~'U ~~I ~ ~
~ m {til'it4'31~ct 11 

He desired to seize it by the eye ; he could not seize 
it by the eye. Had he seized it by the eye, (all) would 
be satisfied by seeing food. 

• He desired to seize it by the ear; he could not 
seize it by the ear. Had he seized it by the ear, (all) 
would be satisfied by hearing food. 

7. d'6fi:il~'i~ d?lt~ti.l'tt4*41 ~I ~ <.r''i'tt4*4ttl
(•.~~~ltit?14'31CWC( II 
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He desired to seize it by touch, he could not seize it 
by touch. Had he seized it by . touch, (all) would be 
sa tiefi.ed by touching food. 

_8. drii'il'i'll~'i~ ffitro<f"Ci)ril'il'i'll ~I ~ ~'ll'i'lm- • 

~'li:illfG!t\91?1Si31'k4\"( II 

He desired to seize it by the mind, he could not 
seize it by the mind. Had he seized it by the mind 
(all) would be satisfied by thinking on food. 

9. ~?IT~tffit~ ~~I ~ ~~
~~ \cn?tst31q:.qq II 

He desired to seize it by the organ of generation; 
he. could not seize it by the organ of generation. Had 
he seized it by the organ of generation, (all) would be 
satisfied by emission. 

10. ac::qt~'lt~ ~ I ~~ ~ %1$:?11t;!cti 

Q,-er ~: II 

He. desired to -seize it by the vital air which goes 
:lownwards; he seized it. This is then the taker of 
food; it is the vital air which has been mentioned, that 
is the consumer of food .. • 

11. ~ ~ Efr4 -~ ~ d<ml ~ ~ CfiCftur ~qm ~ 1 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~mfORi ~ 
·:q~r ci ~ ~OJ ~ ~ tcR~T ~ -~ ~ 
~ ~~~WI ~--T cfit~fu II 
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He reflected: "How could this (body) exist with
out me (its ruler)?" He reflected: " How. (by what 
road) shall I penetrate it (the body)?" He reflected: 
"If I were pronounced by speech-if (without me) breath 
would breathe-if the eye would see-if the ear would 
hear--if the skin would touch-if the mind would think 
-if the vital air that descends, would carry downwards 
-if 'the organ of generation would emit-then who 
am I?" 

12. tt '\~ ~;not ~-q~ ~ru ~ 1 ~ fct<c:Rtc:fiq 
~a~Tr~~ 1 ~ ?l'<i ~: ~ ~
tfl'.it~tt~ ~ II 

Making an opening, where the hairs (of the head) 
divide, he penetrated by that· door.. This is called the 
door of division. This is the door of rejoicing (because 
it is the road to the Supreme Brahman). It (the indi
vidual soul, having entered the body) has three dwelling 
places (1), three states resembling dream (2). This is~ 
dwelling place (the right eye)-this a dwelling place 
(the internal mind)-this a dwelling place (the ether of 
the heart). · 

(1) Viz., the right eye is the place of the senses at 
the time of awaking, the internal mind at the time of 
dreaming, and the ether of the heart at the time of sound 
l"leep. According to another explanation, those three 
places are the body of the father, the place of the embryo 
in the body of the mother, and his own body. 

(2) Viz., the state of awaking, the state of dream, or 
the state of sound sleep. They are called dreamlike states, 
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because in neither of them the soul appears in its true 
nature. 

13. « ~ ~~ f<ti~~~~ Cilti~RRI I ~ ~ 
~ ~ aa+i+Jq¥~Ra:+~a:~ ~ II 

He {the individual soul), when born, reflected with 
reference to the elements. How could he desire to 
declare any other thing different from him? (That 
is to ·say, he found nothing else but the reality of the 
soul). He beheld this Brahman, who dwells in the 
body {Puru:;;a, in accordance with the derivation" Puri 
gayanam ") who pervades everywhere, {and thought) 
"I have seen" this (Brahman like me in nature). 

14. ·af+IIR~ iii~<:?S(l ~ ;wr 1 ~ ec:ijfil~ ~~ 
trtr~~~~~:tr(r~~~~: II 

.Therefore the name {of, the Supreme Soul) is 
Idandra, {because it sees this, idam pas'yati) for Idandra 
is indeed his name. (The knowers of Brahman) call 
him with a name which cannot be recognised {in its 
true meaning) " Indra," although his name is Idandra ; 
for the gods do not like to be recognised, as it were ; 
for the gods do not like to be recognised, as it were. 
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SECOND CHAPTER 

FOURTH SECTION 

1. ~ ~ err OiqiiJRdt nm ~ ~: I ~ ~
~~: ~C14(¢4 ... ~Cikfli4 ~ 1 ~ m 
fmR1~<1:iiHqfd ~ W-1lf ~~ II 

That (individual soul) exists at first as a fmtus (in 
the form of seed) in man. This is the seed which is 
the essence (of the body) produced from all parts. He 
bears this self (Mma, the fretus in the form of seed) 
even in his (own) self (body, a.tma). When it (the 
seed) touches the woman, then be (the father) produces 
it. This is the first birth of him (of the individual soul 
in the form of seed). 

2. ffi'( ~.qf ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.n d\411{:<1i "' 

ft-lf~ ei~CI41¢41<14?t mi ~ II 

It gets the same nature with the woman, in the 
same manner as her own members; therefore it (the 
fretus) does not injure her ; she (again) nourishes the 
self of him (her husband) which has entered there 
(into the womb). 

3. (iT mCIVi?it ~1Cifl:ict+;-.<4J ~~ ~ w lT4 ~ msq ~ 
~ ~sqsf~ 1 ~ ~ ~ilsf~
,.:nCj<R.lt,iit<i~if a.;.tot.q,~qi ~ ~~ 'ct ~~ 
im Jt'i.t{k1'!.~ fuM ~ II 
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She who nourishes is to, be nourished (by her 
husband). The woman bears the fcetus. He (the 
father) nourishes the son even before and after the 
birth. _By nourishing the son before and after the 
birth; he nourishes even his own self for the 'sake of 
the contiDuation of these worlds ; for thus continue 
these worlds. This is his second birth . 

. 4. · Ulf'-'li~Jik+il ~: ~: ~~ 1 ar-•m?mfila( 
~ wiiNI ~= ~ tt ~: ~C{ s~:Jthet 
~ @14 ~II 

This self of him (the son, being the self of the 
father) is made to take his place for sacred works. 
Then (after having made over his duties to the son) his 
(the son's) other self (the father) having ~ccomplished · 
his duties (his duties to the ~!?is, gods and forefathers) 
leaves this.world at a high age, and having left it, he 
is born again. This is his third birth. 

5. d~iflliMOII~ 3 tf'iJ.-'CiqM'CI~&I~ tcwrf -iiHJilR f.Im I 

~ +IT 3( ~~= ~ ~T Pl~1~ II 
$ftl JP1 '{~d¥-'liofl ~ '{q§Cli:q II 

Th~ it is said by the :JA;i; "Within the womb, I 
know well all the births of those gods ; hundreds of 
bodies, strong as iron, kept me; looking downwards, 
like a falcon, I shall be gone in an instant," thus said 
Vamadeva (1), while dwelling_ in the womb. 
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(1) Va.madeva, V'ide. B.A., I, 4, 10, B. I. Vol II, pt. 3, 
p.lll. 

6. ij' 'ct ~~ 136fil41§~~ ~ ilfti 
~ <t.~&li"'litt41~: ~~II 

Thus knowing he {Va.madeva) after the destruction 
of this body, being elevated (from this world) and 
having obtained all desires in the place of heaven, 
became immortal, became immortal. 

THIRD CHAPI'ER 

FIFTH SECTION 

1. <its'44iieilRl r.t'45'41f¥i( ~= il am;n if.:~ r.n ~ ~ 
if.:~ <.tl ~~ ~ ~ r.n ~ if.:~ <.tl ~ 
641Cfltlfd ~ r.n ~'<iT~~ ~T"'Ilfu II 

Of what nature is the soul which we worship by 
the words .. this soul " ? and which of the two {1) is the 
soul? (Are the instruments, by which objects are 
perceived, the soul, or the perceiver? No, not the 
instruments.) Is it that by which it (the soul) sees 
form, by which it hears sound, by which it apprehends 
smells, by which it expresses speech, by which it 
distinguishes what is of good and what is not of good 
taste? 
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(1) Viz., two souls, the universal and individual, 
have :been said to enter the body; now, it is the question, 
which of them should be worshipped ? 

2. ~. ~ ~ 1 ;8~J~4J~Jo:i ~ ~ iterr 
•~ ~= ~= ~= ~= Cfilm em 
~ 1 ei:!1o~4cuPt ~ ~ ~ 11 ~ ~ 
~ ~ ti~Nrc:Ra Wt tcrr ~~ :q 1pJ ~
~ ~ <ilg<i"fil~l Olrit ~dN1~ctl;fJ41Pt :q 

~I 

The heart and the mind (here. according to 
S'ailkara, one and the same, the internal organ, which 
is divided into the different senses, and in which the 
supreme Brahman is manifested) knowledge about one's 
self {consciousness), knowledge about one's power {pride 
of dominion, Ajfiyanam), science (the knowledge of· 
the 64 sciences, Vijfiyanam), knowledge about 
eXpedients (the knowledge of what is practicable at 
this· or another time, Prajfiyanam), understanding (of 
instruction, medha) perception {~ti), endurance {of 
pain), thinking (Mati), independence of mind {Mani{;a), 
sensibility {of pain, juti), recollection {smrti), deter
mination {the power to determme any object by general 
notions). perseverance (kratu), the effort of life (asu), 
desire, submission (to women), all these (and other 
modifications) are names of knowledge {as an attribute 
of the soul in its modification as life, of ~he inferior 
Brahman, not attributes of the Supreme Brahman, which 
is of no form whatsoever). 
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3. ;sft~fOT ~fOt ~IO,:i!IP! :q 'JII~:illf-1 :q f~~:i!IPI 

~;i{Ji!TF-1 =qJPcl'J fllCf: ~ ~ ~~.i~ mfOT ~ 
"' tref:;t "' ~ ~m 1 ~ ad"~~~~ ~ ~ 
~ ~: S&ri IJ!W ~ ii'&l II 

This (soul. which is like knowledge) is Brahman (tl}e 
inferior Brahman), this is Indra (the king of the gods), this 
Praj1lpati (the first-born male), this all gods (parts of 
Praj1lpati) and the five great elements, viz., the earth, 
the wind, the ether, the water, and the light, this all 
those (beings) that are mixed from the smaller portions 
(of the former) the causes of the one kind and the 
causes of the other kind (moveable and immoveable), 
viz., what is born from eggs, what is born from the womb, 
what is born from the heat, what is born from sprouts, 
horses, cows. men, elephants: whatsoever has life, viz .• 
what moves on foot, what moves by wing, and all that is 
immoveable. All this is brought to existence by know
ledge Praj:nya.netram (1), is founded on kno":ledge ; the 
world is brought into existence by knowledge; know
ledge (itself) is the foundation, Brahman is knowledge. 

(1) Prajfiyllnetram, according to S'a.nkara, is either 
derived from "nlyate, sattllm prilpyate aneneti netram," by 
which it is brought into existence, or " Prajfiyllnetram," 
yasya tadidam prajfiyllnetram, "whose eye is knowledge, 
is called Praf~yllnetram, and, according to the latter expla
nation, the passage should be translated-All this is 
(Brahman) whose eye is knowledge". 

4. ~ ~ IJ~"'Ic:4"11t'ilcil<f,l~~p.:{itlP*I"l fCM ~ t16!H.I&Il

-=ilt"41lid: ~~II 
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~e (1),. having by that knowledge departed from 
this- ;wo~ld, and in that world. of heaven obtained all 
desire!=!, became immortal, became immortal. 

_ (1) " He means either Vamadeva, of whom it has 
been said before, that he became immortal, or any other 
sage, who .has obtained the knowledge of Brahman." _g, . 



THE 

S',TETAS'V .AT.AR.A_ -UP .ANIS.AJ) 
OF THE 

BLACK Y AJUR-VEDA 



INTRODUCTION 

THE S'vetas'vatara, no doubt, does not belong to the 
series of the more ~ncient Upani~ad, or of those which 
preceded the foundation of philosophical systems ; 
for it shows in many passages an acquaintance with 
them, introduces the Vedanta, Sa.nkhya and Yoga, by 
their very names, mentions the reputed founder of the 
Sa.nkhya, Kapila and appears even to refer (in the 
second verse of the first chapter), to doctrines which 
have been always considered as heterodox. It must 
have been composed at a time when the whole social 
and political system of the BrrilimaiJas was completed, 
when the fiction of the great Kalpas had been adopted, 
and when the belief of the heroic times in the coequal 
power of the three great gods, Brahma., Vi~?IJU, and S'iva, 
had already been abandoned for sectarian doctrines, 
which are characterized by assigning to one of these 
gods all the attributes of the others. Here, it is S'iva, 
or Rudra who not only is declared the creator, preserver, 
and destroyer of religious. belief, but is even identified 
with the Brahman or supreme spirit of philosophy. 

As the mythological views of the S'vetas'vatara are 
those of a later time, when the worship of S'iva and of 
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the divine S'aktis, or energies, had gained ground, in 
contradistinction to the ancient Upani:;;ads, where only 
the gods of the Vedas are introduced, so also refers its 
philosophical doctrine to a more modern period. It pre
sents -a mixture of Vedanta, Sa:ilkhya, and Yoga tenets. 
From these antecedents, however, it is impossible to 
make an inference as to any definite time of its com
position. There are similar passages in the Bhagavad
Gita and the S'vetaS'vatara, but whether the one took 
them from the other, or both derived them from a 
common source, I venture not to determine. Both com
positions borrowed equally from various sources; the 
S'vetas'vatara has many passages from the Vedas and 
other Upani§ads, so also the Bhagavad-Gita, and hence 
the form of their composition leads to no conclusion. 
At any rate, the S'vetas'vatara preceded S'a:ilkara, who 
lived in the eighth century A.C., and from the peculi
arity of. its tenets it is probable that the interval 
between them was not considerable.1 To understand the 
precise nature and object of its doctrine, it is necessary to 
indicate the relation which the Sa:ilkhya and Vedanta 
have to the Vedas. The Vedanta, although in many 
important points deviating from the Vedas, and although 
in .. its own doctrine quite independent of them, was yet 

1 In the Brahma-Sutras no allusion is made to this Vpani~ad. In 
the passage referred to by Colebrooke (M. E., vol. I, p. 348) it is only. 
generally stated, that several passages of the Upani~ads, which, by the 
followers of the Sankhya, are interpreted in favour of their tenets, have, in 
reality, a different meaning, but no passages are quoted by the Siitras 
themselves. It is S'ailkara, who, in explanation of the text, gives examples 
of such passages, ·and quotes, among others, a passage of the S'vetas'vatara. 
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believed to be in perfect accordance with them, and 
being adopted by the majority of the BrahmaQas, it was 
never attacked on account of its orthodoxy. The same 
cannut be said of the Sailkhya ; for it was not only 
frequently in opposition to the doctrine of the Vedas, 
but sometimes openly declared so. Indeed, the Vedanta 
also maintained that the acquisition of truth is independ
ent of caste or of any other distinction, and that the 
highest knowledge cannot be imparted by the Vedas 
(vide Kflth., V, 2, 23) ; yet it insisted that a. knowledge 
of the Vedas was nec~;~ssary to prepare the mind for the 
highest knowledge. This the Sailkhya denied alto
gether, and although it referred to the Vedas, and 
especially Upani:;;ads, still it did so only when they 
accorded with its own doctrines, and it rejected their 
authority in a case of discrepancy. The Sailkhya in 
fact was a reform, not only in theory, but also in 
life, as is evident from the relation of Buddhism to it, 
which is nothing else but a practical application of the 
tenets of the Satikhya. 

At the time of the composition of the S'vetas·vatara, 
the Sai'lkhya was not a new system, which had to 
overcome the resi~tance of old received opinions, and 
the prejudices of men in power, whose interest might 
be opposed to the introduction of a doctrine, by which 
their authority could be questioned. lt had found many 
adherents; it was the doctrine of Manu, of some 
parts of the Mahabharata, and to its founder, divine 
honours had been assigned by general consent. It was 

~3 
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a: doctrine whose argumentative portion demanded 
respect, and as it was admitted by many Brahmal}as, 
distinguished for their knowledge of the Vedas, it 
could not be treated as a heresy. The most learned 
and -eminent of the Brahma:Qas were evidently divided 
among- themselves . with reference to the truth of the 
Sankhya and Vedanta, and this must have afforded to 
the opponents of the Vedic system, a most powerful 
weapon for. attacking the Vedas themselves. If both, 
the SaD.khya and Vedanta, are divine revelations, both 
must be~ true ; but if the doctrine of . the one is true, 
the doctrine of the other is wrong ; for they are 
contradictory among themselves. Further, if both are 
derived from the Vedas, it is evident that also the 
latter cannot reveal the truth, because they would 
teach opposite opinions about one and the same point. 
Such objections to .the Vedas had been made already 
in ancient times, as is clear from the Upani~ad, from 
several passages of Manu, from Yaska etc., and under 
these circumstances it cannot be wondered at, if early 
attempt:s were made to reconcile the tenets of the 
Vedanta and Sankhya to save the uniformity of the 
doctrine, and .thereby the- sacredness of the Vedas as 
the scriptures derived from the immediate revelation 
of god. So, for instance, it is recorded that Vyasa, 
the reputed author of the Brahma-Sutras, wrote also 
a commentary to Patafijali's Yoga-S'astra, which is 
still · extant under his name. In the same manner 
composed . GauQ.apada; the eminent V edantist, and 
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teacher of S'ail.kara's teacher Govinda; a commentary 
to Is·vara K.r~;~t:ta's Sa.nkhya and the Bhagavad-Gita. has 
also the same object. 

The S'veta.s·vatara is one of the most ancient 
attempts of this kind yet extant, and its author, in 
giving to his· composition the name of Upanit;;ad, tried 
thereby to clothe it in divine· authority. 

To show in what way the S'veta.3'vatara endeavoured 
to reconcile the Veda.nta and S'a.il.khya, we have to 
recall to mind the distinguishing doctrines of either. 

The last principle of creation, according to the 
Veda.nta, is Brahman, the suprell!e spirit, besides whom 
there is nothing else. He is the last cause, as well as 
regards the substance as the form of the world~ 

Considered in his own independent· nature, he is mere 
existence, thinking, and bliss. He is not the object of 
thinking or its subject or the act, in which both are 
united.; for every difference with regard. to him must 
be denied, nor is he individual existence in any 
conceivable form: for he is in every respect infinite, 
absolute, and perfect. The same is the case as to 
his blessedness, and the three predicates of existence, 
thinking and bliss, are, in fact, not attributes of his 
nature which could be separated from each other, 
but, in reality, only different expressions of the 
same thing.1 Compared with him, all other things 

' Spiooza's Eth. I. prop. '1. School. "Substantia cogitana et; 
substant~a extensa una eademque est substantia, que jam sab hoc, jam 
sub illo attr.b..1to oomprehenditur." 
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are .not: existing, and bear predicates opposite to his 
own. They are hence without consciousness and 
existe11ce in themselves ; the existence which they 
possess is only a derived one, and their first and 
absolute cause is god. The world then, or the thing 
which -does not really exist, and which is without 
consciousness, is pervaded by him, and hence ensues the 
creation, or manifestation of the universe, by which 
the differences, which exist already, although in an 
unmanifested state, become manifest. 

The Sa.ilkhya is essentially dualistic ; it is soul, or 
spirit, and matter, ~m which the creation proceeds. 
AB to its substantial cause, the creation depends upon 
a principle, whose nature is activity. This is Mo.la
prak:rti, the first productive natw:e, matter without any 
distinction of form or qualities.1 1t is one, infinite, 
active, and beyond the perception of the senses. It is 
the material cause from which all effects are produced· 
The soul, on the contrary, is merely perceiving, 
witnessing, thinking, without any ol)ject that is 

perceived. It does not act, nor is it acted upon ; it is 
not self-conscious and has no other attribute than that 

1 It; is trne, it is maintained that nature consists of the three q~alities 
of· goodness. act;ivity, and darkness, b.1t they cannot be defineJ except by 
their effects. which again cannot be defined b.1t by their relat;on to the 
soul, and further, they cannot be separated; for where the one is, are also 
the others. The Sail.khya, as well as the Vedanta, maintain that nahre 
or ignorance cannot be distinguished, a view to which they were ioe\'itably 
compelled ; but again; in contradiction to this. they attempt to endow it 
with those distinctions, which is evidently the result of des;>airing to 
derive from one principle, in which there is no distinction whatever, the 
countless differences of existence. 
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of a mere spectator. It is not, as the VedAnta teaches, 
one, but there are innumerable souls or spirits. The 
creation takes place by the union of the two principles. 
Soul in itself, as mere spectator without activity, cannot 
create; nature as active, but blind, could create, but 
there would be no order, no arrangement, or final end 
for the various productions. As final ends are every
where perceived in those productions, it is by the 
reflection of the soul, of the intelligent principle, upon 
nature, the active principle, that the creation of the 
world is effected. Here, in this point, viz., as to share 
of the tiOul in the creation, the SAilkhya is divided. 
According to some. there is a supreme soul, an alwise 
and almighty ruler,1 who creates the universe by his 
decree; according to others, and as it appears the more 
ancient school, the idea of a god involves a con
tradiction; both, however, agree that there are many 
souls independent of each other in their existence, 
that nature is a self-existent principle, and that the 
material cause of the world is nature alone, and in all 
these notions both differ from the doctrine of the 
Vedanta. 

There are, however, many points about which 
V ed1nta and S1ilkhya hold the same opinion.,. The 
principal of them are as follows. First, the order of 
ere a tion, or of the productions, is in both systems almost 

• Vid._ Ballantyne'• .. Aphorisma of the Yoga. • p. !9. S. U : .. The 
lord (lnrara) ill a particular apiri' (~) antouchecl by Vooblea, worD, 
!r.aita, or d-na.- and p. Sl. S. !5: .. For him cloea the cena of the 
omllWCien& become infini&e. • 
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the same. The gross material elements, or the elements 
which are perceived by the senses, proceed from subtle 
elements which are imperceptible to the senses. These 
elements, according to the Sailkhya, are derived from 
nature as their last cause (omitting here the two 
intermediate causes of the Sailkhya," self-consciousness" 
and " intellE\ct ") ; according to the Vedanta, from 
ignorance. Secondly, the nature of the last cause of the 
productions is, with both, in· ahriost all its attributes, 
essentially the same, for both" productive nature" and 
" ignorance " cannot be defined ; they have absolutely no 
differences of form, time. or space, and are possessed of the 
same qualities, viz., of goodness, activity, and dark
ness. Thirdly, the nature -of the soul is by either ~as
cribed as the same. It is different from any thing 
material; it is pure knowledge without any distinctions; 
as the· soul, according to the Sankhya, is diametrically 
opposed to nature, the one being non-intelligent, but 
active, the other non-active, but intelligent, ·so it is 
according to the Vedanta io ignorance. 

If there are so many points of agreement in both 
systems· the thought is not far,- that the differences are 

·only apparent, and that there may be found a standing
point,. where those differences altogether disappear. 

This is the view, from which the S'vetas·vatara 
starts, and it undertakes a reconciliation of the two 
systems by admitting all the minor points of the 
Sabkhya on the foundation of the Vedanta. It grants 
to the Sailkhya the order of its creation, the production 
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of the elements from nature, intellect. and self-conscious· 
ness : 1 it admits its terminology, and goes so far as to 
concede that the creation does not proceed from Brahman 
alone, but from Brahman in his connection with Maya, 
delusion, or ignorance.2 But then there is, according to 
it no difference between this and the productive princi
ple of the Sailkhya; for Maya. is essentially the same 
with Prakrti, the first productive nature of the Sankhya.1 

The soul (atrna) of the Vedanta does also not differ from 
the soul (Puru~?a) of the Sailkhya ; it is the principle 
which is merely thinking and therefore non-active in 
itself.' The soul, however, must be one and the same; 
for the creation of the world could not take place, if it 

' Ch. 4, 11. A person who comprehends the one, who superintends 
the first producer and the other producers, ic whom this all is diss:llved, 
and (from whom) it proceeds-who comprehends him, the god who grants 
the w1sh (of ltberation), the praiseworthy god, obtains everlasting peace.
Ch. 5, I. He who, one alone, superintends every source of production, 
every form and all the sources of production, 'who endowed the first-bora 
Kap1la with every kind of knowledge, and who looked at him, when he 
was born.-Ch. 6, S. Having created this work (the world), and preserv
ing it, he causes the one principle (the soul) to be joined with the (other) 
principle (the principle of nature), and joins it (the soul) with one or two, 
or three or ei~ht (principles). ' 

1 Ch. 1, S. They who followed aastract meditation and concenira· 
tion, beheld (as the cause of the creation) the power tS'akti) of the divine 
aoal, concealed by its own qualities-of the divine soul which alone 
auper;ntends all those causes, of which time was the first, and soul (the 
iudividual soul) the last. 

a Ch. 4, 10. Know delusion (Miyii.) u nature (Prakrti), him who is 
unitei with her as the great ruler (Mahes'vara) ; this whole world, in 
tru\h, is pervaded by (powers which are) his parts. 

• Ch. 1, 9. They (the individual and the universal soul) are. alwise 
the one, and ignorant the other, both unborn, omnipotent the one, and 
without power the other; (nature) is evea unborn and united with the 
enjoyer and o'bjeots of enjoyment; the soul is infinite, the unive1'88 ita 
nature, and therefore withoui agency. Whoever knows this Brahman aa 
the threefold (universe)-(becomes liwated). 
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depended upon a multitude of souls. That the reactior 
proceeds from the soul, is clear because in all productiom 
of nature unity of purpose is visible, which would bE 
impossible, if nature alone, a blind principle, were thE 
cause: It is also evident, that it must be one almight:v 
and alwise spirit, from which it proceeds; for individual 
souls are troubled by their partaking of worldly misery. 
and want therefore the consummate wisdom to accorn. 
plish the creation (1, 2). It is therefore necessary, that 
such an universal soul, the absolute cause of the world, 
exists, which is entirely independent of the world, and 
on which, on· the other hand, the world wholly depends. 
This is Brahman, the supreme spirit. He is the first 
cause, from which all proceeds, and the last, to which all 
returns.' 

Upon the supreme spirit are founded nature or 
Maya, the . first cause of rna terial production, and also 
the individual souls and the universal ruler. Nature 
is twofold, unmanifest and manifest. In its unrnani
fested state, nature (Pralqti, Pradhana, Aja) is 
undestroyable, although it depends upon Brahman; in 

1 That this is the fundamental view of the U pani~ad, is evident from 
the tenor of the whole, and may be confirmed by a number of passages, of 
which we shall quote a few: 

" This is verily declared as the supreme Brahman. In him the three 
(the finite soul, the supreme ruler, and nature), are founded" (1, 7). •• For 
beside him there is nothing to be known. Knowing the enjoyer, the 
objects of enjoyment, and the dispenser, all the three kinds even as 
Brahman" (1, 12). "As fire is concealed in wood, butter in curds, 
as oil in mustard seed, so is concealed in everyone soul" (1, 15.) " He 
is the eye of all, the face of all, the arm of all, nay, the foot of all. 
He joins man with arms, the bird with wings, the one god, when creating 
the heavens and earth" (3, 3). 
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its manifested state it is not eternal; its production 
·commence and cease, until all is again absorbed into 
the cause from which it emanated; it is pervaded in 
all. its parts by the power of god, and is made for the · 
enjoyment of the individual souls. The latter, like 
the supreme ruler, are eternal; but they are bound by 
nature; the supreme ruler, on the other hand, is a 
mere witness, and it is by him that the creation is 
effected. 

This is in general the view of the S'veta.S'vatara
Upani:;;ad and we find it already prominently brought 
forward at the commencement in the two similes of a 
wheel and a river, in which the author tries to 
embody the chief points of his doctrine. Here is the 
foundation formed by the notion of the Vedanta of 
the one, supreme, all-pervading Brahman. while all 
the . other points of resemblance are determined by 
Sa.nkhya notions. 

It remains to be stated, what part of the Yoga is 
admitted by this Upani:;;ad. It is of course not the· 
doctrine, by which it is distinguished from the Sankhya ; 
for although the Yoga teaches that the cause of the 
world is an alwise and almighty god, yet, it assumes 
at the same time, in accordance with the Sankhya, 
the independent existence of numberless other spirits. 
This is denied by the S'vetaS'vatara, to which god is 
all in all, and it takes from the Yoga only part of the 
appliances, by which man js to be prepared for the 
reception of the highest knowledge. 

s~ 
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The chief end of man is to be liberated from the 
bonds of the world, to become free from the miseries of life 
and of the uninterrupted succession of births and deaths. 
and this can be only accomplished by that science, 
whicn teaches, that Brahman is different from the 
world, that the world is created by him in his 
connection with Maya or the ruling powers (S'aktis), 
and 'that man is essentially the same with the ruler 
and the supreme spirit. To attain at this knowledge, 
a previous subjugation of the senses. and of the mind 
is required, for which several artificial means are 
advised, as keeping the body erect, taking and exhaling 
breath. according to certain rules, selection of a quiet 
place, etc., etc. This is borrowed from the Yoga 
philosophy, although it must be acknowledged, that 
a certain kind of this Yoga is found in the Vedanta, 
where a great number of rules are laid down to the 
same effect. 

Whether the author of the S'vetas'vatara has 
succeeded in his attempt of reconciling the Vedanta 
and Sankhya, is a question which we shall not discuss 
at length, and only observe- that he has argued well 
for the supposition of an alwise cause; but for the 
supposition, that the supreme Brahman is the only 
absolute cause, and that Maya is the same with Prak:rti, 
he assigns no reasons, and this was yet the chief point 
which ought to .have been established. On the whole 
we may admit, that the reconciliation is not undertaken 
by a more acute thinking of all contrary notions in the 
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two systems, but by passing over the differences without 
having weighed their true bearing. 

In the form of its exposition this Upani~ad. is 
very loose. The great number of passages, taken 
from the Vedas and other Upani~ds, shows that it 
is more a compilation than an original work, and that 
the author looks rather to authorities for support than 
to the justness of his ideas. The work has little of 
arrangement~ for there are many repetitions without 
any apparent reason (unless it be, as S'ankara 
suggests, to enforce a view which it is difficult 
to understand)-and not only of the same thought, 
but even of the same words, and a distribution 
of the various parts of the subject is not visible. On 
the whole, it is more poetical than philosophical; for it· 
is not an exposition of the principal notions and their 
relations, but an illustration of the principal points of 
the doctrine by a number of connected images. ~is, 

however, is more or less a peculiarity of all Upanli;lads, 
in which the thought has not yet found its proper form. 

S'ankara t in his commentary of this Upani!;'ad, 
generally explains its fundamental views in the spirit 
of the Vedanta. He is sometimes evidently wrong in 
identifying the views of some of the other Upanli;lads 
with the tenets of Vedanta, but he is perfectly right 

1 S'ankara, against his custom, quotes several writings by name, the 
titles of -.·hich we shall here give on account of their historical interest. 
They are besides Manu and part of the Vedas. V~~udharma uttara, the 
Lingapurli~a. S'ivadharma uttara. Siiira.kara Vyiisa, Brahma Purii.J;Ia. 
Vi~~u PuriiQa Vasi~ta, Ycgaviisi~ta, Yijnavalkya, Pariis'ara, X:avasheygit&. 
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to do so in the explanation of an Upani~ad, which 
appears to have been composed for the express purpose 
of IlJ.aking the principle of the· Vedanta agreeable to 
th~ followers of the Sailkhya. 

~~~~ofr~~cM~I 
:aiilft:cl'~ m Mf[€116\{11 

~ ~: :UTFo: :u~: II 

May he protect us both at the same time, at the same 
time support us both ; may both of us at the same time 
apply (our) strength; may our reading be illustrious, 
may there be no hatred (amongst us). 

Om! Peace, Peace, Peace. 

FIRST. CHAPTER 

1. ~ RW~ q~ I FcFi coroir iil'&l ~: ~ \ii1CIT iiftcw:r 
~ Eli :q mrram: , ~: ?fi<~ ~ ~ 
iil&lPro ~ II 

The enquirers after Brahman converse (among each 
other). What cause is Brahman (1)? Whence are (we) 
produced? By whom do we live,. and where do we 
(ultimately) abide (2)? By whom governed, do we walk 
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after a rule in happiness and unhappiness, 0 ye knowers 
of Brahman (3)? 

{1) ''Kim" is either the pronoun, and in this case 
it means "of what nature,.. or it is merely the sign of a 
question, when it implies: Is .Brahman a cause, or not a 
cause, and if so, is it a substantial, or an instrumental cause 
or both !-g. 

(2) Ultimately, that is, at the time _of the destruction 
of the world. · 

(3) That is to say who is the cause of the preation, 
preservation, and destruction of the world !-S. 

2. cr.re: (<i~m M~~ ~@I~= ~ ~ ~ 1 
~ ~ ~~11~~: ~:~:II 

Is time Brahman (as cause) or the own nature of 
things, or the necessary consequences of work, or 
accident, or the elements, or nature (Yoni) (1) or the 
soul ? This must be considered. It is not the union of 
them (2), because the soul remains; the soul (the indivi· 
dual soul) also is not powerful (to be the author of the 
creation) since there is (independent of it) a cause of 
happiness and unhappiness (viz., work) (3). 

(1) g&nkara, who i$ well aware of the above 
explanation, yet in preference to it adopts another, which 
tallies better with Vedllntio doctrines, riz., he connects 
Yoni (which means either origin-or cause) with all the 
members of the above series, so that the sense would be: Is 
time the cause, or the own nature of the things or the 
necessary consequences from work, or accident, or the 
elements, or the 11oul? If his view were correct, Yoni would 
probably not have been placed between two of the members 
of the series, and the explanation followed in our translation 
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agrees also better with the doctrine of the Sankya which. 
within the limits, set forth in the introduction prevails 
throughout this Upani~ad. 

(2) Here is according to S'ankara, an omission in the 
argu~ent which he thus supplies : If the mentioned things 
are the cause, they are so either individually or collectively. 
but not individually, because this would be at variance with 
our perception. 

(3) Hereby; then, all the above suppositions are 
denied. Brahman is neither cause, nor non-cause, nor 
both, th~Lt is to say, not by his own nature, how then can 
he be a cause ? The answer is given in the next verse.-S'. 

3. ~ Sl-"ll'"liiTlli~rrm a~q~u.~4ctk·+t~lfui fcr~Uif!l4J\dl~ 1 
lf: i!fil(uJIPf frifut~IR QTf.:r i!fil~lt+ignil;<q~~: II 

They who followed· abstract meditation (Dhyana) 
and concentration (Yoga) beheld (as the cause of the 
creation) the power (S'akti) of the divine soul (1). 
concealed by its own qualities of the divine soul, which 
alone superintends all those causes, of which time 
was the first, and soul (the individual soul) the last (2). 

(1) For devli.tmaS'aktim svagm;,tain;tiguqham, S'ankara 
offers several explanations.: 1. DevatmaS'akti (devatmaS'akti} 
is either the own power of god, that is to say, a power 
which is dependent upon god. Here is the.power (S'akti) 
the May!t, delusion, or nature as the root of all things 
(Prakrti-natura naturans), and its qualities are goodness 
(Sattva), activity (rajas), and darkness (tamas) ;-or 2. 
DevatmaS'akti (devatmana avasthitamS'aktim) is the 
power, which is constituted in the likeness with god. 
Here are the " own qualities " (svagm,J.a} to l>e referred 
to god (Deva), as his omnipotence, omniscience, etc. ; or 3. 
'l'he power is of the same nature with god (deva}, and 
his likeness with Brahman, Vi~I].U, and S'iva, is the cause 
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of the creation. preservation, and destruction of the wlrld. 
The " own qualities " (svaguT}.a) denote, according to this 
view, the three supreme deities, t·iz., goodness represents 
Brahma., activity Vi~I].u, and darkness S'iva, by which, how
ever, the supreme god ic; concealed, not adequately expressed i 
or '· Deva.tmasakti (devil, a.tma, s•akti) means the supreme 
ruler, the individual soul, and nature, which represent 
the power of god, and the "own qualitiec;" (svaguT].a) are 
the different ailegations of a nature, etc., by which Brahman 
is concealed ; or 5. Deva.tmas'akti (deva.tmas'akti) is the 
power, the omnipote"'lce of god, hie; overruling of the 
creation, preservation, and destruction of the world, which 
is concealed by his special qualities. 

(2) Viz., the causes, named in verse 2. 

4.~~~~~~~~=· 
~: ~~<rnl~ ~~~ ft~~t.~l~i( II 

Him (1) we consi~er as (a wheel) which has one 
circumf~rence (2), which is covered by three (3) layers 
(of which the circumference is composed),t :which has 
sixteen end parts (4) (probably the several pieces of 
wood, of which the circumference consists), which has 
fifty spokes (5) and twenty counter-spokes (6), which 
has six times eight nails (appendants) (7), which has 
one rope of various form (8), whose road is three-fold 
divided (9) and which has ona revolution for two 
traces (10). 

(l) " Him,"' who superintends all those causes, the 
universal soul. 

(2) The circumference (nemi) of the wheel, represents 
nature in its cause, either as unmanifested ether, or as 
MAya (delusion), or first nature (Prakrti). or as power 
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(S"~ti), or as ignorance, etc., that is to say, the cause, 
upon which the whole creation depends. . 

(3) The three layers are the three qualities of nature, 
goodness, activity and darkness. 

- (4) These denote the sixteen productions of the 
Sa:D.khya, by which the creation is completed, because no 
other productions ensue from them (vide Ballantyne's 
Lecture . on the Saitkhya Philosophy, p. ~). t:iz.: The 
eleven organs <the 5 organs of intellect, the 5 organs of 
action, and mind, the internal orians) and the five gross 
elements (earth, water, light, air and ether) 1. c. pp. 13-15. 
S'a:D.kara or the author of the commentary under his name, 
evidently knows the Tattva Samasa, as he quotes passages 
from U almost literaJy. 

According. to another explanation the sixteen parts 
are the Virat and Sutratma, as representing the totality of 
the creation of the supreme spirit and the 14 worlds 
representing it in its parts . 

. (5) These are the five ctasses of ignorance, viz., 
obscurity (tamas), illusion (moha), edreme iilusion Cmaha
moha), gloom ltamisra), and utter darkne:;s (andha-tamisra) 

· :--28 disabilities, viz., the depravity of the 11 organs as deaf
ness, insensibility, leprosy, blindness,loss of smell, dumbness, 
crippledness, lameness, constipation, impotence, insanity, 
and the seventeen defects of intellect (cide B.'s L· on the 
S. p. pp. 35-40)-nine kinds of acquiescence (this is indiffe
rence to the investigation of truth.-1. c. p. 39)-and eight 
perfection (viz., tara, sutara, tarayanti, pramoda, pramodita, 
pramodamana, ramyaka and satpramodita, the fi.rst of 
which, for instance, is the knowledge in regard to the 
princ-iples, the conditions of intellect, and the elemental 
creation, which arises from hearing alone.-1. c. p 42). 
S'aitkara states the eight kinds of perfection differently. viz., 
three kinds, arising from perfection in the imp.ressions of 
knowledge, with reference to nature, etc., which remain 
from a former birth, or from perfection in understanding a 

·truth by hearing, or lastly from perfection in understanding 
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a truth by study~ three kinjs, arising from our indifference 
to the three-fo~d pain (dz., pain, arising from our own 
nature, or from other living creatures, or from other 
external cau~es), and two kinds, arising from the acquisition 
of a friend and true liberality towards the teacher. 

(6) The 20 counter.;pokes (pieces of wooden bolts, 
firmly to secure the spokes), are, according to ft'ailkara, the 10 
l'ense~ and the 10 objects of them. 

(i) The first are the eight producers of the S&ilkhya 
(nature, intellect, self-consciousness, and the five subtle 
elements of ether, air. light, water and earth) i the 
second, the eight constituent parts of the body (the 
internal skin of sensation, the external skin. flesh, blood, 
fat, bones, marrow, and semen); the third, the eight 
kinds of superhuman power (ciz., assumption of the 
smallest possible shape, of the greatest possible shape, of 
the heaviest form, of the lightest form, the power of 
obtaininSI every thing, irresistible will, ruling of all and 
independency of ami the fourth, the eight states of intellect 
of the Sclflkhya (viz., virtue, knowledge, dispassion, superhu
man power, vice, ignorance, want of dispassion, and want 
of superhuman power); the fifth, the eight deities (Brahman, 
Prajllpati, Devas, Gandharvas, Yak~as, Rak~asas, Pitrs 
and Pis-clcas) ; and the sixth, the eight virtues of the soul 
(compassion with all beings, forbearance, freedom from 
ca~umny, purity of mind, freedom from fatigue, prosperity, 
and freedom from poverty). 

(S) The rope is desire in all its varieties. 

(9) The three roads are those of virtue, of vice, and 
of knowledge. 

(10) One revolution, delusion, which is the cause of 
two, t>iz •• of holiness and sin. 
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Him we consider as a riv~r, whose water is derived 
from five currents (the five sense!'! of intellect), which is 
fearful and crooked, by its five sources (the five 
elements), whose waves are the five (vital) airs, whose 
origin is the producer of the five senses of intellect 
{the mind), which has five whirlpools (the objects of the 
senses (1), which is impelled by the velocity of the 
five 'kinds of pain (2), which is divided by the five kinds 
of misery (3), and which has five turnings. 

(1) The five objects of the senses-sound, touch, 
colour,_ taste, and smell-are called whirlpools, because in 
them the individual souls are drowned. 

(2) •The five kinds of pain, viz., the pain, arising from 
'the state <>f an embryo, from birth,.age, illness and death. 

{3) In the text is given" Paiichas'adbhedam," divided 
.into fifty kinds, but gail_kara gives in his explanation the· 
reading, '' PaiickleS'abhedam," which I have adopted in 
the translation, as it agrees better with the whole passage, 
where a division into five members is followed throughout 
the verse. 

6.~~-~d~r@~~~l 
'l~·TT3TT::(I('il:ft1Jr::i4 ~ :q ~ \12fddtd"'l'i~ II 

In this wheel of Brahman, which is the support, as 
well as the end of all beings (1), which is infinite, roams 
about the pilgrim soul (2), when it fancies itself and the 
(supreme) ruler different; it obtains immortality, when 
it is upheld (3), by him (the supreme ruler). -

(1) In which all beings have their origin and their 
end. 
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(2) Hamsa, explained by S'., "by hanti ga.cchati 
adhvclnamiti hamsa"; it is called hamsa, because it travels 
along the road. 

(3) This takes place, explains S'., if a person thinks 
him!<elf as one with him. 

7. 3"~~am u im a~ ~q~t oq 1 
~Tt=Q{ il~ ~fucn ~l~T ~fUr~~ qr~t: 1J 

This (1) is verily declared as the supreme Brahman. 
In him the. three (2) (the enjoyer or finite soul, the 
objects of enjoyment and the supreme ruler) (are found); 
(therefore he is) a good founder and indestructible. 
The knowers of Brahman, knowing him in this 
(unhrerse) (3) as different (from it), become free from 
birth (4), (when they are absorbed in Brahman and 
steady in abstract meditation. 

(1) The absolute Brahman, who is without any 
qualities. 

(2) Vide. Sve,-U., I: verse 12. 

(3) The universe, viz., in its totality from the first 
creation of g<>d down to the creation of the gross elements. 

(4) Yonimuktah : free from aU the evils incident on 
birth, old age, and death. 

K ~gft.~<k~~~t :q &i~ ~ fc{~: I 
~~ cr-~ ~~tctl-r$1~1 ~ ~ ~: II 

The Ruler (the absolute soul) upholds this universe, 
which in closest union is manifest and not manifest, 
destrudible and indestructible ; but the soul, which is 
not the ruler, is enchained by the condition of an 
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enjoyer; when it !knows god (the supreme ruler), it is 
liberated from all bounds. 

9 ~ ft " ..... "' "' .. . li•~• iil<t.iil<:t ~~~~l~ll<t.iil ~ ~~ I 
~ M"tt(¥:GI mi :;p.j ~ ~ iu~l~et<t< II 

They (l.J are alwise the one, and ignorant the 
other (2), both unborn, omnipotent the one, and without 
power the other; (nature) is even unborn (3), and united 
with the enjoyer and objects of enjoyment (4); the soul 
~ infinite, the universe its- nature, and therefore without 
agency (5). When a person knows this Brahman as this 
threefold (world) (6), (then he becomes liberated). 

(1) •• They," god does not only uphold the universe 
in its unmanifested and in its manifested state, and the 
individual soul is not only enchained. but they, etc. 

(2) One, the supreme ruler, the other the individual 
soul. 

(3) Aja, the unborn. means nature; the producer of 
all, or maya, the power of the supreme soul. whose 
modification;; are the enjoyer, the enjoyment, and the 
objects of enjoyment.-S. 

(4) Because god is endowed with thi;; power of Maya, 
therefore he appear;; to have all those differences. 

(5) II the soul is infinite and the universe its nature, 
it is without agency, because agency is a worldly quality. 
which is included in its universality for it does not create 
what it already possesses. 

(6) Threefold, as the enjoyer, the enjoyment and its 
objects. 

10. ~ !NI~4qeti<'Jt ~: eyOtlil~l<fl~l<t ~ Q,<r.: I 
=rTTR-~r-n:~===~oo~ Wtt41'41fcitRI: II 
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The first (nature, Pradha.na) (1) is perishable, the 
destroyer (Hara ; god is called Hara, because he 
destroys all ignorance, etc.), is immortal and imperish
able; he, the only god, rules perishable (nature) and th& 
(individual) soul. By meditation upon him, by uniting 
with him (the whole world), by again and again 
thinking one's self as the truth, at last ensues cessation of 
every delusion (or cessation of the delusion of the world). 

(1) Pradhu.na, nature, the cause of all creations, 'is 
not perishable in itself; on the contrary, it is without 
beginnings, as well according to the Vedanta as the • 
Su.nkhya, and it has been defined as unborn (aja.) even in 
the preceding verse. It is therefore called perishable, either 
to indicate the difference between god and nature, or what 
appears yet more in accor.:lance with the view of this 
Upani~ad, nature is perishable, because for him who obtains. 
final emancipation, every part of nature must cease to exist. 

11 +.,; ~ ~ ft"" "'~" IU . ~ ~"' ~~~~.,: eJ ay: ~~l\i'lt41qf'~&:l t: I 
cw.nf~~~cfp;i ~~ fci~ ~ ~: II 

By knowledge (1) of god (deva) all the bonds (of 
ignorance. unhappiness, etc.), are destroyed ; birth and 
death ~.:ease with a decrease of pain of every kind. By 
the meditation (Abhidhya.na) on him (in his relation to 
the world) the third state (of Brahman as Virat, or as 
the cause of the world) whose powE>r equals the universe, 
(is obtained) at the separation from the body. (By the 
meditation upon Brahman) in his own independent 
nature (free from every relation to the world) a person 
obtains all desires, (becomes Brahman in accordance 
with his real nature). 
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(1) In this verse two kin:ls of meditation, with their 
effect, are described. By thinking on Brahman there is a 
cessation of pain·; if he is thought under attributP.s that 
belong to him in his relation to the world, the happiness of 
the Virat, or the creator, i3 obtained; if he is meditated 
upon -according to his own nature without any distinguish-
ing attributes, liberation is the consequence. · 

12. ~ Pt<Ailctk~-l o:mr: qt ~~ ~ ~ 1 
mThl ~ "trRcm: :q ~ ~2£ m~ B~fcr4 iii~ 11 

This (the absolute nature of Brahman) should be 
'thought as eternal, and as abiding in one's own soul 
(this may also be translated " founded in its own 
majesty") ; for beside him there is nothing to be known. 
Knowing the enjoyer (the individual soul), the objects 
of enjoyment and the dispenser (the supreme ruler), 
(knowing) all these three kinds even as Brahman (a 
per~n obtains liberation). 

13. ~-ll qr~ ~ ~ ilcr :q ~~: I 
~ ~ ~PlJ!~«lil~ ~ ~ ~ II 

As the- nature of fire, when concealed in its cause 
(the wood) is· not perceived, nor also a destruction of 
its subtle body, as it is again (and again) perceived 
in· its cause the wood (by rubbing)-as both is (perceived 
and not perceived), so (the soul is perceived) within the 
body by the sacred word (Om). 

14.. {q~r(J]: 'ljfCIT 3:I1JICi ~'d<RfO ~~ , 
O!lf.i~.r.w-~ q~~ ~J~dctt(_ II 
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Having made his own body the lower piece of 
wood, and the sacred word the upper piece, a person by 
practice of abstract meditation, which serves as rubbing 
will behold god, as the concealed (fire becomes visible 
to him by rubbing). 

15. f~ ~ ~o:r'lcf ~U1:1: ~(Cf~'ll 'qlfu: I 

~cr~f.f ~sm ~~ 01M ~Sd'W'lRt II 

As oil in sesame seed (is found by pressing it), butter 
in curds (by churning them), water in a river (by 
digging the ground), and fire in the two pieces of wood 
(by rubbing them)--so is that (absolute soul) perceived 
within his own self (soul) by a person who beholds him 
by truth and by austerity (characterized by the f?Ubdu
ing of the senses and the mind). 

16. \l~"i1'l'Ifttt=rlir~ ~ mq~CPt_l 
atlt+lfc4¢011C1ci'ti_J a;:~qP!t:tc-q( Qt;:&"iNPlt:t~q<rnfu II 

(Who beholds) as the all-pervading soul, like butter 
contained in milk, as the root of the knowledge of the 
soul and of austerity, that Brahman, upon whom the 
last end (1) is founded, upon. whom the last end is 
founded. 

(1) Weber U. S., vol. I. p. 424) instead of'' Upani~ad
param," reads "Upani~ad-padam"; in this case the render
in~t of the passage is : '' That Brahman who is the last end 
of the Upani~ads." S'ailkara. explains "Upani~ad-param," 
literally by upani~&QQ&m asmin param, ll'reya iti." 
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SECOND CHAPI'ER 

1. ~: s:p-1'f ~ffi'CCII'4 trfqm fc"f-1: I 
~"tl~ftir!t=<ul4 ~-1&n ~~ 11 

Concentrating first (1) the mind and the senses of 
intellect (upon Brahman) for the acquiring of truth (2), 
may Savitr, having seen the illuminating fire, bring it 
to the earth. 

(1) The second chapter describes the appliances, by 
which the concentration upon Brahman is effected. The 
fust four verses contain, as a kind of introduction, the praise 
-of Savitr (the god of the sun) for the accomplishment of 
.concentration. They are almost literally taken from the 
Samhita of the White Yajur-Veda-Vide Dr. Weber's White 
Yajur-veda, Vol. I, ii, 1-5. 

(2) Tatvaya " for the acquirement of truth," is the 
reading adopted by S'aftkara. Weber's edition of the W. Y. 
give!!, instead of this '' Tatvaya," the Vedic gerund of the 
verb " tan," which Mahidhara in his commentary explains 
by "taritva ". According to this reading the translation 
·would be •• Concentrating first the mind and expanding the 
.senses of intellect, may Savit:r, etc." 

2. ~ 'Rffi cp.i ~~:~I 

~~~II· 

By the grace of the divine Savitr (let us) with 
-concentrated mind (strive) according to our power for 
.the attainment of heaven. 

3. ~~RID ~CJI~ct4cfl fc1<rt ~I 
i~RI: en~: ~ ~ CI'F\ II 
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Having united the senses (deva.n) through which 
heaven is gained, with the mind (and) with intellect, 
let Savitr cause them to manifest the divine infinite 
light. 

4. ~~ JR i3Q ~~a ~ fcro fci'!;J~ ~1 ~~a: 1 
~?IT ~ ~;rr f.t~ ~ ~ ~: qft~fa: II 

Great praise (is to be given) to the all-pervading, 
infinite, alwise Savitr, the knower of (all) intelligent 
creatures, the one alone, who has arranged the sacrificial 
rites by the Bra.hma:Qas who have concentrated their 
mind, who have concentrated their senses (1). 

(1) The sense of these Mantras is very differently 
explained in this Upani~ad and Mahidhara's commentary. 
In the first they refer to Brahmll, while according to the 
latter they describe sacrificial rites. 

5. ~qj~~~~~~~~~: I 
~ fcf~ 011lct~ 3'?1T at~ ellllr~ ~ ~: II 

I worship your ancient Brahman with reverence ; 
(my) S1okas will be praised as wise men on a good path; 
all the sons of the immortal (Prajapati, viz., the gods, his 
parts) who inhabit divine dwellings, hear (them) (1). 

(1) The text in Webeis edition of the Yajur-V. is.· 
with the following exceptions, the same as in the Upanisad: 
In<>tea.d of" S'lokll yanti" Weber reads'' S'loka etu "i instead 
f " S " " Sn " d · t d f " C'i • " " ~ o nrll, re : an ms ea. o orQ.vantl • "'fQ.-

vantu." To show in an example the difference of the 
explanation, I translate here this verse according to Mahi
dhara's commentary. "0 you sacrificer and his wife, for 
your sake I perform (at present) with food (namobhir) the 

36 
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ancient (work called) Brahman (a kind of fire offering). 
{By Brahman the caste of the Brllhmar;tas may also be 
understood.) May the fame of the wise (of the sacrificed, 
reach the two worlds, as the oblation does. May all the 
sons of the immortal (Prajapati) who inhabit divine dwell
ings, hear (the praise of the sacrificer)." 

6.~~1 
_ ~ q:sufalt""4d a=;{ ~ ~= II 

(At the sacrifice) where the. fire is kindled, where 
fm the vessels, appertaining to it) the wind is noisy. 
where the Soma-juice remains {when it has been voured 
in the sacrificial cup). there mind does attend. 

7.~~~il~~l 
tPJ~~~a-~n 

Worship ye, the ancient Brahman by Savitr, the 
creator; in him do thou make {the) entrance {which is 
characterized by concentration); for thy fonner work 
(ceremonial work) does not bind thee. 

8 •. ~ ~-iPI @l ~ i{if.:stqlftll ~ ~ I 
&11 q ........;:..,_, f-1 ... ..... ~... -~ il I~ C1 ~a~o;;.l~ldlltl ~ Jltll"'&_l II 

Keeping the upper parts {the ch~). neck, and the 
head) erect {1) and equal to the {other parts of the) body, 
subduing within the heart the senses together with the 
mind, let the wise by the raft of Brahman (Om) cress 
over all the fearful torrents (of the world). 

(1) See the similar passage in Bhag.-G., V. 27; 
VI.ll to 13. 
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9. mun~~ \=1 ~: ey1ut ~nut ;:uR:J<ti~~~1a 1 
~~~ ~ fcl;_l;:;jifl' l::li«<i:liSN€1: II 

Keeping down the senses (Pr~I}~n), subduing his 
desires, and gently respiring by the nostrils, let the 
wise diligently attend to the mind, as (the charioteer) to 
a car, drawn by vicious horses (1). 

(1) Vide. Ka~h., III, 4 to 9. 

10. \lit~~ ?Jef.U<.t~~ ~: I 
'ltfl11ie if !:1 "'i~~ ~rf.fcmnw:rut ~~ 11 

At a level place, free from pebbles, fire and gravel, 
pleasant to the mind by its sounds, water and bowers. 
not painful to the eye, and repairing to a cave, protected 
from the wind, let a person apply (his mind to god). 

11. il1~~~Rt <3~ctfct~ct41R:<t,l~ 1 

- ~ot ~=~mfar ~~~<mfUT qm 11 
These appearances precede the concentration by 

which the manifestation of Brahman is effected; it 
(Brahman) assumes the form of frost, of smoke, of hot 
air, of wind, of fire, of fire-flies, of lightning, of crystal. 
and of the moon. 

12. ~~~sr~ ~ q~m ~ ~ 1 

if m:q urn if ~ if ~: ~ ~iufM4 ~ 11 
\Vhen (in the Yogi's body) composed of earth, water, 

light, air and ether, the five-fold qualities which mark 
concentration (v. the next verse), are manifest, then 
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there is no disease, or age, or pain for him, who has 
obtained the body burning with the fire of concentration. 

13. ~('Cifl1Wllf!Ji(f3wi crrii~~ t<'l<ffiB4 :q I 

rtr'tf: ~ ~~ ~rr~fu w.:rrt ~ II 

When the body is light .and without disease, the 
mind without desire, when the colour is shining, sweet 
the voice and pleasant the smell, when the excrements 
are few, they say, the first degree of concentration is 
gained. 

14. ~~cr~~~m~a-~, 
d~lc=+!d"tc:i ~~~:r W ~: ~~ m cfta~ifcfi: II 

As a. piece (of gold or silver) covered with earth, 
when cleansed_, shines like light, so the embodied soul, 

· when beholding the true nature of the soul, (of itself) 
becomes one, obtains its true end, and every pain ceases. 

When, (1) absorbed in this concentration, (the Yogi) 
sees by the true nature of his own self, which manifests 
like a light, the true nature of Brahman, which is not 
born, eternal and free from all effects of nature (2) (or, 
as S'ai:lkara explains " tattva," from the effects of 
ignorance), he gets released from all bonds. -

(1) This verse, according to Dr. Weber, is taken 
from the Vajas, Taitt. A.ral')., X, 1-3. 
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(2) Tattva is a term of the Saflkhya, and means a 
principle, something from which something else is derived, 
the nature of a thing. It may also be translated-.. free 
from the nature of all.'' which ·• all" would, in this case, 
denote " nature". 

16. ~ ~ ~: ~~ mY: ~1 ~ m6: ~ ~ rr~ ~= 1 
~ ~ ~: 6 \ilf~9-'I4IO(: tt~~~i411~12RI ~~: II 

For he (the Yogi) is the god who is hom before all 
the quarters and interrnedia!e quarters (Hira:Qyagarbha), 
he is indeed within the womb, he is born, he will be 
born; in the shape of all he dwells in every creature. 

11. qr ~sm ~SOJ ;n WJ 5<i~lllf<l~~ 1 
q ~ ~ ct41f'1 Rtl a~ ~ ;pU <=ili: II 

To the god who is in the fire, who is in the water, 
who entered the universe, who is in the annual herbs, 
and who is in the regents of the forest (the trees), to 
this god be rev ere nee, to him be reverence. 

THIRD CHAPTER (1) 

1. q ~~ ~r~a ~~1of1~: ~W<tr.ftml ~~1-fif~: 1 
q ~ti m ~~ "if q ~d:5:®1td ~ 11 

He, who is only one, possessed of delusion (Maya.) 
rules by his ruling powers, rules all the world by his 
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ruling powers-he, who is ever one-in their (the 
world's) origin and manifestation. They who know 
him, become immortal. 

-(1) This chapter generally shows in what way the 
absolute god becomes involved in the relation of the 
universal and individual soul. It must be understood 
that throughout the whole chapter the majesty of the 
supreme soul is displayed. and not of the universal ruler 
<Isrvara) whose attributes are contrary to those of the 
individual soul. 

2. ~ ~ ~ rr ~ ~'Tenl;ft~a ~~o:frf~: 1 
~~~cot1f«12Rt ij~<@qJ4=(1'fil~ ~ fc{~ ~Tf.:r rTrtrT: II 

For it is one Rudra only (1)-(the knowers of 
Brahman) acknowledge not a second-who rules these 
worlds . with his ruling powers, who dwell within every 
man, and who, having created all the worlds (and 
being their) protector, gets wrathful at the time of 
the end (destroys them). 

(1) Rudra represents here the supreme spirit. 

3. fc{~?.i{~ct fc{~ fc{~"'li:i'I1Cl fc{~a~ I 
ti ~ trtfd ti qo~~ \ilcot'4~:~CT ~: II 

He is the eye of all, the face of all, the arm of all, 
nay the foot of all. He joins (man) man with arm, 
the bird with wings, the one god, when creating the 
heaven and the earth (1). 

(1) The supreme soul or Vira~ is the creator of 
the world. This verse is taken from the Vli.j. S., 13-19. 
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4. Qt ~Irrt ~eil~cr~ ~~ ~ ~: 1 
~\!I'.:Ifl~ :i!"f.MT~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ II 

May Rudra, the lord of the universe, the alwise 
(Mahar~?i) who produced the gods and give them 
majesty, and who created at first Hiral)yagarbha
strengthen us with auspicious intellect (1). 

(1) Returns 4, 12. 

5. qr ~ ~ fmT Gei..~U qTtf.Filftr;ft I 

07.ll ~qr ~qff.IT fllft~rffi~~ II 

With thy form (1), 0 Rudra, which is auspicious, 
which is not dreadful (or which is exceedingly dreadful), 
and which manifests what is holy, with that all-blessed 
form, 0 dispenser of happiness from the mountain1 

look upon us. 

(1) Vs. 5-6 are taken from the Vllj. S., 16, 2-3. 

6. ~ffi~q~~~l 

fucrt frl~ crt ~ m ~~~: ~ ~ n 
0 dispenser of happiness from the mountain (1), 

make propitious the arrow, which thou boldest in thy 
hand to throw upon the creatures; 0 guardian, do not 
injure man, or the world. 

(1) Mahldhara, the commentator of the Va.j. S., 
gives the meaning of Giris-anta in accordance with 
S' ailkara. 

i. ~: q~ ~ q-t ~ ~-11 f.f<r.r:i ~~I 
rot~~~ ci ~~~II 
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Those who know Brahman, who is greater than 
. the universe the great one, the infinite, who is concealed 
within all beings according, to their bodies, the only 
perva~er of the ~hole. universe, the ruler-become 
immortal. 

8. W~ilci ~ ~;:am~cr~ ~: I:Rtm<'( I 

ailcr 14Rtc~IR1~~fct ~: qc:m fct~%1Tl:i II 

I know that perfect, infinite spirit, who is like 
the sun after darkness. Thus knowing him, a person 
overcomes death; there is no other road for obtaining 
(liberation) (1). 

. (1) Taken fr,om the V'ii.j. Samh., 31-8. The second 
distich of this verse returns, VI,-15 and the second part of 
the first distich is literally found in Bhag.-G., VIII, 9. 

9. l:J~H'tR "'!NVII«i AA~TUl'FTI c:r ~sfffi rfif~q I 

iey ~cr ~ AA fclstilt.fd~ ~ ~ ~ 11 

By him, than whom nothing is greater, than 
whom nothing more subtle, nothing older, who one 
alone stands in the heavens like an unshaken tree, by 
him, the perfect spirit (Pti.ru~a);all this is pervaded. 

I 

10. mlr ~t CJ~q1F;T~ I 
q ~~~ ~<.1~~-cit ~:(8~ctlfCI"""RIII 

Those who know him as different from the cause 
of that (world) (1), as destitute of form and pain (2), 
become immortal ; again to ·the others unhappiness is 
allotted. 
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(1) The cause of the world is undistinguishable. 
unmanifested nature, by which every thing else i<J manifested, 
or accorJing to the author of this Upani~ad. it is nature 
as identical with Mllyll., or delusion. 

(2) The three-fold pain, either from one's body, or 
any other organized body or from inanimate matter. 

11. ~~~: ~1\_ct!}&.l~l~: I 
~~"'.:ri•{l ~ WTCrA:, ~~: fuq: II 

He is the face, the head, and neck of all ; he 
dwells in the cavity (of the heart) of all beings, pervades 
all, (and) is all glorious ; therefore he is omnipresent,. 
propitious. 

12. ~~ ~: {1~ ~<r.: I 
~~ snf8"41~11rfl ~~<1: II 

He is the great, the lord in truth, the perfect one, the 
mover of all that is, the ruler of the purest bliss, he is 
light and everlasting. 

13. ~~: ~S~(k'il ~ ~ ~ ~: I 
ro ~ ~ ~ 11'\\il~(atcllfd ~ II 

He is the perfect spirit (Puru~), of the measure of 
a thumb (1), the inner soul, who always abides in the 
heart of every man, the ruler of knowledge, who is 
concealed by the heart and mind. Those who know 
him, become immortal. 

(1) Returns IV-17, t•ide Katha-U., VI, 17 commences 
·• angu~thamat};!ra puru~o'-ntaratma. ... 

a7 
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1'- ~~ ~: ~TPd: ~rnqm I 
tt ~ fcr.mr ~Ria~~~~'(~ u 

, . The perfect spirit of thousand hea.ds, of thousand 
·eyes, -and thousand feet, pervading everywhere (inter
nally and externally) the world, dwells ten fingers 
.above (the navel in the heart). 

15. ~: ~"ttcr ~ci ~ ~ I 
i3'ffi®tc~~~~Rr ~f&t~ II 

The perfect spirit is the Ruler of this all, of all that 
was, that is to be, and grows by food, yea that is 
immortal. 

16. ~: tflfUr:n~ a~€r~P.iliJtl{3~ 1 

tfcrij: :aRil=IMfch ~~ ~ II 

Everywhere having his hands and feet, everywhere 
his eyes and face, everywhere his ears, he pervades all 
within the world (body). 

17. ~~M::""''!JO.IImtr ~fclct~dS{. I 
~4~~~m~~~~~ 

He who shines (1) forth with the qualities of all 
the senses, is devoid of all the senses. (They call him) 
the lord of all, the ruler of all, the infinite support. 

(1) Of the external senses as well as the internal 
sense, the mind. These qualities are, for instance, sound, 
.colour, etc., doubt, determination, etc. 
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18. rmTt it ~ ~'\m ~ ~: r 
cffit ~~ ~ ~~ ~~ :q- II 

Embodied in the town of nine gates (1), the soul 
(Harilsa) (2). moves to things without, subduing the 
whole world, all that is immoveable and moveable. 

{1) Vide Bhag-G., V, 13, where the commencement 
is the same, "navadvl1re pure dehl.'' 

(2) Here derives S'ankara the word "Hathsa" "hanti 
avidyatmakam kllryam" he destroys the effect of the 
ignorance, while above (vide p. 82, note) he explains it by 
" hanti, gachhate adhvanam iti hathsa,'' it is called hathsa., 
because it travels along the road. 

19. at'1Tf0Tqy<n iif.f~ ~ ~~~: ~ 'l0llt4"f.OJ: I 

~ ~fu ~ ot :q- ~ft:a ~ dlii~(W ~ ~ II 

Without hands and feet he speeds, he takes; with
out eye he sees, without ear he hears. He knows all 
that is to be known, yet none is there that knows him. 
They call him the supreme, great soul (Purut?a). 

2J. ~oTl(ofNI~Ii~ ~Tw.mm ~ ~ltffi~ ~: I 
d~ ~ Clmw<fit I:Tlf!: mlJ~Iril~lil"'lifl~ II 

He is more subtle than what is subtlo, greater than 
what is greater, the soul, dwelling in the cavity (of 
the heart) of this creature (1). He who sees by the grace 
of the creator, the glorious ruler as devoid· of action 
(2), becomes free from grief. 

(l) Of all animate beings. 
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(2) This is a view of the Sa.nkhya. The whole verse 
is taken from the Ka.tha-U. I!, 20, where, however, kra.tu 
is read instead of Kra.tum, and Atmana. instead of !S'am. 

21. ~~~~C1&~1i1( ~lui w.ri,&~r4 ~rrci ~ 1 
- _ ~&~Mitei t~cr~ l:f(<:J ;r~qtR<it ~ ~ ~ II 

I know him, the undecaying, ancient, the soul of 
all, omnipresent by his pervading nature, whom the 
knowers 1>f Brahman call unborn, whom the knowers of 
Brah?Jan call everlasting. 

FOURTH CHAPTER 

1. q ~squjj ~ ~Rhtfl•og:orf.:t~Cfli~~M ~I 
Fci~FCI ~ fcr~ ~ ~: ~ o?r ~ ~l:fl ~ II 

He, who one alone, (and) without distinction, by 
his union with many powers (s'akti) creates infinite 
distinction, according to their necessity, and into whom 
the world at last (at the time of universal destruction) 
is. dissolved, is God. May he grant us auspicious 
intellect (1). 

(1) . Vide ch. I, 3. 

2. ~«''~JR<A(kl[l~~?t ~= I 
a« ~ ~ OOtrfm't~~qftr: II 
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He, (the nature of Brahman) is even fire, he the sun 
(Aditya), he the wind, he the moon, he even the brilliant 
(stare), he Brahman, he is the waters, he is Prajapati'(l). 

(1) S'aflkara. explains "Brahman" by "HiraJJ.ya
garbha" that is to say, the universal soul, as pervading all 
subtle bodies, and Prajllpati by Vir~t. or the universal soul, 
as pervading all gross bodies. 

3. ~ &tr ~ ~fu' ~ PI\ aa err ~ 1 
~ ~oil ~ ctqft{ ~ ~ ~qfu' ~~~: il 

Thou art woman, thou art man, thou art the youth, 
and even the maid, thou art the old man trembling on his 
staff, thou art born, thy face is the universe. 

4. ~= treit ~run ~~ft~ ~= ~= , 
ar.:n~~ ~~ ~ qa) \il'ffiif.:f ~ fci~ II 

Thou art the black bee, the green bird with red
coloured eye (the parrot), the cloud, in whose womb the 
lightning sleeps, the seasons, the seas; without begin
ning thou embracest all ; for by thee are all the worlds 
created. 

5. a:r•t ~ffia@~tf>oJi af~: ~= ~ ~= 1 
~ ~ ~~~1uils@la \ii~Jt<l~i ~n~s;:q: 11 

The one, unborn (the individual soul) for his 
enjoyment approaches the one, unborn (nature), which 
is red, white and black (1), of one form, and producing a 
manifold offspring ; of the other, who is unborn (2) 
abandons her (nature) whose enjoyment he has enjoyed. 
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(1) According to S'ankara, this means nature which 
has the qualities of light. water, and food, that is to say, all 
qualities. It has, however, yet another meaning, if Aja is 
taken in the sense of a goat, which it also denotes. 

- (2) Another who by the instruction of his teacher 
overcomes ignorance, and gets thereby separated from nature 
a.nd its enjoyment, becomes of the same being with the su
preme spirit. "Aja," "unborn". There are two substances 
unborn, according to the doctrine of the Sankhya, nature 
and thesoul. By the union of both the world is produced; 
by the separation from natnre through knowledge, a soul 
attains its last object-liberation. 

6. [I ~ tr~ @8J<fl wrr;:j i~ tr~(C{~ I 
m~: ~ {q~~sf~~FfRfrfa II 

Two birds (1), (the supreme and the individual souls) 
always united, of equal name, dwell upon one and the 
same tree (the body). The one of them (the individual· 
soul), enjoys the sweet fruit of the fig-tree, the other 
(the supreme soul) looks round as a witness. 

(1) This and the next verse are literally takea from 
the Mun4.-U., III, 1-2. 

7. ~ 'l~ 3~ ~s<=~1~~ ~ ~~;:r: I 
~i ~ q~tllrllli~~l~if'-"1 ~lifu cficmtco: II 

Dwelling on the same tree. (with the supreme soul) 
the deluded soul (the individual soul), immersed, (in the 
relations of the world) is grieved by the want of power; 
but when it sees the other, the (long) worshipped ruler 
as different (from all worldly relations) and his glory, 
then its grief ceases. 
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8. ~ 31e_-it tAA ~~44"11 ~f<N ~: I 
~~~~~q~~CI~~ II 

Of what use are the hymns of the :B.k to him that 
does not know him, the immortal letter of the :B.k (or 
the eternal meaning of the :B.k) the highest ether, in 
whom all gods abide? but those who know him, obtain 
the highest end. 

9. w.-Gjftt ~: 'ii~ 'fffiR ~ ~ q~ ~ ~ 1 

31ESilrill~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~: II 

The sacred metres, the sacrifices, offerings, expia
tions, what has been, what is to be, and what the Vedas 
declare, (all spring forth) from that (immortal letter) (1). 
United with delusion (Ma,ya,), he creates the universe; 
to this the other (the individual) soul is chained by 
delusion (Maya.). 

(1) Or, according to S'a.nkara's explanation: The 
sacred metre~, the sacrifices, offerings, expiations, what has 
been, and what is· to be, all, according to the evidence of 
the Vedas, spring from that immortal letter. 

10. ~~t f.l ~'ti~ ~~<{ f.llit"~~ I 
~~{{~~~~~ 

• Know delusion (Maya) as nature (prakrti), him (1) 
who is united with her, as the Great Ruler (Mahes·vara); 
this whole world in truth is pervaded by (powers which 
are) his parts (2). 

(1) Attempt to reconcile the doctrine of the Vedanta 
with the Sa.ilkhya. 
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(2) Or, ·by the elements (the five great elements) which 
are his parts. 

11. qr ~ ~Rla~til ll~f?l{ ti "' Mlfu ~ 1 
om~ croi ~ct41f:ti M'iiMt~i ~IIPtitJ<AoW!Rt II 

• 
Whoever comprehends him who, one alone, superin

tends the first producer and the other producers (1) in 
whom this all goes together (is dissolved at the time 
of destruction) and goes out (is produced in various 
ways at the time of creation) whoever compreh_ends 
him, the ruler who grants the wish (of liberation), 
the praiseworthy god, obtains everlasting (absolute) 

peace. 

(1) Again in accordance with the view of the 
Sa:ilkhya; the first producer is nature ;-the derived pro
ducers are intellect, self-consciousness, and the five subtle 
elements. All other things, with the exception of the soul, 
are only productions. 

12. qr~-~~~~~~: I 
~q•ati ~ ~tt-lr~~~ 11 

May Rudra (1), the lord of the universe, the alwise, 
who produced the gods and gave them majesty, (and) 
who beheld t~e birth of Hiral'}yagarbha, strengthen us 
With auspicious intellect. 

(1) Rudra, here identified with the Supreme Spirit.. 
This verse is the same with III, 4. 
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To the God who is the lord of the gods, in whom 
the worlds have their support, and who rules the bipeds 
and quadrupeds, let us bring an oblation. 

l.f.. ~~ <f,f~e~ ~ W~ @214JiZitAAA"(I 
,:::.,.., ~ • ..._~'"' • ~ p...., ~..... I 
•"~;~ '1100~ ~ ·~~"' ;nirti:W""d411 I 

'\Vhoever knows him who is more subtle than what 
is subtle within that which is impervious (i.e., pervading 
the whole material creation), the creator of the universe, 
the many-shaped, the one penetrator of the universe, 
the all-blessed, gets everlasting peace. 

15. t~ ~ <f,re-~ iimJ ftW~: ffi"'(ctl ~: I 
q~ .... J-t.l ~ t.rnr~ Mi ~ i£f'J'il~tiR2"1fu II 

'Whoever knows him, who at the due time is the 
preserver of this world, who, concealed in all beings, is 
the lord of the universe, and with whom the Brahma~is 
and the deities are united by concentration, cuts the 
bonds of death. 

16. ~ qHf.Nlfct~ ~ fui ~~I 
r.r~;.~ ~~ W,..qJ ~ ~ ~: II 

Whoe\"er knows the blessed ·aod, who, exceedingly 
!"ubtle, like cream in clarified butter, is concealed in all 
bein;:s, the one penetrator of the universe, gets liberated 
from all bonds. 

17. ~ ~ ~.i:r,:d ~~k;,J tm ~ ~ tifrJi'tJ.: 1 
~ ~ ... r, :;;;;rr~ 11 ~~'1Pi1.t=d ~ 11 
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That God, whose work is the universe, that supreme 
soul, who is always dwelling in the hearts of (all) 
beings, is revealed by the heart, discrimination (mani:;H1), 
and meditation (manasa). Those who know him, be
come immortal (1). 

(i) The latter half of this verse is taken from 
Ka.th-U., VI, 9. 

18. lfGJ ~i2t ~en o:r ufslo:f ~ '91tff=tzy.t tzy;r ~: 1 

~~ ~~ ~~ =cr ~~ ~1 II 
When there is no_ darkness (when all ignorance has 

disappeared), then there is neither day nor night, 
neither existence, ·nor non-existence, (all differences 
have ceased); (then there is) the all-blessed even alone . 
. He is everlasting, he is to be adored by Savitr (the 
deity of the sun), from him alone .has arisen the ancient 
knowledge (of Brahman). 

19. ~~ it fuili o:r ~_:q ~ I 
o:r m:q ~fum ~ ~ o:n+r ~~: II 

None· is able t~ comprehend him in the space above, 
in the space below, or in the space between. For him 
whose name is the glory of the universe (or infinite 
glory), there is no likeness. 

20. ;:r ~ ffi3fu ~ ;:r =cr~ ~ CJ;~~~ I 
~({I ~ ~~n ~ ~ Mfi(l£~11~ ~ !I 

Not in the sight abides his form, none beholds him 
by the eye. Those who know him dwelling in the heart 
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(in the ether of the heart) by the heart (pure ~ntellect) 
and mind, become immortal (vide v~ 17). 

21. al~Q ~ <tP-<3l~: s:~Rlq~'d I 
~ ~·~~ ~ d'l 'li ~ ~~11 

" He is unborn" ; thus thinking, some one perturb· 
ed (by misery of the world) may be found (to pray) ; 
"0 Rudra, let thy auspicious (dak"'iQa) (1) face preserve 
me for ever. 

(1) "Dak~iQ.a," according to S'ailkara, means either 
" auspicious,'' or "southern" (right), that is, which is turned 
to the south. 

22. ijf ~ ~ m o:r ~ ;rr -tt ~ ~ .n a1~ trft'.t: 1 
~ .n m\ 11r~scr~:.fi~J~~= ~~fil·c<u ~ 11 

Injure not our children, nor our grandchildren, nor 
our Jives, nor our horses, nor slay in anger o~r valiant 
men; for with offerings we always invoke thee (1). 

(1) This verse, according to Weber, occurs in the 
Va.j. Samh .• XVI, 16, in the Taitt. S. V, 10, 11, and in the 
ij.g. V., S. I, 114-18. 

FIFTH CHAPTER 

1. ~ a1~) imit ~ ~fc{~ ~ ~ ~ I 
~ ~~r ~ ~ ~ ~~rfc:iq ~ ~~ msrq: II 

He, the immortal, infinite, supreme Brahman 
(1), in whom both knowledge and ignorance abide 
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unmanifested-ignorance verily is mortal, knowledge 
verily immortal~and who again rules knowledge as 
well as ignorance, is different (from them) (2). 

-(1) The compound " Brahmapare " means, either he 
who is greater than Brahma or Hira:Q.yagarbha, or ''the 
Supreme Brahman " (Parasmin va Brahma:Q.i). 

(2) Again a view of the Sailkhya. 

2. ~ ~ ~ fclsa~ ~ ~~ w.ri: 1 
~~w~~~~:q~u 

He, who one alone, superintends every source of 
production (vide IV, 11), every form, and all the sources 
of production, who endowed his son, the ~i Kapila (1) 
at the commencement of the creation with every kind 
of knowledge (2), and who, looked at him, when he 
was born (3). I 

. (1) S'ankara explains this passage very artificially. 
Kapila is, according to him, not the founder of the Siiilkhya, 
but another name of Hira:Q.y'agarbha and he tries to prove 
this, first, from the name of " Kapila," which means, brown, 
so that Kapiia would be here an adjective, instead of 
"Kapila VarJ}.am, the brown or golden-coloured," which 
thereby would refer to Hira:Q.yagarbha ; and secondly, from 
a psssage of a Pura:Q.a; the -latter, however, proves the 
contrary; for there is Kapila mentioned as the founder of 
the Sailkhya, and to praise him, he is identified with 
HiraJ}.yagarbha. 

(2) With the four kinds of knowledge of the Sailkhya, 
viz., virtue, knowledge, renunciation of wordly desires, and 
superhuman power. 

(3) As a father does at his son after his birth. 
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3. ~~ ~ ~fctl f~~?tff:i~ ij:q((:qt1 ~: I 

~= ~ ~~= ~crrr~ ~ ~ n 
That God, having in various ways changed every 

kinrl (of existing principles) in that field (of M~y~) (1), 
destroys it (at last) again; having created the divine 
sages (2) in the same manner (as at a former period of 
creation), the Ruler, the great soul, rules supreme over 
all. 

U) The world. 

(2) The divine sages, according to gailkara, Marlci, 
and the other divine J;t~is. 

4. ~~~~~~;.rt~i~l 
~ ~ ~cit WlC! in:.t(ot{r ~fr[{<l~~: II 

As the sun, manifesting all parts of space, above, 
between, and below, shines resplendent, so over-rules 
the all-glorious, adorable God, one alone, all that 
exists in likeness with its cause (1). 

(1) Yonisvabhavnn (all that exists in likeness with 
its cause, viz., the five elements, which are the same with 
its cause-nature) may be also rendered "Yoni: svabhavan" 
he, (Brahman) the cause (of the whole world) rules all (the 
element~). which partake of his nature. 

5. ~ ~ ~ ~~: qrv:ri~ 6CfT..-qf(uiJ&I~~: I 

e~~a!l~c1&1fq~:z~t'J ~~ ~~'it~~: II 

He, who. the cause of the universe, brings to 

maturity the nature (of all), who changes all beings 
which can be brought to maturity, who, one alone, 
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over-rules this whole universe, and who distributes all 
the qualities (to the things to which they belong). 

6.~~~T~il~l 
it~~crr~~o~ ~ ~ ~~: 11 

He is concealed in the Upani;;ads, t.hat are con
cealed in the Vedas. Him Brahman knows as the 
source of the Vedas (or as the source of Hiral}yagarbha). • 
The former gods and sages who knew him, became 
indeed of his own nature, (became) immortal. 

7. ~~ q: lflw.tlii<:flcti ~ m=qcr c:r ~ I 
~ ~l!;l~q~!!a'fuilctt*li murm: ~ ~= 11 

(The individual soul) who, endowed with qualities, 
is the performer of work for the _sake of its fruit, is even 
also the enjoyer of these actions. Possessed of vario~s 
forms, endowed with the three qualities, the chooser 
between the three roads (vide I, 4), the lord of life, he 
proceeds from birth to birth by his actions. 

8. a::t~!J3l11:;{T ~fcf®'"'l~q: ti"fl~41~Cf.1Wiif.octcn q: 1 
~Ul"il~l1!}<11'1 ~ a::t Rl!::tiiT:;{T~sfq ~= II 

He, who, of the measure of a thumb, resembling the 
sun in splendour, endowed with determination and self
consciousness, and with the quality of intellect and the 
quality of his body, is perceived even as another 
(different from the universal soul, although it is one 
with it) only like the iron thong at the end (of a whip). 
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U. CfJ(!-;q~a~Fl~ ~a·.:jy Cfi~ 'q I 
llrrn ~<f: 6 ~: 6 :qrc;;:~q ~ II 

The embodied soul is to be thought like. the 
hundredth part of the point of a hair, divided into 
hundred parts ; he is considered to be infinite. 

10. ~<i ~1 Oi ~tt Oi ~cnq ~: I 
~~~1~ ~ ffi ij' ~a- 11 

He is not woman, he is not man, nor hermaphrodite ; 
he is kept by any body which he may assume. 

11. ~~12~~~tOOi@02ille;iMti%'ilrii I 
<t.&Jl!ji llr'4~0T ~ ~~l ~~a II 

As by the use of food and drink the body grows, 
so the individual so.ul, by volition, touch, sight, and 
delusion, · assumes succeEsively forms in accordance 
with its action in the various place (of production). 

12. ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fCI$\iof\fu I 
fiji~I!JOi(l<:'~~ ~ ~4l• ~tl(q(lsftt m: II 

The individual soul chooses (assumes) by its 
qualities (by the impressions remaining from its former 
actions), manifold, gross, or subtle forms. By the 
qualities of its actions, and by the qualities of its 
body it appears, although it is without any difference, 
the cause of union with those forms. 

13. ~~ ct.f0~fl.1 ~ ~~ (>121(&1~Cf.~qtt. I 
f<i~~ qft4fucnt ~ ~ ~ ~: II 
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Whoever knows the God who is without commence
ment, without end, who within this impervious 
(world) is the creator of the universe, who is of an 
infinite form, the one penetrator of the universe, 
becomes liberated from all bonds (1). 

(1) Vide IV, 14. 

14. ~ICI~I&lli··it:SR.o4 ~ ~I 

ct~eleli"fi( ~ ~ fclifct \il~~?lii II 
Those who know the God, who is to be comprehended 

by thought (purified intellect), who is incorporeal 
(immaterial), who is the cause of existence and non
existence, who is all blessed, and the cause of the 
origin of the (sixteen) parts, relinquish their bodies. 

SIXTH CHAPTER 

1. ~ ~ ~ m 0'~ qRti&llil"11: , 

~ • g ~ ~ ~ ili;J"'t;fll{ II 

From delusion some sages say, that the own nature 
of things (is the cause of the universe), others, that 
time it is (vide. I, 2) ; but it is the glory of God in the 
world, by which (glory) this wheel of Brahman 

revolves. 

2. ~ ~~ ~ ifci ~: Cf,IW.t.lil ~ oocm: I 
~ c#i fel61aa~ ~211l4ailsf.:le<a~FI ~ 11 
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For over-ruled by him, by whom this all is 
eternally pervaded, who is alwise, the lord of time, 
possessed of (all) qualities, omniscient, turns round the 
creation, which is to be thought as earth, water, fire, 

air, and ether. 

:t ~ ~ fc!Pl61~ ~Rt'C6lfQ m~ • ~ 1 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~41~!JOl~ ~: II 

Having created this work (the world), and reflecting 
on it again, be causes principle (the soul) to be joined 
with principle (the principle of nature), viz., with one, 
or two, or three, or eight (principles) (1). also with 
time and with the subtle qualities of intellect (AtmA). 

(l) The eight principles are the eight producers of 
the Sa.flkhya, r iz., nature, the root of all, intellect, self
consciousness, !J.nd the five subtle elements of matter~ 
S'aflkara quotes a passage, probably of a PurliQa, in which 
"mind" is substituted for nature as root of all. The one 
principle, to which the soul is joined, is nature, the two.are 
perhaps nature and intellect, and the three, nature, intellect 
and self-consciousness. 

4. ~ ~ !JOilf>..tdiM m61N ~Ntf>..tM:4'l:ii~~: I 
~~~ Wtctlii<il~i: ~~ ~ ~ ~~: II 

'Vhoever, after he has performed works endowed 
with (their) qualities, places them and all his fondness 
(upon God)~(for), if they (the work) not exist, the 
effects also cease-obtain by the cessation of work 
that which is different from the principles (of 
natllre) (1). 

(l) That is to uy, he become!! like Brahman. 
S.l 
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5. ~: 6&-n~,~f.r:atl: Gf{fuito~e~'f.ilsfq lf)!: 1 
a ~ fi614l:~~• ~ {'qRfttts~q[tq ~ n 

He is the commencement (of all). the origin of 
the causes, by which (the body) is united (with the 
soul); beyond the threefold-divided time, he appears 
also without time. Whosoever worshipS in his mind 
the adorable God, whose nature is the universe. who 
is the true origin and abides in his own heart 
(obtains what; is different from the principle$ of 

nature). 

6. «Wt.ieltfctlll: q(Js;:Cn 4t4la:l'i~: qrt~cid <Pl. I 
~ ~ wm $k<tlffle'-OI'Plci F-~~ n 

Whoever knows him, who is greater than the (1) 
forms of the tree (of the world) and of time, and differ
ent (from either), dependent u-pOn whom this universe 
turns round (2), who is the establisher of virtue, and the 
destroyer of sin, the lord of all glo:ry who abides in 
one's self, and is immortal (obtains that which is 
different from the material principles of creation). 

(1) Vide Katha-U .• VI. L 
-

(%) From creation to preservation and destruction. 
from destruction to creation. 

1. ~troi~a~troi~~~ 
'lfd tRiRi troi Q<ttnfi-:.•~ « tl"~:.~tms--'1&{ IL 

We know him, the ~ropreme great Ruler of all rulers, 
the supreme deity of all deities the lord of lords, greater 
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than what is greatest, the resplendent, the praiseworthy 
Ruler of the worlds. 

s. -t ap:f m ~ ~ ~ ~ awt~~-l ~~ , 
r.ro~ mrr.P.ifq-~01 m m~ !ill~i!ieli=t~l ~II ... 

There is no effect for him, or a cause (t); there is 
none perceived that is like him or superior to him. The 
supreme power of him is declared to be various ; (viz)., 
it is dependent upon himself, and acting according to 
(his) knowledge and power. 

(1) "Effect •• means, according to S'ankara, •• body, .. 
and " cause .. an " organ ... 

9. ~ cw-1 <r.fu,qf(l(jW ~ ~ ~ ~ "i cw-1 ~' 
~ Cf.roJi ~rfqqM -t ~ <TP~ ~ ~: II 

There is in the world no lord of him, nor a ruler, nor 
also a cause (1); he is the cause, the sovereign of the 
sovereign of cause; for him there is no producer, no 
sovereign. 

(1) S'ankara explain! •• Liilga .. by a sign, on whose 
cogency his existence could be inferred. 

10. ;q~j~lil ~ ~: ~~: ~: I 
~ ~: Wiitullfd ~ ott ~ il&llf4;q'(_ II 

May the one God, who, like the spider, through his 
own nature, encases himself with many threads, which 
are produced by the first (cause, Pradhan~ nature). 
grant us identity with Brahman-
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11. ~ ~: ~ ~: ~~rtft ~~I~ I 
~">:J~: ~~Wfl~: m?J\ ~ ~~ ~UT~ II 

The one God, who· is concealed in all beings, who 
pervades all, who is the inner soul of all beings, the 
ruler of all actions, who dwells in all beings, the 
~itness, who is mere thinking (1), and without quali
ties (2)-

(1) That is to say, thinking without any special 
thought. 

(2) The triad of qualities, goodness, activity, and 
'darkness. 

12. ~ ~ R~ ~~cfi ~ ~ ~: Cfiirfu I 

~ it~~~ crm~S!t ~ ~n~ij ~II 

The only self-dependent among the many (souls) 
which are not active (1), who makes manifold the one 
seed (2). The wise who perceive him as placed within 
their own selves, obtain eternal bliss, not others. 

(1) Nature only, according to the Sailkhya, is active, 
~nd not the soul, which is merely witnessing. 

(2) Either the first nature, or, .as S'ankara explains, 
the subtle elemen~s of matter. 

13. ~ R~ ~~~ct~li!T~"h1 ~ ~ ~ Cfilmil I 

ctffil\crf ~~fctrrpt ~ ~ct.~ ~i{tn~: II 

lie is the eternal one among those that _are eter
nal (1), the conscious one among those that are conscious 
-the one among the many who dispenses desirable 
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objects. Whoever knows this cause, the god who is to 
• 

be comprehended by the Sailkhya and Yoga, is liberated 
from all bonds. 

(1) That is among the souls. This view of the 
Sa.nkhya, adop.ted by the author, entirely deviates from the 
Veda.nta. S'ankara tries to guard against this interpretation 
by stating, that the souls are said to be eternal by partak
ing of the eternity of the supreme spirit. 

14. o:r Q~ ~ mfct o:r ::q;•i«uvii ~ ~ ~ ~~: 1 
~~mfa~~mm~~~ II 

There (with regard to Brahman) does not manifest 
the sun, nor the moon and stars, there do not manifest 
those lightnings-how then should manifest this 
(earthly) fire? When he is manifest (by himself), all 
get! manifest after him. By his manifestation this 
whole (world) becomes manifest (1). 

(1) This verse occur:; also in the Katha-U., V, 15, and 
in MuTJ,da-U,. II, (ii) 10. 

15. ~ ~'~ ~~ ~ft.~ ~ -: ~ @~fern:: I 
ctmt fci~~fa ~: q~ ~~~ II 

He is the one Hari1sa (1) in the midst of this world, 
be is even fire entered into water (2). Knowing him, 
one overcomes death; there is no other road for 
obtaining (the last end of man). 

(1) " Hathsa," destroyer of ignorance, according to 
S'ail.kara. 

(21 That is he has entered the heart, like fire. con
suming all ignorance. 
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16. ~ ~~P,ffcr~: Cfii~EfJ&l ~ ~~fclt. q: t 

~~'!I~Nfuuilt~'= ~ffil:m~= n 
He creates the universe, and knows the universe, 

he is tb,e soul (of all) and the origin {of all), the sovereign 
of time, .endowed with {all) qualities (of pe~fection) ; he is 
omniscient, the lord of the first cause (Praqhana, the 
first form of creative nature) and of the conscious 
embodied being, the Ruler of the {three) qualities, and 
the cause of the liberation, existence and bondage with 
reference to the world. 

17. ~ ~ WllCI ~~~ ~: m ~~ mm I 
q ~~ ~ ~~ M ~tlM~a ~~ II 

He is like himself (1), immortal, and abiding in the 
form of Ruler, alwise, omnipresent, the preserver of 
this world; he rules eternally this world ; there is no 
other cause of the do minion (of the world). 

. ~ 

(1) "''Tan maya" may be also Tendered •• like the 
world". 

1s.qr ~~~'a.~ m~ ~~m~ ~ 1 
ij"i! ~CI+U~~~Cfil~i ffi~ ~~~ ~ If 

' 
· Let me, desirous of liberation, approach the protec-

tion of the God, the manifester of the knowledge of 
himself, who at first {at the commenceme~t of the 
creation), created Brahman, and who gave him the 
Vedas; 
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19. ~~'C(_~f.rofi~~l 
~ f:R't_~ ~f4"41''Mst II 

Who is without parts. without action? who is 
tranquil, blameless, without spot, the last bridge to 
immortality, (brilliant) like fire when it consumes 
the wood. 

20. ~ ~~Ffil~ ~~~ m;rcrr: I 
~ ~<ili~~Wl ~:(3ttii~ ~r;qffi II 

Until man is able to compress the ether like 
leather, there will be no end of misery, except through 
the knowledge of God. 

21. Q11:~f'tcr~ im ~ ~~sq ~ 1 
~: ~ qfvf ~ (1&4iizMtt~~vt II 

The sage S'vet~svatara, by the power of his 
austerity and the grace of God, has verily declared to 
the most excellent of t.~e four orders, the supreme holy 
Brahman, who is adored as all in all by all the ~is. 

22. ~ q~ ~ ~ ~~IRct&l I 
~~ ~~ i!I:J~i"''lfu~ CiT ~: II 

The deepe!'t mystery of the Vedanta is not to be 
declared to a son, nor again to a pupil, whose (mind or 
senses) are not subdued. 

23. q~ ~ qu l1~.n ~ ~.n ~ I 
~ cr.rw tW~: ~t·'~'r:d ~ ~t.1~1r:d ~ ~ u 
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To the high-minded who as an absolute reliance 

in God, and as in God, also in the teacher, reveal them
selves the meanings, declared (in this Upani~ad), reveal 
th~misel ves those meanings. 
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